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ABSTRACT
VIOLATION AND IMMUNITY: THE LANGUAGES OF POLITICS AND HEALTH
IN

PREREVOLUTIONARY MASSACHUSETTS
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M.A.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

PhD.,
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Directed by: Professor Barry Levy

This dissertation explores the ways in which a rhetoric of health and disease
supported resistance to Britain in the decades prior to the Revolution in Massachusetts,

and especially
political

in

Boston, crucible of the conflict. Corporeal language employed for

purposes had two dimensions. While using metaphors of the body to

illustrate

perceived assaults upon political liberty, such language also evoked material concems
for health that had long preoccupied the province.

The
First,

revolutionary language of health and sickness expressed three key themes.

claims that British and loyalist enemies sought to infect the province with

corruption drew upon Boston's decades-long struggle to control communicable

maladies brought via the city's crucial maritime commerce. Further claims accused the
British soldiers occupying

Boston of contravening provincial laws controlling

contagious disease, and of being transmitters of pathogens.

Second, obedience to the Sugar, Stamp, Townshend, and Tea Acts was
represented as certain to derail the provincial

human and

politic

depended.

By

economy on which

healthful bodies

depressing domestic development, these laws would

vi

undermine the conditions necessary for healthful

labor.

By promising a continuing

flood of imported British goods, they threatened to undermine
the frugality considered

necessary to health.

from exploiting

its

The mother country was

represented as preventing the province

innately salubrious environment, and these representations were

supported by the conviction that

many imported goods were

unhealthful.

None of these

views was new, but reflected points of view and preoccupations often expressed
during
the province's struggles over currency and taxation in the

50 years

prior to the

Revolution.
Finally, diverging disease profiles led to the invidious comparisons

Old and

New

England

that

became a key justification for resistance. Depictions of the

mother country as irremediably corrupt and diseased both stood
moral and
subjects.

political status

between

and reflected

Remaining within

the empire

real

in for views about her

assessments of the corporeal health of her

was represented

bodies to the sickly state of British ones, and the

move

as reducing Massachusetts
for independence

was

ideologically and emotionally justified as a necessary health-saving measure.

vii
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INTRODUCTION
Writing in 1771 against the mother country's perceived harsh
treatment of

Americans, John

Adams declared that her severe

measures were self-destructive, for

they would only lead to the "Mortification of a Fmgei^' which

surgeon to foresee...will soon spread
analogy, the finger
itself.

itself, to

"it

does not require a

the Heart and Lungs." ^ In

Adams's

Massachusetts, and the imperilled heart and lungs are Britain

is

His readers would not have been surprised

human body, and

figurative uses of the

of

at this

medical metaphor, for such

health and sickness, were a

its

common

feature of political rhetoric in revolutionary Massachusetts.

Why were writers and speakers so drawn to such imagery? Certainly these
colorful analogies

must have grabbed the attention of readers, few of whom were well-

versed in political theory, but

all

of

whom

understood something about the

body. Expressing objections to parliamentary acts or

political

enemies

in a familiar

language deriving from everyday experience of the body and from the
the

body

politic

made

these objections

more

tangible,

But can we read any deeper meanings

Were

and

human

common trope of

less abstract.

into this political language of the

body?

references to health and sickness merely rhetorical embellishment and clever

punning, or can they

tell

us something about the conditions leading to resistance and

rebellion in Massachusetts? This dissertation proposes that they can. Corporeal imagery

was

vital in fueling resistance to the

mother country through

sought to enervate, bleed dry, and poison the province and
riietoric

drew upon

particular longstanding grievances

often been described using bodily analogies.

Ijohn

Adams

Through

to Isaac Smith, Jr., 1771(7), L.H. Butterfield

Correspondence, 6

vols.

(Cambridge, Mass., 1963-1993),

1

its

its

claims that Britain

inhabitants.

and preoccupations
this

82.

that

had

imagery the mother country

and Marc Friedlander,
1:

Such

eds.,

Adams Family

was represented

as attempting to undermine, and as in fact having long
undermined, a

healthful provincial political
luxuries, self-government,

economy founded

in industry

and

frugality, resistance to

and a balance between public health and the needs of

conunerce.

Revolutionary language employing disease metaphors and such familiar
betes
noires as infection, corruption, poisoning, and luxury has usually been seen
in terms

of colonists' embrace of English opposition ideology.

Robbins, Bemard Bailyn, and

many

described by Caroline

others since, early-eighteenth century British

republican writers such as John Trenchard and
influential

As

Thomas Gordon,

Cato's Letters, adapted the radical social and

authors of the

thought of the prior

political

century to their criticism of the perceived degeneracy, luxury, and conmiercialism of

time

their

^

Forming what Robert Shalhope has termed "the

American republicanism," these
inevitable decay of

all states

As Gordon Wood
was

luxury, which

essential substructure of

writers stressed the fragility of free polities, and the

by the intemal forces of corruption,^

has pointed out, "[t]he obsessive term" of republican writers

was "both

a cause

and a symptom of social sickness." Usually seen

as resulting from the commercial expansion of the age, luxury not only destroyed
states, but also

enervated and emasculated bodies.*^ The only thing that would preserve

a republic was the extraordinary, self-sacrificing virtue of

its

citizens,

and

their constant

vigilance against not only luxury, but also effeminacy, corruption, and other vices or
diseases of state. According to Bailyn, while in Britain these ideas attained popularity

only in certain radical

circles, in

England were considered

America "an

altered condition of life

to be extreme, dislocating ideas

sound

made what

in

like simple statements

^Caroline Robbins, The Eighteenth-Century Commonwealthmen (Cambndge, Mass., 1959); Bernard
Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1967).

^Robert E. Shalhope, 'T^epublicanism," in Jack P. Greene and J.R. Pole, eds., A Companion to the
American Revolution (Maiden, Mass., 2000), 668.
"^Gordon Wood, The Creation of the American Republic, 1776-1787 (Chapel Hill. N.C., 1969),
52-53.
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of fact."5 In the colonies, the objectionable acts of the mother
country

1770s were seen through

this

prism of corruption and

Without refuting any of these

in the

1760s and

virtue.

interpretations, this dissertation looks at the

language of social disease from a different angle, exploring

not in primarily

it

ideological and political terms, but in relation to ideas about, experiences
of, and

meanings given

to health

and sickness.

relates this

It

language not so

much to

ideological concerns as to particular social circumstances and political contestations.
Its

concern

is

human body

with the particular political uses of images of health, sickness, and the

in eighteenth-century Massachusetts. It

corporeal language derived not only from

and perhaps primarily— from

its

its

assumes

that the

power of

connection to political tradition, but also—

connection to everyday

life.

While revolutionaries

often expressed their thoughts in republican terms, they connected these themes to
particular

concems for personal and

public health, and to historically specific

understandings of the workings of disease and of the

human

body.

Historians have debated for years the motives that led Americans to rebel. Did

they seek independence in order to protect and enlarge their material interests, or for the

more purely

work

ideological and moral cause of protecting their political liberties? Bailyn's

in particular

has been associated with the

latter

view. But the corporeal language

explored in this dissertation cuts across these causal categories. Colonists in

Massachusetts feared not just for their
their corporeal integrity, in

ways

that

political

and economic well-being, but also for

were both material and

ideological.

While

corporeal language often expressed dismay over economic conditions, these conditions

were never looked upon as primarily matters of material wealth.

most often portrayed as

vital

matters of identity.

by a virtuous body, and so the weakening of the
luxury, dependency, or

debt— also weakened

%ailyn. Ideological Origins, 51.
3

Instead, they

were

A virtuous person was in part defined
body— through

the moral person.

effeminization,

A healthful political

economy was important because

it

would permit

the industry, frugality,

consumption of domestic products leading to good

and

to virtuous persons

polities.

At the same time
political

that a language of health

and sickness symbolically expressed

and economic grievances through a process of corporeal analogy,

and evoked material

reflected

and for the individual bodily

economic

inferiority that

Parliament, would

it

also

fears both for the province's public health conditions

integrity of its inhabitants.

important to the Revolution because

By

and also

health,

and

would

it

articulated

the combined political and

should Massachusetts accede to the demands of

result,

damage not only

how

This line of thought became

the political person, but the corporeal one as well.

portraying resistance and rebellion as eminently justifiable health-saving measures,

a language of health and sickness— above

all,

the portrayal of the

mother country and

her people as irremediably diseased and unstoppably infectious— helped to remove the

imputations of treason and selfishness involved in separation.

While indebted

emerged

to the

immense

from

which are arguably Michel Foucault's

more anarchic body by

new

this

body of woric,

influential texts

the

on the disciplining of a formerly

of the body serving the purposes of the

laboring body has sometimes been referred to as

influential has

most important of

the apparatuses of powerful eighteenth-century states and by a

"political technology"

(This

does not for the most part directly engage

in recent decades, this dissertation

the conclusions or theories arising

new

scholarship on the history of the body that has

capitalist order.^

homo oeconomicus.) Also

been the work of Norbert Hias outlining the "civilizing process" of

manners by which

elites distinguished their

bodies from those of the lower

classes,'^

as

well as recent theories about the development of the less disciplined "consumer^' body.

^See N4ichel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New
Bakhtin
York, 1977). A descnption of the formerly more anarchic body was first laid out by M.M.
Rabelais and His World,
'^See Norbert Bias,

trans.

H. Iswolsky (Cambridge, Mass., 1968).

The Civilizing Process,

trans.

4

Edmund Jephcott

(Cambridge, Mass., 1994).

in

Influential to all the

above

and taboos, whereby

is

Mary Douglas's work on

the anthropology of boundaries

societies inscribe those outside their margins as
poisonous

others 8 While echoes of these various theories can be
found in this dissertation, to

have made them

explicit

would

at this stage

have overburdened the project with

preconceived assumptions and theoretical excursions. For now,
specific political uses of ideas about health

them from

the inside out rather than

In any event, this dissertation is

body per
specific

se, but as

and sickness, in order to

from the outside

work focusses on

this

try to

understand

so to speak.^

in,

meant not as a work within the

history of the

an exploration of the political uses of corporeal language

period— the decades

prior to the outbreak of the Revolution.

It

in

a

focusses on the

climate leading to rebellion in Massachusetts, and especially in Boston, crucible of the

Revolution.

It

was

in

Boston

that grievances against the

acute and, ultimately, led to armed conflict.

As

such,

mother country became most

it is

particularly important to our

understanding of the causes of the Revolution to comprehend Boston's contentious

environment, and an examination of the uses of corporeal language in the decades prior
to these events

quality of so

can help us

many

to

do

evoked genuine fears for

Among other things,

made by

statements

seem explicable merely by

so.

ideology.

health,

radicals, the

As

it

illuminates the hyperbolic

emotive thrust of which does not

this dissertation will explain,

and also drew upon

traditional,

such statements

symbolic uses of the

imagery of health and disease.

Most

political uses

of corporeal imagery were predicated upon the traditional

trope of the body politic, through which society
functionally analogous to the

is

viewed as

human body. However,

structurally

questions have been raised about

^See Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution

(New York,

and

atid

Taboo

1966).

%ee also Janet Moore Lindman and Michele Use Tartar, A

Centre of Wonders: The Body in Early

volume of essays many of which innovatively employ the work
of these and other theorists. For an overview of recent historiography of the body and thoughts on new
directions in body scholarship, see Roy Porter, "History of the Body," in Peter Burke, ed.. New

America

(Ithaca, N.Y., 2001), a recent

Perspectives on Historical Writing (University Park, Penna., 1991), 206-232.
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the continuing validity of this trope in the eighteenth
century, as scientific and poUtical

revolutions undermined

chapter

way

1

,

its

conceptual foundations. This dissertation thus begins, in

with a brief exploration of some ways in which the body
remained a relevant

of imagining society in eighteenth-century Massachusetts. In
the years immediately

prior to the Revolution, the

body

was

politic

enlisted in arguments over the nature of

the province's relationship to the mother country. Here,

emerged— in

the loyalist version, the empire

in the patriot version, the imperial

body

two

different

was a body with

politic

was a

models

Britain as the only head;

mutualistic contract of nearly

equal body parts or, altematively, Massachusetts 's body was connected in relations of

interdependence to that of the king, but was not connected to Parliament.

Chapter 2 takes up the question of the relationship between conditions of public
health and political rhetoric referring to the health or sickness of the body politic.

eighteenth century

New

By

the

Englanders had become physiologically a separate people from

those in the mother country, and their health culture reflected this fact. Less besieged by
the infectious diseases, nutritional deprivation, and conspicuous consumption of

harmful substances that plagued Britons, they were proud of their perceived relative
bodily virtue.
healthful.

They

also looked

These differences

and Old England

that

upon

their physical

environment as being innately

set the stage for the invidious

would become a hallmark of patriot

This chapter also asserts that the

political

comparisons between

New

rhetoric.

language of health and sickness was

persuasive in part because people in Massachusetts really did feel their physical bodies
to be threatened

by British actions

in the

1760s and 1770s.

New

Englanders were not

only more healthful but also, ironically, more vulnerable to infectious diseases such as

smallpox which, when

it

became epidemic, burned through a population with

little

acquired immunity. In eighteenth-century Boston, a series of epidemics did incalculable

damage

to the

commerce on which

the city depended. In response, the city developed

quarantine, isolation, and cleansing protocols for the control of infectious disease that

6

were the most stringent

in the

Anglo-American worid. The limited but promising public

health successes of these measures, along with
controlled smallpox inoculation,

encouraged hopes for a

better, less vulnerable future. In patriot rhetoric,

British occupation threatened to derail this intricate system,

and vulnerability
It is

to

communicable disease became a

held hopes and fears. This work

is

signal theme.

in

it

not reflected lived reality and deeply

thus a study both of corporeal language

conditions from which this language derived

show

its

and of the

emotional and symbolic potency.

As

1

chapter 3, because of both their vulnerability to sickness and their reliance

on self-treatment more than on doctors, most people lived
with disease and death. In addition, people
us their

historical fear of

a central claim of this dissertation that the language of health
and sickness

never could have been thought powerful had

will

and the

however,

letters, diaries,

in

their lives in close contact

Massachusetts, or

and other writings, were frequently

ill

at least

those

who

left

and regulariy

preoccupied with managing their health. They also lived within a symbolically rich
corporeal milieu in which the body and

its

health were frequently engaged to express a

range of thoughts and feelings. These factors help to explain the emotional power of a
political

language of the body, as well as to explain some of

its

seemingly extreme and

often graphic qualities (for instance, bloodletting figured prominently).

As mentioned
employ

previously, political rhetoric referring to corp)oreal themes did not

universal and transhistorical bodily images, but instead reflected

understandings of the

human body and

disease particular to the period. In

these conceptions are radically different from our own. Chapter

major ideas about bodily functioning and

many

4 describes

ways,

several

their implications for political rhetoric, as well

as for ideas about and practices of self-protection. In the 1760s and 1770s, the mother

country was portrayed by radicals as attempting to erode these prophylactic measures.

The

revolutionary rhetoric of disease and violation arose partly in response to

Pariiament's interferences with

New

England's customary trade practices.

7

As

I

will

explain in chapter 5, this response
the terms on

was conditioned by

the fact that foreign imports, and

which commerce within the empire was conducted, had long
been

contentious issues in Massachusetts. Boston's dependence upon
commerce, and the
material prosperity and conspicuous consumption of
criticism

from both within and without the

corporeal dimension. Foreign

city that

commerce colored

its

The

obey physiological laws, and so challenges

relations

threats to the

body

politic that also

all

provincial

to

it

elites,

evoked

over the decades often assumed a

debtor and creditor, province and mother country, and
frequently described in a corporeal vein.

merchant

between

city

and country,

these relationships were

economy was

were portrayed

often imagined to

terms of health

in

echoed longstanding problems with infectious

disease brought via maritime commerce. In fact, the commercial and public health

problems of Boston had always been intertwined.

have superseded

in

In

many ways,

this

convergence may

importance the tensions between liberalism (pro-commerce) and

republicanism (anti -commerce) that historians have emphasized-'^

Chapter 6

and excise taxes

tells the story

that,

beginning

of the pamphlet and newspaper wars over paper
in the 1720s,

over the commercial economy. In

particular,

debates over these issues were carried on
established
the 1760s

many

most often precipitated these struggles

it

examines the ways

in rhetorically

in

which

political

corporeal terms. These battles

of the temis by which nearly identical themes would be sounded in

and 1770s. By

economic,

money

political,

that point,

Boston had already weathered five decades of

and public health

described the city's "distressed state."
city as vulnerable to disease

crises,

By

and

political

the 1730s

pamphlets had routinely

many Bostonians

already saw their

and overburdened with dependent poor, and perceived

it

as

commercially weakened vis-a-vis the other Massachusetts seaports and burgeoning
^^his

were primarily republican
new world of commerce.

dissertation avoids enlanglcment in debates over whether the colonies

or liberal

in

oncnlation, and thus over whether they celebrated or dccned the

theme see Joyce Appleby, Uheralism and Republicanism in the Historical
hnagimtion (Cambndgc, Mass., 1992); Isaac Kramnick, Republicanism and Bourgeois Radicalism:
Political Ideology in iMte Eighteenth Century England and A/nerica (Ithaca, N.Y.. 1990); and GordcMi
For more on

this

Wood, The Radicalism of the American Revolution (New York.

8

1992).

cities like

New York

aiul Hiiladelpliia. In particular, they constantly

inability ol the province to hold onto

its

lamented the

short supply ol metal currency, and

increasing burden ol debt to the mother country. While

some pmposed

a

its

more

abundant supply of pa|KM money to redress the currency shortage,
others saw
recipe lor luxurious consumption leading to

agreed

that the accelerated

more

debt. Hul lH>lh sides in the debate

consumption of foreign

luxuries, the result of a

and marketplace revolution, was both unhcalthful and
province's economic prol^lcms.

I

this as a

consumer

the ullimale source of the

he province's dependent status within the empire,

however, seemed to derail attempts to do anything

alH)ut the situation. ( oin

rt^prescntcd as bleeding out of the province, and British imports

was

were depicted as an

enforced HtHHl of unhcalthful luxuries defeating the industry and frugality

that

would be

the salvation of both bodies hiuiian and Inxlies politic.
In

concluding the dissertation, chapter 7 sketches how

above played out
177()s. r.H.

boycott

in tiie

movements

Breen has recently written

that

the themes outlined

against British goixls in the 17W)s and

by midcentury the consumption of British

imiHMls had become a source of conunon identity

Americans. According

all

among otherwise

disparate

to Breen, in the revolutionary period imports also served the

purpose of social bonding, but

this

time Americans joined together over their

proscription and in a sudden reinterpretation of them as enervating poisons.'

chapter argues, however, that

remained

fairly constant

at least in

'

This

Massachusetts ambivalence over imports had

throughout the century, and earlier exhortations that

provincials should voluntarily purchase and

consume fewer of them now became

additionally politicized in opposition to the mother country. For this program lH)ycott
supiH)rtei^ called

upon a long heritage and discourse connecting

goods with contagion, poison, and

'

the draining

'T.H. Bivcw, The Markciphur of Revolution:

luilependence

(New York,

away of the province's

How Consumer

2(X>4).
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British

Politics

commerce and
wealth.

Shaped American

The

latter

was seen

in terms of health in that the suppression
of the province's

and economy, which
taxation laws,

it

was believed would

was represented

economy founded

result

from obedience

to the

commerce

new

trade

and

as disabling the possibilities for a sound political

in industry, frugality,

and the

rightful exploitation of the innately

healthful Massachusetts environment.

Eventually, the mother country's violations of provincial autonomy
and of the
tenets of Anglo-American interdependence

were framed as an

all-out conspiracy, the

ultimate purposes of which could only be subjection and the draining
off of the

province's wealth. This attempted "enslavement" always was seen not just in
political
but also in bodily terms, for the plan of subjection

weakening of

New

England bodies. Patriots claimed

demands would engender a crippling of the
degraded physical

was believed

states

that

provincial

to

bowing

economy

depend upon the

to Parliament's

that

would induce these

and undermine the foundations for a virtuous and honorable

polity.

Using a language of health and sickness,

mother country as an eminently justifiable move

patriots presented opposition to the
to protect Massachusetts's health.

These claims were backed up by promises for a future of virtuous
opposed

to the shameful, health-eroding debt

remaining

body

natural,

against

and dependency associated with

in the empire. If the province regained

economy could be guided along

autonomy,

its

principles healthful to both the

and an independent Massachusetts would by

Old World moral, economic, and physiological

10

self-sufficiency, as

its

commerce and domestic
body

politic

and the

virtue be inoculated

diseases.

PART ONE:

HEALTH AND THE BODY SOCIAL

CHAPTER

1

THE "GREAT BODY OF MANKIND": THE BODY POLITIC METAPHOR
IN

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY MASSACHUSETTS

In a 1766 essay, John
British constitution— the

Adams described the two "popular powerls]"

House of Commons and

lungs.,.without which the

body must

die."

These

trial

of the

by jury— as "the heart and

liberties

were the stamina vitae of

the constitution "which the physician can in no case have any authority to destroy
or

deprave'" and without which the body would die.

amputated, the eyes put out, and
liberty the constitution,

the "limbs [might] be

other mutilations practiced,"

and thus British

society,

Adams presumed

In this passage,

analogies between the

many

Though

human body and

would

it

maintained

its

survive.*

that his readers

society.

if

would accept the

validity of

However, most scholars who have

studied the body politic metaphor have concluded that such analogies, so prevalent in
the

eady

modem

period,

were largely moribund by the eighteenth century, existing

only in vestigial and customary, rather than normative, form.

body
little

politic

metaphors

rhetorical weight.^

may have continued
But

if this

was

to be colorful

the case,

Mn Roben J.

Taylor

et. al,

eds..

Papers of John Adams, 10

vols.

these lights, while

and expressive, they carried

how can we

revolutionary political expressions? This chapter outlines

By

explain their frequency in

some ways

in which,

(Cambridge, Mass., 1977),

and

1:

164-

170.

^See David George Hale, The Body Politic: A Political Metaphor in Renaissance English Literature
(The Hague, 1971); Bryan Turner. The Body and Society: Explorations in Social Theory (New York,
1984). Roy Porter has recently commented that "[h]istorians of political thought and literature have
long investigated the metaphor of the body politic. .although they have done so somewhat impatiently,
eager to see these long obsolescent metaphors driven off the stage by a more philosophically rigorous
language of politics from the seventeenth century onwards." Porter, "History of the Body," in Peter
Burke, ed.. New Perspectives on Historical Writing (University Park, Penna,, 1991), 225.
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reasons why, the social body and

its

sickness and health remained salient tropes in

eighteenth-century Massachusetts.
Traditionally, the

body

politic

morphologically analogous to the

metaphor represented

human body, and

same systemic laws. There were two primary ways
society .3 First, the polity

was

societies as

also as functioning according to the

which the body was applied

in

structurally divided into parts

and functions as

to

in, for

instance, the demarcation of the king as head and the peasants as feet.
Second, social

problems were described as diseases, as

in

Thomas Hobbes's comparisons,

Leviathan, of a shortage of revenues to ague, of a

and of an excess of large towns

to

worms

surfeit

in the entrails.^

in

of monopolies to pleurisy,

Proposed solutions

to social

diseases were also represented as medical cures, their proponents as "political

physicians."

The body

politic

metaphor was closely related

to the theological doctrine of all

true believers' incorporation into Christ's body;-'' to the nation-state conceit that the

sovereign possessed two bodies, one mortal and one immortal, ensuring the continuity
of authority

at the

time of his or her death;^' and to the classical ideal of the organic

polity. In Elizabethan

Great Chain of

England, the metaphor reflected the idea of the universe as a

Being— a

correspondences with

all

closed system of hierarchical planes linking
the elements of creation, including man,

God

who

in a

web

of

recapitulated

both the cosmos and the commonwealth within the microcosm of his body.^

^Hale,
in the

ne Body Politic,

Middle Ages,"

(New York,

in

Le Goff, "Head or Heart?: The Political Use of Body Metaphors
Michel Fcher, ed.. Fragments for a History of the Human Body. Part Three
15; Jacques

1989), 13.

'h'homas Hobbes, Uviathan (New York, 1982), 363-376 and passim. Hobbes expatiated at length and
with great specificity UF>on the various maladies of commonwealths. For interesting comments on
diseases of stxiety see Susan Sontag, Illness as

^Le Goff, "Head or Heart?"

^Emst

14.

Metaphor (New York,

1977).

This doctrine was established by Saint Paul.

H. Kantorowicz, The King's

Two Bodies: A Study

in

Medieval Political Theology (Princeton,

1957).

'^E.M.W. Tillyard. The Elizabethan World Picture (New York,

13

n.d.).

The

(xKly politic fnctaphor has usually been
seen as sup,K)rtive of innate

hierarchy, and of a closed and static social
order perceived as natural and organic.
In

medieval and early
the authority of

modem

Hngland, uses of the Ixuly

quo by

functionally

of the human body. For instance,

Wife;

I

am

that "I

am

the Head, and

to royal authority

the

it

is

in 16()3

mapping

James

Husband, and

my

Body.->

all

I

it

was

that rebels

like a "putrified

were

reiterated

into stratified estates «

onto a hierarchical understanding

justified his divine right to kingship

the

whole

Isle |of Britain| is

my

lawfull

Political tracLs also delegitimi/ed challenges

by representing them as pathogenic. For instance, one

that a seditious person

ampuUited and

metaphor often

King and Church and the organization of society

naturalizing the status

on the grounds

politic

and festered membre"

like "byle in the

body"

that

that

tract

claimed

should be

must be purged by the

sword.
Scholars have generally asserted that the social and political revolutions of the
seventeenth century undermined the validity of the body politic metaphor by puncturing
the belief in an innate, organic hierarchical social order upon which

The powerful

late

it

was premised.

seventeenth and eighteenth century doctrines of the social contract,

individual and private property rights, and the covenant

all

were based on the

free will

of the individual, rather than on the preordained, organic necessity of the collective,
defiating the idea of an inborn, immutable social order

primary body became that of the individual, not

^For

instance, in Ihc l'oli( raticus ol

1

that

mapped upon

the body.'

'

The

of society.

159, John ol Salisbury described the

pnncc as

ihe head ol Ihc

body fx)lilic, the senate as the heart, ihc oKiccrs and soldiers as the hands, and ihc f>casanls as ihc lecl.
Ix Goll "Head or Heart?" 17. Robert Blair St. George has recently written of the "intensif ication of
Ixxlily metaphors" rom the time ol Henry VIII to the execution ol Charles I, which served the need for
a "unified national mythology" thiit identified "a deferential but static scxrial hierarchy in which specific
members had Iheir destined places and roles to lill." St. George then applies this same amccption of
,

f

the txxJy poliUc lo early

Colonial

New

"For

Fngland.

St. Cicorge,

C(mversin}> by Sif^ns: llw Poetics of Implication in

llnf-land Culture (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1998),

'^Quoted in Hale.
'^^Quotcd in

New

Hw Body Politic.

57,

1

1

16-203.

12.

ibid., 57.

insliincc.

human b(xly was "the dominant mode of iheori/.ing political
seventeenth century, when the docliinc of individual properly rights was fully

Turner argues

behaviour up to the

lhat the

14

.

But scholars have |)crhaps been too quick
hierarchy with that ol

tl)e

body as analogy lor

body remained an imporlani model

to

equate the delegitimi/ing of innate

society.

At

least in

Massachusetts, the

lor conununity throughout the eighteenth
century.

Kot)erl lilair St. CJeorge has written that, in
seventeenth century

New

"discourse of the body was politically conservative." '2
However, by

Hngland, such

my

reading the

conservative, hierarchical as[>ects of the Ixxly politic metaphor
were usually muted in

New

hngland,

in

favor of an emphasis u|X)n a nujtuality and interdependence
also

posited as organic and necessary.'^
In Puritan

New

communities as bodies

would

Imgland, the exigencies of survival supported the image of
cooperate and share resources, or perish together, as

that nujst

the parts and organs of a starved body.

Hven

the early leaders

emphasized

nuituality, not hierarchy, interdependent function, not the authority of the
"head." This

idealized, quasi egalitarian mutuality

was

in part

saints' special incorporation within Christ,

based upon the idea of the Puritan

whose

bcnly represented the

community

of believers.

Such mutualism had always been inherent
challenge established authority. Forexafnple,

Armstrong asserted

that land

like the l>ody\s giving "to

articulated.
Kififi's

enclosures

'*^Sl.

Ga>i ge.

'^As

JuTi F-gan

in the

oon hand more than

O.J. Schochcl,

common

in

people

to another or to

vScc also Hale.

Tathan halism

metaphor

sixteenth century

that hurt the

"Turner. The liody and Society, 177.

Two bodies; and

in the

ways

that

might

dement
in Britain

were

oon fynger...more than

The ftody

Politir; Kantorowic/.

The

in Political Ihoufiht (Oxloid. 1^/75).

Conver.sin^i hy Si^n.\, 152.

has |XMnlcd

oiil.

as early as the K>4()s complaints were raised that Massachusetts

endangered the inonau hy txxausc ^'il assumcil thai [xiliiaK hal aulhoiity dcnves lioin llic common bcxly
ol the [xujpic" lallu'i than Irom thai ol Ihc kin^^. ligan, Authorizing^ l'xperien( e: lie/i^uration.s of the
liody Politic in Seventeenth
s

i

'enlury Writinf{ (lYmceton,

idea wa.s trans|>{>sed Irom

iJie

inclusive Catholic

U^.

I

Church made upol

all

those t^apli/eJ into the

more exclusive Puritan coiumunily ol Ix^lieveis. Actually, ProlesUnl exclusivity seems only to have
strengthened the meliiphoi ol the communily as a unilied S(Kial-ieligious txidy. hbr instance, (alvin
averred thai only the elect are united in ( hrist and that they "also grow together inU) one body, txing
joinexl and knit together as are the liint)s ol a t>)dy " Quoted in lale. I he Pody Politic, 7<>. St. (Jeorgc
notes that the ulopian image ol Chrisl*s Ixnly ol jx^rlcclion and love recalls *1he communal closeness ol
Ihc small Puritan towns constructed in New Mngland. however jjioblemalic alLuning that s<Kial
I

intimacy

may have

been." Si (ieorge.

(

'onversin}>

hy

15

Si}>ns,

1

51

whereby oon

to another,

to hurt

metaphor always contained

and distroy another." 15 By

its

nature, the

possibilities for the expression of resistance.

body

politic

For instance,

dissenting Puritans argued that the power-hungry Elizabethan
bishops wished to

"maime

[andl deforme the

commonwealth were

body of Christ" and even

in reality

The perceived need
if

they were to

fulfill their

for the early colonists to behave as one cohesive

all

Bay Company Govemor John Winthrop

A Mode II of Christian

true Christians] being thus united are

Charity that"[a]ll the partes of this

made

soe contiguous in a speciall

relation as they

must needes partake of each others strength and

love bound the

members of the body

Winthrop
all

illustrated this ideal

the paines to receive, and

infirmity." Selfless

together regardless of their class stams, and

of reciprocity by pointing out that while "the mouth

mince the foode which serves

the other partes of the body,"

would send back "by

community

mission of social purification reinforced the social body's

declared in his 1630 sermon
[of

Church and

two bodies, not one.i^

interdependence. For instance, Massachusetts

body

that the

it

should not complain of

secret passages a

its

for the nourishment of

is at

all

labors, for the other parts

due proporcion of the same nourishment."

This corporate understanding of society should not be understood as merely an
abstraction. In material ways,
crucially,

it

it

helped to define the boundaries of community, and

reflected not only ideals of mutuality, but also those of

homogeneity and

conformity. For instance, in The Selling of Joseph, his 1700 tract against slavery,

prominent Boston merchant and judge Samuel Sewall mourned
"Conditions, Colour

because of their

& Hair," African-Americans could "never embody with us, and

grow up

into orderly Families.. .but

l^Quoted

in Hale, Tfie

^^^Quoted in

that

Body

still

remain

in

our

Body

Politick as a kind of

Politic, 60.

ibid., 82.

I'^John Winthrop,
Political Ideas,

A Modeli of Christian

Charity (1630), in

1558-1794 (New York, 1965), 75-93.
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Edmund

S.

Morgan,

ed.,

Puritan

cxiravasal HI<)(hI."I« |>crvcrscly

cxdusi(>M and exc ision, corporeal

jiisriryiiif> llu-ir

inulualily did not apply U> Ihosr wilhoul an accepted
place in the

whose bodies were seen
century, inlluenlial

I

English Puritan divine

William Perkins had

set the sta^^e

existence of such persons was "a foule disorder in any

hough deemphasi/ing

Massachusetts religious and

irinate hierarchy, the

tasks,

body

and

To

IVrkins, the very

Connnon wealth

political leaders did stress the

and an ordered differentiation of lunctions,

that

by

and other such marginal non laboring

'

persons to "rotten legges, and arnies that dri)p from the body."

hmnan

politic or those

as too aberrant to be incorporated. In the late sixteenth

coinparin}^ "rogues, beggars, vagabonds

I

body

|H)lilic

"

metaphor as used by

maintenance of social order

statuses, parallel to those in the

body. Such differentalion refleclcil the Puritan idea of the calling, the injunction

each individual find and carry out

his or her (iod given role. Perkins

may once

again be taken as representative of these Puritan principles. 'Mn mans body," he wrote,
"there be sundry parts and meml)ers, and every one hath his severall use and office,

which

It

periormeth not lor

it

good of

selle, but for the

diderentiation applied to the division of labor in

could be rc|)resenled as a
bodie, and so

is

mean

I7r>.i

(New Yolk.

77i/'

'^^Wilhaiii IVikiiis.

A

I'olitn al Ideas, 35-73.
llie

Piiiitans.

sul>se<nienl
lhal inusi

I

lis

(

hurch a bodie, and the

is

Selling of Joseph

I*>^>^>)»

I

common

whole

(

m

I7(M)).

2H^>. "iixlravasal"

Ja( k

UUukI was

wliu h

wriUn^s

went

notes ol

IVikms

Ihioii^'ji

nunu Mnis

lhat "jiijo olhri

lion haiinonioiisly aiul

llial

woiilil

Ik*

Senlnnrnt.s to Soriety: l'>H4

.

liad csca|Hul fioin

realise of (he Vo<ali<ms or Callinf^s of Men...

Moigan

l)odie is not the hand, nor

V (iurnr. cd

thai

I

(nd).

The view
l)y

Us onj^inal vessels.

\n Morj^an.

divine was

jif^iish

atkhlioiis allei his dealli

Ihiealened

wealth also."

members." (lod never

a distinction betwixt the

PuiiUns." Moif-.an. Pnrttan Polttu al Ideas,

hnu

social institutions, each ol whic h

inlerchangeal)ility, for ''as the

the foote, nor the eye. ..yet there

'^Samuel Scwall.

whole bodie." Such

lH)dy. "|A|I1 societies ol inen... are lH)dies, a lamily is a

every particular

Mutuality did not

all

the

aJimietl by

iiioie

ami inllueiu t d

ionmmmly

ol

Puritan

all

as a ioluTenl Ixnly

"loUen" |KMs<>ns may have aided

in

(he piaetue. toininon lo all lowns in MassaehuseUs. ol •\vainmf^ out."<>i easlini* onl allei a s|X'Cilied
oi inslaiur. inoie than S(K)
|>cri(H!, individuals nol lonnally declaied nu inlKMs ol lhal eoinimmity
l

"si!

angers" wore warned onl

ol

the Projects: Puhlie llousint;

Uoslon

iK

and Puhlu

lwcen 1721 and 1742. liiwrcncc
Nei}ihl>ors (( ainhiidK.e. Ma.ss

17

.

J.

Vulc. i'rom the lUnttans to

?(KK)). 26.

meant

to

make everyone

the same, "as though the bodie should bee

all

head and

nothing else."20
Historians have debated the degree to which the corporatism
that underlay

organic analogies declined as Puritanism lost
eighteenth centuries. For instance, Michael

its

hold in the late-seventeenth and

Zuckerman has argued

that throughout the

eighteenth century Massachusetts towns remained covenanted, mutualistic
communities

deeply committed to consensus and homogeneity, and thus that "organicism
continued
to

be a

real

metaphor

requirement

at the

at the local level

higher reaches."2i

long after

More

it

had degenerated into mere

recently, Richard

Brown and Jack Tager have

asserted that, after the religious controversies of the Great

Awakening of the 1730s and

1740s

split

communities

apart, "[clorporatism lost

harmony through uniformity" remained
other,

of

its

in country towns, but

more cosmopolitan values introduced

integrated into the worid of imperial

much

as the province

meaning."
it

had

compete with

was "economically

commerce." As Brown and Tager point

economic development also "laid the foundation for a more complex
reality,

to

A "zeal for

out,

social order"; in

"Massachusetts had become pluralistic" by midcentury.22 This complexity

entailed greater gaps in wealth

between the

rich

and

common

people, especially in

Boston, and intensified political struggles between rural towns and Boston, and

between the Governor and the country town-dominated House of Representatives.^^

However,
socially cohesive,

the

if

Massachusetts arguably had become more class-stratified and less

and

human body no

its

internal politics

more

contentious,

we need not conclude

longer applied as a model for society. In

fact,

that

corporeal

interdependence was enlisted as opponents argued over the limits of authority, the

^%*erk;ins,

A

Treatise of the Vocations, 51.

21 Michael Zuckerman, Peaceable Kingdoms:

York, 1970),

1

New England Towns

in the Eighteenth

Century (New

19 and passim.

22Richard D. Brown and Jack Tager, Massachusetts:

A

Concise History (Amherst, Mass., 2000), 55.

23see Richard L. Bushman, King and People in Provincial Massachusetts (Chapel
G.B. Warden, Boston: 1689-1776 (Boston. 1970).
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Hill, N.C., 1985);

nature and boundaries of community, the
morality of commerce, and other issues
raised

by

and economic changes. The human body and
principles of good

social, political,

were important vehicles for

health

articulate their positions in ethical

argument because they allowed leaders to

political

and communitarian terms. The human body when

used as a model for society always stood for principles
of mutuality, and imputed
attacks

upon

it,

often represented as diseases or poisons, were assaults
against

still

undisputed ideals of interdependence.24

A few examples will

suffice to illustrate the utility of corporeal analogies
in

particular political contexts. In 1729, the

House of Representatives opposed an

independent salary for the governor, rather than one paid from provincial funds
and
controlled by the General Court (the full Massachusetts legislature, which
included the

Governor's Council), by declaring that

it

British Constitution" that "every part of

upon each

other....

understand

it

Thus

it

is in

the

was "the peculiar

it

and glory of the

had a mutual relation to and dependence

Members

to be in the British Polity,

distinction

and

of the Natural Body, and thus

that herein

it

we

excells and differs

from

unlimited Monarchy ."25 (A governor too independent would threaten corporeal
mutuality and thus the social body's health.
British

government was more

The passage

accord with the

in

monarchy.) In another example,

in

also implies that the

human body

than

mixed

was an unlimited

1720 Boston merchant John Colman pleaded with

the country towns to lower the price of the provisions they brought into the city. People
in the country,

the

Head say

to the

Head

wrote Colman, should "consider

to the

in like

this

Town for your own

Members, we have no need of thee, or

manner, as

in the

Body

Natural; so

it is

shall thee

also with the

sakes, shall

Members say
Body

Politick

^^Benjamin Labaree has noted that 'tOor decades the traditional values of community and order
remained the official ideology even as individualism and progressive change became the actual values
by which men lived. "This dissoneuice brought "new tension to life in Massachusetts" which would
emerge in turmoils of the Great Awakening and the Revolution. Labaree, Colonial Massachusetts: A
History (Millwood, N.Y., 1979), 165.

^^Quoted

in

Bushman, King and People

in Provincial

19

Massachusetts, 126.

in this

Ucspcc

I,

ou, Inlccsls arc .nsc,)ai;il)lc."26

(owns were not loo pU ^sed, (hongh, w.th

COt.ntry

Mciuhvrs- to Hoslon's M lead

Sandwu

h ininisler

new governor.
and Olliccs,

I

raneis Hernanl.

like a liody

ll

in the

I)y

the

Heclion sennon

crilici/.ed eonipLiinIs ;.gainsl

assnling

was obvious

olnian s niiplaalion lhal

(

finally, in his

without l-yes.

Mcnihns I should j havr

Schism

And

Ahrahani Williams

tJHcapahleol acting;'
''thr

niiKlH speculate lhal pcoplr in the

j

I

A

that

were

ol I7(>2,

Massaehnsetts's

Society wilhont different C)rde«

lands, and ollu

l)|y

lliey

r

Meinhrrs. would be

a beaulilul Allusion lotlie natural

hody"

thai

same (are for one another, and (here he no

Ihnlvr the "Resemblance luMween

ihr n;ituial Hinly

and SiKielics.

I)eing

so obvious. "27

The above examples

illuslrale lhal,

while |H'ople

lives according to the dii tales of cor|>oreal mutuality,

always available lor
juxtaposed

|K)litical

il

may

not always have lived their

remained the normative

application. The communitarian body

lo the potentially sell

in lioston

warned

in a

he

is

great

favored by merchants,

1753 sermon on charily

Whole, and

not a

Hody

ol

Mankind, which must dissolve and

tlic

Brown and Tager extended
revolution, in

ailaiul Davis,

common

.

(

ooper, minister

ol a

camiol but be sensible that

MembiTof Ihe

but rather a

perish, unless the several Parts

;ire

ic."^**

commerce discussed by

to Massachiisclls the material benelits of a midcentuiy

which ordinary

ed

1

;

(

part,

accused of selfishness,

rapidly expanding world of im|)erial

2^|John (\>linan|. Ihe Distressed Slate oj
Aiuliew Mcl

fre(|uenlly

that '*every Individual

compacted and kepi together by some

consumer

who were

ca|)able of subsisting by himsell

Inlcgration into

was ollen

seeking behaviors of ihe individual lM)dy or Innly

and the lormcr always held the up|)er moral hand. Thus Samuel
church

ideal,

oloniid

(

tlie

|)cople

became

able for the

firsl

Town of lioston, Ae. Considered

urrem y Hepnnis, 10H2 17^1, 4 voh.

lime to

(Hoslon, 1720), in
(IJosloii, i*>l()),

I:

4<)7.

2^AI)iahain Wilhains.

1762 (Hoston. 1762).

2^Samuel

(

\h)|x:i.

A Sermon rretu h'd

in

Moigan,

ed..

at lioston, lie/ore the (Jreat

I'untan

A Sermon Preached in

I'tdttu at Ideas,

331-352.

lUntim... (UofciU>n, 1753). 12.

20

and (Jeneral Court, ..May

26,

purchase imported goods once considered
unattainable luxuries, such as tea and tea
services, fine fabrics,

and tableware. As might be expected,

consumption came under attack from moralists
social order in

which members performed

women wore fine

fearful that

increased opportunities to buy and

sell

conspicuous

disrupted the customary

their "natural Offices." If

who was to tell who

dresses,

it

this fairly

even servant

held which offices? In addition, the

were feared

to induce

more

individualistic, self-

seeking behaviors that might contravene corporeal mutuality,
as some people profited at
others' expense.

There was,
the market

overall, a general sense of uncertainty as to the long-term
effects of

economy upon

the

body

politic,

and upon the individual bodies of which

was comprised. These changes, though, only
language, as

vital

the social body,

reinvigorated politico-corporeal

matters of a changing political

its

sickness, and

its

health.

it

At

economy were discussed

this point,

in

terms of

metaphors of disease

arguably became more prominent than those considering the body politic in terms of its

and functions, and

structure

this

would remain

the case throughout the period leading to

the Revolution.

Individuals discussing the effects of the market

honored

polarities of idleness

both Puritan and republican
to idleness

and eventually

economy employed

and industry, and of luxury and

texts.

their

to the ruination of the

Yankee descendants,

common

to

(Excess consumption, a form of luxury, would lead

body

politic.)

noted the emphasis placed upon these virtues and vices by

by

frugality,

time-

Many

New

historians have

England Puritans and

as the "civic ecology of Massachusetts

the development of early capitalism required "an ethic of disciplined

Bay Colony" and
work and

self-

denial."29 Less emphasized has been the fact that industry and frugality were promoted

as articulated principles of

good

29 Stephen

Commonwealth: The Economic Culture of Puritan New England (New

Innes, Creating Ihe

York, 1995),

health,

and

9.
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their antitheses, idleness

and luxury,

dcnigralcd as productive of diseased bodies

was

enlisted in support of the virtues

was advanced

disease

body,

in its

New

human and

politic. In other

words, health

lingland leaders wished to inculcate, and

as both the analogue and the consequence of
vice. In this

presumed normative power, supported platforms

for

way

the

how Massachusetts

should respond to the market revolution, and remained
socially potent as both

fact

and

metaphor.
Traditionally, idleness had been presented as the feared
consequence of

luxurious consumption
elites,

the lower classes,

whose

will to

work, according

needed to be primed by the edge of hunger and deprivation.
economist Charles i:)avenant

political

riot

among

(

1656 1714), for instance, wrote

and luxuries are not discountenanced, the

infected,

and grow

la/.y,

would simply refuse

to

British

inferior rank of

Whig

that

"|w|here

men become

presently

effeminate, impatient of labour, and expensive."^*)

work— in

traditional

body

to

politic terms, this

Or

would be a

they
revolt

of the hands or the belly against the head or mouth. Labor had also been associated not
so

much

Adam
their

with healthfulness as with necessity resulting from original

sin, for prior to

and Rve's transgression, no work had been required of the primordial couple

in

bounteous paradise.

However, labor gradually look on
expanding

tran.satlantic

were expected

to

market economy and

work and

others have shown, once
that just kept

less negative connotations within the

in a

fulfill their calling.

New World

environment

in

As Joyce Appleby, Stephen

"work was no longer seen

which

innes,

all

and

as part of an unending drudgery

people alive" but instead created wealth and surpluses for exchange,^' the

way was paved

for the "full dignification of labor."^^

Such exhortations

to

work also

Charles Whilworlh, cd.. The Political and Commercial Works of that celebrated Writer
Clmrles D'Avenant, IJJ). Relalinf* to the trade and Revenue of En f> land, the Plantation Trade, the

East India Trade, and African Trade, 5 vols. (London. 1771; rcprinl Farnborough, England. 1967).
2: 24.

31 Joyce Appleby, quoted in innes, Creating the Commonwealth,
^^Ibid.,

1

13.
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1

12.

were reinforced by the U)ckcan idea

"mixing of labor^' with the products of the

that the

earth constituted the original foundation of
individual property rights.

The imperative

work and the

to

dignification of labor developed in part out of

the Puritan idea that idleness literally sickened
bodies and souls.

the idle braine,

mooved

not,

is

the shop of the divell," William Perkins had
written.

could not but

brecdeth diseases.

Now

all

and the body,

putrifie,

was increasingly

medical self help texts were popular

among

to convert potential poisons, both

is

sloth,

a hard

employed

their time, to be

it

necessary

to the

good health of

(1671-1743), a British physician whose

the "better sort" in Massachusetts, put

Fruit of."

Without

in

it

labor, the

body would be unable

moral and physiological, into nutriment.^^ Benjamin

government

in its service; but idleness taxes

life."^''

many

Art of Preservinfi Health:

itself.

A Poem,

toil

toil

of us

Wealth

that

much more;

sin or vice, but as a

For instance, John Armstrong's popular The

a British health text in verse reprinted

the flaccid

tone;/The greener juices are by

to

Increasingly, moderate

(never excessive) labor was described as not just a corrective for
positive value for health in and of

Way

that should tax its people one-tenth part of

by bringing on diseases, absolutely shortens

1757, claimed that "|b|y

sea, if

a sea of corrupt! on. "^^ In the

Franklin, famously a proponent of industry, wrote in his 1758 The

would be thought

"The

and

so as to counteract "the poisonous Effects of the Forbidden

Tree |Adam and Eve| had eaten the

"|i|t

idle bodie,

be not stirred and mooved,

identified as

As George Cheyne

social classes.

MAO, people must work

if it

the idle and .slouthful person

eighteenth century, labor

people of

"The

in

Boston

nerves/Grow firm, and gain a more compacted

subu'dyMellow'd, and

subtilized; the vapid

old/Expelled;'36

^^Perkins,

A

Treatise of the Vocations. 43.

^'^Gcorgc Chcync,

^^Bcnjamm

An Essay of Health and l/mg

Franklin, The

Way

in

life

(London. 1724; rcprml

New

York, 1979). 90.

to Wealth, in Greene, ed.. Settlements to Society, 255.

^^'John Armstrong. The Art of Preserving Health:

A Poem,

23

4th ed. (Boston, 1757), 33.

Assertions about bodily health were intrinsic
to the dignification of labor and

its

reformulation as a positive good rather than an
unfortunate necessity. For instance, the

need for full employment was asserted as a

vital

matter of political economy,

represented in terms of the health of body and body

politic.

"We were made for

Business," declared Charies Chauncy in a 1752
sermon supporting the establishment of

a linen manufactory to employ the poor whose ranks
had recently swelled in Boston,
the result of a protracted depression.
that Exercise is a great

it,

and necessary Means

to

keep them

in a vigorous State."

people "soon contract a strange Hebetude [lassitude] of Mind,
as

Body

to all the Functions of Life."37 in a

subject,

it

"Both our Souls and Bodies are so constituted, as

Samuel Cooper agreed;

weU

Without

as Inability of

sermon the following year on the same

idleness, he said, "enfeebles the

Body, and tends

to

fill

with diseases."38 For these leaders, efforts to support labor and industry were
one

solution to the contemporary problems of urban poverty and the

consumer

revolution,

and they were argued for based on the human body .39
In both Britain

of

life

and America, particular images of health also validated the way

of the middling classes whose ascendancy

revolution. Their

work was

identified

by

its

is

associated with the market

proponents as the most salubrious

mode

of

existence, in contrast to the physical and moral degeneracy of both the idle poor and the
idle rich. "[T]he Diet
"is that intended

and Manner of Living of the middling Rank...," wrote Cheyne,

by the Author of Nature for

this

Climate and Country ."^^ Daniel Defoe

had Robinson Crusoe's father advise him, before
that

would lead

to his shipwreck, that "the

his son set out

on the sea adventures

middle station...were not subjected to so

'^Charles Chauncy, The Idle-Poor secluded from the Bread of Charity by the Christian Law. A
Sennon Preached in Boston, before the Society for encouraging Industry, and employing the Poor,

August

12,

^^Cooper,

1752 (Boston. 1752).

A Sermon Preached at Boston.

^^ryan Turner has remarked

Cheyne's view of the body, especially as transmitted through his
friend John Wesley, promoted a medical asceticism that fit emerging capitalist needs for a disciplined
and laboring body. Turner, The Body and Society, 76-82.
that

"^George Cheyne, The English Malady {\Ti3;

reprint

24

Delmar, N.Y., 1976),

iii.

many

distempers and uneasiness either of body or mind as
those were who, by vicious

living, luxury,

and mean or

and extravagances on one hand, or by hard labour, want
of necessaries,

insufficient diet

on the other hand, bring distempers upon themselves by

the natural consequences of their

way of living."4i

defended middle-class values and behaviors
In Massachusetts, the

message of

of middling labor seemed self-evident.

still

Assertions of healthful ness

often ridiculed by England's old

elite.

British texts proclaiming the healthfulness

Many

writers aUributed the province's better

health conditions, in comparison to those in England and most of her other
colonies, in part to a purportedly

which most people labored on

more

their

equitable and virtuous political

own

New

in

property, and most were frugal. In his

1789 history of the Revolution, for instance, David Ramsay repeated
truism that

economy

the

well-wom

England had been "settled with yeomanry, who were both

proprietors, and cultivators, of the soil.

Luxury was estranged from

their borders.

Enervating wealth and pinching poverty, were both equally rare." Their population

growth had been rapid, "and the inhabitants generally possessed

that

happy

state of

mediocrity, which favors the improvement both of mind and body."42 This idea of
the independent

and healthful

husbandman

political

economy was powerful, even though

social realities in the province

commerce was

as the foundation for Massachusetts' healthful bodies
actual

economic and

were a good deal more complex and,

a vital part of the

economy,

in

some ways

in that

contradicted this imagined

agrarian self-sufficiency. Threats to the ideal, such as the poverty and idleness

present in Boston in the 1750s that inspired ameliorative projects such as the linen

manufactory, tended to be described

images of health continued

York, 1993),

terms of sickness. In

to resonate as relevant to a

'^'Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe: His Life

New

in contrary

this

way,

changing economic

and Strange Surprising Adventures (1719; condensed

ed..

15.

"^^David Ramsay, The History of the American Revolution {11S9; reprint Indianapolis, 1990), 21.
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landscape, and as important aspects of Massachusetts
identity, revitalizing
associations between the

Along with

human body and

the political and

society.

economic changes described above, new

scientific

paradigms have also been seen as undermining organic conceptions
of society
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Briefly, by these assessments
the
discredited the idea of microcosms such as the

in the

new empiricism

human body's mirroring

of society as an

occult fancy, and challenged the body politic metaphor as insusceptible
of proof. In
addition,

Newtonian physics maintained

that the universe functioned according to

mechanical, rather than corporeal, principles.^3

However, a closer reading indicates
mechanics actually breathed new

was also reconceived

life into

that the increased attention to nature

corporeal metaphors because the

as a "machine," in the sense of

its

and

human body

being a part of nature that

functioned according to universal physical laws. For instance, in The English Malady

George Cheyne described the body as "a Machine of an
different

Channels and Pipes,

filled

infinite

Number and

Variety of

with various and different Liquors and Fluids,

perpetually running, gliding, or creeping forward, or returning backward, in a constant
Circle,

and sending out

little

Branches and Outlets,

to moisten, nourish,

and repair the

Expences of Living,"*^

As I. Bernard Cohen has

pointed out, "in the eighteenth century, the

Age

of

Reason, when science was esteemed as the highest expression of human reason, the
sciences served as a font of analogies and metaphors as well as a means of transferring
to the

realms of political discourse some reflections of the value systems of the

"^^See Hale, The

Body

Politic, 108-1 10. Also.

Stephen Innes has noted,

in his discussion

of 'the role

of serendipity in capitalism's rise" in New England, that 'the Puritan movement emerged amidst the
larger intellectual transition from an organic image of the universe to a mechanistic one, from
scholasticism to Baconian science, indeed, from custom to contract." Innes, Creating the

Commonwealth,

57.

^Cheyne, The English Malady,

3-4.

Cheyne was a

view of the body.
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particularly strong proponent of the hydraulic

sciences."45 Medical science partook of the prestige
accorded to the other natural
sciences,

and corporeal metaphors could now be based upon
experience and

observation of the body and

its

processes, instead of upon increasingly discredited

metaphysical or mystical claims about planes, correspondences,
and

man

image

as the

of God.

The

prestige of medical science also elevated the authority of the
traditional

"political physician"
fact,

many

who

diagnosed and tendered cures for the diseases of society. In

leaders adopted the personae of doctors to society during the revolutionary

decades. For instance, Josiah Quincy lamented in 1768 that though the people

"know

the diseases, they understand not the remedies" for social diseases, and "tho'
good
patients, they are

ill

physicians."46 In 1775, loyalist Daniel Leonard, writing as

"Massachusettensis," justified his newspaper pieces denouncing the radicals on the

grounds that he was "determined to probe the sore to the bottom, though (he] was sure
to touch to the quick."47 Originally based

on the mystical ideas of Christ as the ultimate

physician and of kings as healers of their bodies politic, the role of political physician

now took on more
the

ills

of both the

empirically scientific overtones spurred by Enlightenment hopes that

human body and human

prevalence of the trope

is

society might

someday be

evidenced by Thomas Paine's declaration

in

cured.

The

Common

Sense

(1776) that the "much boasted constitution of England" was so "imperfect [and] subject
to convulsions" that "the nation

may

discover in which part the fault

lies,

suffer for years together without being able to

some

will say in

one and some

in another,

and

every political physician will advise a different medicine.""*^

^^I. Bernard

Cohen, Science and the Founding Fathers: Science in the Political Thought of Jefferson,

Franklin, Adams,

and Madison (New York and London,

'^Boston Gazette, October

1995),

1

1-12.

3. 1768.

^^Novanglus and Massachusettensis: or Political Essays, published in the Years 1774 and 1775, on
the Principal Points of Controversy, between Great Britain and Her Colonies (IS19\ repnnt New
York, 1968). 168.

'^^homas

Paine,

Common

Sense (1776),

in Merrill

1763-1776 (New York, 1967), 405-406.
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Jensen, ed.. Tracts of the American Revolution

The body was one of the "machines" most
any reader or

listener could verify its functions

freely available for observation,

and operations.

expressed empirically proved principles applicable as well
to
validate his or her theories by demonstrating a

especially the case since so

many

among

the

body

politic

principles.

Benjamin Church) or had

well-educated individuals. For instance, John
in

and a writer could

polities,

knowledge of these

Some knowledge of the human body was

before choosing the law, and

revealed and

This was

revolutionary leaders either were physicians (for

instance, John Warren, Joseph Warren, and

studied medicine.

It

and

a 1766 piece

metaphor by declaring

in the

human

that

at

some

point

also considered standard

Adams had

studied medicine

Boston Gazette, he expanded upon
bodies, clocks, and governments

all

possessed constitutions that functioned according to analogous principles. Just as

human

constitutions were

made up of "certain

contextures of the nerves, fibres and

muscles, or certain qualities of the blood and juices" whose ends were
strength," wrote

Adams, a clock possessed "a

constitution, that

is

"life or health or

a certain combination

of weights, wheels and levers, calculated for a certain use and end, the mensuration of
time," and a government could also be described as "a frame, a scheme, a system, a

combination of powers, for a certain end, viz the good of the whole community .""^^

For

all

the reasons discussed above, the

body

politic

was a

useful trope for

discussing unresolved colonial issues regarding sovereignty, the boundaries of polities,

and the

right to resistance, that

Britain in the 1760s

were brought to the surface during the

and 1770s. The idea of the body

politic

was an

conflicts with

elastic one;

refer at times to the entire British empire, at others to Massachusetts,

and

it

could

at others to

particular communities, such as Boston.

Loyalists quickly discerned that the analogy of the body politic,

when

applied to

the entire British empire, could counsel dependence and obedience. Daniel Leonard, for

Papers of John Adams,

1:

164-170.
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instance, argued in

1775 for the sovereignty of Parliament, and thus of its

right to tax

the colonies, on the grounds that *'[t]wo independent
authorities in a state would be like

two opposing

principles of volition

and action

believed that since "in the natural body

motion of the heart, so

one superior power r

in the

all

body politic

in the

human body/'^o

the inferior springs in

life

all inferior jurisdictions

i^^^^ ^^j^j

depend upon the

should flow from

A "due subordination of the less parts to the greater" was

therefore "necessary to the existence of

BOTH."5i

Since the seventeenth century, the relationship between England and her
colonies had been described in corporeal terms, most often as mother and daughters
(a

quasi-body politic image with eventually unfortunate rhetorical implications for the

mother as the daughter chose maturity), or as torso and limbs, or
bodily core and periphery.

The

bad humors or distempers of state— i.e.,

malcontents, convicts, and marginal or excess population.

but a

As eariy

described Virginia as "not only a spleen, to drain the

liver, to

image of

colonies were frequently described, not very

flatteringly, as drainage ducts to let off

Donne

in the related

breed good blood."-^^

ill

as 1621, John

humours of the body,

1749 history of the colonies, William

Douglass, a prominent Boston physician, wrote that colonies "drain from the Mother-

Country the Disaffected and the Vicious" and
ancient [ones]."'^^
inferiority, as in

"their

that

newer colonies "purge

The limbs image, while perhaps

less offensive, also

more

the

encoded

Charles Davenant's assertion that colonies must be kept dependent on

mother kingdom"

lest

they

^Novanglus and Massachusettensis,

become "worse than members lopped from

the

body

170.

Isaac Hunt, The Political Family: or a Discourse Pointing out the Reciprocal Advantages,

Which

flow from an uninterrupted Union between Great Britain and the American Colonies (Philadelphia.
1775).

^^Quotcd

in

Thomas

Hine, The Rise and Fall of the American Teenager

(New York,

1999), 61.

^^WiUiam Douglass, M.D., A Summary, Historical and Political, Of the first Planting, progressive
Improvements, and present State of the British Settlements in North America, 2 vols. ( 1749 and
1751; reprint

New

York. 1972).

I:

206. In the

same

vein, Douglass also noted that

Rhode

drained from Massachusetts *the Antinomians, Quakers, and other wild Sectaries"

29

Island had

(ibid.).

a

poIitic."54 In his

1775 pamphlet Taxation

declared that "[a] colony

exposed,

if

is

No

Tyranny, British Tory Samuel Johnson

to the mother-country, as a

member to the

body. ..and

incurably tainted, to amputation, by which the body, likewise,
will be

mutilated."55

Understanding the power of the idea that the colonies had been founded as

dependent members of the British body

Adams

in his debates with Lieutenant

"Allegiance

[is]

tied to the

Body

politic,

some

patriots tried to argue, as did

Governor Thomas Hutchinson

natural of the King, and not to the

John

in 1767, that their

Body politick"—

kind of dominion theory of the imperial body.56 Ultimately, though, in refuting these
implications of the body politic metaphor, patriots referred to the mutualistic ideology
that

had been the body

politic's

hallmark in Massachusetts. While loyalists painted a

picture of a mutually beneficial empire united under one clear head to

members were

Britain, they frequently asserted,

ultimately ruinous to the entire

cartoon,

all

subordinate, patriots focussed upon Britain's abrogation of mutuality

and interdependence.

them with

which

taxes. This

"Magna

was

the

body by cramping

message implicit

in

was

instituting policies

the colonies' trade

and burdening

Benjamin Franklin's

Britannia: her Colonies Reduc'd,"

which he

political

distributed to

Parliament while lobbying against the Stamp Act. Britannia, though

still

members of

alive, is

reduced to beggary by the amputation of her colonies (limbs) brought on by her
ruinous policies. "The Moral

is,"

wrote Franklin to his

"that the Colonies might be ruined, but that Britain
In Massachusetts, the

body

politic

sister in

own

regard to the cartoon,

would thereby be maimed."^''

had been understood

in not only mutualistic

terms, but also in largely contractual ones, ever since the freemen on the Mayflower

organized themselves into a

^Davenant,
55Quoted

Political

in Hale.

^Papers of John Adams,
Writings

(New York,

society, a "civill

and Commercial Works,

The Body

57Benjamin Franklin

new

1

II:

body

politic."

While contractualism

10.

Politic, 133.

336.

:

to Jane

Mecom, March

1,

1766, in J.A.

1987), 818.
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Leo Lemay,

ed.,

Benjamin Franklin:

may have faded

in Britain, in Massachusetts, the realities of
participatory

government continually reinforced the

idea.

politick or civil society of

to

men, united

"A Common Wealth or state

promote

their

and corporate
is

a body

mutual safety and prosperity,"

declared Boston town meeting in stating the rights of the
colonists, in opposition to

perceived imperial encroachments, in

May

1772.58

The notion of society

as a

body also

supported the right to resistance; in 1773, not long before the Tea
Party, town meeting

argued for a "perpetual law of self preservation, to which every natural
Person or
Corporate

Body

hath an inherent right to recur."59

The almost Lx)ckean

members

to

separation

notion of a contractual body implied the right of

withdraw from any corporeal compact

was

therefore staked

that

its

proved poisonous. The case for

upon the irremediability of the mother body's diseases

and upon predictions of her impending death. Josiah Quincy warned
approaching fate of our Mother Country" confirmed the
govemment...like the human frame brings

maxim

in

sway" were "a threatning symptom...of the

that "the

that "all

at it's Isic] birth the latent

shall destroy the constitution." Britain's "insatiable appetite"

1767

and

seed which finally

"thirst

fatal catastrophe.''^^

of despotic

always, patriots

made

clear that Britain's corruption had been self-imposed. In his 1775 election

to the

first

(and extralegal) Massachusetts General Court after Lexington and Concord,

Samuel Langdon claimed
such measures as

that the province

may soon

had pleaded with Parliament "to prevent

reduce the IBritishl body politic to a miserable,

dismembered, dying trunk, though

lately the terror of all

Tories, though, drew different conclusions about

^William

H.

1880-1902),

sermon

Whilmore and William

18: 97. (Hereinafter,

S.

Europe,"^ ^ though to no

who was

to

avail.

blame for the looming

Appleton, Boston Record Commissioners' Reports (Boston,

BRC Reports.) This document later became

known

as the "Boston

pamphlet."

BRC Reports.
^Boston

18: 122.

Gazette, September 28, 1767.

^^Samuel Langdon, Government Corrupted by Vice, and recovered by Righteousness. A Sermon
Preached Before the Honourable Congress of the Colony of the Massachusetts-Bay in New
England... (Watertown, 1775), in Morgan, Puritan Political Ideas, 353-372.
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dismcmbennent. "You
counterpart

forget,"

wrote a supposed British merchant to his colonial

1775, "that you arc a part of one great whole: that as
the limbs can 1 ive

in

no longer than

the

body

nourished, you act unnaturally

is

attempting to sever

in

yourselves."^*2

Images of the body

politic

were also enlisted

to discuss the longstanding

question of whether the colonies, given their spectacular growth,
would eventually seek
separation from Britain, and whether their opposition to the

Acts indicated

that

Stamp and 1 ownshend

such a time had arrived. Davcnanl had asserted

in the early part

of

the century that the mother should not fear the colonies' growth, for
"strength thus

added

to

one member

now grown

make

the

"considerable," though

an excrescence

The

will

in the

body

body
it

politic

much

the stronger "

New

England had

had been "formed out of what was here thought

politic."^*-^

transformation of the negligible "excrescence" into a materially promising

region eventually inspired the mother country's attempts to more closely regulate and

attempt to profit from colonial trade, as well as to more closely oversee colonial

government. These

efforts,

begun

came

to fmition in l^arliament's

Seven Years' War

in 1763. In 176() Franklin,

in the 174()s, finally

new

colonial policies after the end of the

like

Davenant before him, had

tried to placate British

concems over

the rapid growth of

the colonics by asserting that the "growth of the children tends to encrease the growth

of the mother, and so the difference and superiority
though,

in the

wake of

violent op|X)sition to the

is

longer preserved."^*"* In 1766,

Stamp Act, "Anti-Scjanus" expressed

the widespread British opinion that the colonics "wish for nothing

severed from the mother trunk, that

is

now

more than

to

be

dry, sapless, and wither'd" from the costs

of the recently concluded war (he added that they would not "thrive and fiourish so

^^Cotnmon Sense:
America (Umdon,

In Nine Conferences, between

1775; reprint

New

British

Merchant and a Candid Merchant of

York. 1^0), 58.

and Commercial Works,

^Davcnanl.

Political

^Quoted

Cohen, Science and the hounding

in

A

2:

10,

237,

l athers,

32

4.

153.

vigorously,

if

they were lopt off from the parent-root." )65 However,
until the 1770s

Americans usually disavowed such

from a Farmer

in Pennsylvania, written in opposition to the

reprinted in a single

prosperity of the

volume

in

Boston

that year,

from the body,

affection, relation, language
relations

to

and commerce,

worsened

1768 Letters

Townshend Acts and

John Dickinson argued

American colonies was "founded

Britain" and that if "[t]om

As

intentions. In his highly influential

in their

that the

dependance on Great

which we are united by

we must bleed at every

religion, laws,

vein."66

in the 1770s, the prospect of separation

prompted the

question of whether the colonies could ever constitute a viable body politic, and

whether, given their differences, they would remain united, or instead become prey to

some

other imperial power. Leonard, for instance, wrote in January 1775 that the

colonies would never unite and separate from the mother country because

apparent that so

many

discordant, heterogeneous particles could not suddenly unite and

consolidate into one body."

it

More

than likely,

and distracted

the enfeebled, bleeding,

Hunt believed

"[i]t is

some despot would

take "advantage of

state of the colonies" to subjugate the whole.67

to be highly improbable that the colonies "ever can or will be united

without being under the sovereignty of some superior state."^^

To

dispel these assertions, patriots expressed their confidence in the colonies'

corporeal unity and integrity as a coherent body politic.^^ John

Adams

countered that

"one understanding governs, one heart animates the whole body." The various colonial

^^In Edmund Morgan,

7764-7766 (Chapel

^John

ed.,

Prologue to Revolution: Sources and Documents on the Stamp Act

Hill, N.C., 1959),

Crisis,

133-134.

Dickinson, letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania, to the Inhabitants of the British Colonies

(Boston, 1768; repnnt

New

York, 1903), 33.

Novanglus and Massachusettensis, 185.

^Hunt,

Tlie Political

Family.

^^Jim Egan has recently argued thai after King Philip s War, colonial New England writers used a
'Yhetoric of experience to show how colonial political self-government derives from a body politic
grows out of the colonial ground itself" and is "separate from the English communal body." Egan,
Authorizing Experience,

1

1.

33

that

assemblies, conventions, and congresses had
been "actuated" by one soul and

spirit

"animating one vigorous body."70

The

colonies' collective resistance to the mother country
eventually

was

legitimated by the assertion that they did indeed comprise
a body politic, the health and
unity of which must be protected at

all costs.

In his twelfth

Dickinson declared that the colonies "form one

member."7>
letter

In

political

and

John

body, of which each colony

March 1769, Boston's Journal of the Times

is

a

reported favorably on a

received from the Assembly of North Carolina in support of the
Massachusetts

Circular Letter, which exhorted opposition to the

Townshend

longer disconnected, form one body;" exulted the Journal, "a
possesses the whole, the circulation
it

final Letter,

set out."72 (This

among

is

complete; and the

"The colonies no

common

sensation

vital fluid returns

from whence

passage reflects the reality of opened up channels of communication

the colonies, a byproduct of opposition to the

Once

Acts.

Stamp and Townshend

Acts.)

the colonies had been defined as a separate body, they had both the right

and the imperative to protect themselves. However,
their corporeal viability, but also that they

and well-being

in the

it

was necessary

must rouse themselves

to assert not just

to protect their health

face of pathogenic assaults by the mother country. In 1768,

Dickinson counseled opposition to the Townshend Acts on the reasoning

that the

happiness of the colonial political bodies was "founded on their constitution; and

is

be promoted by preserving that constitution in unabated vigour throughout every

part.

A spot, a speck of decay, however small the limb on which
remote

may seem from

it

it

to

appears, and however

the vitals, should be alarming."^^

^^Novangtus and Massachiisettensis, 28.
^'Dickinson, loiters from a Fanner.
ver Morton [>ickerson, ed. Boston under Military Rule
.

the Times

(New York,

1970), 82.

^^Dickinson, Letters from a Farmer,

34

1

768-1 769, as revealed in

A Journal of

By

1775, the speck of decay had transformed, in patriot eyes,
into something

much more
constitution

fearsome. "The nature of the encroachment upon |the|
American
is

such," warned John

Adams

in

February of that year, "as to grow every

day more and more encroaching. Like a cancer,

By

it

eats faster

and

faster every hour."74

July of the following year, the colonies had declared independence,
their

separation justified by the perceived need to protect their corporeal
integrity as one
unified body politic.

I

"^^Novanglus and Massachusettensis, 34.
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CHAPIHR 2
"THA \\X)R
I

HY VlACir: PUBLIC HEALTH ANDTHH S(X:iAL BODY
EIGHTEENTl H CENI URY MASSAC HUSEH S

HliAi:i

IN

Spurn (he Relation - (BiiUmnia'sl no more a Mother,
han Ixwis to (Jeorge, a most Christian Brother,
In iTcnch Wars and Scotch, grown generous and nch
She gives her dear Childivn Pox, Slavery and Itch.
I

— Dos ton Gazette,

As wc saw

in

chapter

I ,

patriot rhetoric often

just to individuals, but also to the public

December

warned against health

I

1765'

threats not

body of Massachusetts. For instance,

Josiah Quincy described his nemesis. Lieutenant Governor

2,

1768

in

homas Hutchinson,

as a

"Tyrant" whose designs would produce an "irremediable.. .Malady of the

Commonwealth."-

That

same

year, an article in the

people to boycott tea warned not only of
constitution" but also of

its

Massachusetts

the emotional

in

"noxious qualify. ..to the human

"much more noxious

I his chapter explores
ol

its

llie

role played

Boston Gazette exhorting the

quality. ..to the bixly politic."^

by the perceived health of the public body

shaping patriot rhetoric against the mother country.

power of coqwreal language derived

in part

from the way

It

argues that

that

it

evoked

the province's, and in particular Boston's, longstanding struggles with infectious
disease.

The

public lx)dy of the province

was considered

healthful, yet vulnerable,

and

the asserted need for self protection justified resistance to British actions perceived as

^Quoted

in Philip

Davidson, rropagatula and tlw A/nerican Revolution,

N.C., 1951), 161.

^Boston Gazette, January

4, llOH.

^Boston Gazette, December 26, 1768.
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1

76 J 1783 (Chapel Hill,

pathogenic. In addition, the province's reputed salubrity,
based upon

its

healthful

climate, high proportion of freeholders, and values
of industry and frugality,
invidiously

compared with a sickened and

infectious

was

mother country presumably

beyond recovery.

Infectious disease and the public body

Over

the course of the half-century prior to the Revolution, Massachusetts

established public health protocols for the control of infectious diseases,
such as

smallpox, yellow fever, malaria, and the various "fevers" deemed to be
communicable,
that

proved to be the most

strict

and comprehensive

in the

Anglo-American worid. The

province's policies for the control of ship-borne infectious disease were guided, above
all,

by Boston's history of devastating experiences with smallpox, which wreaked

havoc not only upon the human bodies

While increasingly

it

infected, but also

differentiating Massachusetts

upon the

city's

commerce.

from other colonies and from the

mother country, Boston's public health policies also reflected the growing emphasis

upon the communicability of many diseases

that also colored the revolutionary rhetoric

of contagion and infection.

By

the revolutionary decades, a nascent

germ theory of disease, along with

greater attention to environmental influences, began subtly to change the

thought about the health of bodies natural and

way people

politic. Traditional constitutional,

or

humoral, medicine, which for centuries had dominated medical practice, defined most
illnesses as internally generated imbalances within the person's entire system, or

constitution."*

But

this

understanding of maladies as internally caused became

complicated by theories positing that diseases were discrete, self-existent entities— what

Mankind: A Medical History of Humanity (New York,
1998); Owsei Temkin, Galenism: Rise and Decline of a Medical Philosophy (Ithaca, N.Y.. 1973).

'^See

Roy

Porter, Tfie Greatest Benefit to
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has been termed the ontological model. In the
constitutional paradigm, sickness was a
condition of the entire person, and most physical maladies,
whatever their original
cause, were regarded as "states, not things," collections
of
the person

diseases

and definable only by

would be

their personal

treated systemically

other hand, proposed that

many

and

symptom

holistically.

symptoms experienced by

histories 5

The

Thus most

ontological model, on the

diseases entered the body from the outside, and that

they could be treated discretely, rather than systemically. In other
words, the
therapeutic orientation

disease

itself,

would

shift

from treatment of the person to treatment of the

with obvious implications for approaches toward public health.

Further complicating these disease models were the various theories about the

means hy which maladies could be
it

would seem

that all

arguments

transmitted from outside the body.

in favor of external causes

But only the so-called "contagionist" model, which posited

communicable from person
means, can really be seen

At first

glance,

would be ontological ones.
that

many

diseases were

to person, through breath, clothing, direct contact, or other

this

way. "Environmentalist" explanations for extemally

generated disease instead focussed upon climatic conditions, such as harmful
exhalations from swamps, and upon infectious miasmas, often caused by putrescent or

otherwise insalubrious matter, that sickened bodies, though not necessarily by
transmitting specific disease entities.^

Historians of medicine have generally agreed, though, that changing etiological

models had

little

effect

upon individual health

therapeutics,

which remained embedded

within the constitutional paradigm. In addition to the fact that

generated few

new

therapeutic regimens,

all

new medical

theories of disease causation remained

essentially unproved, a situation that permitted a remarkable fluidity

^Roy

Porter and Dorothy Porter, In Sickness

and

in

theories

and complexity of

Health: The British Experience 1650-1850

(London, 1988), 146.

^he "contagionist" and "environmentalist" approaches are discussed in James C. Riley,
Eighteenth-Century Campaign to Avoid Disease

38

(New

Yoric, 1987).

The

and practices

beliefs

in regard to the causation, prevention,

and treatment of the

diseases of individual bodiesJ
If

newer ideas about the nature of disease had

relatively littie effect

upon

treatment regimens, what effect did they have upon
corporeal metaphors, and upon

conceptions of the public body and
that, in early

modem

its

health? Jonathan Gil Harris has recently argued

England, an emphasis upon ontological understandings
resulted

not in the usually assumed "death of analogies between physis
and polis" but instead
shift in

a

types of bodily analogies for society, and also in related discourses
of social

pathology. While the constitutional model had emphasized the
maintenance of intemal

balance and order within the community, the ontological model encouraged
attention to
the policing of boundaries and "vulnerable apertures" against perceived
invasive

elements, such as foreigners and pathogens

Can we

identify a similar shift in

Massachusetts?
If

they are taken as representative of public opinion, health texts popular in

Massachusetts indicate that the ontological model gradually gained some ground
half-century prior to the Revolution. In his popular The English

George Cheyne

in the

Malady (1733),

articulated an essentially intemal, systemic view, though

one heavily

influenced by a "mechanical" rather than "humoral" view of the body (see chapter 4),

when he maintained

that the

"stmggle" of the body

"cannot be reduc'd" to a healthy

state

to expel

poisonous matter that

was "the one only proper and

real disease

of the

Body. ..the vast variety of particular Diseases... being only so many particular or
various issues of this general Stmggle of Nature."^ But a gradual shift toward extemal

causes

is

evidenced by British physician William Buchan's 1772 Domestic Medicine,

America 1660-1860 (New York, 1960), 52;
Colonial New England," in Philip Cash et al., eds., Medicine

^Richard Harrison Shrycx:k, Medicine and Society
J.

in

Worth

Estes, 'Therapeutic Practice in

in

Colonial Massachusetts 1620-1820 {Boston, 1980), 349.

^Jonathan Gil Harris, Foreign Bodies and the Body Politic: Discourses of Social Pathology

Modern England (Cambridge,

1998), 141-142.

^George Cheyne, The English Malady (1733;

reprint
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Delmar, N.Y., 1976), 139.

in

Early

which throughout

its

text

emphasized infection, declaring

infectious" and that they could be

"communicated by

that "[m]ost diseases are

tainted air,"

by "communication

with the diseased," or by clothing. Buchan asserted that
"we hardly
that is not [infectious] in

some

know any

disease

degree. If a sound person communicates health, surely
a

diseased one must have the contrary effect."^^

Despite the continuing strength of constitutionalism

at the level

of individual

therapeutics, Massachusetts 's public health policies appear to have
been strongly

affected

by ontological models. Of course, public health measures by

their nature are

enacted primarily upon external, rather than internal, causes of disease.

Still,

the

colony's unusual attention to public health protections against infectious disease implies
a greater confidence in external causes than

was

usual in the Western worid, setting

Boston apart from other major seaports. These public health controls were informed by

and affected the way
the role

it

in

which the public body was perceived, and eventually influenced

played in revolutionary rhetoric.

Different theories about infectious disease transmission implied different

preventive strategies. Contagionist beliefs would incline communities toward isolation

and quarantine, whereas environmentalist explanations would focus

efforts

upon the

cleansing and control of the local environment. These different approaches had obvious
implications for colonial seaports dependent upon the foreign

commerce

usually

responsible for introducing pathogens via ship-borae persons and goods. Whereas the
contagionist

model would imply

strict

controls

upon commerce and immigration, the

environmentalist approach could displace the onus from invasive foreign elements to
internal ones, or could

commerce. As we

encourage laissez-faire attitudes toward the surveillance of

will see,

whereas Boston's policies typified the former approach.

Family Physician (Philadelphia, 1772), 54-55, 66.
Philadelphia physician Benjamin Rush at this time advocated a "one-disease" model, by which all
illness resulted from internal debility, but there is little evidence that this view held sway in

^^illiam Buchan, Domestic Medicine

or, the

Massachusetts.
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those of Philadelphia and

New York, Boston's greatest rivals in trade, tended toward

the latter. 11

As mentioned

previously, Boston's experiences with smallpox
were the most

important determinant of Massachusetts' s public health
policies. The virus had become

endemic

in the

West

Indies and in towns and cities of the British Isles,
Boston's

most important overseas trading regions, by
smallpox was primarily a

Britain,

immune

for

life.

killer

two

the middle part of the century. 12 in

of children; those

who

Boston physician William Douglass noted

survived would

become

that across the Atlantic

smallpox was "reckoned a Distemper of Children, such as are red
Gum, Toothing,

Worms, and

the like...but

they are allowed to have
great

few of the Adults are

it

in

common

to receive

it,

because when Children

Course." In "London, Edinburgh, and other

Towns," claimed Douglass, "the Small-Pox

is

never absent." 13

But smallpox never became endemic in Boston, where significant eighteenthcentury outbreaks prior to the Revolution were limited to the years 1702, 1721, 1730,
1752, and 1764. These relatively long intervals— sometimes as

between outbreaks— meant

that

very high infection

Though smallpox

overall in

rates.i'*

much

England— John Duffy

much as

a generation

of the population were nonimmunes, leading to
killed a greater percentage

estimates the rate at

between 1731 and 1765, and rarely fewer than 1,000

9%
in

of people

of all deaths in London

any given year— greater

percentages became infected in Massachusetts during epidemics. For instance, in the

1

Richard Shryock writes that around midcentury in the American colonies, the ancient Greek
environmentalist "airs and waters" theory of disease causation, revived by British physician Thomas
Sydenham ( 1624- 1689) in his theory of "epidemic constitutions" (confluences of morbific forces), was
1

gaining ground, and that by 1800 an "anticontagion" trend was well underway. Shryock, Medicine
Society in America 1660-1860, 62-63.

was

less true

The evidence

and

presented in this dissertation suggests that this

of Boston than of Philadelphia.

Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America (Baton Rouge, La, 1953), 104; Elizabeth Fenn, Pox

Americana: The Great Smallpox Epidemic of 1775-1782 (New York, 2001), 27-28.

13wi lliam Douglass, M.D.. A Summary, Historical and Political, Of the first Planting, progressive
Improvements, and present State of the British Settlements in North America, 2 vols. (1749 and 1751;
reprint

New

York, 1972),

2:

393.

l^john B. Blake, Public Health

in the

Town of Boston 1630-1822 (Cambridge,

Fenn, Pox Americana, 27-32.
41

Mass., 1959), 111-116;

epidemic of 1721, brought by a ship from Barbados,
over half of Boston's population
of about 12,000 became infected, and of those
844 died. The 1730 outbreak, brought

most

likely

from

Ireland, infected about

4,000-25

to

30 percent of the population-

and 500 died. 15
Given these

figures,

with some complacency

it is

why

easy to see

a malady

in British cities terrorized

unwelcome but approached

Massachusetts seaports; 900 people

fled Boston during the epidemic of 1721, and about
1,800 in 1752.16

dread

New

Englanders had of smallpox was a constant theme

Revolution. "The small Pox!
the largely

Pox

is

The

small Pox!" John

nonimmune New England

ten times

more

The death
into improving

tolls

particular

until well after the

Adams proclaimed

troops were afflicted by

terrible than Britons,

The

it

in horror

1776. "The Small

in

Canadians and Indians together." 7
•

from the 1721 and 1730 epidemics galvanized Massachusetts

upon what had formerly been

protocols, 18 and strict enforcement

was

fairly

ad hoc quarantine and

isolation

successful in preventing another epidemic

outbreak for another 22 years. Regulations required the hanging of red flags
dwellings where smallpox was present, isolation of those infected
special "pesthouses" set
islands,

linen,

up for

this purpose,

and quarantine

where suspect persons and cargo would stay

in their

stations

until cleared.

harboring infectious matter, were unloaded, aired, smoked, and
tainted, burned. Infected ships

if

at

homes

or at

on outlying harbor

Goods such

hemp, and cotton-wool, which were considered capable of "sucking

By

when

in"

as tea,

and

considered too

were smoked and washed out with vinegar.

1749, the city required that the

commanding

officer of Castle

William

in

Boston Harbor inquire into the health of every ship seeking entrance.'^ Within Boston,
^^Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America, 22, 51, 54.
^^Ibid., 22-23.

Adams

Adams, June 26, 1776, L.H. Butterfield and Marc
Family Correspondence^ 6 vols. (Cambridge, Mass., 1963-1993), 2: 24.
'

to Abigail

^Massachusetts *s

first

quarantine, against ships from Barbados,

Friedlander, eds.,

was implemented

Adams

in 1647. Fenn,

Pox

Americana, 30.
l^Blake, Public Health in the

Town of Boston,

52-98; Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America, 43-69.
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the residents of houses

where smallpox had been present were advised

to

"smoke,

cleanse and air their Houses, Beds, Cloaths, Linnen,
and every Thing that can retain

The Selectmen

Infection."20

service to the sick and to

also

were empowered

impound

their

to impress

for the time. During the epidemic of

1752, a chest of goods belonging to Robert Treat Paine,

was quarantined

at

who was

then in North

Rainsford Island in Boston Harbor and, as his brother-in-

law Joseph Greenleaf reported, "|tlhe Selectmen, out of Their great kindness
Carolina" would not allow

it

into

Boston "without

& so Spread the Small pox in Carolina. Tell
Town,

lest the

men

for

goods and buildings for medical purposes.

These powers of the Selectmen were extraordinary

Carolina,

men and women

it

airing, lest

it

be sent to you without,

not in Carolina! Publish

of that country say of our Selectmen— That.

to

— ."2

1

it

not in Bath-

Whether

Greenleaf feared more the news getting out about smallpox, or the Selectmen's
reputation for being too

strict, is difficult to say.

All of these public health measures were motivated not just by the obvious fear

of disease and death, but also by the devastating effects of epidemics upon commerce.

The overseas

trade

on which

all

epidemics as residents fled the

of Boston's economy depended came to a

city,

customers and traders avoided

it,

halt

during

and goods

stagnated in shops and warehouses. According to G.B. Warden, Boston "never really

recovered" during the century from the demographic and commercial losses stemming

from the devastating epidemics of 1721 and 1730, and avoidance of the

city

helped to

spur the growth of nearby rivals like Salem and Marblehead. While the population of

Boston stagnated,

that of the surrounding countryside also continued to grow.22

In regard to

somewhat

commerce,

delicate matter.

2^oticc from

the

the enforcement of infectious disease regulations

was a

The Boston Selectmen, who were charged with enforcement,

Boston Selectmen. Boston Gazette, July

2, 1764.

2 'Joseph Grccnleiil to Robert Trciit Paine, July 22, 1752, Stephen T. Riley and Rdward
cds.. The Papers of Robert Treat Paine, (Boston, 1992). 2: 174.

22g.B. Warden, Boston 1689 1776 (Boston, 1970), 102-1(B, 352
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n. 2.

W. Hanson

feared not just infectious pathogens but
also rumors and panic about infection,
and also
too repressive controls, that would have
the effect of alienating business.

away

driving
for

much

trade applied as

many goods shipped

comestibles, as

it

to the neighboring

into Boston,

towns

and also supplied the

who

The

fear of

provided a market

city with necessary

did to ships arriving in the harbor. Duffy claims that
the Boston

newspapers and the Selectmen often colluded

in "deliberately play[ing]

down the

seriousness of the situation in order to maintain normal
business relations with adjacent

towns."23

The

differences between Massachusetts and the mother country in
their efforts

to control infectious diseases

became more pronounced, and more dangerous

to

Boston, over the course of the 50 years prior to the Revolution, as the province's
successful measures to control smallpox collided with the disease's worsening
rate in
the British Isles

and many British

ports.24 Ironically, the remarkable success of the

province's quarantine, isolation, and cleansing protocols meant an even greater
vulnerability in relation to other ports because, as mentioned previously,
that

had more nonimmunes. For instance,

its cities

London landed

in

Chelsea

it

also

meant

after a smallpox-infected ship

in 1751, one-fifth of that

from

town's residents died from the

malady. In 1752, the virus moved to Boston, where 7,669 people became infected,
naturally or through inoculation, and

arriving

from

Britain, Ireland,

when smallpox

569

died. 25

Over

the decades, countless ships

and the West Indies were quarantined offshore, and

or other infections slipped

in,

they were usually attributed to goods or

mariners arriving from these regions.

Massachusetts 's stringent public health controls also had the effect of keeping
public health almost constantly in the public eye, as a regular feature of daily

However much

the Selectmen might have sought at times to minimize

^ Duffy, Epidemics

in

Colonial America, 57.

^^Ibid.. 105.

^^Ibid., 59-60.
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life.

news of potential

outbreaks, once any

every edition of

all

word was out they released

detaile<l,

updated information to almost

the Boston newspapers until epidemics were declared
at an end or

rumors discharged. As

will be discussed

below, controversies over smallpox

inoculation, and over exercises of the Selectmen's

power

to forbid or permit

also

it,

regularly featured in newspapers.
Susceptibility to small[K)x contributed to a sense of Massachusetts particularity

two ways,

that cut

in that

people from the province appeared to be especially healthy,

but also especially vulnerable. William Douglass complained of this reputation

remarked
the

1751 that "the

in

commonly

New England born" was "of bad

Men when

received Notion of the Small

Hffecl in depressing the Spirits of

seized abroad."^'' Massachu.setts

numbers during

Pox being

men

the midcentury colonial wars.

Out of a

total

mostly of yellow fever and other diseases.27 Douglass noted
present

al the

seige of I^)uisbourg on

fatal to

New England

also died from disease in appalling

of roughly 5(X)

participated in an attack on the Spani.sh ba.stion of Cartagena in 1751

men

when he

Cape Breton

,

men who

about 45() died,

that of the

Massachusetts

Island in 1745, durifig

King

(ieorgc's War, about half had died of "Scurveys and putried |sic| slow Fevers."^^ The
force

left

to

occupy the

fort lost

1

,2(X)

inen over the winter to sickness.^*^

Not only soldiers, but also Massachusetts mariners, were frequently exposed,
during the course of their travels, to infectious diseases for which they had no

immunity, and also to those prevailing

Bowen,

warmer

climates. Marblehead

seaman Ashley

for instance, contracted a "fever and ague" while a prisoner in Hispaniola in

1746. r^ter in the year he

he was

in

"carried off

all

to Philadelphia, but could not "get a

in

voyage" because

1748 which, he claimed,

the poi.soned disorders" he had had since his earlier ifiiprisonment.

A Summary.

27rjcnjamm W.
2^Dougla.ss,

it

so sick. Kinally, he contracted smallpox at sea

still

2^'I)()uglass.

made

Ixibarcc.

A Summary.

Hi.sloriral

Colonial

and

rolitiral, 2: 399.

Massarhmem: A

Historical

and

I'otilical, 2:

29, ^barcc. Colonial Massa< husetts, 205.
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History (Millwood, N.Y.,
12.

l</79), 2()4.

(Bowen's immunity
life.po

The

to

smallpox would

later

come

to play a fairly

major role

contrast between the relative salubrity of New England

and those of other regions, particularly

tropical areas like the

West

in his

home environments
Indies, exacerbated a

sense of regional particularity.

The sense of a Massachusetts

health difference also applied in relation to other

North American colonies, and became more pronounced over the course of
the decades
prior to the Revolution.

The

other

New

England colonies were closely

Massachusetts in regard to health and also had
protocols, but

still

fairly strict quarantine

none were as stringent as those

identified with

and isolation

in Massachusetts.^ i

For instance, in

1772, one shipmaster sought leniency from the Boston Selectmen after he had, contrary
to law,

come

into

town with

his brig only

two days

after burying a

man with

smallpox.

This was only done "through ignorance," pleaded the captain, for he had "acted no
otherwise, than

has been

was done

smoked

in

Connecticut under such circumstances, when the Vessel

& cleansed, & every necessary precaution taken, as was the case with

him."32

While

practices in other

New

England colonies approximated those in

Massachusetts, public health protocols were markedly different in Philadelphia and

New

York, rivals in trade that overtook Boston, demographically and commercially, by

midcentury.-^^ In these cities, laws were far less comprehensive, and only sporadically

30philip Chadwick Foster Smith, ed.. The Journals of Ashley

Bowen ofMarblehead (1728-1813), 2

(Salem, Mass., 1973), 1: 26-30. The idea that one disease could drive out another was a
one. It was believed that gout in particular could accomplish this effect.
vols.

common

•^^Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America, 103.

32william H. Whitmore and William
1880-1902). 23: 126. (Heremafter,

S.

Appleton, Boston Record Commissioners' Reports (Boston,

BRC Reports.)

^^Labaree gives the following population figures: In 1743, Boston had 16382 residents as compared
with estimated Philadelphia and New York populations of 13,000 and 11,000, respectively. By 1760,
Boston's had fallen to 15361, Philadelphia's had risen to 23,750, and New York's to 18,000. Labaree,
Colonial Massachusetts, 161.
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enforced. John Blake concludes that, in Philadelphia,
"the authorities ordinarily took no

precautions to prevent the spread of smallpox."34

These

cities also differed

with Boston in regard to inoculation for smallpox,

choosing a laissez-faire approach in contrast to Boston's public
regulation. Cotton

Mather and physician Zabdiel Boylston had conducted the

first

known American trials

of the procedure in Boston during the epidemic of 1721. These
experiments and later
ones, though, were fiercely controversial.

Some

believed inoculation to be a sinful

contravention of God's will, and tantamount to suicide. But probably the most

inflammatory aspect of inoculation was the fact that inoculees could spread the
just like those

who had

contracted smallpox in the natural way. In addition, only the

well-to-do could afford the procedure, since

it

involved long days of withdrawal from

work, debilitating preparatory regimens, and hefty doctors'

more prosperous represented
inoculation,

For

fees.

these reasons, inoculation

epidemics of 1752 and 1764, when

it

distrust

between the

Of these

cases, 5,545

numbered 539, or about 10

proved overwhelmingly successful

30

were gotten

percent.

in the "natural

Of the 2,124 persons

died, or only about 1.5 percent.36

social classes.^^

was not widely accepted in Boston

mortality. In 1752, about half Boston's population of 15,684

smallpox.

For these reasons, the

a serious public health threat to those too poor to elect

and the procedure bred fear and

all

virus,

By

until the

at limiting

was infected with

way," and the deaths

inoculated, however, only

the time smallpox hit again, in 1764, almost

5,000 people were inoculated, and of these only 46 died (there were also 124 deaths in
the "natural way").^^

^'^Blake, Public Health in the

103; Fenn,

Pox Americana,

Town of Boston,

109. See also Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America,

30, 39-40.

35john B. Blake, 'The Inoculation Controversy

in Boston:

1721-1122," New England Quarterly 25

(1952): 489-506.

^^Blake, Public Health in the Town of Boston, 87.

37Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America, 65-66; Blake, Public Health
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in the

Town of Boston,

94-95.

The

public acceptance of inoculation in Boston,
though, hinged not just upon

demonstrated success, but also upon

its strict

public regulation.

By Massachusetts

its

law,

inoculation could be performed only under the fairly
controlled conditions of designated

temporary hospitals.

Boston,

In

it

was prohibited

apart

from times when the Selectmen

declared that smallpox had already reached epidemic proportions
(generally, after

broken out

in at least

the poor.^« This

was

available to those

poor

20 families). And,

crucially, in

in contrast to Philadelphia,

who

could pay for

until 1774.^'^ Inoculation

it,

1764

it

was

it

had

offered pro bono to

where inoculation was usually

and where no attempt was made to offer

freely
to the

it

under such conditions only undermined public health

overall, as the vast majority of residents

were further exposed through infectious

inoculees while unable themselves to afford protection."^

Boston's prohibitions upon inoculation have been attributed to the power of the

common

people to affect public policy, and ultimately to

meeting form of government, as opposed

which was firmly under

its

to Philadelphia's close

the control of elites

town

relatively democratic,

municipal corporation,

who, since they could afford

to

have

their

families inoculated, had no interest in limiting the procedure. In Britain, too,

inoculation

occurred

became

among

a preserve of the upper classes, and

most deaths from smallpox

the lower classes. In both cases, the freedom to inoculate engendered

complaceny among those

of the city governments regarding the passage

elites in control

and enforcement of quarantine and

isolation laws.'*' Boston,

luxury of such laissez-faire attitudes.

Its

however, did not have the

continued self-identification as an

interdependent body politic, too, meant that even powerful leaders had to
to look out for the public welfare at all times. If they did not, they

^^rhc Boston Overseers of

at least

were met with

appear
riots

the P(X)r reported that during the epidemic of 1764 doctors had inoculated,

without charge, 1,025 indigent persons. Notice

in the

Boston Gazette,

May

28, 1764.

Town of Boston, 10; Fenn, Pox Americana, 83-84.
"^^owever, as Elizabeth Fenn points out, many of the immigrants among them may have been
immune, having been exposed to smallpox in their European childhoods. Fenn, Pox Americana,
3^1ake. Public Health

in

tfie

1

39-40.

41 Blake, Public Health

in t/ie

Town of Boston,

1

10-112.
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and other forms of opposition, such as Mather and
Boylston encountered
Marblehead, 50

1730 proposed

town voted

threatened to destroy the houses of two wealthy
merchants

that inoculation

was

the best

outlaw the procedure unless

to

In the

men

middle colonies, and even

way

all

residents could be treated.42

in Connecticut, enterprising individuals set
to the well-to-do,

restrictive areas.43 In 1751, for instance,

leader Robert Treat Paine

who in

to protect the town. In October, the

permanent and profitable inoculation hospitals catering

many from more

in 1721. In

was inoculated

up

among them

Bostonian and future patriot

in Philadelphia.^^ In Massachusetts, though,

people violently resisted the idea, advanced repeatedly by physicians
and investors, of

such permanent for-profit inoculation hospitals. After a hospital was
established on Cat
Island off the coast of

Salem and Marblehead

in 1773, fishermen set fire to the hospital

boat meant to return patients to the mainland. In January 1774, thieves

contaminated clothing from the island were

Marblehead
ground.

to

Two men

involved

in the

and went

to

later

were imprisoned

burning but, as Ashley

in

bumed

the hospital to the

Salem on suspicion of having been

Bowen

Salem and brought them home

stolen

and marched from

tarred, feathered,

Salem. Finally, in that same month, mobs

who had

it,

"our fishermen

all

again."'*^

Even under the

best

put

rose in a body

circumstances, there were frequent charges of mishandling and covert contamination,
as in the "adulterated calomel" pamphlet and newspaper

physician William Greenleaf
(a

to the

George, Conversing by Signs: Poetics of Implication
Culture (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1998), 196-197.

^^Fenn, Pox Americana, 40. Southern

Robert Treat Paine.

to
1:

which

Boston inoculation

St.

'^Robert Treat Paine

in

was charged with having supplied contaminated mercury

key medicine used for the preparatory regimen)

42Robert Blair

war of 1764,

cities also

put

some

in Colonial

hospital."^

New England

restrictions up>on inoculation.

Joseph Palmer and Richard Cranch, September 26, 1751, The Papers of
143-145.

"^^Blake, Public Health in the

Town of Boston,

97. See also

George A.

Billias,

"Pox and

Politics in

Marblehead, 1773-1774," Essex Institute Historical Collections 92 (1956); 43-58; and Gerard H.
Clarfield, "Salem's Great Inoculation Controversy, 1773-1774,"

106 (1970): 277-296; The Journals of Ashley Bowen,

"^Boston Gazette, April 23, 1764;

May 7,

1764;
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2:

May

Essex Institute Historical Collections

370, 386.

21. 1764.

Even

at times

when

inoculation

partial success) nonresidents

to the flood of outsiders

1764, for instance, a

was

from coming

permitted, Boston often barred (with only

into the city for the procedure. In response

who had come unwanted into

new 1765 law

the city during the epidemic of

levied heavy penalties

upon nonresidents

inoculated in the city without the Selectmen's express
permission, as well as a harsh

50-pound fme for persons recently infected with smallpox who entered an
uninfected

town without a

certificate indicating they

authorized the impressment of guards to

had been properly cleansed.

restrict the

New

laws also

passage of people to and from

houses with infected individuals, and barred towns from erecting hospitals without
neighboring communities' permission ^7

Smallpox's devastating effects upon business were another reason for the
gradual acceptance of controlled inoculation. William Douglass, though earlier an

opponent, listed

among inoculation's advantages

the fact that "[i]n a place of Trade,

gives the Small-Pox a quick Course, and the Interruption of Commerce short.''^^

1764

article

promoting a proposed hospital

that "fbly this

as

it

means

'tis

Boston Harbor claimed

has hitherto frequently been met with."49 While Boston residents of

merchants

who had

^

apparent Trade will not be liable to such interruptions from

were negatively affected by downtums

to

at Shirley Point in

it

in trade, still

it

may have been

it;

classes

the elite

the greatest interest in promoting inoculation based

commerce. Certainly they were most associated with

all

it,

on

its

salubrity

Ashley Bowen called the

proprietors and customers of the Marblehead hospital "inoculation gentry ."^^

In contrast to Boston, the public health profiles of Philadelphia and
at

midcentury resembled

smallpox was epidemic

in

many ways

those of English

in Philadelphia,

New

York, and

cities.

New York

While never endemic,

New Jersey every four or six

^^Blake, Public Health in the Town of Boston, 96; Notice from the General Court in the Boston
Gazette, June 25, 1764.

^Douglass,

A Summary,

Historical

^^Boston Gazette, February

and Political,

13, 1764.

Journals of Ashley Bowen,

2:

368.
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2:

412-413.

years bclwccii 1730 and Ihc Revolution, as compared
to Boston's long, sometimes
gencratiot.al, intervals.'^'

York, ships from those

Because of Irequent epidenucs

cities traveling to

Philadelphia and

in

New

Boston were often forced into quarantine

offshore. For instance, after one ship captiiin arriving
from Philadelphia admitted that

about 250 people

had undertaken inoculation

in the city

arriving in Boston from there were stopped, and

in

the

some were

summer of

1756, ships

quarantined, cleansed with

vinegar and smoke, and aired, along with their goods.
If

the looser public health controls of these cities thus threatened
the health of

Boston, r^oston's

stricter controls threatened to

Boston Selectmen requested

that the prohibition

removed, as smallpox there had abated and

Comeing from thence

to be

Stopd

at

The prevalence of small|X)x

John

Adams mentioned

his

damage

on vessels from Philadelphia be

"it will

soon be hazardous for Vessells

the Castle without there
in

immunity

Philadelphia

to the virus as

one of

first

Hawley of Northampton, another

likely representative,

However,
that city,

in a

wrote

might be inoculated

in

in July

1776

that

days.'"*^

in the city during the first Continental

representatives, the prohibition

^^Blakc. Piihlir Health in the

Adams

to

why

He

believed that Joseph

had been passed over because

residents of rural Massachusetts.

Hawley "must be excused no longer"

l^iladelphia "without keeping

absence from Congress four

-^^John

the reason

it."52

passage that indicates the loose or absent regulation of the pr(x:edure

Adams

^^liRC Reports.

Occasion for

his qualifications for

Continental C ongress.

common among

is real

was presumably

representing Massachusetts at the

of his lack of immunity, so

trade relations. In 1760, the

was

in

since he

House an Hour, and without

(While inoculation had been temporarily banned

Congress out of deference

lifted for the

Town of Boston,

to

nonimmune

second Congress.)

112; Duify, Epidemics in Colonial America. 69.

19.

James Warren. July 24 and 26, 1776, Robert

10 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.. 1977).

4: 4()8.

413.
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J.

Taylor, cd.. Papers of John Adams,

Boston's mass controlled inoculations of 1752
and 1764 were unprecedented
until

George Washington ordered

that the procedure

be performed on

nonimmune

all

troops in 1777, and are indicative of attitudes
toward public health controls that

diverged sharply from those in

Bostonians exulted

in the

cities like Philadelphia,

New

York, and I^ndon.

success of their efforts, believing that

virtuous people willing to expend
their collective well-being.

maximum

"The Pestilence

efforts to

it

identified

improve both

Many

them as a

their individual

that has formerly scattered

and

Ten Thousand

Persons from his baleful Wings, tainted the Air, infected and
depopulated the Town,"
exulted an April 1764 letter to the Boston Gazette, "seems

Malignity."

The

relative mildness of that year's

and generous Assistance given

bono

services to the

now

epidemic was a

to be

to the

its

result of "the frequent

to the unfortunate at such a calamitous

poor— that was "much

disarmed of

Time"— pro

Honour of the Town.'"*^ Because of

such efforts in Boston, inoculation was less tainted with selfishness, more a matter of

moral responsibility to the community considered as a corporate whole.

That Bostonians were proud of their progressiveness

mother country

week
that

is

listing the

comparison

in

to the

indicated by another report in the Boston Gazette the following

major causes of deaths

in

London

smallpox there had proved "more mortal than

prevalent in the City." However, inoculation

still

for the year 1763.

all

The

the various Fevers

piece noted

which are

was not "generally come

so the paper proudly suggested that "all this Majesty's subjects

who

into there,"

are liable to that

Disease" follow Boston's example and "improve the Method so conducive to mitigate
the Violence of

The

it"-'*'^

(an obviously impractical suggestion for Britain's lower classes).

obituary of Zabdiel Boylston, the doctor involved in the

^Boston

first

Boston

trial,

proudly

Gazette, April 2, 1764.

^^Boston Gazette, Apnl

9, 1764.

The major causes of death were

consumptions (4,892), fevers (3,414), and smallpox (3,582).

52

listed as

convulsions (6338),

noted that whereas in Boston in 1721 (the year of the
inoculated, in that year in England "the Trial

trial)

was made upon

Boston also compared favorably with other cities
measures.

The Selectmen and Overseers

286 persons had been
1 1

Persons only."56

in regard to its sanitation

regularly devoted themselves to matters such

as the paving, guttering, and draining and cleaning of streets,
as well as to regulation of

"noxious" trades such as tanning .57 After the smallpox epidemic of
1764, affected
houses were ordered to "bring the Dirt and Filth of their Yards into the
Streets,"

whereupon

it

was carted away,^^
Benjamin Waterhouse noted

In 1802,

kept

at

that in

an awful distance, by restrictive laws, and

that.. .fin]

the

New

still

stronger popular impressions; so

most democratical region on the face of the

voluntarily submitted to

more

restrictions

England, smallpox had "been

earth.. .the people,

have

and abridgements of liberty.. .than any

absolute monarch could have enforced."59

What made

the region different in this

regard? Different health and disease profiles, and a desperate desire to protect a
relatively

common

dwindling commerce, are part of the answer, as
people

While

the relative

in their opposition to laissez-faire practices.

power of the

But the explanation also

understanding of disease as not just an individual, but also a collective

lies partly in the

matter.

is

all

communities experienced

this effect, the

evidence suggests that in

Massachusetts the presumed collectivity of health matters, and the sense of the
individual's responsibility to the community, were particularly pronounced.
In Massachusetts as elsewhere, infectious diseases often affected entire

communities. The relative isolation of Massachusetts towns impeded the overall spread
of disease, but

it

also

meant

that a

given epidemic might

hit

one community hard while

leaving another untouched, producing a concentration effect and enhancing the

^Boston

Gazette,

March

10, 1766.

^^Blake, Public Health in the Town of Boston, 100-105.

^Notice

in the

Boston Gazette, July

2, 1764.

^^enjamin Waterhouse, A Prospect of Exterminating the Small Pox Part //... (Cambridge,
quoted in Blake, Public Health in the Town of Boston, 109.
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1802),

understanding of health and sickness as community matters.
For example, the horrific
"sore-throat distemper" (diphtheria or scarlet fever) epidemic
of 1735-1736

mysteriously bypassed some communities while decimating others/'O
colonial graveyards will
their

members

in

one

make

clear,

it

was not uncommon

swoop. In 1775, Abigail

fell

Adams

As

a visit to

for families to lose

many of

wrote to her husband John

about an apparent combined outbreak of the "throat distempei" and
dysentery that "[t]he

War is

desolation of

not so distressing as the

Havock made by

the pestilence.

Some

poor parents are mourning the loss of 3, 4 and 5 children, and some families are wholy
stripd of every

the

Member."^'

same time with

Adams

In 1761

,

John Adams's mother and father were "seized

at

the violent Fever, a kind of Influenza, or an Epidemick" which, as

noted, carried off Seventeen

mother recovered, though

Aged People

in

our Neighborhood" (Adams's

his father died).^'^

In part because of the

way

that they struck conmiunities, disease outbreaks

were

frequently interpreted as God's judgment against the people as a whole. Such beliefs
reinforced a general feeling that a community's behavior, collectively considered,
affected

its state

of health, and that

it

must collectively seek recovery and redemption,

through public prayer, fasting, or other interventions

commonly

called

upon during

hard times. These collective definitions of disease enhanced the permeability of any

boundary between the individual body and the communal body. Indeed, bodily
metaphors were effective

in part

between

An entire people could

self

and society.

because they reflected

this lack

of a firm divide

be afflicted with a disease, just as

could an individual. For instance, in 1760 Joseph Fish preached that
be found for the party

^^he epidemic

spirit inflicting the

body

politic,

it

if

a cure could not

would "prove as

certain

Death

New

England between 1735 and 1740, killing about 5,000 people.
Historians of medicine have debated whether the malady was diphtheria, scarlet fever, or both. See
Charles Rosenberg, ed.. Disease and Society in Provincial Massachusetts: Collected Accounts,
raged through

1736-1939 (New York, 1972).
^^Abigail

Adams

to

^2l.H. Butterfield,

John Adams, September 25, 1775, Adams Family Correspondence,

ed..

Diary and Autobiography of John Adams, 4
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vols.

1:

284.

(Cambridge, Mass., 1961).

to the

Body, as a Mortification

Bowels." The bowels "begin to be pained with

in the

these Diseases," Fish warned, "and there
as will shake our noble

Frame

a diseased People,— \w

is

danger

to Pieces.... ////

lest

they end in such Convulsions,

appears: he concluded, "that we are

a sickly, decaying State."^'^

The moral sense of collective causes and
approaches to public health.

Much

responsibility to follow healthful

cures of illness also affected

like the individual person, the

and ethical practices

community had

if its salubrity

were

to

a

be

maintained. This was especially true in the case of infectious maladies
such as

smallpox, for which irresponsible behavior by those infected or inoculated
could
threaten the entire community. If in Massachusetts (he corporatist
outlook
strong, then so too

it

meant

was

the resolve to control the conditions of

mother country

disease.

still

public health, even

if

restricting individual liberties.

Massachusetts stood apart from other colonies outside
the

its

was

The

will

in the strength

and

of

its

ability to enforce

New

England and from

efforts to protect itself against infectious

such protections were energized by the

continuing identification of comnuinities such as Boston as corporate public bodies

committed

to collective

identification as

regard to

its

good

health.

Over

Boston became more

distinct

public health controls, and as

even more imperative.

In the

time, public health contrt>ls reinforced this

its

from other major colonial seaports

ability to control its "apertures"

1760s and 1770s,

this public

in

seemed

body was represented

in

revolutionary rhetoric as a vulnerable and virtuous one that needed protection against
the infectious depredations of the mother country and her insidious internal agents, the
British officials and loyalists

on home

soil.

Because of their long history of wrestling with the interconnected problems of
severe smallpox epidemics, economic depressions, and declining share of commerce,

Bostonians were well situated to express opposition to Parliament's new laws of the

^Joseph Fish, A Sennon Preach'd
(New Ixindon, 1760).

before the General Assembly of Connecticut...

55

May

8,

1760

1760s and 1770s, which

embedded with

it

appeared could only worsen these problems, in a
language

references to public health and, especially, to
infection and contagion.

For instance, Josiah Quincy called Thomas Hutchinson
a man "infected" with a "rabies

dominandr who "ought to be avoided
loyalists

like a pestilence."64

Hutchinson and other

were represented as individuals who looked out for

their

own

health while

disregarding that of others, evoking longstanding suspicions
about infectious
"inoculation gentry" and also fear of diseases brought into the
city by foreigners and
lurking within

its

midst.

A

1770

article in the

Massachusetts Spy called opponents of

the patriot boycotts of British goods "very virulent," with
"poisonous doctrines" that

would "overthrow a wholesome

constitution."^^

Beginning with the occupation of Boston by British troops
had originally been largely metaphorical references
tracts

became infused with more

literal

to disease

in

1768-1770, what

and poison

in political

claims. In 1768, four regiments of these troops

arrived from Halifax and Ireland to suppress disobedience, in particular rioting over the

seizure of merchant John Hancock's sloop Liberty for customs violations.

(Two more

regiments were later sent from Ireland.) Patriot propagandists exploited the fears of
infection by the largely lower-class British soldiers through the vehicles of the

Gazette and

A Journal of the

Boston

Times, a propaganda rag that disseminated news of the

occupation outside of the province. The Journal reported that "the stench occasioned by
the troops [occupying the] Representatives Chamber,
referred to "the quartering of troops in the

among

the inhabitants."

The very

air,

may prove

body of a town" as a

infectious" and

"terrible.. .contagion

announced the Journal, was "contaminated with

oaths, and blasphemies."^^

^Boston

Gazette,

November

25. 1771; June 29, 1772.

^^Massachusetts Spy. September 22-25, 1770.

^Oliver Morion Dickerson,
the Times

(New York.

ed.,

Boston under Military Rule 1768-1769, as revealed

1970). 20. 39. 86.
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in

A Journal of

Boston had been successful, against the odds,
during the Seven Years'

War (1754-1763),

at

warding off an epidemic

movement of troops

despite the

in

and out

of the city and the prevalence of smallpox and other
malignant fevers in Halifax, a
center of the

war with which

the city had regular communication/'^

epidemic of 1764 threatened

this

The smallpox

good record, but as noted above, Bostonians

felt

optimistic about their successes in limiting mortality through inoculation
during that

epidemic.

The

city

had been

inflicted with a depression

beginning

in the early 1760s,

but the end of the war promised a potential economic recovery. However, the
city
instead had faced a postwar

slump

during the war stagnated

warehouses. Poor relief

pounds

in

in

in

which the English goods

1764, topping a prewar record of

800

had flooded

in the city rose to

in

almost 2,000

pounds.^>^ In this context the vSugar,

Stamp, and Townshend Acts, which were perceived
particularly egregious because they further

that

to

dampened

cramp

trade,

seemed

the possibilities for postwar

economic recovery.
If

these acts threatened the

economy, so too did

the presence of British troops

November

1768, the Journal announced

threaten to derail public health successes. In
"(rjcports that the small-pox

is

on board some of the

that "notwithstanding.. .said ship has

the spread of infectious disorders to

Boston's longstanding

liabilities:

Irish transports [of troops|"

been suffered, contrary to the law for preventing

come up

into the town.''

The

''The bringing the small-pox

article spelled out

among

would open a new scene of distress, as we have a great addition

and

the risque of taking the infection

from coming

in this winter, with the

war "repeatedly

tell

to

us at this time

our numbers,

would deter our coasters and country people

necessary supplies of provision and fueT

^'^Blakc, Public Health, 87-89. Duffy nolcs that "(tlhc diaries and journals of
the

and

New

England tr(K)ps"in

of sickness and death." Dufly. Epidemics in Colonial America, 62.

Anderson, The Crucible of War: The Seven Years' War and the Fate of Empire in British
North America, 1754 1766 (New York, 2(XX)), 588-591. G.B. Warden wntes that in 176() "at last the
t<)wn seemed U) be escaping the horrible depression that had begun in the 172()'s, provoked atlempLs at
reform in the 1730X and amfused daily life in Boston after 1740." Warden, Boston 16H9 1776, 146.

^Fred
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[italics in originall .69

Throughout 1768 and 1769, the Selectmen expressed

distrust

regarding the British military's adherence to the
provincial public health laws, aired
their suspicions that

smallpox was being concealed, and formed committees
to wait on

Generals Gage and Mackey regarding the matter.
instructed

its

In

May

of 1769, town meeting

representatives to the General Court to try to arrange for the
troops to

leave, so that "an effectual Antidote

may

be Administered, before the Poison

shall

have

wrought the Ruin of the Constitution."70

The

city

was spared an epidemic outbreak

in 1768, but

such was not the case

during the second occupation of Boston by British troops, from

May

1774 to March

1776, and in the aftermath of their evacuation. In response to the Boston Tea Party of

December 1773 and Boston's

refusal to

make

Parliament had enacted a series of measures,
Acts, that closed the port to

all

restitution for the destroyed cargo.

known

shipping and brought

as the Coercive or Intolerable

commerce

to

an end, reorganized

the provincial government, permitted British officers indicted for murder to be tried in

England, and mandated the billeting of British troops

August 1774,

1 1

any Massachusetts town. By

regiments of British troops had arrived to enforce these

province was placed under a military governor,
In his

in

Quincy warned

that

and the

Thomas Gage.

1774 pamphlet opposing the Boston Port Act

harbor), Josiah

acts,

(the act that closed the

under military occupation city residents would "not

only have to dread and struggle with the natural and

common calamities resulting from

such military bodies, but the combined dangers arising from an army of foreigners
stationed in the very bowels of the land."
infest [America's] shores are in every

Quincy

insisted that the British troops

"which

view foreigners."^' His readers no doubt

Journal of the Times, 21-22.

'^%RC Reports.

16.

^^Josiah Quincy, Observations on the Act of Parliament commonly called the Boston Port-Bill; with
Thoughts on Civil Society and Standing Armies (1774), in Eliza Susan Quincy, ed.. Memoir of the
Life of Josiah Quincy, Jr., of Massachusetts Bay: 1744-1775, by his son, Josiah Quincy, 3rd

(Boston, 1875), 328-331.
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ed

understood one of the ^combined dangers" of foreign
troops to be the threat of
infectious disease.

The presence of so

large

^^a

military

camp

in the

very heart of our

town," as a Circular Letter from the town drafted
by Quincy complained, contravened

and flew

earlier practice

From

in the face

of public health controls^^

the beginning of the occupation, rumors flew about
disease

among

soldiers and, eventually, about a supposed British plan
to spread smallpox

American army. Though
were susceptible

it

is

likely that, as adults, relatively

to smallpox, the virus

may

fu-st

few of the

have broken out, as

the

among

the

British soldiers

Edmund Quincy

wrote from the city in November 1774, among "some of their children in
Barracks "73
In a

December 1774

letter,

who had been moved

for England, that a soldier

40 other

infected at least

James Lovell informed Josiah Quincy, who had

persons.

know, he mused mordantly,

It

to the pesthouse

might be "some Solace"

that if "the

Sword they have

vigorously executive, this abused City will in the Spring be

the city

had probably already

to the British

sent

left

among

filled

us

enemy

is

to

not

with Pestilence and a

consequent Degree of Famine."'^'^ Rumors also flew about the soldiers' contravention
of provincial inoculation regulations. "The soldiers

smallpox," claimed one

whole family without

month

letting

among

"very prevalent

letter in

tr>' all

they can to spread the

January 1775. "One of their officers inoculated his

any person know

it."

This

letter

claimed

that

smallpox was

the soldiers, there has been three buried every day for this

past

^^Memoir of the

Dunng

IJfe of Josiah Quincy, Jr„ 398.

the

Se\cn Years' War, troops had been

quartered offshore, on Castle Island. Standing armies w ere also anathema within republican ideology. In
his

Commonplace

distemper

in the

Boc^k, Josiiih

Quincy recorded Hume's opmion

Bntish government, of which

Commonplace Book, 1770-1774, Quincy

it

must

at last

that

slandmg armies were a

"^tnorlal

inevitably perish.''' iosioh Quincy 's

Papers. Massachusetts Historical Society Collections

(micR^film).

'^^Edmund Quincy

to

Kathenne Quincy, No> embcr 22, 1774, Quincy Papers, Massachusetts

Historical

Society Collections (microfilm).
^'^James Lovell to Josiah Quincy,

Jr.,

December

9,

1774, Quincy Papers, Massachusetts Historical

Society Collections (microfilm).
'^^Margaret Wheeler Willard, ed., letters on the American Revolution, 1774-1776 (1925; reprint Port

of a mystery as to why, if most Bntish adults were
soldiers came down with it. It may be that a high proportion of troops

Washington, N.Y., 1968), 57-58.

immune

to smallpox, so

many

It is

a

bit
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Boston residents were also threatened by the generally
unhealthy
British troops,

who were

besieged, according to one

(dysentery), and yellow fever.

One

letter

charged

letter,

that,

state

by scurvy, "bloody flux"

though the British officers had

"carefully concealed the diminution of their forces
by death and desertionr

known

that a great

barracks."

"number have died out of the

An August 1775 letter home from a

of the

still-houses,

it

was well

which were hired for

British officer described the

army as

besieged by a "dreadful mortality." Boston, he wrote, had become
"the grave of

England, and the slaughter house of America," where "[nlothing...is to
be seen but
distractions and melancholy, disease and death."^^' "It

John

Adams

in the

same month,

is

said,"

wrote James Warren to

after hearing the accounts of refugees

from Boston

then in quarantine in Chelsea, "that not less than 1800 of the [British] Troops are
unfit
for Service."'^'^

While a

threat to Boston's inhabitants, the

ill

health of the British troops

also presented by patriots as proof of the corruption of the British generally.
soldiers

who

the troops' diseased condition.

"The Army has been very

& continue so," wrote Samuel Adams in

have deserted. Many
effective

Those

deserted usually were said to have fled from both the despotism of their

commanders and
the Winter

was

1

believe intend to desert.

Men."^^ In the

fall

It is

1775.

"Many have

said there are not in

sickly thro

died.

all

Many

2200

of 1775, dysentery, throat distemper and other infectious

fevers spread outward from Boston into the countryside. " 'Tis a dreadful time with
this

whole province," wrote Abigail Adams from Braintree. "Sickness and death

almost every

were

are in

family.""^'^

cither Irish or

from the

British countryside; if so, their

immunity

rates

would probably have been

lower.

^^Willard, ed., Utters on the American Revolution, 177- 178, 51, 189.

^James Warren to John Adams, August 2, 1775, Papers of John Adams, 3: 111.
^%amuel Adams to Arthur hee, March 4. 1775, Harry Alonzo Cushing, ed.. The
(New York,

Adams, 4

vols.

^^Abigail

Adams

to

Writings of Samuel

1968), 3: 197-198.

John Adams, October

1,

1775,

60

Adams Family Correspondence,

1:

289.

After Arnerican tr(K)ps blockaded the city in 1775, not
long after the April
battles of

I^xinglon and Concord, residents trapped within became
victim to British

smallpox policy, which called for the inoculation of all nonimmune

summer, some

residents

were permitted

mandated by the Continental Amiy,
the British allowed inoculation

to leave, but only

that they first

among

go

under the condition,

into quarantine.) In

residents of Boston, at the

all

soldiers. (In the

November,

same time ordering

certain residents to leave the city, a coincidence prom|)ting charges that
they

intentionally infect the Continental

Small Pox

is

now

conceive that the

spreading

in

Rncmy have

precautions will defeat

all

Army

meant

to

and the Ma.ssachusetts countryside. "The

Boston by inoculation," wrote Joseph Ward.
a design to spread

it

into our

Army,

but

I

"I

hope our

their malicious designs."^<>

After the British evacuated Boston

in

March 1776, Washington and

authorities tried to control the transmission of smallpox by allowing only

the

town

immune

troops to enter the city and by restricting inoculation. Washington charged that "the

enemy with

a malicious assiduity, have spread the infection of the smallpox through

parts of the town,"

and he also believed

city as a defense again.st invasion

boundaries
3, 1776,

in the

one day

thai the British

had used smallpox within the

by American troops.^' But the guarding of the city's

end proved impossible, and the ban on inoculation was
after

all

lifted

on July

independence was declared by the Continental Congress;

in the

end, 5,000 [people were inoculated in Boston. The town, wrote James Warren to John

Adams, had become "a Great
Independence "raised our

^Jcscph Ward

to

Hospital for Inoculation," but the Declaration of

spirits to

a tone beneficial to mitigate the malignity of the

John Adams, December

3. 1775.

^'Fenn, Pox Americana, 90.
61

Paperx of John Adanus,

3:

344.

small pox."82
of

As mentioned

nonimmunes

previously, the threat smallpox posed to the large
numbers

in the Continental

Army forced Washington in

1777

to order

mass

inoculation

Ultimately, infectious disease informed revolutionary rhetoric
in two major

ways. Disease was
to infect the

itself

often a politicized issue, as in claims that the British

schemed

American army; and images of infection and contagion, metaphorically

considered, expressed particular political points.

of British troops in Boston

made more

The

Intolerable Acts and the presence

tangible the political language of infection and

contagion, and ratcheted up the volume of accusations regarding opponents' pathogenic
actions.

For instance,

and early 1775, John

in a series of pieces published in

Boston newspapers

in late

1774

Adams ("Novanglus") and Daniel Leonard ("Massachusettensis")

traded accusations about both

literal

and metaphorical disease. Turning

patriot

accusations on their head, loyalist Leonard blamed Bostonians for the bad health of the
British soldiers, charging that they

winter quarters, by which means

had "preventfed] the erecting of barracks for

many

contracted diseases."

of the Marblehead smallpox hospital as a
insurrection" inspired by the patriots,

referred to the burning

political issue, describing

who had "cut asunder the

government, and broke in pieces the ligaments of social

life."

whigs had been the ringleaders of the hospital burning, but

disavowed any connection between

He

politics

their

it

as a "great

very sinews of

Leonard implied

in response,

that the

John Adams

and the event, defending the action on the

ground that "[t]he patients were careless, some of them wantonly

so,

and others were

^^James Warren to John Adams, July 17, 1776, in Worthington Chauncey Ford, ed., Warren-Adams
Letters: Being chiefly a correspondence among John Adams, Samuel Adams, and James Warren, 1
vols. (Boston, 1917),
1:

261.

^Fenn, Pox Americana,
in fact intentionally use

46-55; 88-94, 132. Fenn believes the evidence indicates that the British did

smallpox as a weapon.
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suspected of designing to spread the small pox

who had

Adams

in the

not passed through the distemper." This

burning, the similarities between the Boston

burning of the hospital

in

were

in the

it,

and

In his diary,

that

Ashley

Boys gave

to Cat Island

Bowen made

John Clark, one of the

the

who

it."«''

the

earlier

was

that "there

the hand Clark a time of

burning was probably motivated by class tensions, for those

go

whig camp.«4

December 1773, and

Parly in

March of 1774, he wrote

night the Liberty

at

tones,

political implications of the hospital

had once again stolen some contaminated clothing, and

thieves,

about

In

of people,

January 1774, which like the Tea Party was accomplished by

a body of disguised men, are unmistakable.
connections explicit.

Tea

full

was not a matter of whigs and

insisted, for several of the hospital proprietors

Though Adams may have disavowed any

town, which was

The

a noise
hospital

could not afford to

and came down with small|x>x were sent instead to the pesthouse on

the edge of town, from which

Bowen

recorded deaths into his diary daily. Prior to

its

burning, he referred scornl ully to the hospital as "Castle Pox" located on "Cape Pus,"

mentioned previously,

to inoculation as a "siege," and, as

patients as "insulation gentry ."^^'
hospital, there

people

in

was

a real parallel

At

danger by inoculation, and those who,

merchant sons (factors for the
poisonous

tea.

More

tea),

elites

like

who would

Spirit"

lea, see

like a

Contagion, into

^Novattf^lus and Massachiisettensis: or Political
the Principal Points of

(

'ontroversy,

2: 39().

^'/bid.. 2: 362, 368.

^ Diary of John Adams. March

politically

to describe the

referred to the

the other Colonies."^"^

published in the Years

1

774 and

between (Ireat Britain and Her Colonies (1819;

Yi>rk, I^X^H). IK2,

^^The Journals of Ashley liowen.

l-'ssays.

Adams
all

12. 1774.
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his

chapter 7.)

image of contagion was also often used

which "spread

common

fhomas Hutchinson and

catching nature of revolutionary sentiment. In 1774, John

"Republican

put the

had insisted upon the landing of the

(For further discussion of poisonous

positively, an

and

minds of those who burned the

least in the

between those

to the well-to-do doctors

1

775,

reprint

on

New

While

was

in

England meeting with the "friends of Liberty," Josiah
Quincy exulted

"infected with an enthusiasm which

caught or spread the infection here
In his
loyalists,

The

know

to be contagious.

no matter needful

Whether I have

to determine."88

newspaper debates with John Adams, Daniel Leonard,

like other

focussed upon patriot actions as distempers that disordered the
body

radical leaders'

"through

is

I

all

"subUe poison" of disaffection

that he

to Great Britain

politic.

had been infused

the veins and arteries, contaminated the blood, and destroyed
the very

stamina of the constitution." These infectious demagogues

had— perhaps like refugees

from Boston spreading smallpox— poisoned an innocent people. Evoking

the

mysterious terrors of epidemics such as that of sore-throat distemper in 1735-1736,

Leonard described the committees of correspondence as "secret conductors
of...infection"

whereby "the same distempers" had broken out "in

province, at one and the

same

time." Predictably, Leonard presented himself as a sober

political physician to these disordered patriot

loyalist

different parts of the

pathogens and bad doctors. (In 1772, the

paper The Censor had called the radical leaders ''State-Mountebanks'' —\n

other words, quack political physicians.)

He would

not shrink from offering remedies

he knew would be unpopular, "any more than a physician should be restrained from
prescribing a salutary medicine, through fear

Adams, on

it

might be unpalatable to the patient."^^

the other hand, focussed not

warning the people

to

internal corruption.

Along

upon disease as

be vigilant against threats to the body

false friends such as Dr.

the

same

lines, a

disorder, but

politic

upon

from extemal and

correspondent warned him of the danger of

Benjamin Church, who had turned out

to

be a spy: "[L]et us

endeavour," he wrote, "to prevent the Poison from entering the Body Politick, where,

^Josiah Quincy

to Abigail Quincy,

November

^Novanglus and Massachusettensis,

24, 1774,

156, 166, 141;
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Memoir of the

Life of Josiah Quincy, Jr.

The Censor. January 25, 1772.

I

fear,

it

would soon spread and

Antidotes
his essays

in

prevail, so as not to be easily eradicated,

our Power/'^o in his Autobiography, begun in
1802,

had "had the Effect of an Antidote

by any

Adams crowed

that

to the Poison of Massachusettensis."9i

Diverging disease profiles and the public body

As we have

seen, revolutionary rhetoric stressing the body politic's
need to

protect itself against infectious enemies and vulnerable apertures

drew upon underlying

senses of the body politic's vulnerability to infectious disease, of the fragility
of public
health mechanisms, and of the potentially devastating effects of epidemics

were allowed to spread. More

in the superiority

of the

resistance against the mother country.
polity

was thought

infection

positively, perhaps, patriot rhetoric also reflected

Massachusetts's reputation for unusual salubrity.

informing belief

if

to be rooted in

its

New

A

source of pride, and one factor

England way of

The presumed

life, this

view validated

healthfulness of the Massachusetts

climate and virtue, fueling a kind of chauvinism as

provincials equated their relatively healthy bodies, salubrious environment, and political
liberties. In turn, the protection

of these

liberties

was viewed

as a health-

and character-

saving measure. Environmentalist approaches to personality informed these views, as
did the increasingly divergent health profiles of Old and

New

London became worse incubators of disease, Boston

comparison seemed salubrious,

and the

New

in

England.

As

cities like

England countryside a positive oasis of healthfulness.

Though, as mentioned previously,

in their public health regulations Bostonians

leaned toward contagionist models, environment and climate

still

were increasingly

recognized as contributory and perhaps primary causes of health and disease. They

were also seen as shapers of individual and

By

collective personalities and constitutions.

these theories, the Massachusetts climate had helped to form the virtuous character

^Josiah Quincy,

Sr. to

John Adams, October 25, 1775, Papers of John Adams,

^^Autobiography of John Adams, 3 14.
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that revolutionaries

wished

to protect

and represented as promising a future of health

and abundance. One of the major complaints made by

patriots against the

mother

country was that she inhibited the province from the rightful
exploitation of this healthgiving earth,

air,

and water.

The environmentalism of the
twenty-first.

eighteenth century was not the same as that of the

We assume that specific toxins extant in the environment enter our bodies

and there do harm. While

in the eighteenth

century this view was gaining ground along

with ontological understandings of disease, in that era the approach was also a
constitutionalist

one involving the more general and systemic influence exerted upon the

body by climate, temperature, winds, and "exhalations" from

Rhys

earth, air,

and water. As

Isaac has noted, people experienced their bodies as porous, and an "intimate

relationship [was]

assumed

to exist

between the human body system and the

environment."^^

The intimacy of environmental
century notion
colds, and

is

that, for

effects

went well beyond our twenty-first

example, exposure to damp, chilly weather predisposes us

more accurately understood

as a pervasive, constant, and daily matter, and

one requiring ongoing attention and management. By
body, forces

in the

environment could predispose

it

altering the general tone of the

to sickness or wellness. "|T]he

bare Change of Weather," wrote Benjamin Grosvenor in his Health:

Nature^ published

in

Boston in

its

third edition in 1761,

Body, as untune the Strings of an Instrument."^^
John Lining

to

"may

An Essay on Its

as well discompose the

the 1740s, Charleston physician

tried to quantify these influences, correlating his

own

state

of health with

weather data by keeping detailed records both of climatic conditions and of his own
intake and outflow .^"^ Benjamin Walker, a Boston shopkeeper, wrote regular monthly

92Rhys

Isaac,

The Transformation of Virginia. 1740 1790 (Chapel

Hill, N.C., 1982),

47-48.

According to Isaac, eighteenth-century Virginians also lived within a "cosmology that posited a direct
nexus between the microcosm of the human body and the macrocosm of the universe."

^Benjamin Grosvenor,

Health:

An Essay on Its

^^hryock. Medicine and Society

Nature..., 3rd ed. (Boston, 1761), 74.

in America, 63.
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summaries on the

city's

weather and

its

residents' health, implying a connection

between them ^5

Much

like

human

bodies, environments possessed constitutions that could

suffuse the body with sanguine or morbific qualities, as in British
physician

Sydenham's theory of the "epidemic

Thomas

constitutions" that he thought had caused the

London plague outbreak of 1665 and

other maladies.

A good example is the dread of

foggy locales and moist, swampy, low-lying environments. William Douglass believed
that settlers

on uncleared land often suffered

ill

health because "Exhalations

from the

Trees" caused a "continual damp" which would often "stagnate and

putrify,

consequently produce in these

Disorders."96 John

human Bodies many Kinds of putrid

Armstrong's The Art of Preserving Health, a preventive health
in

Boston

in 1757,

counseled those

who dreaded

from which "(e]temal vapours

rise," lest

also, as

William Buchan explained

disposes [the body] to diseases."

damp marshy
built their

soil,

must be

He

also

skies"

and "humid

Damp air obstructed perspiration

wamed

that "[a]

hurtful to the inhabitants,"^^

houses on higher,

"humid

Domestic Medicine,

in

published

"the purple flood" of stopped

perspiration "[ijn languid eddies loiter into phlegm."^"^

and

tract in verse

"the dropsy, palsy, or the

gout,/Tertian, corrosive scurvy, or moist catarrh" to avoid
soil"

and

drier, well-ventilated

"relaxes and pre-

house which stands on a

and when they could, people

ground away from stagnant water

and accompanying miasmas, and they sought out such locations for health recovery.

Even

the shipwrecked Robinson Crusoe, in Daniel Defoe's popular novel, labored to

^%arbara McLean Ward, "Medicine and Disease in the Diary of Benjamin Walker, Shopkeeper of
Boston," in Medicine and Healing: The Dublin Seminar for New England Folklife Annual
Proceedings 7990 (Boston, 1992), 44-54.
^Douglass,

^John

A Summary,

Historical

and Political,

Armstrong, The Art of Preserving Health:

^Buchan, Domestic Medicine,

34.
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A Poem,

4th ed. (Boston, 1757), 8.

move

his makeshift shelter

not be wholesome" to "a
It

fatal.

was believed

from "a low moorish ground near the sea" which "would

little

plain on the side of a rising hill."99

that the

ill

effects of such environments could

For instance, James Murray,

who

then lived in North Carolina, attributed the

1758 deaths of his wife and two daughters

low grounds

part of July

the Vapours from the

& August with

John

troops to their "very

unwholesome

Adams

to "[tlhe

Waters Iwhich] continued on our

Intervals,

little

Swamps made the

sickly." '00 In 1777,

sometimes be

and

at

going off

in

September

Inhabitants near the low Grounds very

ascribed the

ill

health of British General

Howe's

Situation. Their Water," he wrote to Abigail, "is

very bad and brackish, there are frequent Morning and Evening Fogs, which produce
Intermittent Fevers in

Abundance." 'Oi

Even apart from

intermittent fogs and vapors, the earth itself

was believed

to

harbor particular distempers. For instance, William Douglass attributed the Salem
witchcraft hysteria of 1692 to a pathogen "Endemial to the Soil" that caused convulsive
fits

and a "Distemper of the Brain and Nerves." '02 xhis idea

lodged

in particular locales

that

maladies could be

enhanced a view of health and disease as geographically

rooted matters, with potentially xenophobic implications, especially since diseases were
also thought capable of traveling on winds from distant lands. While in France in 1782,
for instance, John

from

Adams wrote that "the Weather and

Tartary... brought here last Spring

the

Vapours and Exhalations

by the Winds" had "given Us

all

the

influenza." 03
1

It

storms,

was believed

much

that

poisonous constitutions of the

air

could be cleared by

as purgative medicines dispelled maladies in the

^^aniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe: His

Life

human body. For

and Strange Surprising Adventures {\1 19; New York,

1993), 94.

1^ James

Murray

to Mrs. Bennet,

March

25, 1758,

Nina Moore Tiffany,

ed.. Letters

of James

Murray, Loyalist (Boston, 1972).
lOljohn Adams
102[)ouglass,

to Abigail

A Summary,

Adams, September
Historical

^^^Diary of John Adams, November

2,

1777, Adatns Family Correspondence.

and Political,

11, 1782.
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November

instance, in

1775, Abigail

Adams wrote John about her fortnight of

suffering with jaundice and rheumatism,
which had developed following a bout with

dysentery, apparently epidemic at that time.
Abigail had taken "a puke which has

many

releived me," but

still

were affected with these same

may have been caused by "the

believed
that the

others

great

and incessant" autumn

more recent very cold weather would "purify

vapors."

(Along these

regarding the "Folly

Hurricane

is

Samuel

lines,

which she

afflictions,

rains.

She hoped

some of the noxious

the air of

Eliot wrote to Robert Treat Paine in

1770

& Absurdity" of British measures that "la] violent Storm or ratiier

necessary to clear the Political Air from the horrid Vapours
wth. wch.

has been so long contaminated

& the sooner a Crisis

is

brought on the better

it

it

may

be

for the injured People." '05)

Since climatic conditions affected the vulnerability of human bodies to
disease,
particular seasons of the year

New

England,

late

part because they

were believed

summer and

fall

to be innately healthful or unhealthful. In

aroused particular dread as insalubrious times, in

were associated with decay and

putrefaction. "Funereal autumn,"

declared The Art of Preserving Health, "all the sickly dread." 06 Different times of
>

year were also good or bad times to get particular illnesses. "The Season of the year
very unfit for the Distemper," wrote Abigail
her friends

very

little

came down with smallpox,

in late July 1776, after several

Tone of every persons

vessels are relaxed,

that

autumn was

the worst season to get smallpox, for at

one could expect "a putrid Complication from the declining and

Season." '08 Expelling a malady could more effectively be accomplished

^^Abigail Adams

^^^amuel
2:

of

Spring in the Air, and the medicine too powerfull for weak constitutions." 107

William Douglass believed
that time

"the

Adams

is

to

less

at certain times

John Adams, November 27, 1775, Adatns Family Correspondence,

Eliot to Robert Treat Paine, January 31, 1770,

^^Abigail Adams

l^Douglass,

to

45.

John Adams, July 30, 1776, Adams Family Correspondence,

A Summary,

Historical

and

Political, 2: 398.

69

2:

329.

The Papers of Robert Treat Paine,

459.

^^Armstrong, The Art of Preserving Health,

vegate

2:

70.

of year than

at others.

For instance,

in

March of 1757 Robert Treat Paine's

Eunice indicated her disappointment

that her doctor

medicine and "Notwithstanding

fine Spring

it

is

he dont discover the importance so

I

overlook

oppertunity to root out this Evil disease; tho'

Yet remain too vigorous for

my

it

it;

sister

had not given her any purging

weather dont puqwse

to.

I'm Satisfy'd

but Greive to lose so fine an

may

be weakned by the winters defence

advancment."'"'^ Fortunately, Massachusctts's

unhealthy seasons were of relatively short duration.

Environments were presumed to exert a foundational influence upon the
particular

temperaments of those brought up

in

them, and native climates helped to form

the character and "genius" (particular qualities and abilities) of entire peoples.
For

instance, a 1767 article in the Boston Chronicle attributed the "pride, impatience,
and.. .peculiar hardiness of soul" of the
soil

common

English people to "the influence which

and climate have upon the disposition of the inhabitants." "<> The body was, as

Armstrong

put

the individual

it

The Art of Preservinj^ Health, "moulded by

in

was

raised,

and so

unless "by habits foreign to
interrelationship

between

it

almost always endured

its turn,/.. .you

local

its

the clime" in

which

native environment well,

counteract the forming pow'r.""

'

The

environment and local bodies was reinforced by the

prevalent notion that, in the words of health author John Tennent, "|p|rovidence has

been so good, as

to funiish

Distempers incident
to

make

us liable to

almost every Country with medicines proper for the

John

to the Climate."*

some

Infirmities

Adams

agreed that "since

it

was necessary

and Distempers of Body, [God] has plentifully

stored the Bowells and the surface of the F>arth with Minerals and Vegetables that are

proper to defend us from some Diseases and to restore us to health from others."'

'^^Euiiicc Paine k) RotxM Trciit Panic. March 12, 1757, T/w l\ipcr\ of liohcrt I'rcal I'aitw.
t

'

^^''liosUm Chronicle.

'

'

'

'Ai iDsUong,

IXvcmbcr 2

1 .

1767.

An of Preserving Health, 41.
Every Man his Own Dorfor, or,

///<'

'-^John Tcnncnl,

(Williainsbuig iuid Aiinapoli.s, 1734), 4.
'

^-^

Diary of John

AiUuils.

August 22, 1756.
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Ihe Poor Planter 's Physician.

2n(Jcxl.

"

2: 25.

^

Diseases and cures were conditions not of autonomous
individual bodies, but of bodies
rooted in community and geography.

Growing up

Adams noted

in

that the

one environment could

ill fit

individuals for others. Abigail

"Siroce wind" of Naples especially affected individuals of
"a

phlegmatic English constitution," giving them "the vapours" and
"a degree of
Lassitude both to the

Body and mind." John Adams wrote

Philadelphia that he pined for the "bracing quality of

away from

it,

Abigail from

my Native Aii^'; being so long

he had "the Utmost Reason to fear an irreparable Injury to

Constitution." After the Continental Congress fled to Baltimore,

"[w]e are told
if

I

were

that the

Air of

[that city] is unhealthy,

to stay here long."' 14

and

I

Even worse, long exposure

Adams

confess

I

my
wrote that

should dread

it,

to a foreign climate

could eventually alter the character bred by one's native environment. Robert Treat
Paine wrote his sister Eunice

in

1755, with a note of ambivalence about his native

locale, that a "Rigid, Tyrannical, formal, austerely religious Education,

excellent N. England Saints but the Saltwater Air

makes

& the hot sun of the West Indies

dissolves those Bands."

These views about the characterological and

constitutional effects of climate

and environment provided one foundation for the invidious comparisons between

New

and Old England

that

helped to justify independence,

in that the healthfulness

of Massachusetts's climate, and the insalubrity of England's, were both wellestablished (more on the latter below). In regard to Massachusetts salubrity, the

aforementioned James Murray,

North Carolina,

left his

who

ultimately lost a third daughter to disease in

surviving fourth daughter with his sister in Boston,

probably to spare her health, referring to

New

England

at large as "that

poor

Healthy Place" and to Boston as a "Land of Health, plenty and contentment."

Adams to John Adams. April
John Adams to Abigail Adams, February
'

^

l'*Abigail

2,

Adams to Abigail Adams, July
Adams Family Correspondence, 2;

1777; John

18, 1777,

l^Robcrt Treat Paine to Eunice Paine, The Papers of Robert Treat Paine.
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11,

He

1776;

193, 44, 164.

rinnlly

moved

Ihcro himsoll in I763J

fMi^lishwomnn Annr Million,

who

lived in

Hoslon with her brother, the euslonis commissioner from
1767 to 1776, wmte (o a
friend back liome dial

and

lhal

Hoslon

'

is

AVc

are

on as healthy

any

|a spoil as

pari o(

No America"

rccktMul lo be one ol the healthiest Climates on this

ronliiu nl."M7 Samuel (\>oper preache<l in 1753 that
Massachusetts had

"warm

Suns, and prolific Showers: an healthf ul Air, and a

Pines and

Oaks.. .and the

ish

F

In public

crowd

in...Miilliludes

friiiHul Soil. ..stately

upon our

(\>asts."< <^

and private wrilings. Ihe sense of Ihe Massachusetts character was

sullused with leleiences to climate and geography, aiul other climates often suflered
by

Adams

comparison. For instance, John
l\)rt

wrole angrily

in his diary against

Barbados and

Royal, which had actpiiesced to Ihe Sugar and Stamp acts, that the white

landowners "deserve

lo be

made Slaves

to their

own

Negroes. Ru( they live under Ihe

scorlching Sun, which melts them, dissipates their Spirits and relaxes their Nerves"
(relaxed nerves were then considered un(iesirable).'

from

their

reactivity.

warm

On

a C

ommittee of C orrespondence inspired

and vivacity of the North

"exhausted or extinguished by

New

Adams's view, enervation

climate partly explained the island colonists' woeful lack of vigor and

Josiah Quincy wrote disparagingly of Southern
'Tire

In

linglanders

'

I

heir "spirit

wanner sun

a

seemed

visit lo

women, whom
bla/e,''

South Carolina

1773,

he though! lacked the

he surmised, must be

"''^^^

particularly to revile hot climates

and diseases they bred. However dangerous

in

New

and Ihe tem|>enunenls

Jtngland autumns

may have

been,

seasonal decay afflicted the region only temporarily; in hot climates, on the other hand.

^^^^I etiers
'

(
'

'

^^Ix'ltcrs

of James Murray. Nt>\cml>cr

of a

Ixiyalist

ommissumer of (

Diary

4)

1^)1

1

7(^7

A Sermon Vreaehed

f John Adams, .lannaiy

'20"josia|i Qiinu y,

(Boston.

Lady: lUinii Ihe Irllers

ustonis at Uoslon,

'^Sanuicl (\K>jKr,

Ji 's

10, l75();July 1761.

2,

1

77(y

<tf

Anne

llulfon. Sister

of Henry Hulton,

(CaialM ulgc, 1927), 43,

in Uttsion,.. (Boston: 1753).

1766.

Soiilhcin Jovnnai;' Massaehusclls llisloiical S(vicly Vroieedinjis
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S 1916). Josiah <,)uiney lo Samuel Quiney. April 6, 1773. Qiiiney rapci^, Massiu hiisclls
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decay was ever present. William Douglass
observed

"seems to be impregnated with some

that the air of the

volatile acid Sulphui^'

which

West

Indies

"rusts Iron, and

cankers other Metals" and "keeps the Blood and
Spirits in a continued Fret."
climate proceeded "the
constitutions

many

were "kept

in

rash passionate Actions amongst the Creols,"

From

this

whose

a continued small Degree of a Phrenzy."i2i in
July 1752

Robert Treat Paine wrote from North Carolina, where he was
staying for business
reasons, that he lived "here

on the Borders of Purgatory, the worst Climate perhaps

under the Heavens covers." 122
This habit of defining themselves against
regions later aided in the invidious comparisons

their counterparts in other colonial

made between Old and New England,

as patriots painted a portrait of an unhealthful and corrupt mother country.
However,
they had no need to invent this image, because for decades British writers had
been

lamenting their country's condition, in health manuals and reform

tracts read

America. While Britain possessed a climate more

England and did not

suffer

the

from the enervating heat of

West

Indies,

its

like that of

New

the southern colonies or the "suffocating Breezes" of

damp, foggy atmosphere was generally held

inhabitants to, in the

words of George Cheyne

in

subject, "nervous Distempers, Spleen, Vapours,
attributed these typical national

widely in

to dispose

The English Malady,
and Lx)wness of

his

Spirits."

symptoms of melancholy and nervous

its

book on

Cheyne

disorders,

he deemed responsible for almost one-third of the incidents of sickness,

instance,

William Douglass wrote

^•^^Douglass,

A Summary,

Historical

that "the soft

and

Political,

1:

New

Fertility

Englanders. In 1749, for

Vapour or Damp" of the

British climate

120.

^^^Robert Treat Paine to Joseph Greenleaf, July 20, 1752, The Papers of Robert Treat Paine,

^^Cheyne, The English Malady,

i-ii.
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which

in part to "[t]he

Moisture of our Air, the Variableness of our Weather... [and] the Rankness and
of our Soil." '23 These tendencies were well-known to

the

1:

171.

"disposes the Inhabitants to a ccUarrhom or colliquative
Consumption:'

known

as an

Endemial Distemper ."^"^

'"English

many

In

British popular health texts, these reservations about
England's climate

were joined by condemnation of the nation's contemporary mode of
life. All the

British

health manuals popular in the colonies, including not just works
by

also

Cheyne but

Buchan's Domestic Medicine and John Wesley's Primitive Physick, agreed
Britons' general state of health had deteriorated greatly from an earlier,

Their generally insalubrious

diet, habits,

that

more pure

era.

and means of employment had produced,

according to Cheyne, "a Class and Set of Distempers, with atrocious and frightful

Symptoms, scarce known

to our Ancestors." '25

Art of Preserving Health

claimed that the ancestors of contemporary Britons, "[b]lest with divine immunity from
ails,"

had died only of ripe old age. Were they

would "scorn

the joys of

to "visit their degenerate sons," they

modem time/With all

These condemnations of the

ill

our

art

and

toil

health effects of contemporary

improved

life

to pain!" '26

merged with

assessments of the effects of climate to produce the portrait of a nation teetering on the

edge of a public health

crisis.

"Our effeminate and unmanly

our Island-Climate," scorned John Brown

in his

Life,

working along with

Estimate of the Manners and

Principles of the Times, "hath notoriously produced an Increase of low Spirits and

nervous Disorders, whose natural and unalterable Character

is that

of Fear."* 27

Writers identified Lx)ndon as the worst incubator of diseases moral and
physical;

Cheyne described

the city as "[cjover'd over with one universal nitrous and

sulphurous Smoak."*28 Buchan described the

air as tainted

by

"fires.. .smoke,

and

other exhalations, besides the vapours continually arising from innumerable putrid

substances,"

^^^Douglass,

among them

A Summary,

dunghills, slaughterhouses, and graveyards. In

Historical

^-^Cheyne, The English Malady,

and

Political,

1:

all

England's

222.

iii.

^^^Armstrong, The Art of Preserving Health, 26.

127john Brown, Estimate of the Manners and Principles of the Times (London, 1757; Boston, 1758).
128George Cheyne, An Essay of Health and Ijong Ufe (London, 1724; reprint New York, 1979). 12.
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1

"great manufacturing towns," he claimed, there
lived "a puny degenerate race of

people,

weak and

sickly

all their

lives."i29

readers to "Fly the rank city, shun

smoke/And

its

The Art of Preserving Health counseled

its

turbid air;/Breathe not the chaos of eternal

volatile comiption..../It is not air, but floats
a nauseous

mass/Of all

obscene, corrupt, offensive things." 130 in keeping with
the idea of the body's
permeability,

Cheyne believed

Habits [bodies]" of

its

that the city's foul air

was "transubstantiated

inhabitants. '3

These concerns were voiced not only by health
moral reform

tracts,

into [the]

texts, but also

which usually prominently displayed poor

as manifest proofs of the era's corruption and decline. John
result of the ''national Debility" of

by social and

British health conditions

Brown warned

that as a

nervous disorders and effeminacy, the body

had been "weakened, or rather mutilated in

all its

Limbs," making

it

politic

vulnerable to the

French enemy. 132 Samuel Fawconer blamed the excess and luxury of the age for the
"present change" in England's bodies
health

is

bartered for the

human and

wan complexion

generation of ancient Britons,

is

politic,

"where the rosy cheek of

of sickness; and the robust and hardy

dwindled into a degenerous and puny race of

emasculated invalids." As for London, "[a]lready the head

body." '33 Such denunciations reached a peak in the
in response to anxiety

late

is

too large for the

1750s and eariy 1760s, partly

over the outrageously expensive Seven Years' War.

According to reformers, while England's lower classes had [)ecome puny and
degenerate, the well-to-do suffered too from the effects of luxury and inactivity,
possible by the material abundance of the era.

causes of Britons'

Abundance of the

ill

Cheyne included among

made

the general

health "the Richness and Heaviness of our Food, the Wealth and

Inhabitants" and "the Inactivity and sedentary Occupations of the

^-^uchan. Domestic Medicine, 49,

22.

^•^^Armstrong, The Art of Preserving Health, 5.

^Cheyne, The English Malady, 38.

^^^Brown, Estimate of the Manners.
^•^^Samuel Fawconer,

An Essay on Modern Luxury (London,
75

1765), 32, 8.

better Sort;'i34 excess consumption

of the gentry,

made

delicate

and inflaming food and drink loaded up the bodies

from indolence and bad

air,

with harmful superfluities that

predisposed them to disease and induced harmful states
of enervation, effeminacy, and
relaxation, especially dangerous during a time of war.
British health

and reform writers had a pronounced preference for

agrarian occupations as the only really healthful ones for body
In

Buchan's eyes, England's developed

state

health of

was

inhabitants." Agriculture

its

also "of

all

employments

neglected, whatever wealth

misery will abound

at

the

may

was

human and body

of "arts and manufactures"

increased "the riches of tthe] country," but had been "by no

rural life

and

politic.

may have

means favourable

to the

the "great source of domestic riches," and

most favourable

to health

and population.

When

it

is

be imported from abroad, poverty, wretchedness, and

home." 35 Grosvenor claimed
•

that

"one seldom sees

in Cities,

Courts, and rich Houses, where People eat, and drink, and indulge to the Pleasure of
Appetite, that perfect Health and athletic Soundness and Vigour which

seen in the Country,

in the

poor Houses and Cottages, where Nature

Readers in Massachusetts probably had mixed reactions
conditions in Britain.
texts;

many

They were nominally

British,

is

commonly

is their

Cook."i36

to these descriptions of

and thus potential subjects of these

readers considered themselves and their society needful of reform.

And

yet,

they must have been aware that these texts did not really describe conditions in their

own American environment. On
disease conditions and of what

every count, in regard to the descriptions of both

was believed

to induce them, they

and

their society

scored as more salubrious.

Except for yellow fever, which was nonexistent

was

less of a

problem,

all

diseases present in

'•^^heyne. The English Malady,

i-ii.

^^^Buchan, Domestic Medicine, 49, 22, 81.
'^^Grosvenor, Health:

An

Essay, 102.
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in

England, and malaria, which

America prevailed

to a

much

greater

degree in England's

and towns.i37 The plague, which

cities

last

devastated

London

in

1665, probably never even reached North America. In England,
infectious diseases

were spread by dense populations

in cities

swelled by land enclosures, displacement of

the rural poor, and the development of manufactures.

Many

overcrowded slums ideally suited for disease transmission,

weakened by poor
left British

ones.

become endemic

nutrition.

Scourges that visited colonial

Most notable
in

most

in this regard is smallpox,

of the urban poor lived in

their resistance additionally
cities

only periodically never

which as noted above had

British cities, steadily killing off children

and the

comparatively few adult nonimmunes. Conditions in urban Britain bred not just acute
infectious diseases like smallpox, but also wasting infections like tuberculosis, as
well

as other respiratory infections, such as pleurisy, pneumonia, and influenza.

"Consumptions," wrote Buchan

in 1772, "are

now

so

common,

that

it is

tenth of the inhabitants of great towns lof England] die of that disease."
that less than half the children of

diarrhea,

Great Britain made

and typhoid fever were spread by tainted water. ^^9 While these

and water- or sewage-transmitted diseases affected American

was never as marked
done
ill

as in Britain,

in these years in Britain

effects of industrial

The diverging

where even smaller

also wrote

respiratory

cities as well, their effect

were unhealthy.

cities

Little

was

by way of public health improvements or to ameliorate the

employments. The English

based; in America this diet

way

He

age of 12.^38 Dysentery,

to the

it

thought one

diet

was

was supplemented by more

health profiles of Britain and

notoriously heavy and meat-

and vegetables. i'*^

fruits

America

first

became

politicized

of the widely observed increases in the populations of the mainland colonies.

by

One

historian has estimated population expansion there to have been twenty-four times

greater than that of England and

Wales

in the first half of the eighteenth century.

^^^Duffy, Epidemics in Colonial America, 244.

^•^%uchan. Domestic Medicine, 58,
139j

N

3.

Hays, The Burdens of Disease: Epidemics and Human Response

Brunswick,

N.J., 1998).

^^Shryock, Medicine and Society

in

America, 90.
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in

Western History (New

Though

partly the result of immigration, including
that of slaves, at least two-thirds

possibly as

much

These

were well-known

facts

as three-quarters of this expansion
to

was due

Americans-Benjamin

and

to natural increase.i^i

Franklin proclaimed

them

in his

1751 Observations Concerning the Increase
of Mankind, Peopling of Countries,

&c.-and may be

attributed to a lower age of marriage, higher birth
rates, lower

chUd

mortality rates, relative freedom from famine and poverty,
smaller differences in

socioeconomic

status,

and a more varied and nutritious diet In addition, the

concentration and spread of infectious diseases were limited by the
fact that American
cities

were much smaller than those

also a

much

trade,

which remained

The

in Britain,

and

less densely populated.

greater distance between towns, and less transmission
relatively

weak, though

it

by

There was

interregional

was growing, i'^^

spectacular growth of the colonies had long bred fear into British hearts that

they would eventually supersede the mother country, and veer inevitably toward

independence. In a 1773 piece in the Boston Gazette, one writer associated

this

envy

of American abundance with Britons' climate-induced melancholy. "They regard our

growth with an evil-eye, and jealous of our encreasing numbers and wealth, think they
discern their

own

destruction in our prosperity," he claimed. "This

is

the presage of a

People remarkable throughout the world for a melancholy cast of mind.... Enveloped
the

foggy atmosphere, and breathing nothing but the grossness of a sea coal

air,

every

I'^lRichard R. Johnson, "Growth and Mastery: British North America, 1690-1748," in P.J. Marshall,
ed., The Oxford History of the British Empire (Oxford, 1998), 279. These rates are for the colonies'

non-Indian population. However, as Johnson points out, Britain's population, like that in much of
Europe, also grew steadily in these years, increasing by one-third between 1700 and 1776 despite these
threats to health, a fact that has presented

somewhat of a puzzle

to historians,

who

continue to debate

While Riley maintains that population growth can be attributed in part to reductions in
mortality due to improvements in public hygiene, Roy Porter maintains that increases are attributable
only to rising birth rates and not to any decline in the rate of deaths. At any rate, Britain's population
expansion would not necessarily have appeared to contemporaries as a sign of public health, but quite
conceivably the reverse if so many of the swelling population seemed sickly. James Riley, The
Eighteenth-Century Campaign to Avoid Disease; Roy Porter, The Greatest Benefit to Mankind: A
the matter.

Medical History of Humanity (New York, 1998).
Richard H. Steckel attributes the "substantial height advantage" of eighteenthcentury Americans over Eurof>eans and also over nineteenth-century Americans to many of the causes
outlined here. Steckel, "Nutritional Status in the Colonial Economy," William and Mary Quarterly,
l^-^in a recent article,

3d. Sen,

56

no.

1

(January 1999): 31-52.
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Citizen of

London

is

a rueful Politician predicting the most direful calamities,
from

every untoward occurrence in public

The population

increases of the

persistently agrarian nature.

wrote Buchan, "and the
evidently prove

many

it

"The

common

most

the

affairs." '43

American colonies were often imputed

to their

great increase of inhabitants in infant-colonies,"

longevity of such as follow agriculture everywhere,

healthful as well as the

eyes, the relative abundance of land

was a

most useful employment" 144

reliable predictor of the continued

healthfulness of the colonies, and so also of their eventual bid for independence.
While

Benjamin Franklin and other
like

patriots often

James Murray of Boston warned

in

extensive, fertile territory, cultivated as
strong,

disavowed the

1765

that "in the process

will be

it

latter eventuality, loyalists

of time,

this

by millions of people, healthy and

must by the Nature of things preponderate" over the mother country. '45 After

1763, sentiments like these encouraged Parliament in

colonies into the imperial fold, by

its

effort to

more firmly bind

the

means of the Sugar, Stamp, and Townshend Acts,

before they had a chance to "preponderate."

That these natural increases represented a reversal from the early decades of
colonization

was frequently mentioned by

settlers had,

according to Francis Hopkinson in his 1776 pro-independence pamphlet A

colonists in a political context.

The

early

Pretty Story, encountered a wilderness with "Plains steeped in stagnated Waters," and

many had been "cut

off by Sickness and Disease" resulting from these miasmas. But by

noble "Industry, and

Oeconomy"

they had "clear[ed] the

Land of encumbering

Rubbish.. .drain[ed] the Waters from the sedged Morass, and pour[ed] the Sun

on the reeking

Soil,"

with the effect of "perfuming the Air with delicious

Beams

Fruits,

which

before had been a dreary Wilderness." ' 46 Surely this labor entitled them to more

^"^^ Boston

Gazette.

November

22, 1773.

I'^Buchan, Domestic Medicine, 59.

145james Murray

to

John Murray, November

l^^Francis Hopkinson,

A

Pretty Story

13, 1765,

in Paul

The Humor of Francis Hopkinson (San Marino,

The Letters of James Murray.

M.

Zall, ed..

Comical

Calif., 1976), 40-41.
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Spirit

of Seventy-Six:

control over the fruits of

it,

more

as well as

respectful treatment than they

were

receiving from the mother country.
In

and trade

American

eyes, Britain

restrictions, the profits

order to support Britons'

Boston town meeting

own

in 1768,

now wanted

it is

profligacy.

town

in

life."

taxes, according to

life

jhe new

blood of the body

taxes, in fact,

right with

that the restraints against

manufacturing iron

which God and nature have invested

us, to

use of our skills and industry in procuring the necessaries and conveniences
of

"[Wle earn our bread by
to the Boston

utter detestation both

The perceived
backed up

Committee of Correspondence, and would "ever hold
that

would rob us of the

fruit

of our

in

toil." 1^9

healthfulness and potential abundance of the Massachusetts environment

political

complaints against the restraints of the mother country.

Middle colonies, with
at the

the sweat of our brow," proclaimed a letter from the

men and measures

Though considered

less prosperous, in gross terms, than the

their richer soils

and warmer climates, the

pinnacle of presumed American salubrity.

for healthfulness

among

the region of malaria,

the resistance of

the colonies

The

was enhanced by

England colonies

region's particular reputation

the virtual disappearance

which annually scourged the South,

many

Southern and

New

killing

from

many and weakening

others to various infections, and by the absence of yellow fever,

a malady that periodically devastated Charleston, Philadelphia, and

^'^'^BRC Reports, 19: 258.

Writings of Samuel Adams,
^'^'^

reawakened

A statement of the rights of the colonists adopted by

November 1772 complained

town of Chelsea

were

who would "suck the

streaming from the veins." 147

were "an infringement of that

make

The purpose of the new

was "the maintenance of swarms of Officers and

old resentments along these lines.
the

through unfair taxation

of their hard-won abundance and healthfulness,
in

Pensioners in idleness and luxury"
politick, while

to siphon off,

2:

366.

Boston Gazette, January 23. 1775.
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New York,

but

probably because of better drainage systems, did not travel
farther north, i^o

it

was

largely the persistence of these maladies, as well as
the prevalence of smallpox, that

damaged

the Southern colonies' health reputation.

The

differences in disease environments

became

particularly obvious

and daughters of New England traveled abroad. Early on,

it

was noted

accruing from the more healthful environment, and from adaptation to
liabilities for

native-bom sons and daughters when they

business, or other purposes.

The

in the

was one reason

country

came

Ct. of the Scholars die

to expect a period of sickness,

much

letter to his

New

war,

at

During his 1774-1775

trip to

Harvard "not
to the

mother

as the original English settlers had

that, just as

Transplantation," the "progeny of Europeans

'

became

for the founding of Harvard College,

per Annum "^^^ Travelers back

experienced in the colonies. Douglass noted

Removals."

it,

home for education,

midst of Cambridge's "healthful Soil." (Douglass boasted that

above one per

that the benefits

by disease of so many young Massachusetts men

loss

sent to Britain for their educations

left

when sons

bom

in

Indians "do not bear

America

[also]

do not bear

England, Josiah Quincy expressed in a

symptom of a

wife his surprise that he had had "as yet no

seasoning." i ^3

Englanders also expressed anxiety about the general effects of the British

environment upon their health.

Lfondon]

if

1771 154 In

London

in

this city is

I

can avoid

it

"I

have no inclination

another winter," wrote Isaac Smith

listing the reasons for Josiah

Quincy's return

Febmary 1775, Benjamin Franklin wrote
found extremely prejudicial

^^Duffy, Epidemics

to breathe the

in Colonial

to

to

Jr.

home

impure

John

air

of

Adams

in

to Massachusetts

Quincy's father that "the

from

air

to his health."

America, 239-240; Blake, Public Health

in the

Town of

Boston, 151.

1^ ^Douglass,
1:

A

Sumtnary, Historical and Political,

1:

543.

175.

Josiah Quincy to Abigail Quincy, January 14, 1775,

l^lsaac Smith,

Jr.

to

15%enjamin Franklin

John Adams, September

3, 1771,

Memoir of the

81

of Josiah Quincy.

Adams Family Correspondence,

to Josiah Quincy, Sr., February 26, 1775,

Quincy, Jr.

Life

Memoir of the

Life

1:

Jr.

79.

of Josiah

of

These

liabilities

became

when

especially politicized

Parliament's Administration

of Justice Act of 1774 (one of the Intolerable
Acts) permitted

committed by

trials

for

some crimes

British officials in Massachusetts to be held
in Great Britain.

American

defendants and witnesses would have to travel there,
exposing themselves to a
seasoning. "Those epidemical disorders too, so terrible
in a foreign climate," queried

Thomas Jefferson
estimated

among

sarcastically in his objection to the Act, "is the cure
of

the articles of expence,

and

their

them

to be

danger to be warded off by the

almighty power of parliament?" 1^6

People in Massachusetts attributed their relative freedom from infectious
disease

and overall healthfulness not just
also to the

presumed

criteria

to their soil, climate,

conducive to good health, such as temperate habits,

morally upright behavior, and industry and frugality,

and were reinforced by the physical environment.

England

soil

and public health measures, but

was harder to work and

It

all

of which interactively mirrored

was acknowledged

that the

New

less productive than that in the mid-Atlantic,

southern, and island colonies, and yet this seemed only an additional indicator of
virtue, healthfulness,

"If our

and hardiness because

it

mitigated against luxury and dissipation.

Land should be thought more stubborn, and hard

Cooper, "our Bodies

at the

same

time,

may be more

to subdue,"

preached Samuel

healthy and robust." '^'^

1698, British political economist Charles Davenant praised the

As

eariy as

New England colonies

as a potential "help to the southward planters," since their "frugality and temperance of
living"

would be a corrective

acquisition of wealth, and a

to "the excess

warm climate,

and luxury with which a rich

Greene,

ed..

Colonies to Nation: 1763-1789

l^^Samuel Cooper,

easy

has infected the southem inhabitants."*^^

^^^homas Jefferson, A Summary View of the Rights of British-America
P.

soil,

(New York,

A Sermon Preached at Boston,

(Philadelphia, 1774), in Jack

1967), 227.

28.

The Political and Commercial Works of that celebrated Writer
Charles D'Avenant, LL.D. Relating to the Trade and Revenue of England, the Plantation Trade, the
East-India Trade, and African Trade, 5 vols. (London, 1771; reprint Famborough, England, 1967),

^^Sir Charles Whitworth,

ed.,

2: 22.
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Nrw

jighindcrs traveling in Urilain and HiJiopc

I

(lownlroddrn and sickly appearance

debauchery

ol Ihc wealthy. " I'he

Josiah Qinncy

despondent
"peasantry

eonunon people,

ol lhc

aIS well as the siekennig

lower orders of the people"

appearance

'

and

live in 'niiserable

ol

(

ueal llritain, wrote

acconunodations."

did not "soar above the soil they grovel in.""

that "the Innly

n|H)n the

1774. alter only a lew days (here, "are servile in their obeisance
and

in

in their

'

oHcn rcnuukcd

f

who dominated

the

New

he Hritish

Later, he wrote to his wile

of the people" were but ''servants oj (heir /mnVrrv"

presumably, the reeholders

I

— unlike,

jjgland adult male

I

population.

Since Massachusetts's "arts and manufactures" were

undeveloped,
ills

it

could be maintained

people had so

that its

experienced by Buchan's 'puny, degenerate

patriots that

Britons

who

New

had emigrated prior

Adams oHered

corruption. .lohn

more pure

linglaiulers had

of every other Colony

in

to the lull

IkkIics

in part

estate,

people

ol the

m

was often

It

New

ol

the province's wealthiest elites could not

asserted by

jiglamrs debauchery and

I

jiglandcrs had "the Advantage

I

who

lelt

I

'urope, in purer tinu's than the

lelt

behind them."*^'^

Massachusetts were freeholders

and thus they avoided the corporeal

escaped the bodily

f

present and less tainted with Corruption than those they

1 he majority

far largely

because "the People are purer I 'nglish

Blood. ..and descended rom I'nglishnu-n loo
f

relatively

because they had descended rom

development

his opinion that

America"

raec."^^'"

still

liabilities ol Britain \s rich

match the material splendor

ol mitldling

and poor. wen
I

i>f

the

aristocracy, and thus they too avoided the worst elTects of luxury. There

Match

I77S;*

m

jiglish

was

a "great

Dunnj^ his Voyage aiul Rrsidrmr in F-nf^land Ironi SrplrnilKM
I*>I7);
Massachusrlls Misloin al Snciely Pnu twdtn^^s S()(

'^^^^'Thc Journal ol .losiah (^uuu y. fun

2H(h. 1774. U»

i

.

4 n 471.
'*''^*Josiah

Ouincy.

Jr.

lo AlMXiiii

Onnu

y.

Novtinhri 2A,

\

f'M,

Menunr

oj Ihr

I ife

of Josiah (Juuuy,

Jr.

AKoiilmf.

lo (}

lout Inucs higlin in

M Waulrn.
I

"jljhr |XMcenla^»r ol |>;ni|xis in Ihc

nj^latul lhan in Hosloti."

whole |)opulalion tended

to

Iwo

l)C

Watden, lUnton, lOH^) 1776, V>

'^'2john Adatns lo Al)igatl Adatn.s, CX;U)l)cr 29, 1775,
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Adams

l

amtly

(

om'spondt'fKr,

2:

UH

\

V).

to

difference...between our manners and principles and those
of the North Americans,"

proclaimed a purportedly British essay reprinted in the Boston
Gazette in 1766, during
the period of protests against the
their bodies or their minds."

Freemen"

difficulties, the

outcome, for "hardiness
virtue over vice." 1 63
their

The Americans

rather than in the idleness that

Whatever their present

by

Stamp Act. "[E]ffeminacy has not enervated

will. ..prevail

jhe

activities

preferred to labor "in the independency of

was so "hazardous

over effeminacy, frugality over dissipation,

of extralegal assemblies and activities were justified

encoding as virtuous actions.

to the

Party— potentially viewed

unlike the

members of the

to fortune, health, or life."

Americans need not worry about the eventual

A few days after the Boston Tea Party, an

"Impartiall Observei^' of one of Boston's meetings of the

up

either

as an impassioned

"Body of the People"

mob action— observed that,

"British senate," Bostonians "were not yet corrupted

venality or debauched by luxury."

Such American

leading

virtue

by

might "defeat every attempt to

enslave them."*64
In Massachusetts,

it

had long been assumed

that greater equality of estate

produced more healthful and virtuous bodies. For instance, Josiah Quincy remarked on
the difference between North and South Carolina that in the former one

"husbandmen, yeomen and white laborers" instead of "herds" of
equal diffusion of property, he wrote,
in character"

"may account for some,

if

saw

slaves.

The more

not

the differences

all,

and the "[hjealthfull countenances and numerous families," which

"increased as one

moved

Gazette maintained,

in

north." '^5

gy

contrast, as

one 1774 piece

in the

Boston

England the "poor and middling people" were "ruin'd and

oppressed, the rich, lost in luxury and dissipation," and the "spoils of England" were

now

"insufficient to support the luxury of the minions of power,"

^^'^Boston Gazette, February 10, 1766.

^^Boston

Gazette,

^^^'Josiah Quincy,

December 20,
Jr.'s

1773.

Southern Journal.
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who had "fixed

their

voracious appetites upon the possessions of the
Americans." 166
the

Boston Gazette proudly reprinted a

list

of reasons given by a group of Highland

Scots for their emigration to America: "The climate in
general
provisions of

previous month,

is

very healthy, and

kinds extraordinarily good, and...cheap." There were also
"no

all

beggars in North-America, the poor, when they appear, are amply
provided

for." 167

We may assume that this list was reprinted because of its usefulness in portraying a
particular vision of America,

one of which Massachusetts was considered

to

be a

paragon.

People

in eighteenth-century

played a large part
constitution,

Massachusetts believed that localized conditions

determining a people's overall healthfulness, character,

in

and vulnerability to particular maladies, and

this

understanding was

important to the development of patriot propaganda invidiously comparing healthful

New

England

to insalubrious

Old England. American bodies and health conditions

functioned as markers of difference, and Massachusetts patriots emphasized these
differences in their exhortations to resistance.
difference
the

was

laid in invidious

mother country, and

The groundwork

for this sense of

comparisons with other colonial regions and then with

in the tension

between the need for commerce and the desire to

protect against pathogens.

This rhetoric was most powerful

in

Boston, a city that had for decades wrestled

with the intertwined problems of a declining share of commerce and devastating
epidemics. Here

it is

important to note the complexity of the city's health reputation,

and the part played by

its

health and disease profile in forming

with other seaports, but also with other communities

^^Boston

Gazette,

May

^^'^Boston

Gazette,

Apnl

23, 1774.
1

1.

1774.
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little

relations not only

in the province.

Bostonians might laud the relative healthfulness of their

Massachusetts country towns Boston was a

its

city, to

For while

people in the

Lx)ndon, an incubator of disease and a

coiiduil (or loirign maladies bod. physiological

opulciUKS clung lo the

city,

and

it

and nioml.

A

ropntation lo, devastating

was widely avoided whenever

tf |>or1s or

rumors of

sickness got out.

The abiding

association o\ Boston with infectious disease probably
contributed

to iH-riodic rural hostility against the city

While gnuhially more of

and es|Hvially against

in "the

Natural way." such

countryside, where the majority of inhabitants had

During smallpox epidemics many Hostonians

built a

set

up

lueivhant elites.

the urban iH)pnlation in Massachusetts act|uiivd
inuininity to

smallpox, by inoculation or

sometimes

its

barnei>; at their limits.

I

was

little

not the case in the

or no e\i>osun- to the disease.

lied to the countryside,

and the towns

or example, in I7(>4 and 1709 Marblehead

fence to protect against the spread of small|H)X from Ho.slon. and U'cause of
his

immunity. Ashley Mowen was given the job of guarding the

watchhiMise.''*'*

kevealingly. the country town dominated House of Representatives was instrumental
in

establishing the ct>lony's stringent (|uarantine, isolatiiMi. and inoculation

During epidemics, ct>untry neighbors also refused

regulations.

or to bring into the city the provisions on which
prices. In Apiil

price"

tliat

epidemic.

I7M.

a letter to the lioston

Now

that,

much moiv

Salubrity

probably the

many

wnter hopetl

be.sl

was

that "the

jirsl

relative,

overseas

and by

all

tr.ide.

hati

at inflated

gone "through the Town

Necessaries of

reasonable Tenns than they are

at

I

,ife

present."'^''

will

It

be brx>nght to

was

ho|H'd that

but that within the ci>U)ny as well.

accounts a

New

Hngland countiy town was

place to be lor one's health, with .some exception.s. Beginning in the

of Boston's grandees chose to build their man.sions out.side (he cily,

^^"^ihc lounuil.s of Ashlr\ nowcn.
"''^lUake.

only

Gazette complained of the "extravagant

thanks to inoculation, the distemper

iniKulation wt)uld help not

1740s,

relied, or did .so

buy Boston goods

had been "demanded by our Country Neighbors" for supplies during the

lightly, afid speedily," the

Ins] u|H>n

it

lo

ruNic Hnillh

in llu-

1:

lown

'^^Vl(»\7«)« (i<i:riu\ April 2. 17(>-t

142, IV7.
<>/

Ih'xfon.

motivated perhaps as

much by

health

concems

of them had grown up outside the city,

as by lower taxes. In part because

many Bostonians active

many

as patriots in the

Revolution often expressed a preference for the countryside.
John Adams, a native of
Braintree though long resident in Boston, wrote in
his Autobiography that "the Air of

Town

the
all

my

of Boston...was not favourable to

life in

me who

had been

bom

and passed allmost

the Country." '^i

Relative salubrity, and the presence or absence of infectious
disease, were
regular features of relations, commercial and otherwise, between
cities and towns,

whether intraprovincial, intercolonial, or

transatlantic,

issues of health and sickness permeated daily

presumed combined
life,

and were one way

in

Diverging public health

life.

result of climate, environment,

and

political

which

profiles, the

and economic way of

figured prominently as markers of identity and difference. First, the Massachusetts

countryside, and second, Boston, were acknowledged by their residents to be
healthful, if thereby also vulnerable, especially in

comparison to the

less controlled,

protected, and less vulnerable— but also less healthful

— London, Philadelphia, and

other

assumed

cities. In the

1760s and 1770s,

this healthfulness

manifestation of the greater virtue of
identity

and way of

life that

New

political

meaning as a

Englanders, and as a valuable part of an

must be protected. At

this point, the social

body of

Massachusetts, and especially of Boston, took on particular political meanings.

According

to patriot

propaganda,

if

people in Massachusetts were subjected to

would become

liable to the enervation

and

of the poor, and the consuming debauchery of the

rich. "|W|e... renounce

with disdain

the will of the mother country, they

ill

health

our connexion with a kingdom of slaves," declared the instructions from the town of

Maiden
could

to its representatives in

now

be reached,

"it

May

would be

1776.
fatal...

^'^^Auiobiography of John Adains, 296.
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Even

we

if

an accommodation with Britain

should soon catch the contagion of

.

venality and (lissipari(,n."i72 A|on,. (he sanu-

Ainrrican icpiesenlalion

"more or

lin. s.

.n.Xl.cr essay rejeclexl

in I'ailian.enI l.y the reasoning, thai
rr|)tcscnlaJivcs

less inlecled willi the

<

ominon

once

eonIa>;,ion"

in Rri(ain.'7'

corruplion and debauchery desenl>ed as ove.lakni)..
Itnlani relei red no(
of heallh l)u( also (o (he general sla(e ol
nioralKy

were proniinendy <lisplayed
(an,.Ml)le

and ohvions

poli(i( al impli(

merchan( Iriend

m

wish (o nun our

own

ebruary

I

ol us "

I

would

lu-

While (he
jiis(

(o rnaKers

were

Ihcir niosl

presumed sickliness apparendy

a(ions were

wro(e an

ulca ol an

poor lieaKh condKions

polilics.

as n>anires( proofs ol eorruplion, and

Mnin^r Morirs

l>een (old

and

si^ns. The niessaj-e of hii(aitrs

reached Hritish ears, and (he

have

ll.c

ji^dish

deemed

merchant (o his American

we

I77.S. "|l)|o no( una}.Mne

"You

(hrea(efunj'. (here.

aie )',M)wn sick (A hnilfh, and

you by any m(em|)era(e exercise of

cons(i(u(ion; or hurt

power."
ions

sepamU'd IVoiu

and

posted on the

compared
with

'liie

I

\\\c

liir

Norlh AnuTioan

iiol

only survive*, hut would

corruption ol

(i

I

in

li

llicir loiul ol

American colonics, with rcgaid

A

\i\

dehl

.

Jinnfuil o/

A

broadside

iftr I'imrs,

their scarcity ol provision"

to the various climates, soils,

pioduce, lapid populalion. joined to the virtue of the inhahilanis," and (oiu liided
su< h difTerences presa^M-d

'

'*-*MiiNlnu Uoii-H liDtn (he

27. 1776. ni
Clllls. N.J

.

I

V>1\).

ami Ihu umcnh an
ntntnon

own

ul M*il(l<

.

H

I

MaNriiu InisrUN. loi

umrnh

i)t/t

it
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The comparatively

favorable conditions of public health in Massachusetts

permitted the rhetorical development of a healthful
social body as one feature of
provincial identity, and paved the

way

for the invidious comparisons between the

debauched mother country and her virtuous but abused colony

that

would prove so

important to the development of revolutionary sentiment in
Massachusetts.
healthful,

The

though vulnerable, public body was represented as under assault
by a

diseased England that wished to infect and corrupt
patriot propagandists relied

it.

In purveying these images,

upon the people's fear of infectious pathogens and

identification with a virtuous social body.
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their

PART TWO:

HEALTH AND THE BODY HUMAN

CHAPTER 3

THE EXPRESSIVE BODY

As we saw
remained relevant

in chapters

1

and

2,

because the image of society as a body

in eighteenth-century Massachusetts,

health were potent ones, the body politic and

its

and because issues of public

diseases provided a rich storehouse of

vivid images for political exhortation and argumentation. But
ultimately,

much

of the

emotional power of these images derived from their reflection of the everyday
bodily
experience of individuals, and of the ways that people understood and gave meaning
to
health and sickness.

This chapter explores the ways

in

which metaphorical uses of the body

in

revolutionary political rhetoric derived from and reflected expressive personal

references to health and sickness. These references were grounded in religious

symbolism of the human body, and
largely responsible for their

own

in the fact that individuals

and households were

health maintenance. Revolutionary writers and

speakers relied on their readers' familiarity with the processes of the body, with the

language of medical
politically, health

texts,

and with therapeutic

practices. In general,

and not just

and the body were potent vehicles of symbolic meaning. Not only

materially, but also in their symbolic

and expressive manifestations, issues of health

and sickness pervaded everyday

Understanding the material and symbolic bodily

life.

milieu in which people lived helps us to understand the power and effectiveness of
corporeal metaphors.
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Experiences
Sickness and death were powerful presences

in

most people's

lives at a time of

high morbidity and mortality, relative to twenty-first century
standards, from childbirth,
accidents, and

endemic and epidemic

infections.

While we might repress knowledge of

sickness and death until directly confronted with them, this strategy
was not available to

most people

in the

eighteenth century. Illness could not be kept at a distance, for apart

from those for isolation and inoculation, there were no hospitals

Almost

all

in

Massachusetts.

health treatments took place within the household, administered by

household members, kin, or neighbors, though sometimes also under the supervision
of doctors. Few people could afford to consult professional physicians on a regular
basis,

and they were often only called

The prolonged

illness of

illustrates this process.

when

in

the situation

seemed

really desperate.

Marblchcad mariner Ashley Bowen's wife, for

She

first

took sick with the malady that would

kill

giving birth to a premature baby in mid-April, 1771 and was attended
,

at

home

variously by "a

woman

to

watch with her from Church," her

live-in nurse, probably a neighbor, until June 25,

called in for one consultation.

On August

1

,

when

Bowen

instance,

in

her prior to
her sickness

sisters,

and a

a Doctor Kittredge finally

called in "Mrs. Toothaker, a

doctoress," but to no avail. His wife died on August 17, and on September 19

paid Doctor Kittredge "twenty-shillings in

summer," a sum

significant

enough

to

full for

Bowen

that

one

visit to

my late

he made a special

wife this
trip to

Bowen
last

pay for

Because of both the prevalence of sickness and treatment within the home,
fair to

for in the

'

Philip

it.'

it

is

say that most individuals reached adulthood with significant experience, either

direct or observed, of disease

there.

was

home, and

Childhood

childbirth, with all

itself

ed.,

In addition, the infirm elderly also

its

was considered a

Chadwick Foster Smith,

vols. (Boston, 1973), 2:

and death.

were cared

possible complications, also took place

particularly perilous period; "well

it

is

The Journals of Ashley liowen of Marhletiead (1728 1813), 2

271-280.
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observed," wrote Robert Treat Paine in 1751,
"that 50
years of Age."2 For

all

these reasons,

it

is fair to

in 100,

of Mankind dy before 17

say that most people reached

adulthood with ample experience of disease and death.
It

was

not only such proximity that bred familiarity
with sickness, but also the

general belief in individual and familial responsibility
for keeping bodies in good

working order.

"I think

Strive to attain to

all

it

our duty," wrote Abigail Paine to her brother
Robert, "to

the Blessing of Providence

effort involved in attaining this blessing

supposed.

It

and Especialy

that

of health."^ The

was much more involved than might be

entailed not only attention to daily regimen (diet, exercise,
and habits), but

also close observation of bodily signs and symptoms, and
frequently the ingestion of
violent cathartic medicines to rid the system of superfluities or
malignant

otherwise regulate the body. "People purged and vomited themselves,"

Dorothy Porter have commented, "rather as
everyday aches and

pains."-*

to

Roy and

in this century they take aspirin for

Medicines were unregulated and freely available

apothecary shops, and most households maintained their

"physick" (medicine), and

humors or

own

at

supply of herbs,

tonics.-''

Popular health manuals recommended a baffling array of treatments for different
maladies. There

an

official seal

was no equivalent of an American Medical Association

that

might put

of truth upon a particular therapy or medicine, and people were free to

pick and choose

among

treatments and approaches. Self-physicking and the multiplicity

of treatments and medicines available sometimes led to an endless round of attempts to
dislodge or "throw

off longstanding

obsessive attention to health.

disorders, prompting

"My humor [malady]

many

has exhausted

cases of seemingly

my

whole fund of

^Robert Treat Piaine to Joseph Palmer and Richard Cranch, September 26, 1751 Stephen T. Riley and
Edward W. Hanson, cds.. The Papers of Robert Treat Paine, (Boston, 1992), 1: 144.
,

^Abi gail Paine to Robert Treat Paine, May 1749, The Papers of Robert Treat Paine,

1:

55.

^Roy Porter and Dorothy Porter, Patient's Progress: Doctors and Doctoring in Eighteenth-Century
£>ij?M (Stanford, Calif., 1989). 39.
Richard Harrisc>n Shryock, Medicine and Society in America, 1660-1860 (New York, 1960), 5.
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patience," wrote John Thaxter (John

"Mercunal Bolus's,
benefit.

I

Salts,

Adams's

Powders, British Oil and cupping have been

have now a pot of Mercurial Ointment, which

or bad consequences." Thaxter's
experience

many

secretary in Europe) to Abigail

maladies, at

is

I

an example of the entrenched quality of

had been away for five

months, and been plagued by the "humor" throughout.
"If

by another medicine

I

am

wrote. "I begin to think
cured."^'

about trying

and

settled,

it

I

shall stay

that

I

without

use very freely without good

sick people's experience, for he

lea.st in

tried

Adams.

can throw off the disorder

I

longer than the time mentioned," he

must be turned

to a

drug shop before

I

am

The prolonged nature of so many maladies prompted
ongoing discussion of

symptoms and

treatments.

Since people were accustomed to observing and regulating
their

own

bodily

processes and, frequently, those of family members, they often
communicated, in

terms that later centuries would find inappropriately graphic, about
their symptoms,
their treatments,

and the effects of both.

"I

have taken the utmost Care of

wrote Robert Treat Paine to his brother-in-law Joseph Greenleaf
of

I

all,

the other day out in the Creeks taking care of

made my

self sick Sc disordered

me

wch. brought

to

my

my

Bowells.

I

my Tar

1

in 1751,

drank

.so

my

Health,"

"but

much Water that

look a Purge Sc the next day a Vomit

senses again."^ In February 1758 he wrote chattily to his sister

about a recent cold: "Being a violent stormy day could not send for the Dr. so
smart Vomit

I

had by

me

maintain general household health

fell

to regulate their

own

bodies, the duty to

upon the mistress and master, whose

responsibility in this regard extended to each individual

each household head was

like

member, including

to Abigail

.servants

Treat Painc to Eunice Paine, February 19, 1758, The Papers of Robert Treat Paine,
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Adams

cds.,

^Robert Treat Painc to Joseph Greenleaf. July 20, 1752, The Papers of Robert Treat Paine.
*^R()bcrl

and

an amateur physician. For instance.

Adams, May 22, 1778, L.H. BuUcrficid and Marc Fhcdlander,
Family Correspondence, 6 vols. Cambridge, Mass., 1963-1993), 3: 28.

^John Thaxter

took a

I

wch. worked finely."^

While individuals were expected

slaves. In this sense,

in spight

1

:

2:

172.

78.

Abigail

Adams

nursed not only her mother, but also her servant
Patty

when

they were

both stricken with either dysentery or the "sore
throat distemper'' (or both) even though
Patty had
that

it

become "the most shocking

was with

the utmost difficulty

object

we

my

Eyes ever beheld, and so loathsome

could bear the House."^ The health care of

household and family members was not, as might be assumed,
solely or even primarily
a

woman's

task, but fell to

means only a women's

whom

men

matter,

were men, were fluent

politic.

as well. Since the care of family health
it is

in

was by no

not surprising that revolutionary leaders, most of

an expressive language about the health of bodies

Robert Treat Paine, John Adams, and Ashley

Bowen

all

concerned themselves

with family members' and often friends' health, sending remedies,
seeking out cures,

and making inquiries about treatments. Paine appears to have assumed primary
responsibility for the health care of his sickly, never-married sister Eunice.
Paine,

Adams, and Bowen

also each wrote in depth about their

own and

their families'

experiences with smallpox and smallpox inoculation.
Individual and familial responsibility for health

general skepticism about professional doctors that

course of the century.

To one

degree or another,

in the colonies elevated the authority

that of the

Man

became more pronounced over

all

the family health

of nature, God, and perceived

the

manuals popular

common

sense over

his

Own

"(S|ome would be glad of Assistance," asserted John Tennent

in

Doctor, or. The Poor Planter's Physician, one of the

and

most popular colonial self-help guides

(it

and 1775'^),

Remedy

"if they did not think the

Doctors are commonly so exorbitant

^Abigail

also encouraged by a

presumably arcane, complicated, expensive, and invasive therapies of

professional doctors.

Every

was

Adams

to

John Adams, October

^Ojames H. Cassady, Medicine

in

went through a dozen printings between 1734
near as bad as the Disease: For our

in their Fees,

9, 1775,

America:

A

whether they

kill

or cure, that the

Adams Family Correspondence.

1:

Short History (Baltimore, 1991), 14-15.
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eariiest

296..

poor Patient had rather Trust to

"God

simply:

cures,

his Constitution."

i •

Benjamin Franklin put the case

and the Physician takes the Fee."i2 Such
pronouncements should

be taken with a grain of salt-they were often made
by physicians claiming
possessed a plainer and better understanding of the

encourage people to take an active

human body -but

that

they

they did

interest in their health rather than trust to
doctors.

Actually, professional, in the sense of university-degreed,
doctors were not
nearly so entrenched or powerful in the colonies as in
England, where medical practice

was regulated and
their pretensions.

Most

part because there

medical school

controlled by guilds and where physicians were often ridiculed
for
colonial doctors learned their trade through apprenticeship,
in

were no medical schools

in the colonies

opened

in

Massachusetts

until

in 1751 in Philadelphia, but

1782 (the

few

New

first

England

physicians studied there), and empirical approaches, rather than highly
theoretical ones,

were the dominant mode. •3 Individuals were

free to pick

and choose among degreed

medical doctors, self-taught or slightly trained "empirics,"

spiritual healers (including

minister-physicians, such as Cotton Mather) and "folk" practitioners such as Ashley

Bowen's Mrs. Toothaker (perhaps
to exert a

a pseudonym). Professional physicians were unable

monopoly over health care

in part

because their methods were not

demonstrably more successful than those of other healers, and

at

any

popular approaches overiapped substantially in their methodology.
the medical marketplace encouraged what

care and maintenance and limited

^

Ijohn Tennenl, Every

and Annapolis, 1734).
^

^Quoted

in Porter

Man

his

all

we might term a pro-active

rate learned

This

and

flexibility in

approach

to health

doctors' authority to dictate the "truth" about a

Own Doctor,

or.

The Poor Planter's Physician, 2d

ed.

(Williamsburg

3.

and Porter, Patient's Progress, 54.

^^Eric H. Christianson, *Thc Medical Practitioners of Massachusetts, 1630-1800: Patterns of Change
and Continuity"; Philip Cash, *The Professionalization of Boston Medicine, 1760-1803," in Philip

Cash

et al.. eds..

Medicine

in Colonial

Massachusetts 1620-1820 (Boston, 1980), 49-67, 69-100.

Richard D. Brown, *The Healing Arts in Colonial and Revolutionary Massachusetts: The
Context for Scientific Medicine," in Medicine in Colonial Massachusetts, 35-47.

^^ee
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given illness and

its

cure.

Hence, the prevalence

in personal letters of health advice

and

the frequent exchange of remedies.

Eighteenth-century doctors are notorious for their copious
bloodlettings and

abundant use of violent purgatives.
practices

were

particularly

Douglass, this situation

Some

medical historians have proposed that these

extreme in the colonies. 5
1

may have

resulted

from

the

Ironically, if

we believe William

low number of university-trained

doctors in America. Douglass, one of the few doctors in Boston
with a medical degree

(from Edinburgh), lambasted "physical Practice" in the colonies as
"perniciously
bad....

Frequently there

is

more Danger from

Uneducated colonial doctors "dealt much

in

"bleeding, vomiting, blistering, purging....

the Physician, than

Quackery" and
[I]f

from the Distemper."

their practice

was based on

the Illness continued, there

was

repetendi and finally murderandir^^ Whether or not "empirics" were especially guilty
of such excess, certainly the fear associated with doctors' recommended treatments

encouraged people

to treat themselves.

While, as mentioned previously, individuals

frequently purged and vomited themselves, they did not usually self-administer the

dangerous and invasive bleedings,

blisterings, or cuppings.

While the exigencies of individual and family

self-care

meant

that

probably had some working knowledge of medicine and therapeutics,
elites

were also well-versed

medical principles. In

in

this

most adults

many educated

age of general rather than

specialized knowledge, and of permeable boundaries between disciplines, a well-

educated

man or woman might

very well be acquainted with medical theory as well as

medical practice. In addition, medicine was one of a limited number of professions
available to aspiring

young well-to-do men, and some studied medicine before

choosing other careers. For instance, before going into the law John
^^Norman

Gevitz, " 'But

all

Domestic Medical Guides,"

Adams

considered

those authors are foreigners': American Literary Nationalism and
in

Roy

Porter, ed..

The Popularization of Medicine 1650-1850 (New

York, 1992). 243-244.

^^William Douglass, M.D.,

A Summary,

Historical

and Political. Of the first

Improvements, and present State of the British Settlements
repnnt New York, 1972), 2: 351-352.
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Ihis
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that in Iheir political disconrse the

founding lathers

knowingly nscd metaphors from medicine and the physical and
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health and,

honseholds, and accustomed to thinkmg

their

that

own
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ol

they were masters or mistresses, that ol
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basic ideas about

human
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popular almanacs, such as Poor Richard's and Ames,
often printed practical medical
information and advice and sometimes medical receipts,
and newspapers also published
occasional articles on health matters.2i Medical controversies
also sometimes riveted

communities, thereby heightening public awareness of health
matters, as

newspaper wars

Boston over smallpox inoculation

in

in 1721,

in the

and over allegations of

the use of contaminated calomel (a mercury treatment) during
the smallpox epidemic of

1764. (Robert Treat Paine was

among

those

among whose opponents was

poisoner,

a doctor. "I

am

who denounced

Dr. Gelston, reputed

Paine's brother-in-law Joseph Greenleaf, also

very sorry," wrote Paine to the Boston Gazette, "I have thus

accidentally fallen within the Dr.'s Circle of Infection."22)

Because health maintenance was an individual, family, and

community

affair,

and because

health, sickness,

to

some

extent,

and bodily processes were considered

appropriate, not taboo, topics for discussion, private correspondence

brimmed with

discussions of and inquiries about health. Anxiety about the health of loved ones,
especially

when they were

separated for long periods,

was exacerbated by

the

prevalence of ill health, and contributed to this tendency. For instance, Samuel Adams,

away

at the

"fwjhile
Health.

I

I

Continental Congress in Philadelphia, wrote to his wife in 1776 that

am

absent from you

I

am

must therefore beg you

continually anxious to

to write to

me

know

the State of your

often."^^

This basic anxiety was often suffused with a sometimes overwhelming sense of
personal responsibility for family members. For instance, as mentioned earlier, Robert

Treat Paine intimately involved himself in the health of his

near invalid

who moved from

exchanged detailed

2 'The

letters

Ames Almanack

^'^Boston Gazette,

^Samuel Adams

May

house

to house.

sister

Eunice, an unmarried

Across several decades, the siblings

about symptoms, medicines, and regimens. For instance, in

for 1754, for instance, reprinted part of Cheyne's

An Essay upon Regimen.

21, 1764.

to Mrs.

Betsy Adams, November 14, 1776, Harry Alonzo Gushing,

Writings of Samuel Adams, 4 vols.

(New York,

1968), 3: 318.
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ed..

The

July 1755, Robert wrote Eunice that he had consulted
with a doctor

who recommended

frequent vomits for her and also a milk diet, and Eunice
often complained to her brother

and sought

his medical assistance. "This

my old Complaints,"

racking joynts are

propos'd of Ethiopes with
noting that "life

tarter

she wrote to Robert, "and the method you

approve." She asked him to supply the remedy,

I

Spending and

is

swiming aching head feverish nights and

all

my precious time is taken up to humour the various

Caprices of a decaying Carcase." In 1771, she complained to Robert about lacking,
as a
transient without a

violent Pain in

was out

to try a

permanent home, the privacy

my head
few

a load at

little

my

Errands.

Breast &c. Sec. Laid

if it

"A

me quite by for hours where I

A reaching Stomack indicated the want of medicine

to assist nature to discharge the

thing

to take the necessary purges.

but

I

have no place where

I

cou'd take Such a

becomes necessary ."^4

In part because they so often discussed their

own and

others' health,

correspondents often employed medical or corporeal concepts to express a range of
feelings and thoughts. For instance, Abigail Smith admonished her future husband

John

Adams

that his critical

words

Lenitive would have answered the

to her

were

like

"haveing a corosive applied when a

same good purpose."25

In a similar vein, Robert

Treat Paine wrote that reproof of a friend could be "Safe pleasing

pruning a Tree or the Amputating a Limb." However,
circumspection, "least while
the

main Body.

It is

to the

we mean

intermission of the disease

it."26

More

suggestively, John

2:

is to

the

they say if applied

March

12,

in

1763 that he kept his

1757 and September 25, 1771, The Papers of Robert

25, 492.

laxative,

whereas a corrosive

26Robert Treat Pame
Paine,

destroy

effect a Cure, but if at the heighth does but enrage

Adams Family Correspondence,
was a much more violent medicine.

^^Abigail Smith to John Adams, October 4, 1764,

was a mild

Member we

Body which

Adams explained to Abigail

^'^Eunice Paine to Robert Treat Paine,

Treat Paine,

may

must be done with

only to crop off a defective

Mind what Medicine

at the

it

& salubrious as in the

to

George and Experience Leonard, January

2: 171.

100

1,

1:

50.

A

lenitive

1760, The Papers of Robert Treat

distance from her because "Itches, Aches, Agues,
and Repentance might be the

Consequence of a Contact

in present circumstances."27

Correspondents also frequently

described their emotional states and reactions in highly
physical terms. For instance,

Adams

Abigail
Letter

my

wrote to her

from you

seems

it

sister

to give

Mary Cranch

new Springs

in

to

1766

that

"[w]hen ever I receive a

my nerves, and a brisker circulation to

Blood."2« The tendency to express thoughts and feelings

in

terms of the body was

reinforced by the reading of popular medical manuals and by the
sense that, in order to

maintain good health, the individual must understand something about the

human body,

rather than trust to doctors.
Literal

and metaphorical references

same correspondence.

In an October

1758

to sickness often

letter to his friend

lamented Cushing's poor health, discussed his own

Summer

part of the

put

I

fell into

I

in the

William Cushing, Paine

detail— for instance, "the

latter

a great relaxation, occasioned by a Vicidity of blood, this

me upon far inacious food"— and

"(blut then again

in

were interlayered

confessed he had had thoughts of marriage,

consider that matrimony being really a high Seasoned flesh Diet,

utteriy inconsistent with

An Abstemious Regimen,

Sometimes such bodily punning

is

& fatal to a Scorbutic habit."29

satirized popular health texts, as in

Robert

Treat Paine's mimicking of their often detailed discussions of digestive processes.

Paine wrote to his

can digest
be

made

diffuses

it"

sister

because

Eunice that the "sallad" of her

grit in

it

"will worry the

digestible with the oil of complaisance,

its

Fibres will

"retains

to Abigail Smith, February 14, 1763,

Adams

to

Mary Cranch,

July 15, 1766,
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its

to nauseate."

It

could

lubricating Quality

&

the vinegar of "smart sence,"

its

natural sharpness pervades the finest

Adams Family Correspondence,

Adams Family Correspondence,

^'^obert Treat Paine to William Cushing, October
113-114.

it

I

& the Stomach relax'd, the overiubricated

become unsensible" and which "by

27john Adams

2:

which

needed washing "before

& cause

balmy Influences throught the Body" and with

without which the "pallat will become clog'd

^^Abigail

stomach

letter

15, 1758,

1:

1:

3.

53-54.

The Papers of Robert Treat Paine,

Vessels, corrects the Antipathy of the Oyl to the
into the minutest Receptacles, braces

In

some

up the

Humours of the Body,

fibres

that

it is

figurative. In his letter of

of

ill

and a

health

wronged.

warned

Any

Lx)vell,

much upon

Nerves of your Correspondent

in

in the

my

Paroxisms of

Recovery

my

hazarded by every

my

from the

have been

England, about both an episode

which he apparently
political events

its

felt

himself

depended,

Influence upon the

Date of his Epistle." Lovell's "nervous System"

dear Friend Jos. Gardner was induced to wish

late Disorder,"

my Mind

to fortify

to

the Constitutions of the Air and

at the

had "had a severe Shock, since
dead

in

Quincy might receive about recent

"very

metaphorical applications

October 1774, James Lovell seems

political controversy in Boston, in

letters

its

difficult for the reader to sort out the literal

communicating with Josiah Quincy, who was then

it

& cleanses the various Organs."30

instances the discussion of health and

were so intermixed

introduces

in

me

and Lovell had therefore "determined early

such a Manner that

my Comfort shou'd not be

political Breeze."^!

Among well-read,
Adams, and Mercy

politically

Otis Warren,

aware correspondents

who

John Adams, Abigail

like

regularly discussed both personal and political

matters, references to health and sickness slid almost seamlessly back and forth

between the

between

literal

their

own

wrote to Abigail
reluctant to

Horrors,
little

fall,

meet

seem

out of

to

and the metaphorical, the personal and the political— in
complaints and those of the body

in April

its

1777 about his disappointment

have seized our whole

ill

30Robert Treat Paine

that

For instance, John

Adams

Massachusetts appeared

troop quota that "[t]he Spleen, the Vapours, the Dismals, the

Humour, from

without an

|X)litic.

short,

State....

Indeed

Indisposition of Body.

I

feel,"

You know

I

he continued, "not a

cannot pass a Spring, or

Tum."^^

to

Eunice Paine, April

17, 1756,

The Papers of Robert Treat Paine,

1:

349.

31janies Lovell to Josiah Quincy, October 10, 1774, Quincy Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society
Collections (microfilm).

32john Adams

to Abigail

Adams,

April 26, 1777,
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Adams Family Correspondence,

2:

224.

Hvcn among

less intimate acquaintances,

medical advice or to send remedies while

in the

it

was not unusual

to seek or offer

same correspondence discussing

events or business matters, sometimes with metaphorical
reference to the

political

human body. For

instance. John

Adams and

had probably never met, exchanged
health, their work,

and

British historian Catharine

Macaulay,

who

a series of letters in the eariy I77()s about their

political discontents. In July 1771

,

Macaulay wrote

"a

that

severe fever of five months duration," along with her writing labors,
had delayed her

response to his

letter. "I

am

really very

labor under the heavy misfortune of a

you

in

body and mind having

December
into the

(

1772,

Adams

wrote her

'ountry"; that "|t|he

out, by struggling";

and

rarely

much concerned,"

weak and

infirm state of health.

me

that "|t|hc State |of|

account you gave

me

simpathise with

my

Health, obliged

Body of the People" of Massachusetts "seem

that "Venality, Servility

guilty of

1

any alternative from either labor or pain."

complimeni when

1

In

mc

to retreat

be worn

to

and Prostitution, eat and spread

Cancer." Macaulay replied that "|w)c simpathise so much
cannot Ihink

she wrote, "to hear that you

say that

in

mind and Body

was much concerned

I

that

like a

you

at the

of the state of your health and the situation of your public

affaires."^:^

The frequent references to health and the body

in private writings indicate a

preoccupation with health and sickness, as well as a habit of engaging the body
symbolically to express thoughts, feelings, and sentiments regarding personal,
spiritual,

stresses

and

social matters.

and discontents.

Here we must note a remarkable tendency

Many

complained rcgulariy about

to

somatize

prominent members of the revolutionary generation

their physical

and mental

states; often their

maladies were

prolonged, lasting for months or years, and were referred to by terms such as

33ralharinc Macaulay to John Adams. July

19, 1771,

Robert

J.

Taylor

cl. ai.

1

:
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1

,

old

Papers of John
ot a letter to Calhanne
cds..

Adams, 10 vols. (Cambridge, Mass., r/77), 1: 2.50 December 3 1772 drall
Macaulay in Diary of John Adams, Catharine Macaulay to John Adams, August 1773,
Jofm Adam\.
352.
.-

"my

I he

Papers of

complaint."

may,

A more secular worldview and optimism about possibilities for good health
have increased both the perception of and expressions
about

ironically,

Roy and Dorothy

health.

ill

Porter have described how, with the decline of a
fatalistic stoicism,

and on the other hand the valorization of good

health, "existential anxieties

once

expressed in the idiom of religion were translated into the
language of bodily pain and

mental anxiety ."34
It is

not possible, or perhaps even relevant, to separate out the "real"
from the

"imagined" sickness in most of these cases.
several years
clear.

from

tuberculosis,

killed

him

most cases

in 1775, but

are not so

Because of the generally greater prevalence of sickness, we may assume

many maladies were
them

which

We know that Josiah Quincy suffered for

as such.

"real"; but the

most important thing

While one would expect such reactions

the period, the frequency with

which discontent,

in physiological terms, the willingness publicly to

number of leaders who claimed endemic
standards. For instance, John

Adams

is that

individuals experienced

to the anxieties

stress,

that

and demands of

and overwork were expressed

admit physical debility, and the

fragile health, all

seem unusual by

modem

referred to himself as physically fragile, and

complained almost constantly throughout the years about the demands of his work and
the

ill

effects of harmful foreign climates,

Boston. In

May

and about the

air

of most

1776 he wrote from the Continental Congress

Warren, President of the Massachusetts Provincial Congress,
with you in your
I

ill

Health, because

am feebler in this Climate

I

than at home.

overborne with Burdens." Given his

Warren requesting

to

am always unwell
The

state, it is

air here

including

cities,

in Philadelphia to

that

he could "sympathize

myself —frail as

I

has no Spring, and

not surprising that by July

be relieved of his duties. More surprising, however,

also requested health leave for Massachusetts 's other delegates, Samuel

Robert Treat Paine. All three of the

James

am,

at best,

My Mind is
Adams wrote
is

that

he

Adams and

men from Massachusetts, by Adams's lights,

^'^Roy Porter and Dorothy Porter, In Sickness and in Health: The British Experience 1650-1850
(Lx)ndon, 1988).
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suffered terribly.

Though we have no reason

to

doubt their

ill

health,

we might still

note

the degree to which they experienced and
expressed the stresses of their mission in their
bodies. "Paine has been very

ill

for this

whole Week," wrote Adams,

and remains in a bad Way. He has not been able to attend Congress,
for several days and if I
was to judge by his Eye, his Skin, and his Cough, I should conclude
he never would be fit to
do duty there again, without a long Intermission, and a Course of Air,
Exercise Diet and
Medecme. The Secretary [Samuel Adams]...has been so long here, and his
Strength, Spirit and
Abilities so exhausted, that an hundred such delegates, here
would not be worth a Shilling.
My Case is worse. My Face has grown paJe, my Eyes weak and inflamed, my Nerves
tremulous, and my Mind weak as Water- fevourous Heats by Day
and Sweats by Night are
returned upon me, which is an infallible Symptom with me that it
is Time to throw off all
Care, for a Time and take a little Rest.... 1 know better than any Body what
my Constitution
will bear, and what it will not.

Though Warren promised
John

Adams stayed on

high Time, for me,

I

to

do

all

he could to relieve the overworked representatives,

in Philadelphia, writing to

assure you; yet

I

Warren on September 4 that

will not go, while the present

"[i]t is

Fermentation

lasts,

but stay and watch the Crisis, and like a good Phisician assist Nature in throwing off
the morbific

Matter."-'^-''

In this last sentence,

affairs, yet his constant discussion

of his

Adams

own

referred to military

bodily state prepared the

and

political

way

for such

passages.

Combined with

their striving to

overlapping of social and personal, and

be good political physicians, the discursive
literal

and metaphorical health sometimes led

revolutionary leaders to attempt to find cures for both body

The

conflation of personal and political health

Quincy,

who

left

purpose of the

Boston for a

trip

was

trip to

England

human and body

politic.

whig Josiah

is

clear in the case of radical

in

September 1774. The public,

stated

the recovery of his health (sea voyages were considered

salutary for tuberculosis), but the secret purpose

evaluate the strength of support

among

was

to plead the colonies' cause

and

to

British sympathizers.

35john Adams to James Warren. May 12, 1776, July 27, 1776, and September 4, 1776, Worthington
Chauncey Ford, ed., Warren-Adams Letters: Being chiefly a correspondence atnong John Adams.
Samuel Adams, atid James Warren, 2 vols. (Boston, 1917; reprint Boston, 1972), 1: 242, 265, 273.
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Though
claiming his

loyalists derided the idea that

trip

was

Quincy

left

Boston for his health,

solely for devious political purposes,

it

seems

that

Quincy, his

family, and his friends hoped for the restored health of both
the political constitution

and his own.

"[l]f

my prayers are heard and the petition of them granted,"

Quincy's father to his son, "your health

is restored....

News,

that

wrote

would be almost as

joyful and reviving to your aged father as to hear that, through your
mediation, peace

and harmony were restored between the parent
children."

The

tories,

state

and her injured and oppressed

wrote Quincy's father, resented Josiah's "clandestine departure,"

but "[y]our friends say your principal motive

is

Providence should please to restore they

assured

rest

the recovery of your health,
of.. .a

which

if

redress of the

grievances."36 Quincy himself maintained extravagant hopes for both kinds of
recovery.

"Though

in

low health when

I

entered on shipboard," he wrote in his joumal

of the voyage, "the salutary effects of the sea air soon contributed to relieve
complaints, and in less than twenty days gave

my

me confirmed health."^^ He was equally

hopeful of his political efforts. Before he had arrived in England, he wrote in a

November 1774 letter
the

to his wife, the "friends of Liberty"

Americans would give

lost in that fatal yielding."

must

prevail....

I

is

and "[t]hey saw the

But as noted in chapter

irretrievable ruin of the

2,

I

know

to be contagious.

no matter needful

I

that

whole cause

Quincy was "sanguine

have lighted up the countenances of many....

enthusiasm which
infection here

up,

had despaired, believing

my country

am infected with an

Whether I have caught or spread

the

to determine."^^ Quincy's discussion of infection

evoked the constant news of quarantines and infectious maladies

that

were a regular

feature of Boston newspapers and also of meetings of the Selectmen and the town.

3<5josiah Quincy, Sr. to Josiah Quincy,

Jr.,

October 1774, Eliza Susan Quincy,

Life of Josiah Quincy, Jr., of Massachusetts Bay: 1744-1775, by his son, Josiah

Memoir of the
Quincy, 3rd ed

ed..

(Boston, 1875), 160-161.

Memoir of the

Life of Josiah Quincy, 187.

38josiah Quincy to Abigail Quincy,

November

24, 1774,

205-211.
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Memoir of the

Life

of Josiah Quincy,

Jr.,

Quincy had long been known as one of the most

whig

orators,

and he often used charged references

rhetorically extravagant of the

to disease

and death, many of them

reflecting exhortatory sermons, in his political
essays. In his pamphlet opposing the

Boston Port Act, he compared the act and other
"encroachments"
that

was "once an acorn

in the

to a

poisonous oak

bowels of the earth." This "[sllavery...which was

ingrafted

among

under

covert, find protection and food...but the root thereof
poisoneth the dry

its

you,"

now overspread

ground, while the winds which wave

the land: "Unclean and voracious animals,

its

branches scatter pestilence and

1767 essay against the Townshend Acts, he
British constitution:

"The

art

wamed

death."-'^^

^

of the impending death of the

of an ingenious physician may, indeed, for a time illude

the desperate poison, the skill of an able patriot

existence of a state; but the constitution

still

may

prolong, awhile, the political

hastens with increasing velocity to

inevitable death."""^ In addition to the religious sources mentioned eariier,

derived some of these ideas from writers he had excerpted

in his

Quincy also

Commonplace Book

of 1770-1774.

During the years

doctors— in

particular,

Hill— and struggled
him.

As

move

in

which he wrote these

Joseph Warren,

to control the

his eariier trip to the

to restore his health

pieces,

later the slain

symptoms of the

Quincy frequently consulted

hero of the Battle of Bunker

tuberculosis

South had been, the voyage

when nothing

else

to

which would

later kill

England was a desperate

had worked, and

this

knowledge probably

influenced his choice of words. In August 1774, about a month before he sailed,

Quincy wamed Samuel Adams

to

push for the neariy complete ban on importation and

exportation with Britain soon to be discussed at the Continental Congress.

"Remember," he wamed Adams, "our disease

will not

do

to be

tampered with."

On

the

^^Josiah Quincy, Observations on the Act of Parliament commonly called the Boston Port-Bill; with
Thouf-hts on Civil Society and Standing Armies (1774), in Memoir of the Life of Josiah Quincy. Jr.,
328-331.

^Boston

Gazette, September 28. 1767.
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same

day, Quincy evoked the smallpox (often
referred to as the "destroying angel")

then beginning to threaten occupied Boston

when he wrote

"[cjorruption (which delay gives time to operate)
to fear.

Our enemies wish for nothing so much

disease."

Such "lukewarm counsels"

is

to

John Dickinson that

the destroying angel

we have most

as our tampering with the fatal

to forego a boycott would,

he wrote, "inevitably

enslave us."4l
It

was not uncommon for members of the revolutionary generation

personae of infirm persons in their

to adopt the

political pieces, as a rhetorical strategy for eliciting

sympathy or proving personal nonpartisanship, or

for

avowing an

interest solely in

finding cures (rather than self-aggrandizement). But the conceit was rarely
wholly
artificial.

At a climactic town meeting just hours

December 1773, Quincy had
speech. After an older

prior to the

delivered what later

man warned him

Boston Tea Party

became a famous, rabble-rousing

that his intemperate

words courted punishment

by the administration, Quincy responded

that "[pjersonally, perhaps,

concern than any one present

which

in the crisis

dissolution are thickly planted in
short

is

the day that

is

avowal of disinterest and a means

While

is

approaching.

my constitution. They

allotted to me."'*2

to

in

I

have

less

The seeds of

must soon

ripen.

I

feel

how

Here Quincy's words are simultaneously an

engage emotion.

in Lx)ndon in January 1774, (Quincy witnessed the debates at the

House

of Lx)rds upon a sweeping proposal for reconciliation which would have prohibited
Parliament from taxing the colonies. After the debates, Quincy recorded in his journal

what

is still

held to be the best account of a moving speech delivered by ailing colonial

champion William

Pitt (Lx)rd

Chatham). This speech

in public discourse, of personal

devoted so

"^Ijosiah

much

Quincy

to

and

effort to recording

political health,

it

is

paradigmatic of the intermixing,

and

it is

not surprising that Quincy

for posterity. Pitt, racked

by gout and mental

Samuel Adams, August 20, 1774, Memoir of the Ufe ofJosiah Quincy,

^^Memoir of the Ufe ofJosiah Quincy,

Jr.,

125.
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Jr.

illness

and long

in seclusion,

had dragged himself out of bed

to

speak for the

Americans, and he used his condition to great rhetorical
advantage.

"My Lords,"

he

declared near the end of his speech,

deeply impressed with the importance of taking some healmg
measures
distracted state of our affairs, though bowed down with
a cruel disease,
1

[house]....

Thus entered on

at this

most alarming

have crawled to

this

the threshold of this business, I will knock at your
gates for justice
without ceasing, unless inveterate infirmities stay my hand....
1 will never fail

of

It

every step and penod of

at

this great matter, unless

naikd down

to

my

my attendanc^ on

bed by the seventy of

the disease.

Clearly, and simply, the great orator
that afflicting Britain, both of

drew

parallels

between

his

own

cruel disease

and

which needed healing.

no time to be lost: every moment is big with dangers. Nay, while I am speaking the
decisive blow may be struck, and millions are involved in the consequence. The very
first drop of
[Tlhere

is

blood will make a wound that will not easily be skinned over. Years, perhaps ages, may not heal
it. It will be irritabile vulnus: a wound of that rancorous,
malignant, corroding, festering nature,
that in all probability

it

will mortify the

whole body.

After the conciliatory measure failed, Quincy wrote despairingly that "King, Lords and

Commons" wished
the

first

to

time being in

"subdue America
this Island taken

into bondage,"

very

ill

and then

that "[t]his night for

with a fever and spasms."'*^

On the

advice of his physician and friends, Quincy sailed for Massachusetts in March,

in order

both to deliver important communications and as a last-ditch effort to save his health
(his physician

ill

to

had informed him

that

"London or

its

environs" were inadvisable).

Too

be carried ashore, Quincy died in Gloucester Harbor in April, having failed to fmd

cures for either body

human

or

body

politic.

England from September 28th,
March 3d, 1774," Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings 50 (1916-1917): 433-471.

^•'"Journal of Josiah Quincy, Jun., During his

1774, to

Voyage and Residence
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in

Meanings
For many individuals, illnesses or other

states of the

human body were

and expressive means of representing various conditions of the
That

was so owes much

this

potent

polity or the individual.

to the prevalence of constitutional medicine,

which

construed a person's personality and temperament as manifesting from his
or her
physical makeup, or constitution. "It

Quincy

in 1761, "...that

than others."44

For instance,

By

the

is

not improbable," wrote John

some may be by

the Constitution of their bodies

to

more

Samuel
sensible

same token, one's temperament was displayed upon one's body.

Adams wrote

in his diary in

tasks, "[t]here is a Feebleness

1779 that though he had been called

and a Languor

in

By my

When

my Eye, my Forehead, my Brow, my

look in the Glass,

to great

my Nature. My Mind and Body

partake of this Weakness.
I

Adams

Physical Constitution,

I

am

but an ordinary

Cheeks,

both

Man

my Lips, all

betray this Relaxation.""*^
It

was

also

assumed

that the

each particular vice would have

Adams catalogued

various

its

body displayed the moral

state

of the individual;

physical corollary. For instance, in his diary John

human weaknesses:

the miser toiled and worried

"till

he

emaciates his Body"; the "Phylosopher" laboring after "solemn nonsense" displayed a

"grim Countenance... of pale Want and Care, and Death"; and the "gay Gentleman" got
"his limbs and head broke.""*^ Exhortations against the vices almost always sooner or
later described their sickening physical effects.

The

corporeality of these

understandings also appeared in the political realm, especially in discussions of political
constitutions,

show

its

where

physical

^John Adams

to

it

was assumed,

mark upon

the

for instance, that corruption

body

politic,

and

in the

end would destroy

Samuel Quincy, April 22, 1761, Papers of John Adams,

^^Diary of John Adams, April 26, 1779.
^Ibid., Febmary 19, 1756.
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would eventually

1:

49.

it.

The

symbolic

human body were

possibilities of the

greatly enhanced

by

this belief in the

visible physical manifestations of internal
states of being.

Expressive uses of bodily states were also influenced by an
approach toward
health that

Roy and Dorothy

Porter, writing about eighteenth-century Britain,

have

termed "equally psychosomatic and somatopsychic."^? Popular
health manuals
expatiated at length upon the reciprocal relationship between emotions,
which were
usually referred to as existing in the mind, and bodily conditions,
exhorting their
readers to regulate their passions or risk sickness.

The

mental and corporeal parts,"48 as William Buchan put
authors of popular medical texts,
descriptions of the

ills

emotions and physical maladies were regarded as

in their

same

it,

was subscribed

some of whom devoted page

that unregulated or excessive

description by precisely the

"reciprocal influence betwixt the

terms.

after

to

by

all

the

page to

emotion could bring. Powerful

parallel

phenomena, susceptible of

Benjamin Grosvenor claimed

that ''[pjassions

Violence are themselves Distempers, have the proper Symptoms, and are the

Occasion of many more." Intense emotions caused "irregular Motions of the Heart" and
confused the

spirits.

the Nerves, by

"The Lungs oppressed,

which the whole Machine

Extension" under the sway of strong

had direct physical causes and
their feelings in

is

the

moved,

feeling.-*^

effects,

it is

Stomach

inflated, the

llosel their

Since

it

Blood

boiling,

due Spring and

was assumed

that all

emotions

not surprising that individuals described

somatic terms, and that the body politic too was imagined to display

its

states corporeally.

Among the educated elite such as Adams and Quincy, corporealized expression
was

also encouraged by several developments in moral and political philosophy that

collectively
influential

enhanced the perceived importance of physical

Essay Concerning

Human

^^Porter and Porter, In Sickness and

states. First, in his

highly

Understanding (1690), John Lxx:ke discredited

in Health. 67.

'^William Buchan, Domestic Medicine

or, the

Family Physician (Philadelphia, 1772).

^^enjamin Grosvenor, Health: An Essay on Its

Nature...,

Ill

3rd ed. (Boston, 1761), 185, 190.

the theory of innate ideas in favor of a developmental

model based on the mind as a

blank slate upon which knowledge was impressed by the
physical senses. Second,
Scottish

common

sense philosophy, such as that of David

based on natural empathy,

itself

Hume, argued

a product of bodily sensation. Third, some newer

medical theories gave greater weight to the importance of the nerves
health.*»"

for an ethics

These and other influences were

in overall

human

reflected in a culture of sensibility that

exalted the humanizing qualities of strong sensations and the special status
of those

who

experienced

them.-'''

An

infusion of feelings, especially those expressed by

nerves, into political discourse privileged the sense experiences of empathy and
sensitivity in the pursuit of political truth,

the

and separated the worthy from the unworthy;

marks of the "man of feeling" could be seen upon

compared

his

own

excitability

his body. Josiah

Quincy

and capacity for strong feeling, expressed by the

febrility

of his constitution and even by his tuberculosis, with that of the deadened insensibility

of his arch-enemy. Governor

Thomas Hutchinson,

stabbing in secret the vitals of this people."
his country

is

inexorable toward

it's

By

enemies."

calling

him

contrast, "he

a

man who "was

who properly feels

for

A "virtuous habit," Quincy railed at

Hutchinson, "would have preserved a humane sympathy with every sensitive being
within your knowledge." ''^ John

Adams (the "Brace
delicate,

of

Adams")

and of Consequence

Adams

wrote of himself and his cousin Samuel

that "|tlheir

Maker has given them Nerves

their Feelings are exquisite,

and

that are

their Constitutions

tender, and their Health especially one of them, very infirm." Their spirits, though,

were "unconquerable by
is true

of

many such

all

the Art

and

all

the

Power of Governor

Hutchinson."-''-^

As

statements, complaints about physical sensitivity are intermixed

with pride over what such sensitivity represents.

^Scc

Pi>rtcr iind Porter,

//;

Sickness

and

in Health,

68-70, 201-203.

^•Scc Andrew Burstcin, Sentimental Democracy: Tlie Evolution of America's Romantic Self-image
(New York, 19W); Porter and Porter, In Sickness and in Health,

^hioston Gazette, December 20. 1773 and Novemt)er 25, 1771.
Diary of Jolm Adams, February

9, 1772.
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Regular attention to the body,

them

also

was reinforced by

its

religious

processes, and the language used to describe

sermons

in

which sickness and health often

featured prominently as objects of contemplation. In

and

its

New

England sermons, the body

diseases were rife with symbolic meaning, as they were in the Bible.

body often taught lessons about interdependence and love

The human

for neighbors; for instance,

Joseph Fish preached that personal vice would "exhaust the substance—, enfeeble
the

Body,— enervate

which they

Services,

was

Powers of the Mind, and many ways

Owe

to the Publick, as

unfit

Men for the respective

Members of the same Body ."54 Disease

often a metaphor for sin or vice; Joseph Sewall preached in 1740 that "[s]in in the

body

politick, is like

beauty of
sick

the

it

some

foul

into corruption,

and deadly disease

and weakens

in the natural

all it's [sic]

body which

powers."55 Describing them as

was one way ministers exhorted

their congregations to better behavior.

Timothy Harrington issued

a negative assessment of his flock in a

instance,

fearmongering sermon during the Seven Years'

faint.

From

described in Isaiah 1:5,6, " 'whole

the Sole of the Foot to the

Head

For

War (1754-1763), employing

throughout the analogy of "the gray Hairs sprinkled on the Ten Tribes" of
Israelites', as

turns the

Head was

there

Sick,

Israel.

The

and the whole Heart

was no Soundness; but Wounds,

Bruises, and Putrifying Sores.' " Harrington's flock

was likewise "ripening

fast for

Destruction."^^

Ministers also referred often to disease in the Biblical sense of a punishment or

wake-up

call issued

by God

to the

community, reinforcing the understanding of much

sickness as a community, rather than solely individual, matter. Clearly, they were
referencing the social nature of infectious diseases, in a

^Joseph

Fish, Christ Jesus the Physician.. .in

the Colony

<?/ Connecticut...

May

8,

A Sermon

1760 (New London,

way

that

was

replicated in the

Preach' d before the General Assembly of

1760).

55joseph Sewall, D.D., Nineveh's Repentance and Deliverance (Boston, 1740), in Ellis Sandoz,
Political Sermons of the American Founding Era, J 730- 1805, 2 vols. (Indianapolis, 1998), 2: 43.

ed..

Harrington, A.M.. Prevailing Wickedness, and distressing Judgtnents, ill boding
Symptoms on a stupid People. A Discourse Delivered at Lancaster, on September 5th 1756 (Boston,

^^imothy
1756).
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readers to

"now Look Backward, and

with a Sorrowful Reflection, mourn for the

Moral Diseases of the Eye, which...you may fmd

How Many, and how
us

in!"-'^^

yourself to have been guilty

of....

Heinous are the Faults, which the Lust of the Eye does involve

As mentioned

previously, epidemic outbreaks were often addressed in

sermons as opportunities for the community

communal misbehavior was

to meditate

upon

its sins,

and conversely,

likened to sickness. During prayers and fasts organized in

times of sickness, people looked within to discover what wrongs they

may have

committed.

The

opportunities for symbolic uses of sickness were greatly enhanced by

the conviction that maladies must have meanings.

vary or be

felt to

While ascribed meanings might

be obscure, rarely did disease stand alone as an impersonal or

arbitrary force

randomly choosing

meaning made

illness

its

more bearable

victim.

The sense

for the individual

that states of sickness

by integrating

it

had

within the

context of the personal or spiritual journey. Sometimes perceived as punishment,
illness

could also be seen as a

spiritual test

or a purification. For instance, Abigail

Paine, while lamenting her brother Robert's sickness, also wrote of her hope that

sickness might be "Sanctified

Leave

this fleshly dwelling,

Consider our

power to

mortallity."-^'^

purify the

body

& made a Monitor to quicken us in our preparation to

and how naturalllyl does the

Sickness was sometimes also imagined to have the

politic.

"The Tryals of that unhappy and devoted People

are likely to be severe indeed," wrote John

was occupied by

may

least disease lead us to

troops in April 1775.

Adams of the

"God

Bostonians whose city

grant that the Furnace of Affliction

refine them."^^^

While

in the half-century prior to the Revolution strictly religious readings

of sickness declined, consistent with the greater faith in the possibility that human

^Cotton Mather, The Angel o/Bethesda,
^^Abigail Paine to Robert Treat Painc,

^John Adams

to Abigail

Adams, May

ed.

May
2,

Gordon W. Jones

(Barrc, Mass., 1972). 6, 155-156.

1749, The Papers of Robert Treat Paine,

1775,

Adams Family Correspondence,
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54-55.

interventions like smallpox inoculation could improve
public health, even

secularized health texts averred that

management, or

at

much

illness resulted at best

more

from poor

self-

worst from corruption and debauchery. "[A]ll diseases," wrote

George Cheyne, "spring from intemperance or error"— milder perhaps than
still

the responsibility of the individual. If disease sprang

the society, the worse

would be

sickliness of English society

from

the general state of health.

was held up

vice, then the

Thus

terrible

Symptoms have

as proof of moral decay.

arisen lin constitutions],

till

but

worse

the presumed

As manners had

become more depraved, claimed Cheyne, "not only more numerous,
more

sin,

but higher and

come

they have

at last to

such a Degree of Malignity, as to infect and contaminate by mere Touch or
Contact." Even "the
malignant.^'
resulting

Smoak

or

Steam emitted from such diseas'd Habits" were

Though by no means were

from

sin or vice,

still

all

individual cases of sickness regarded as

the general association of disease with transgression

remained pervasive.

Symbolic religious references
ground for

their expressive uses

to disease

and the body greatly enriched the

by individuals and

in politics.

Both religious and

medical texts generated a language about the human body, health, and sickness

must have been
political arena

fairly

common

currency, and this language

through the conduit of the body

newspaper polemics often read much
the

wages of misbehavior. For

like

politic

instance, in

in

final dissolution" as her

mother country, Francis Hopkinson wrote

^^George Cheyne, The English Malady (1733;

that she

more
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power

overt. In

had become "a

reprint E)elmar, N.Y.. 1976), 40-41.

^'^Boston Gazette, September 28, 1767.

is

opulence

insatiable luxury"; her boundless

disease."^^ (jses of Biblical imagery were often even

the

which sickness

September 1767 he counseled the mother

would bring "hideous offspring" and "beget

condemning

to the

metaphor. Josiah Quincy's

fearmongering sermons

coimtry to "mark the putrid source" of "decline and

was a "mortal

was transposed

that

rotten prostitute full of

same passage

wounds and

in Isaiah as

bruises and putrifying sores,"63 quoting from
the

had Harrington. Writers using politico-corporeal
language

could count on their readers' familiarity with matters
of health, sickness, and bodily
process, a

knowledge bred by reading, observation, and experience; and

also

on

their

familiarity with symbolic uses of health and the body,
in sermons, religious tracts,

the Bible

and

itself.

The

obscurity and complexity of the possible causes of disease
also encouraged

people to seek out the meanings of

illness.

Throughout the century, as we saw

in

chapter 2, the origins and causes of most maladies were in dispute.
Obviously
infectious distempers like smallpox and yellow fever were acknowledged
as externally

caused, though even in these cases there was

of transmission.

The causes

of diseases not

much

uncertainty regarding the processes

commonly acknowledged

transmissible, such as tuberculosis and influenza, were

if

to

be

anything more obscure.

Uncertainty about the causes of disease meant that almost anything— diet, environment,
climate, clothing, emotions, companions, or dwellings— could radically affect health.

The

causality posited went well

factors.

The

beyond our current understanding of contributing

multiplicity of possible causes is vividly illustrated in popular health texts'

explanations for particular diseases and their recommendations for prevention. For
instance, William
this order: lack

the

mind"

(this

Buchan

listed

among

the causes for consumption (tuberculosis), in

of exercise; stagnant or polluted

air; "[v]iolent

passions or affections of

included "close application to the study of abstruse arts and sciences");

"[e]xcessive" or "stopped" evacuations (bleeding, sweating, urinating, defecating,
ulcers, breastfeeding, menstruating,

and sexual

activity); "[f]requent

debaucheries" ("[h]ence the bon companion generally
infection (pretty far

down

63 Paul M. Zall, Comical

the

Spirit

list!);

and excessive

falls a sacrifice to this disease");

unhealthful occupations; cold and

of Seventy-Six: The

1976). 89.
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Humor of Francis Hopkinson

damp feet,

(San Marino,

beds,

Calif.,

night

air,

or clothes; "sharp, saline, and aromatic aliments,
which heat and inflame the

blood"; and finally, "hereditary taint"64 Cheyne
believed that

many

cases of

consumption resulted from "lingering chronical distempers," such
as the stone,

gravel,

rheumatism, and scurvy, that had not been cured .65

The indeterminacy of causation prompted people

to interpret health

and

sickness within a broad spectrum of human experience, encompassing
body, mind,

and

soul, as well as habit,

temperament, and morals.

If disease

was not simply a

physical entity that entered a body in a known, specific way, but instead
a complex

force that acted in

somewhat

person, the conditions

it

inscrutable ways, always interactive with the sick

arose from and represented were

The moral and meaning-rich
their applicability to politics,

more

profuse.

connotations of health and sickness heightened

which was conceived of as a realm of ethics. The

conviction that sickness had meaning, even

if

eternity, underlay the discussion of the causes

only as a spur to meditations on

and implications of political

distempers, which also must have particular meanings, though of course specific

causes frequently were disputed, as were their cures. Because health issues were
intermixed with moral ones, not only did political essays frequently refer to health,
but popular medical texts also freely

consider

strictly social

commented upon what we would today

or political concerns, thereby reinforcing the permeable

boundaries between these realms. Most of the health texts popular in Massachusetts

followed a reformist bent, and their recommendations for self-help and a simpler,

more abstemious
social

diet implicitly or explicitly criticized

and the medical were never very

considered

it

far

contemporary society. The

removed, and indeed no one would have

appropriate to separate them.

^Buchan, Domestic Medicine, 121-123.
65cheyne, An Essay of Health and Long Ufe (1724;
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reprint
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I

he protean nature of disease and the complexity
of its causes facilitated the

transference of corporeal principles across the very
soft boundaries of body

body

politic.

between our

These understandings of disease perhaps

modem

understood to be
partly so.

lie at

the root of the difference

usage of politico-corporeal language, which

strictly

in the

is

almost always

metaphorical, and eighteenth-century usage, which was only

We now recognize disease as a particular biological "thing," and so its

application to politics can only be metaphorical, though often

But

human and

eighteenth century, the

still

same disease-causing agents

quite powerfully so.

that affected the

body

could actually sicken the polity, because the health of both depended upon an

analogous systemic integrity

was

a condition of

that

was simultaneously physiological and moral. Disease

body human and body

politic,

and

expressed the inner and constitutional states of both.
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it

represented, manifested, and

CHAPTER 4
POLITICAL PHYSIOLOGY

In January 1774, a

wrote a

letter to

Abigail

shocks of the

tea,

in

Adams's previous

is

Boston Tea Party, Mercy Otis Warren
her on the restoration of her health.
letter,

written prior to the

her correspondent had appeared "quite as

political as the Natural Constitution."

Dread than you then apprehended,
Exercise

after the

Adams congratulating

However, Warren wrote,
overboard of the

few weeks

recommended by

Warren hoped

for as Catharticks

Tuscereros

may

In this passage,

affected by the

we have

"that

and sometimes

less to

pretty Violent

the physician as Beneficial to the latter, possibly the

Emeticks (and Consequent shaking of the smaller Arteries)
skilful

much

dumping

lately prescribed

by the

be no less salutary than the former."^

Warren drew upon

particular ideas about bodily

specifically, the belief that violent purges often

processes—

were necessary to dislodge entrenched

maladies. Revolutionary corporeal language often reflected such particular beliefs,

giving us a

window

into those qualities considered

most necessary

to

good

health.

It is

important to understand key ideas about health and specific principles of bodily
functioning because they were used to justify, explain, or encourage particular political
points and actions. For instance.

Party had

been— it was

seen by

Warren was well aware of how

many

as a disorderly

value of cathartic medicine helped her to justify

it

controversial the

mob action— and

as well as to mollify

the

Tea

assumed

Adams's

discomfort.

This chapter describes some of these key principles of bodily functioning and
explores their implications for patriot resistance

to,

and protection

against, the

Adams, January 19, 1774, L.H. Butterfield and Marc
Adams Family Correspondence, 6 vols. (Cambridge, Mass., 1963-1993) 1: 91.
'

Mercy Otis Warren

to Abigail
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mother

Friedlander, cds..

country.

While describing

this resistance as

a necessary health-saving measure, patriots

also articulated a view of the virtuous

body as one ultimately invulnerable

depredations. This virtuous body

closely allied with the healthful body, and

therefore

its

qualities

was

were based upon specific ideas of what produced

to Britain's

health,

and what

induced sickness.

Corruption and perfection
Perhaps most important to understanding eighteenth-century Massachusetts
ideas about bodies

human and

on the body's

politic is the focus

mortality, medieval Christian themes reinvigorated

The most

everything decayed and was always prone to corruption.

was made from base dust and clay and was,

and

by Puritan ideas of original

between Earth and Heaven was

essential difference

corruptibility

finally,

that

sin.^

on the former,

The body decayed because

it

only a provisional and temporary

constellation of particles, always liable to disintegration. Imperfect beings living in an

imperfect world,

of death,

when

It is

the dust of their bodies

probably not too

religious theme,

funeral
in

men and women hoped

much

for release into the blissful eternal at the time

would be

to say that the

and one with profuse

now

looks,

For instance, in a 1752

his listeners to "[s]ee then a Person

Rosey Health and Youthful Vigour, with
This Flesh

and perfected.

decay of the body was an obsessive

political applications.

sermon Mather Byles exhorted

lively in him.

reunited, purified,

you

all

the active

blossoming

Powers of Nature sound and

think, very unlikely to

decay and

fail."

Byles

then vividly and minutely described the various stages of disease, decay, and death,

ending with

this description

away: The Flesh so

2Roy

soft,

of mouldering: 'The Skin once so

broken and dropt

gathered into a Mass of Corruption; or mouldered to black

Porter and Dorothy Porter, In Sickness

(London, 1988),

fair,

and In Health: The

1.
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British Experience

1650 1850

clay; or dried to fine Dust....

black Mold,

lies in the

not

mean

There

is

lo!

Nothing now but a

were intended

this

making good use of what

that

we

should not take

to frighten people into looking to their

little

time they had

literally the

We "|carry|

popular health

text,

on Earth. But

left

view of the body embedded

abundant evidence that people viewed

dissolution.

Lump of noisom Clay, or

hollow Trunk."^

Sermons such as
salvation and

And

their bodies as

livinf>

to the

The English Malady, "corruptible Bodies,

own

in their

struggle.

it,

yet after

all

Building, and often reminds us that

'The Fabrick Ibodyl often wants

Adams

in 1763,

"and

if

we

it

will finally fail."'>

repairing,"

neglect

our care and solisitude to preserve

For instance, Samuel Haven wrote

tottering Constitutions"

it, it

to

"all the

in the

the Deity

is

a tottering
in life,

its

Robert Treat Paine that "our crazy

and "every Disease every Disorder

medicks

it

Death was immanent

&

& irregularity in the

humaine body" were "undoubted omen[sl of the departing of Life
Not

Nature

Far from

itself.

and sickness, as a manifestation of the force of decay, was a reminder of

Body."''

in his

dead body, dissolution was perceived as a force against which the

wrote Abigail Smith to her fiance John

inevitability.

them.

in

about us," wrote English physician George Cheyne

body must constantly

will not long inhabit

does

always tending toward

perishable, subject to Accidents, Diseases, and, at last to Death

applymg only

this

own

the

sun of the

hands of a whole Jury of physicians" could "retard

our speedy Dissolution.'"^
Overall, bodily health and soundness were regarded as provisional and

temporary

many

states.

easy to see

why

ministers embellished their sermons with so

references to disease and reminders of mortality, for they packed the power of an

•^Mather Bylcs,

Death;

It is

(iOD

the Strength

A Funeral Sermon on

the

and Portion of His People under

Honourable Mrs. Katherine

all the Iixigeru:ies

Dutruner...

January

9,

of life and
1752 (Boston,

1752).

"^George Chcync, The English

Malady (\733;

reprint

^Abigail Smith to John Adams, August 11, 1763,

Dclmar. N.Y., 1976).

Adams Family Correspondence.

1:

7.

^Samuel Haven U) Robert Treat Paine, February 24, 1749/5(), Stephen T. Riley and Edward W.
Hanson, eds.. The Papers of Robert Treat Paine (Boston, 1992), 1: 106.
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intense immediacy.

Much of the

political

power of corporeal language derived from

this

pervasive sense of physical vulnerability, laid
out ceaselessly in religious sermons
and
reiterated in the political arena.

Though corruption was a
sickness, with

which

because ultimately

it

it

was

natural tendency of bodies

closely associated,

cloath'd in

Body

cannot be viewed as morally neutral

"When Man came

As John Wesley wrote

first

in his health

out of the Hands of the great

As he knew no

Sickness, Weakness, or bodily Disorder."

Sin, so he

Man's body "was

no Seeds of Corruption or Dissolution within

CREATOR,

Frame hath put on Corruption,

itself."

knew no

liable to

But since the

the Immortal has put

Whence

a thousand Disorders continually spring."^

was no
Pain,

no Decay.

It

no
had

Fall, "[t]he

on Mortality. The

Seeds of Weakness and Pain, of Sickness and Death, are now lodged
Substance:

manual

as well as in Soul, with Immortality and Incorruption,
there

Place for Physick, or the Art of Healing.

incorruptible

like

arose from original sin, conceived as a fatal seed
lodged in the

bodies of Adam and Eve's descendants.

Primitive Physick,

it

human and politic,

in our

inmost

Adam and Eve had left

the seeds of death in the constitutions of their descendants, and disease thus always

conveyed connotations of

The
itself to

this original taint.

idea of the fatal seed that

numerous

political

would bring corruption and eventually death lent

uses— most

often, to pointing out the certain

opponent. For instance, Benjamin Franklin employed

it

in his

demise of an

1764 argument against

Pennsylvania's proprietary form of government under the Penn family. "[EJvery

Animal Body brings

into the

Worid among

Disease that shall finally produce

its

its

original Stamina, the Seeds of that

Dissolution," he wrote. 'The Political

Body of a

^John Wesley, Primitive Physick: Or an Easy and Natural Method of Curing Most Diseases, 12th ed
(Philadelphia, 1764).
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Proprietary

destroy

Government contains those convulsive

Principles that will at length

it."^

While on the one hand the "fabrick" exhibited a
horrifying
other hand the body

Man was made

in

Him to preserve

was

also a tabernacle, or temporary abode of
the immortal soul.

God's image, abuse of the body was

their vessels in a clean

and pure

and people owed

sinful,

state so as to

Its

Nature,

"is serviceable to

in his

our traveling to Heaven."y

body more closely approximated a prelapsarian

state,

it

to

encourage the exaltation

of their souls. "[A]n healthful Body," wrote Benjamin
Grosvenor

Essay on

on the

corruptibility,

and keeping

Health:

An

A pure and strong

it

healthy could be

seen as a righteous act, even a moral duty. The sin of Adam
and Eve could not be

washed

clean, but

conscious

it

is

my

good health practices effected a kind of damage

Duty

to be carefull of this Tabernacle

the utmost tenderness," wrote

use

all

Henry Snoad

methods for the restoring

The

my

to

I

now

control.

reside in

Robert Treat Paine

"As

and use

in 1752,

am

I

it

with

"so shall

health."'^^

idea of the body as a holy tabernacle was premised upon Christ's

perfected, resurrected body, in

which

the righteous

would be incorporated. This

construction reinforced the communitarian implications of the body politic metaphor

while also glorifying the transcendence of disease, pain and death. For instance,

A Mode II of Christian

Charity, John Winthrop declared that

in

"all true Christians are

of one body in Christ" but that prior to their unification, the "severall partes" had

been "disproportionate and as
elements."

Once

much

disordering as soe

united, however, "it

proportioned body

is

become

in the world... 'a glorious

many

contrary quallities or

the most perfect and best

body without

spott or wrinkle'. "^^

benjamin Franklin, "Ccx^l Thoughts on the Present Situation," quoted in I. Bernard Cohen, Science
and tlie Founding Fathers: Science in tfie Political Thought of Jefferson, Franklin, Adams, and
Madison ( New Y ork, 995) 1 5 1 - 1 52.
1

,

^Benjamin Grosvenor, Health: An Fssay on
'^Henry Snoad
1

to

'john Winthrop,

Its Nature...

3rd

ed. (Boston, 1761), 17.

Robert Treat Paine, March 18 1752, The Papers of Robert Treat Paine,

A Modell of Christian

Charity, in

1558-1794 (New York, 1965), 84.
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Edmund

S.

Morgan,

ed.,

1:

156.

Puritan Political Ideas,

Good

Christians

who performed their appropriate

role

and loved

their

neighb>ors

could be a part of this transcendent, eternal body,
whatever their present state of
health.

The

polarized understandings of the body as inevitably
decaying yet in a more

transcendent sense perfectible appear to have coexisted in
people's experience.

was understood
death, the

that such perfection

image of a

purified, inviolable,

ideal that could be approximated,

instance,

Tongue and Mouth" with

the

like his glorious body."' 2

of their

own

and incorruptible body

hope

friend "brought very

that "Christ

functioned as an

still

low by

would change

Decay and death never touched

may have been

after

and as a source of hope and forbearance. For

Samuel Sewall consoled a

body, an idea that

and permanence could only be achieved

WhUe it

his Stone, Fever, Sore

his vile body,

and make

it

the transcendent, perfected

emotionally satisfying to people whose experiences

bodies were quite otherwise.

The coming

resurrection of the

body

after

death was not an abstract theological concern, but a promised relief from pain that

helped the sick bear their ailments.
Just

what the resurrected body would be

For instance, Samuel Sewall described
before: "Last night at Mr.

like

in his diary

was

a serious topic for discussion.

a discussion he had had the night

Thomas's had Discourse about

the

Body. Mr. Dudley

maintained the Belly should not be raised, because he knew no use of
the Contrary, because Christ

The Creator in

his infinite

The image of an
In a 1753 letter to "Miss

Wisdom

1:

know what

1:

use to

make

conformed

to

Him.

of them.''^^

body also was a source of longing.
that "so active a

a recent experience of having dozed off and

ed., Tfie

maintained

& be so closely United to a lifeless Lump of Clay."

Diary ofSatnuel Sewall, 1674-1729, 2

558.

^hbid.,

Saints shall be

M.M.," Robert Treat Paine lamented

at length

12m. Halsey Thomas,

will

inviolable, disease-free

Spirit" as his "should inhabit

Paine described

saw no Corruption.

it. I

747.
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vols.

left his

(New York,

body

1973),

and then, "unincumber'd with
taken

human

my Clayey Tabernacle," seeing an angel that had

form, but one beautiful, vigorous, and comely,
"tainted with no Stain,

nor Scar'd with any deformity. Thought

I,

how happy must these

can Inhabit a Body free from mortal Corruptions.

wm. was alloted

bewaild

be

who

my own Condition to

a troublesome Fabrick."i4

The powerful juxtaposition of corrupt and
disease-free bodies
tracts, that

I

Spirits

was

a trope,

common

in

disease-ridden, versus pure and

sermons and religious as well as

political

both promulgated ideals of unwordliness and helped people
integrate their

experiences of health and sickness into their

life

journeys. People were accustomed to

vivid, religiously metaphoric references to sickness

and the body as reminders of death

in life, as referents for the consideration of diseases of the
soul,

and as symbols of the

incommensurability of Heaven and Earth. These traditional religious uses easily
migrated to the political level, where references to disease and the body politic
often
mirrored uses of the body as an object of spiritual meditation.
Corruption was nearly synonymous with disease and decay;
described that which was broken

down and

result of internal or external causes,

of most bodily

ills.

three

putrifying. Corruption, whether

was also described

words
it

was

the

as both root and consequence

"Most chronical Distempers," wrote George Cheyne, "have

their Parents, corrupted Fluids,

symptoms without

all

and broken Solids."'^ in

for

spiritual terms, treating the

rooting out and cleansing the core corruption would be in vain.

Minister Joseph Fish preached that the people must be willing to acknowledge and

purge their inner disease of selfishness, for "[t]o cleanse the outside, while the Heart
within remains diseased,

full

^'^Robert Treat Paine to "Miss

Treat Paine,

1:

of Putrifying Sores. ..[is] like Applying of costly Plaisters

M.M.," date unknown (April or May 1753?), The Papers of Robert

185-187.

^^George Cheyne, An Essay of Health and Long

Life
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(London, 1724; reprint

New York,

1979), 209.

to Pimples in the skin,

when

the

whole Mass of Blood

corrupted. Let that be

is

purged, and these Eruptions will die

Rooting out

wounds

political corruption required the
person or

to the core. British opposition
writers

authors of Cato

would not do

's

which was highly

Letters,

to re-elect the

same corrupt men

John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon,

influential

Wounds must be probed and

be cured; and those

who gave them can seldom

pay for the Cure,

if

among

to Parliament

reforms, for "deep

will they

people opening their

patriots,

wrote that

and expect them

it

to enact

searched to the Core, before they can

bear to see the Operation,

much less

they can be at Ease by the Death of a Patient"i7

The idea

of a redemptive opening of wounds derived from the
image of Christ as the ultimate
physician,

who

could be depended upon to heal

if

the individual or the people sincerely

revealed their sins, doubts, and other corruptions.
Political actions or proposals

were sometimes described by

their

proponents as

constituting just such a curative probing. For instance, an article
in the October 30,

1769 Boston Gazette supporting the boycott of

Townshend Acts

asserted that "to progue tprobe] this gangreen

to restore the constitution

man

"as one

repealed."
political

British imports in protest against the

this

till

would be hard

to overstate the

^^Joseph Fish, Christ Jesus the Physician. ..in

Colony of ConnecXicni... May

^'^Cato

's

Letters; or. Essays

(1733; repnnt

all

The

join with their petitions

to avert the judgment"— in other words, rescind the objectionable acts.^^

importance of ideas about bodily corruption to

discussions of political and moral corruption.

the

call, for their

interest, will lay at stake."

people, "averse to the dreadful calamities of a plague will

It

the grievous acts are totally

happened, Britons would be in for a wake-up

"surgeons and physicians...reputation and

and prayers

to the bottom,

and make a perfect cure" would require the colonies joining

in discontinuance of British manufactures,

When

wound

New

on

8,

A Sermon

1760 (New London,

Liberty, Civil

York, 1969),

The power,

insidiousness, and infectious

Preach' d before the General Assembly of

1760).

and Religious, and other Important

3: 6.

^^Boston Gazette, October 30, 1769.
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Subjects,

4

vols.

nature of corporeal corruption, and the
imperative to defend against and cleanse
rather than just treating

symptomatic manifestations, provided justification

its

political actions, including

purging internal enemies such as

it,

for strong

Thomas Hutchinson

("he

ought to be avoided," wrote patriot leader Josiah
Quincy, "like a pestilence""^),
applying cathartics to bring corruption to the surface
(mob actions
Party, as in

Mercy Otis Warren's assessment), and

John Dickinson said of the Townshend

like bodies,

a political
like the

were assumed

to be mortal

the constitution."

The

brings at
"art

"that all

it's |sicl birth

inevitable death. This truth

Mother (xnintry

The

to

political force in part

government tends

the latent seed

is

founded

shall but

still

in

nature."

among

sickened bodies

politic.

because

to despotism,

that "the

decline

empire had ripened the

what healed them, and

at

was

fatal

that

approaching

of Rome, which in

seeds that brought

its

demise.

was an almost obsessive

who

expatiated at length upon what

what stages

their

maladies were

cycles of states and the powerfully contaminating force of corruption.

little

in

and

shall finally destroy

curable or incurable. American revolutionaries inherited these concerns with the

have been examined

states,

confirm the observation. "2<'

British republican writers,

politic,

which

Quincy warned

mortality of states and the fragility of republics

preoccupation

body

hastens with increasing velocity to

The preeminent example of inevitable
changing from republic

in the

of an ingenious physician" might "for a time illude the

desperate poison," but "the constitution

fate of the

decay"

and to tend toward decay and dissolution. " 'Tis

maxim," wrote Josiah Quincy,

human frame

resisting the settling of even, as

duties, "a speck of

Corruption was an idea with considerable

Boston Tea

like the

The

life

fears of both

depth by historians within a political and ideological context;

noticed has been the fact that they were also premised upon ideas about the body,

and especially upon the pervasive sense of the body's

^^noston Gazelle June 29, 1772.
.

'^^^lioston Gazette,

September 2K, 1767.
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vulnerability.

It

was

partly these

associations that informed the hyperbolic
nature of revolutionary rhetoric
regarding

corruption.

Though

all states

political physicians,

healthy lives.

On

inevitably decayed,

if their ills

could be properiy diagnosed by

and the appropriate remedies prescribed,
they could

the other hand, since they were as
vulnerable as

human

live long,

bodies, any

small bit of decay or seed of disease might
quickly or gradually bring them down.
For
instance, Trenchard

and Gordon wrote of an upcoming election

that "[wje

must begin

with letting out some of our adulterate and
corrupt blood, one Drop of which
to contaminate the

with which

it

enough

Ocean."2 The understanding of corruption as an
immanent,
«

infectious force that
all

is

must be perpetually defended

came

into contact,

and

that

against, that

would eventually

must be rooted out before

it

taint

had become

systemic, justified numerous political objectives.

Since dissolution was the rule for states and bodies, their hidden
defects must
frequently be sought out and corrected in order to ensure the
longest possible lifespan.

These accumulated
constitution

defects,

if

not noticed and corrected, would fmally corrupt the

beyond mending. "All governmts and

long time gather an irregularity,

societies of

men do

in

progress of

& wear away much of their primitive institutions,"

Quincy recorded from Andrew Marvel's Rehearsal
1770-1774, "(a|nd therefore the true wisdom of

all

into his

Commonplace Book of

ages hath been to review

at fit

periods, those errors, defects or excesses, that have insensibly crept on into the public

administration. "22

it

The most important

thing

was

to root out the corrupting agent before

had ruined the entire system. Corruption and decay had

because,

if left in

to

place, they eroded the constitution or the

infecting and tainting the

humors and

solids

be assiduously excavated

body

politic

by degrees,

and gradually replacing the system's

healthy operations with unhealthy ones. For instance. Southern medical author John

"^^Cato' sutlers,

^^Commonplace

1:

142.

B<,X)k

of Josiah Quincy,

Jr.,

1770-1774, Quincy Papers, Massachusetts Historical

ScKicly Collections (microfilm).
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Tennent argued

that the distemper called

"Fever and Ague," though

now

a Days...if neglected too long, corrupts

may

be resisted

all

it

"seldom

kills

the Juices of the Body."23 "Violence

& baffled," Josiah Quincy wrote in his Commonplace Book, "but

Corruption, by continually wasting
infallibly, at last, destroy the

& weakening the Parts, must, without a Cure,

whole," leaving the people "destitute of <lefence."24

Doctors frequently counseled debilitated individuals
diet to rebuild their innate strength.

The body

to return to a simple,

politic, if not too far

therapeutically reformed by a return to fundamental
or

pure

gone, could also be

first principles.

In fact, these

recursions were a necessity for long-term maintenance.
'The best instituted

governments,

like the best constituted

animal bodies, carry

destruction," wrote Lord Bolingbroke in

in

them the seeds of their

The Idea of a Patriot King (1149), a

frequently quoted by revolutionaries. All that could be done to
prolong a

was
it

"to

draw

back, on every favorable occasion, to the

was founded." Otherwise,
According

soon."2-'>

means. John
the
to

it

body

politick....

its first

They

govemment

good principles on which

"these political bodies live in pain, or in languor, and die

to revolutionaries,

Adams argued

first

text

in

1767

such recursions sometimes required violent

that "lc|alamities are the causticks

restore the original virtues.

They reduce a

and cathartics of

constitution back

principles."26The idea of bodily restoration became important in the

Revolution when patriots argued that the

political

throwing off the luxury and corruption bred
to the virtuous habits of their

Both

politically

by vice-ridden England and returning

it

presumed Anglo-Saxon

ancestors.

and physiologically, corruption was extremely

impossible to correct once

23john Tcnncnl, Every

in

body would be reinvigorated by

Man

it

his

difficult or

had become systemic. Early eighteenth-century

Own

even

British

Doctor, or. The Poor Planter*s Physician, 2d ed. (Williamsburg

and Annapolis, 1734), 25.

^Commonplace

Bcx)k of Josiah Quincy.

Jr.

^^Henry St. John Viscount Bolingbrokc, The Idea of a Patriot King (New York,
Quincy recorded many passages from Bolingbroke into his Commonplace BooL
-^^Robert

J,

Taylor

el. al,

eds..

Papers of John Adams, 10

130

vols.

1965), 40. Josiah

(Cambridge, Mass., 1977),
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political rheloric ahonl corniiXion
initially fuclrd (Irrn.sivc acts
of

resistance a.ul the conceit that An.ericans conUI
heal the hrilish constitntion, as

Massacluiselts lost hope in the

|K)ssil)ility ol

fatal

contan.inalion.

I

in

an acceptable and healthlnl reconciliation

with hritain. they began to argue lor separation
as the only
vigor and to avoid a

many

way

to retain constitutional

ventually. the themes of corruption and the

mortality of states supported the perceived inevitability
of a

move

not just lor reform of

the in.perial system, but for separation from a
hopelessly corrupted and moribund

bodily core.
II

llic

move

>

the lear of corruption, based on abhorrence of decay in
the Ixnly, fueled
for indej)endencc, the contrary

image of

the purified

and

|)erfected InKly

eventually supported hopes for a more inviolable lH>dy politic, in
his sermon
delivered

at

the

commencenieni of Massachusetts's new Constitution

Samuel (\)opcr expressed

the

somewhat Utopian

authority through

its

whole frame

be allowed to

in

any

may

re.st

part

in I7H(),

ho|)e that "the sinews of civil

will be well braced. ..and that

of the political Ixxly, no

iu)t in

no corruption

the extremcsl,

will

which

spread by degrees, and finally reach the very vitals of the comiiuinity."^*'

Coiislif iitioiiolism unci tone

Much

politico cor|H>real language reflected a systemic or constitutionali.st

understanding of health. While traditionally

this

meant

that the Ixxly

human and

the

lx>dy |M>litic should seek a balance of the humors, in the decades prior to the Revolution

rhetoric shifted toward an emphasis
Cla.ssically, constitutionalist

upon

lx)dily tone

•"Saimx'l

(\h)|H'i.

Siindo/.. Oil., rolilU
l')*)H),

I:

to

fitness.

medicine construed health to consist

balance of the humors, or bodily fluids (black

phlegm) as adapted

and hydraulic

bile,

yellow

each individuafs particular inborn

Ml.
132

bile or choler, I)KhkI,

con.stiltilion,

Sennon on Ihr Day of the ( 'otnitwiu finfitt o/lfw
al Sermons of llw Anwru an /'oumlint' i.ra, I7.U)

in a |)io|H;r

(

'on.\liliilion
,

(

2 \o\s.

and

or makeup, iuich

17K()). in

lilli.s

(IiKiian.t|K)liN,

person also had a predominant temperament,
based on his or her natural proportion of

humors, determining emotional disposition,
physical
tendencies.

characteristics,

The four major temperaments-choleric,

and health

sanguine, phlegmatic, and

melancholy -indicated different proportions within
the body of the four "qualities"
(dry, hot, cold,

and moist)

that also characterized the

humors. For instance, a choleric

person's body tended toward the dry and hot, engendering
a tendency toward anger

and rashness, whereas a melancholic person's body was
usually dry and cold,
predisposing him or her to depression and low

spirits.-^^

Because of their inborn constitutional differences, each individual
was
different disorders and

would respond

differently to treatment. For this reason medical

care ideally

was

and

'The physician," wrote John Adams,

history.

of exercise, or

liable to

individualized, based upon interpretation of each person's
tendencies

diet, or

"shall

tell

one man

that certain kinds

medicine, are not adapted to his constitution, that

is,

not

compatible with his health, which he would readily agree are the most productive of
health

in another."-^^

When Adams

and his brother underwent inoculation for smallpox

together in 1764, John noted in a letter to his fiance Abigail Smith that the doctors

my

"looked sagaciously and importantly

at us,

me, on Account of the Differences

our Constitutions. "^4

in

and ordered

Because the goal of humoral medicine was the

Brother, larger doses than

restoration of balance, treatment

consisted primarily of attempts to adjust or regulate overabundant or insufficient

humors through

diet

and

activities (regimen) or,

more

invasively, through bloodletting,

vomiting, and other purges, which would drain excess or "peccant" (unhealthy; from
the I^tin peccare,

sin^-'*)

humors or divert buildups from one area of the body

another. This approach to health and disease

is

termed "constitutional" because

to

it

treated

32scc Roy Porter. The Greatest Benefit to Mankind: A Medical History of Humanity (New York,
1998); Owsei Temkin, Galenism: Rise and Decline of a Medical Philosophy (Ithaca, N.Y., 1973).
Papers of John Adanis,

^^John Adams

1:

165.

to Abigail Smith,

February

14. 1763,

Adams Family Correspondence,

3577^ New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford,
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1993). 2134.

1;

3.

a person'

s

entire system, or constitution, rather
than a particular disease

Sickness was, above

all,

per se.

always a condition of the person, rather than
a self-existent

force.

New

empirical scientific approaches tended to discredit
humoralism, in that

apart from the blood, the

proved to

exist.

humors

as conceived eluded observation

Newer medical approaches focussed instead on

and could not be

the body's chemical

composition and on chemical medicines such as mercury and
lead preparations, and on
a reimagining of the body as a hydraulic machine,
a model based on Newtonian
principles and emphasizing the proper tone and motion
of the "solids" (organs and

nerves) as opposed to the balance of the "fluids" (humors) 36

Most medical

historians have concluded, though, that these theoretical

made

difference to actual medical practice, which remained

innovations

embedded within
where most

little

a constitutional approach, perhaps especially in the colonies,

practitioners lacked formal university training .37

Owsei Temkin has pointed

persisted because, as

out,

it

Humoralism

also

"provided medical

categories, like the temperaments, for relating the individual to health and

disease."38

A system with considerable explanatory power was not easily put aside,

especially not by the sick person.

Though they

also incorporated changing paradigms into their

understandings of their

and each other

Adams wrote

in

to

own bodies,

individuals continued to think of themselves

comprehensively constitutional terms. For instance, Abigail

John

that

General Sullivan's "countanance denoted him of a

constitution, not to be very suddenly

warm

moved, but when once roused, not very

easily

•^%ee Lester King, The Medical World of the Eighteenth Century (Chicago, 1958); Richard Harrison
Shryock, Medicine and Society in America, 1660-1860 (New York, 1960); John Duffy, From
Humors to Medical Science (Urbana, 111., ca. 1993).
^^Shryock, Medicine and Society in America; Duffy,

From Humors

maintains that "colonial physicians paid limited attention to
their practice

on a "modified humoral system."

^^emkin, Galenism,

179.
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to

new medical

Medical Science. Duffy
theories

and continued

to base

Luird."39 John Adams's secretary John
Thaxter explained to her that he had no

paramours because "a cold phlegmatic frame has
render

me

in times past

and does

invulnerable to the most poignant shafts of the
celebrated

constitutional answer.

It is

present

at

Bow. This

is

a

a misfortune— and one without remedy."40

A constitutional, individual

orientation also remained primary because the

causes of disease remained multiple and obscure.
The individual seeking to protect himor herself might never be quite sure from what
source illness might spring.

As

a

pracUcal matter, this orientation toward health afforded
the individual a greater measure

of control, whether actual or imaginary, than he or she
could ever have had over the
outside environment or

have noted,

unknown

"fa] disease that is

disease agents.

As Roy

an expression of one's

Porter and Dorothy Porter

own

constitution

is

something

which one can, perhaps, manage."'*!

Though

constitutionalism remained the primary

mode

of thought about health

and personality, the notion of the body as a machine requiring tone and orderiy
regularity

merged with

For instance,

in

Machine of an

this

paradigm to create a new vision of constitutional

The English Malady, George Cheyne described

infinite

Number and

the

fitness.

body as "a

Variety of different Channels and Pipes, filled with

various and different Liquors and Fluids, perpetually running, gliding, or creeping

forward, or returning backward, in a constant Circle, and sending out

and Outlets,

to moisten, nourish,

In the

new

as other machines,

Branches

little

and repair the Expences of Living."42

conception, the body was seen as obeying the same mechanical laws
all

of which relied upon the capacity for proper motion.

The

overlaying of mechanical and hydraulic principles upon the constitutional paradigm
shifted the

^^Abigail

emphasis

Adams

"^John Thaxter

to

in internal

management from balance

John Adams, December

to Abigail

10, 1775,

Adams, September

Porter and Porter, In Sickness

and in Health,

2,

to systemic fitness for

Adams Family Correspondence,

1:

336.

1778, Adatns Family Correspondence, 3: 88.

149.

"^^Cheyne, The English Malady, 3-4. Cheyne was a particularly strong proponent of the hydraulic
view.
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motion, (Icrincd as proper lone,
approaches

is

vif.or, order,

and reacdvily.

I'he blendinj.

of

indicaled hy a 1770 essay .n Ihe Boston
livening Post, which defined

lu:anh as "a f ree and regular circ.ilalion, a
jnsi n)ixture and proportion of (he
juices, Ihe (hie lone

I)Io(kI

and

and niol.on of Ihe sohds" and disease as "a
consulerahU- aheralion

in Ihe inolion, niixlure.

or (juanlily ol ihe fluids, a Uk) great lension
or relaxalion, and

conse(|uen(|y an acccleraled or languid inolion of
Ihe solids, adecling ihe whole Ixnly,

or only

some

parts ihereolV'^^ Heallh

Henjainin (irosvenor, "always

began

lo

he sulXly redelined

IVoportion lo Ihe Kegnlarily

in

of.

as, in Ihe

words of

.Moiion," and

dependenl upon "a lively Vigour" and "a linn and lasling lone"
enabling Ihe "Juices,

and Spirils"

litiinours,

As

to flow "wilhoul

Obslruclion.""

wilh balancing of Ihe humors, (he inainlenance of pro|)er (one,
vigor, and

order were largely up lo Ihe individual.

A

who

virtuous person

followed a nioderale

course of diel and behavior mighl inainlain Ihe lone necessary for good heallh;
a

debauched individual who consumed
or her lone and l)egin a

downward

wallowed

lo excess or

spiral

loward

in 1779.

'"^

Adams

Adams

sojourned (o S(afford Springs,

regain his heallh. There he me( a l>. Kinslry,

your

Way

are subjecl lo a certain

lose his

wro(e scornfully of

Laxness and languor were particularly leared as leading

sickness and melancholy, and Ihe individual souglK above

1771 .lohn

would

disinlegralit)n. "I.uxery, i.nxery wilh

her cnticeing charms has unbraced (heir Nerves," Abigail

Bos(onians

in la/.iness

(

all

(o be well "braced." In

'onneclicul,

who commenled

weak Muscle and

lax

I

"ibre,

(o

where he
(o

him

h()|)cd lo

lhal "|p|ersons in

which occasions (Jlooms

lo plague you. Hul Ihe Spring will brace you.""*^'

Increasingly, (he body polilic needed nol jusi lo be in balance, bul also lo

\\n instance, I'imolhy

l\\^i'ninf{

i

larringlon preached in his wartime

Post, Jaiuiaiy

'^(iiosvrnoi. Health:
^*^Abi^ail Ailaius lo

I,

An Essay <m

James

l^>vcll.

^^Diary of John Adams, June

.*>,

In- fil.

sermon PrevaiHn}^

1770,
Its

Nature,

*>.

Irbiuaiy March 1770,

1771.
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Adams

I'amily i'orrespotulence, 3: 185.

Wickedness, and distressing judgments,

boding Symptoms on a stupid People...

ill

(1756), that sin and vice would destroy the community,
since "as the Welfare of the

Body natural depends on
Fluids,
the

the right

Tone of the

and the just Performance of

Body politick.... When

now

their Functions

fit

Consistency of the

by the respective

Morals of a People are thus corrupt,

the

are ripening fast for Destruction. "47

disorders

Solids, the

The

sin

and vice

that

Parts, so is

'tis

it

in

evident they

once caused different bodily

ruined tone, consistency, and vigor. In 1781, Joseph
Huntington urged

the

community away from

the

"human body," which would

its

factiousness with his "well chosen
"illustrate the

emblem" (analogy) of

importance of health, order, and

sympathy." As with the body, "fojrder and harmony, symmetry and
due proportion"

were necessary for both church and

state,

"and

if

these are wanting in either,

distempers will seize on the body, pain will ensue,
destruction or dissolution

may

be the

much

disorder will arise, and

fatal issue."4«

The fundamental constitutional fitness of the body
importance, just as

it

did in the

and health. For instance, a body

more vulnerable
maintained

its

human body,
politic

for in

lay the possibilities for sickness

it

weakened by

assumed great

politic

habitual luxury

to social maladies. Likewise, theoretically a

body

would be much

politic that

vigor and soundness would be relatively invulnerable to disease,

whatever assaults

it

constitutions to be

might encounter.

made

as

fit

It

would be

crucial for

and impervious as possible.

the shattered Constitution," wrote

Mercy

Otis

Warren

Continental Congress in Philadelphia, "or to Erect a

to

any new American

"|I|f

you Attempt

John Adams, then

New

one

May

it

to Repair

at the

be Constructed

^^Timothy Harrington, A.M., Prevailing Wickedness, and distressing Judgments, ill-hoding
Symptoms on a stupid People. A Discourse Delivered at Ijincaster, on September 5th 1 756
(Bcxston, 1756).

'^Joseph Huntington, D.D.,

A

Discourse, Adapted to the Present Day, on the Health

or Misery and Ruin, of the Body

Politic, in Similitude to tlie

1781).
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and Happiness,

Natural Body... April, 1781 (Hartford,

with such symetry of Features, such Vigour
of Nerves, and such strength of sinew
that
it

May Never be

in the

power of Ambition or Tyrany to shake

the Durable Fabrick."49

Excess and purging
In the eighteenth century people believed
that the ability of the

assimilate what

it

took

imperative to health.

pronounced

in the

and

to properly rid itself of

to

any excess, was absolutely

The focus on "concoction" of food,

drink,

and

air

became more

decades prior to the Revolution, and showed up in many
forms in

revolutionary rhetoric.

and solids within

in,

body

it,

The body's proper tone and motion, and

were imperative

in large part because

the balance of fluids

on these

qualities

depended

the all-important tasks of assimilation and expulsion.

A

near

synonym of digestion, concoction was, however, understood

as a

comprehensive, systemic process rather than one involving only the digestive

When it concocted, the
means

to purify

and

body cooked and broke down what

to ripen,50

and

it

and other

To concoct also

and also

John Armstrong's The

text in verse, described the process:

"Hence the concoctive powers, with various art/Subdue
to blood; the

in.

tract but all the bodily fluids

"fibers," or "solids" (organs).

Art of Preserving Health, a preventive health

chyle/The chyle

took

proceeded in three stages of progressively greater

refinement that involved not just the alimentary
the vessels, nerves,

it

tract.

foamy purple tide/To

the cruder aliments to

liquors,

which

thro' finer

arteries/To different parts their winding course pursue."^*

When concoction failed,

unassimilated and crude matter was

causing dangerous fumes and predisposing the body to disease.

It

left

behind,

was of the utmost

importance that undigested, superfluous, or malignant particles or humors be
discharged. Improperly digested matter

^^Mercy

Otis

New

Warren

to

left

within the body would rot in the same

John Adams, January 30, 1775, Papers of John Adams,

Shorter Oxford English Dictionary,

1:

390.

469.

Armstrong, M,D., The Art of Preserving Health:

138

2:

A Poem,

4th ed. (Boston, 1757).

way

as

it

would had

it

been

unconsumed, and the bodily

left

putrefaction if not perpetually refreshed.
"[T]he

body

fluids

is

were by nature

composed of an

number of vessels, whose contents cannot be pushed
on without
pressure of the muscles," wrote William

Medicine. "But

humours
that

is

Buchan

will of course

the case, the

be

which cannot

vitiated,

whole constitution must go

would eventually be defiled by bad humors

the action and

fail to

resulting

Domestic

must happen, and the

occasion diseases....and

to wreck."52

was nearly synonymous with

Putrefaction

infinite

in his popular health text

the fluids remain inactive, obstructions

if

liable to

The

when

entire constitution

from poor concoction.

sickness (as also with corruption)

because the fundamental characteristic of disease was that

it

rotted the body. In fact,

bodily disorders were often conceived of as simply variant
manifestations of the force

of decay. 'The mortal Effects of no Disease can be expressed

in stronger terms,"

Grosvenor, "than to say,

it

The humors themselves

had "a constant tendency

to

disinfectants, antiseptics,

and

rots

and melts away the

become

putrid. "^3

Patient."

wrote

Before the age of hospitals,

antibiotics, this notion

was abundantly and

out by experience. For instance, in September 1775, Abigail

Adams

vividly borne

wrote to her

husband about a combined epidemic of dysentery and "throat distemper" with which
she, as mistress of her household,

have taken place, and

we

was forced

to cope:

"A

can not bear the House only as

general putrefaction seems to

we

are constantly clensing

with hot vinegar." Her servant Patty, as mentioned in chapter
horrific case; Abigail

now."

A

few weeks

later, in

to live,

a passage that in

its

immediacy

still

state as hers

and

who

is

now become such

52w, lliam Buchan, Domestic Medicine

An Essay on

Its

or, the

little

a putrid mass as scarcely to be

own mother died

of the

Family Physician (Philadelphia, 1772), 19-20.

Nature, 193, 44-45.
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till

evokes pity and

was "continually desirous of my being with her the

able for any one to do their duty towards her." Abigail's

^-^Grosvenor, Health:

had a particularly

had "no Idea of the Distemper producing such a

horror, she wrote that Patty

While she expects

3,

it

distemper shortly thereafter, followed
a week later by poor Patty: "A
mortification took
place a

week

before she dyed...and renderd her a most
pityable object."54

Most

diseases, including

their incubation a

way become

many

infectious ones,

were assumed

body whose processes of assimilation and
expulsion had

in

some

impaired. States of disorder resulted from the
retention of harmful matter,

whether taken

in

from the outside world or produced by imbalance
within,

time caused weakening or corruption 55

The 1754 Ames Almanack,

that

over

A healthy constitution expelled what an

impaired one could not, and thus systemic fitness was
all-important
health.

to require for

in matters

of

published in Boston, applied hydraulic principles to

a description of the relationship between tone and
evacuation: "Nature in her secret
Distribution of the circulating Fluid requires, those Compressions,
Extensions and

other Kinds of Motions necessary to separate the several
Humours, and call them into
their proper

Channels, to retain the Balsamick and throw off the redundant

excrementitious Particles of the Blood."

Persons with enervated, relaxed constitutions tended toward
part

because they could not break

Want of due Tone and

down what

they took

Elasticity in the Solids," wrote

in.

ill

health in large

"[A] Laxity, Weakness and

Cheyne, resulted

in

weak

"Circulations, Perspiration.. .Digestions and Secretions." Because of this, "neither will
the

Food be sufficienUy broken and

digested... nor the Size of the Particles of the

sufficiently small, nor divided

by the Force of the Circulation, nor

thrown off with due force and

in sufficient Quantity, that the Juices

its

Blood

Recrements

may

be duly

purified."56

^Abigail Adams to John Adams, September 16, 1775. September 29, 1775, and October
Adams Family Correspondence, 1: 278, 287, 296.

^^Roy and Dorothy

Porter have noted that the body

the absorption of food

Sickness

and

^Cheyne,

was imagined

and the expulsion of waste were paramount

in Health,

47.

ne English Malady,

72-73.
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9, 1775,

as "through-put system" in which
in importance. Porter

and

Porter, In

Ill

a sense,

greak-r Superiority

luxly

llie

mncoctive Powers have, over

slron^-er (he rorirorlivc
l)el(er will the

rowers

lealth Ik..'"^^

John Wesley slated

patient

ilsell"

I

had

was regarded as dom^

(

are, in regard

'opcoclion

in

was so

l.ile,

that

wh.K

lungs lo

I

ii

nuhiM.

l)e

on< ocU'd..\Uc

<

irnporlani in part hec.nse, as

/'rirnHivc Physick, sinee the

Yea

the

I

(luantities ol

Cheyne's

fall

from grace, "|t|he Air

imkI

we

which cannot he sustained without

each individual to discover the types and

and occupation, so

will,

lunnir wrtXe Clieyne. "or (he

Ihe

of Ihe

l)een "replete with Ihe Shafts of Death:

ftnindation of the

l);,((le

It

loods that

lit

eat, daily saps the

was

iniporlant lor

Iheir constitution

they might thoroughly conctKl Iheir aliment and prevent

ils

lurning into poison, ('heyne went so far as to claim that this
"struggle" of the Ixnly to
C()nc(K

and then to drive out "what cannot he reduc'd" lo a "healthy Stale" was
"the

l

one only proper and

Disease

real

Diseases. ..being only

.so

many

ol the Ho(ly...the vast variety

of particular

particular or various issues ol this general Struggle of

Nature."^'>
Until morbific matter had

ex|H:lled. there

Ik^cii

because excesses would poison anything taken

whose works became

|)o|)ular in

as a sick Person has a bad

Humour or

increa.ses, in I'roportion to the

inlected Mailer

or addilional

(

in

I

little

Samuel

just prior to the

FcrnienI in his Stomach, his

Weakness
by Ihe

meets there, proves incapable of nourishing, and becomes a conjunct

diet

and digestion also were imj)ortant because the IxKly eventually

ilssay of

-*^Wcslcy. I'rimilivc

^'^ISainiirl

Swiss physician

(mkI he receives. I^or this being corru|)te(l

an osmotic fashion, Ihe

•^'^Chcync. ihe

Tissot, a

Revolution, held that "as long

(pialities

of what

il

took

wrote Ruchan, "but the whole conslilution of Ihe body may

^Chcync. An

ho|)e of reviving health,

'anseof the Distemper."''''

Proper

assumed,

it

America

in.

was

l/>nf{ l ife,

Ik-

no

changed by

(piestion,"

diet.

..

27.

I'hy.sirk.

ijif(li.\h

i'lssol.

UeaUh ami

in. '"{"here is

Mnltuly.

Advice

MO.

lo Ihe I'eople in (leneral. wilh Neifard lo Iheir lleallh... (lliiLulclphia.

1771). 26 27.

I'll

A

die. co,..s,s(i„R (oo

much

On

if

Ihc other h.,ul,

ol ;.lk.li„c

subs.anccs will

s<><,n

rculcr (he lu.nuM.rs p.Mrid.

acids he used loo Ireely, they will
receive a (ai.U of an opposite

nature."'''

The

vivid language of concoction and
digestion

political purposes.

I

br instance. Sauu.el

Adams

was frequently plutnhed

wrote Iron. I'luladelplna

he might have argued for the building of more
ships of war than the

Congress had mandated, hut
ripe,

otherwise those

pt)litical,

which the

l

for the fact that he

had learned to

pKnluce

for a lieaKliful diet,

heavy meals of the
against disease by

more

spare,

late

from (he

became

making

i(

more

invidiously

hang

"low" and "c(K>ling"

most feared

diet,

ct)iidi(ioii.

compared moderation

till it

is

in (he

hot, stimulating, abundanl.

fell to

and meal

strengthen the ixHly

robus(. (o (he eighteenth century preference for a

earlier insufficient nutrition

the

"let the fr.nt

in pojMilar health (ex(s'

seventeenth century, which were

generally less meat based, that would

beneficially "harden" the Innly and promote

Whereas

C\,nt.ne..tal

in the natural Hody."''2

Concerns with repletion mint)red the changes

recommendations

.n I77.S that

ermentalions and morbid Acrimonies might be produced

like error is said to

for

l

was

its

shedding of harmful

stressed,

now

superfluities.''^

excesses lodged

in the Innly

or instance, quoting William I'emple. Cirosvenor

in diet,

which "clears the Head and cleanses

the

RUnul.. .eases the Stomach and purges Ihc Bowels.. .strengthens the Nerves, enlightens
the Hycs, and comforts the Heart." to overeating, which bred "the
to

which we owe

the Cholick and S|)lcen; those (Vudities and sharp

the Scurvy and the (Joul, and those slimy Dregs, of

formed within

^'Hiii

hiiii.

'^'^Saimicl

^'•VJimmh-

us."'*

'

In

which the

such unpleasant ways did people

now

Humours

that feed

Ciravel and Stone are

characleri/,e (he

Donu'stit Medit inc.

Adams
Siiiilli.

Cenliiiy," in
ituliisliial

umes and Winds,

l

Koy

l»).loliii

Ailains.

Dctcmlxt

"i'n-snihmj" the Rules ol
I'orlci, cd..

ralicnls

?2. I77S.

ilrallli

and I'nh

Sell liclpaiul

litiont'r.w l/iy

Society (Ui'W Y(nk. P'HS),

^Oiosvnioi.

Iliutllh:

An

l-'.way

on

lis

rapcrs of John Adams,

Nalurc, 207.

142

AiIvkc

in (hr
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excesses, superfluiUes, and "crudities"
remaining in their bodies. Little

wonder

that

they wanted to rid themselves of superfluities.
In his Autobiography,

which he began writing

the popularity of the "low" diet, at least

much

among elites,

in 1802,

John

Adams confirmed

prior to the Revolution.

studying, he wrote, had in the late 1750s "corrupted
the whole

and Juices," and he had therefore adopted "a Mild Diet
according

Mass of my blood

to the

Theory and

Practice of Dr. Cheyne, at that time the height of
the Passion in Medicine."

"renounced

Though
Years

all

Meat and

later introducing

after," until

Spirits

He had

and lived upon Bread and milk, Vegetables and Water.'

more meat, he had remained "extreamly

becoming a member of Congress had required

regimen.^^ (However, during that later time
the only thing preserving

Too

him from

Adams had claimed

the horrible heats of

sparing for
a

many

more generous

that a spare diet

summertime

was

Philadelphia.)

Because proper evacuation was a continual preoccupation many doctors

recommended

periodic intemal cleansings as a preventive measure.

as to proclaim that "fn]othing contributes

family purges."
also gave
self-help

it

and Long Life than frequent

considered this aphorism of Francis Bacon's so important that he

books prescribed specific

early.

to Health

far

to his readers in Latin.66 in addition to regular preventive purges, medical

Man his Own
and

He

more

Cheyne went so

cathartic regimens for given complaints. In

Doctor, John Tennent repeatedly advised his readers to evacuate often

For instance, for the symptoms of palsey, he recommended

"[a]t the first

Every

that the sufferer

appearance of these melancholly Tokens, purge with Indian Physick [the

laxative senna] every other day, for 3 Times."

The

patient should also periodically "be

plunged over Head and Ears into cold Water," have the head shaved and rubbed with a
stiff

brush dipped in an herbal mixture, work a

these

ball

of rosemary in his or her hand

methods would encourage expulsion) and "[n]ow and then

^^Autobiography of John Adams, 267-269.

^Cheyne, An Essay of Health and Long

Life, 37.
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too, put

(all

Tobacco up

your Nostrils,
[sic]

letting

it

lie there

for

some Time,

in order to drive the

from your Brain." All these "early Remedies

will,

clammy Plegm

by the Grace of GOD," claimed

Tennent, "do great good in the Beginning of the Disease,
by restoring the Nerves to
their natural

Tone, and giving new Vigour to the animal

Spirits,

which have been

clogg'd and obstructed. "^7

Purging

may have been

particularly popular in the

examination of the records of four colonial

American colonies. In

his

New England physicians, J. Worth Estes

has found that cathartics were the most frequently prescribed
medicines, followed by

tomcs.68 Purges and vomits were probably so popular in part because,
though often
the

at

recommendation or under the supervision of a doctor, they were also a form of self-

care.

That many individuals followed the advice

from

their private writings.

"Good Weather. This
worked 7

times, and

It is

For instance, John

to

purge can be quickly ascertained

Adams noted

afternoon took a Vomit of Tartar

wrecked

in his diary in 1756:

EmeL

and Turbith mineral,

that

me much."^^

important to understand that the tasks of assimilation and evacuation

belonged not only

to the digestive tract, but characterized all the bodily systems.

evacuative processes of

all

The

the systems were roughly equivalent; what had not been

expelled by one might instead be "thrown off by another. Morbific matter circulated

around the body, seeking an

outlet. In the

event of obstruction, circulating morbific

matter often sought other pathways, sometimes beneficial and sometimes not, such as

by way of ulcers and "imposthumes" (tumors). Tissot wrote
deposit "a sharp
Blisterings,

Medicine

the Legs;

where

Man

his

Own

forms Vesications, or a kind of

Doctor.

Estes, 'Therapeutic Practice in Colonial

in

it

rheumatism could

which burst open and form Ulcers. "^^

^^Tennent, Every

^J. Worth

Humour upon

that

New

England," in Philip Cash et

Colonial Massachusetts, 1620-1820 (Boston, 1980), 336-337.

suggests that "perhaps Americans, uniquely
are supposed to provide additional

among

^^issot. Advice

national groups, find special merit in agents that

tone— extra strength— to

Diary of John Adams. February 1756.
to the People, 91.
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Interestingly, Estes

the spirit as well as to the body."

The way
illustrated in

that all evacuations

to

work

in a similar

manner is

Buchan's recommendations for the treatment
of St Anthony's

which he prescribed bleeding the
excellent effect.
extremities."

were assumed

It

He

for

and legs in lukewarm water, which "has
an

tends to draw the humours of the head
toward the inferior

cautioned, however, against the side effect
of delirium from this

treatment, in which case

mild purgatives

feet

fire,

fail to

it

was "absolutely necessary

have

that effect, stronger

to

open the

belly. If clysters

and

ones must be given. '^i (One can only

pity the patient subjected to this crescendoing
course of evacuations.)

Perspiration,

one of the primary means of evacuation, was a special
cause of

eighteenth-century health writers and reformers,

clean clothes, get fresh

air,

and avoid damp

free perspiration, for "[wjhen the matter,

retained in the body,
gout, or

it

cannot

in his

that "Health in all Persons every

clothing,

Alamanac for

religious enthusiasm

and bedding so as to allow a
the skin, is

1764, Nathaniel

Ames declared

Moment depends upon a right Discharge

for his cold air baths and his insistence

Trenchard and Gordon asserted

in

wear

the humours, and of course to produce the

through perspiration. Benjamin Franklin, an advocate of

known

to bathe,

which should be thrown off by

fail to vitiate

some other malady."72

air,

who exhorted people

this point

upon sleeping with

Cato 's Letters

that

of...Matter"

of view, was well
the

windows open,

blocked perspiration could cause

and even madness: "[A] Cold which stops Perspiration, and

hinders the Evacuation of the superabundant Particles of Matter, disorders the whole
Fabrick, clogs and interrupts

its

Action...."

The

result? "[T]hose Effluviums

which

cannot find their proper Vent through the Pores, over-shadow and oppress the Brain,

and render the Mind unactive, and incapable

to

perform

its

Functions,

till

they are

let

out by larger Passages, as by bleeding, or vomiting, or forced out by sweating, or
other violent Action."^^

proper outlet would even put an end to

^^Buchan, Domestic Medicine, 170-175.
72/^/^., 86.

^^Cato's Letters,

4: 156.
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camp fevers. "Some

small evacuation, with a proper diluting

remove

the complaints," wrote

of diarrhea in the Continental
these.

The

New

Army

stagnated juices soon

diet....to

promote perspiration would soon

Hampshire physician Hall Jackson of an outbreak
in 1776, "but the

become

putrid,

unhappy soldier is

and a fever of a more

destitute of all

fatal

kind takes

place."74

reasonably

If

these various
to

fit,

the

body naturally worked

means of evacuation -Buchan wrote

to rid itself of diseased matter
that "lojur

have a constant tendency to expel or throw off whatever

was always hoped

that superfluous

and morbific

particles

is

by

bodies are so framed as

injurious to health."75

it

and humors would evacuate

spontaneously, as was perceived, for instance, to occur with the
"beneficial" variety of

smallpox pustules, the ones
It

was assumed

that

oozed

freely.

that a reasonably strong constitution

disorder to a natural "determination" or beneficial

allowed

its

vent, the oozing of

wounds,

sores,

crisis.

would

in

due time bring a

Since diseased matter must be

and pustules

that

we might

today

consider indications of dangerous infection were usually considered efficacious, their
too eariy healing troublesome. For instance, Buchan chastised nurses for trying to
repress the "critical eruption[sJ" that were often Nature's attempts to "free the bodies of

children from bad humours, by throwing them out upon the skin."'^^ Sick persons and

family members waited anxiously for such physical signs of a malady "going off" This
idea of disease catharsis
in 1774,

there

is

was frequently employed

George Clymer wrote

to Josiah

in the political sphere.

Quincy from Philadelphia

a crisis in political as well as in natural disorders....

I

For instance,

that "[i]t is said

believe

we

are not yet ripe

for these efforts."^'^

^^uoted

in

J.

Worth

Estes, Hall Jackson

and the Purple Foxglove: Medical Practice and Research

in Revolutionary Atnerica, ] 760-1 820 (Hanoxer, N.H., 1979), 65.

^%uchan. Domestic Medicine,

97-98.

27.

^George Clymer

to Josiah Quincy,

Jr.,

June

13, 1774,
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Memoir of

the Life

of Josiah Quincy,

Jr.

Morbific matter that did not evacuate
spontaneously needed to be drawn off
by
invasive intervention. Stating that
"[e] vacuation of one kind or another
ten in [the]

Remedy" of chronic

Cheyne catalogued

diseases,

is

nine Parts of

the variety of such

possible interventions, in the course of
his listing demonstrating their
interchangeability: "Cupping, Bleeding,
Blistering, Issues, Purging, Vomiting,
and

Sweating, are manifest Evacuations, or Drains
to draw out what has been superHuously
taken down." Not only these violent, often
physician-assisted methods, but sometimes
also the

more

gentle regimens of "Abstinence, Exercise,
Alteratives, Cordials, Bitters,

and Alexipharmicks" would do the
the gross
that

Humours

worked

to

violently

They were

trick.

all

"but several

means

be more readily evacuated by insensible Perspiration."78
Physick

was

preferred because

malady being spontaneously expelled from

it

was imagined

to

mimick

its

the force of a

the body. Political actions and crises

sometimes viewed as just such cleansing stimulants prompting the body
off

to dispose

were

politic to cast

maladies, mirroring the catharsis of physick.

As

is

evident in these examples, the body

unbounded and unified system of solids,

fluids,

was imagined

as a relatively

and forces, around which diseased

matter or fumes could travel uninhibited. Such understandings rested upon
an

imagining of disease as protean and transmutable, always tending toward infectious

growth

if left

unaddressed. Migrating around the body, one disorder might

transmogrify frighteningly into another, usually worse, complaint. Though disease was
not a discrete "thing,"

still

the morbific substances

be expelled— perhaps even more so than
defined terms, for
be. If

the

it

was unknown what

even a simple complaint, when

more reason

to nip

it

if

bred and that sustained

disease were imagined in

more

it

needed

to

closely

the end point of any particular disease might

left

uncured, could blossom into a fatal illness,

in the bud.

^^heyne. An Essay of Health and Long

it

Life, 35.
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all

The infamous and copious

bloodlettings of the period were forms
of

evacuation, but bleeding was also used to
reduce inflammation or any plethora
within

body

the

prior to strong purges or invasive medical
procedures. Tissot maintained that

bleeding was necessary prior to purging in
the case of "inflammatory" diseases,
for the
morbific matter "not being at this

Time

fitted for

Expulsion, as not sufficiently

concocted or ripe," purges would "carry off the
useful, and leave the hurtful Humours
behind."79 Such ideas were behind the "reducing"
regimen to which John

Adams was

subjected prior to his smallpox inoculation in 1764.
Trenchard and Gordon

recommended bleeding
It,

the British

body

as a "necessary Step to prevent an

politic' s

contaminated blood prior to purging

Apoplexy or malignant Eruptions."80

Purging and bleeding provided many other opportunities for

and speakers

to

propose getting

rid

political writers

of bad laws or poisonous persons. "[L]et us

prescribe strong Emeticks, proper Sudorificks, and effectual Purgatives,"
wrote

Trenchard and Gordon, "to bring up or throw off the noxious Juices and
morbifick
Matter that oppresses us." Once

this

had been accomplished, Britain could return

Remedies" and "wholesome Diet"

"gentle

Constitution, [andj restore

that

would "invigorate and renew our

to its first Principles. "

it

to the

Then, Britons could cleariy see

'Vhether the sanguine, the phlegmatick, or the bilious predominates, and reduce them
all

to a proper Balance."8i

Josiah Quincy recorded into his

Francis Bacon's opinion that "[pjhlebotomy

than

it

is in

the

is

not

Commonplace Book

more necessary

in the

body natural,

body politick."^^ Ominously, corporeal bloodletting supported purges

of the polity.
Political texts did not

calming medicines

ssot.

^Cato's

always recommend violent purgatives; sometimes more

(lenitives)

were proposed, though frequently the point made was

Advice to the People.
Letters,

1:

142.

^^Ibid., 142-143.

^Commonplace Book

of Josiah Quincy,

Jr.
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that such soft

medicines would do

little

good. In one case, Trenchard and
Gordon

wrote that the highly contagious nature
of corrupt persons justified using
powerful
purgatives to get rid of them, rather than
HJenitives and palliating Medicines, which
will only cover

and foment our

Evils,

make them break out more

violently, at last

perhaps turn into dangerous Swellings and
epidemical Plague-Sores, and by such

means

suffer a general Infection."83 Similarly,
a 1773 piece in the

warned Thomas Hutchinson, who had refused

would lead

to the

Boston Tea Party,

that

incorrigible in every step he takes...he

Boston Gazette

to forbid the landing of the tea that

"when a man

in public station...is

found

assuredly dealt with, as the nature of his

is

crimes require! -Strong corrosives are then thrown

of such a pestilence as speedily as possible."84

On

in;

with a view no doubt, to get rid

the other hand, while discussing

Catholicism in Maryland in his history of the colonies, William
Douglass indicated his
surprise that "the British

Government

are not

Lenitives, not by Drasticks, the pernicious

Because

it

was so important

then be

more

easily

from the

vital

in

Leaven of Popery."85

it

was a key

core of the body to the extremities, where

make

a vigorous Effort, by

the skin could be efficacious because

^Boston

Gazette,

referred to the tea

might

it

it

was hoped would

Means of a seasonable

Boil, or

^

imposthume (canker) on

was imagined

to provide a conduit for draining

Imposthume, on the outward Parts of the Body."87

1:

it

purged or drained off 86 For instance, Tennent recommended

"enable her [Nature?] to

Letters.

and because they

strategy of medical practice to

bleeding and purging in the early stages of consumption, which

^Cato's

purging off by

to get rid of morbific substances,

were often lodged deep within the body,
divert diseased matter

more sedulous,

142.

December

itself,

13, 1773.

This statement about ridding a pestilence

which was destroyed three days

may have

also

later.

iam Douglass, M.D., /I Summary, Historical atid Political, Of the first Planting, progressive
Improvements, and present State of the British Settlements in North America, 2 vols. (1749 and 1751;
reprint

New

^Porter and

York, 1972),

2:

381.

Porter, In Sickness

^Tennent, Every

Man

his

and in Health,

Own Doctor,

144.

13.
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the "evil"

from the bodily

core,

"an Outlet, or Issue for the

Body

Politick."88

when

in cases

"when

and

sad,

to

as the colonies were at times imagined
to provide

Humours which from time

Buchan recommended

to time are engender'd in the

blistering plasters

pox fall

in."

expel a malady. John

try to

Adams

wrote in his diary in 1779 about the

Adams's mind shameful, case of a parson on board

it.

"It

must come

was customarily done

Sometimes individuals attempted such diversions

voyage home from France, who had apparenUy contracted
himself of

be applied to the extremities

"the measles should suddenly disappear,"
just as

the small

themselves to

ill

much

to

an Head.

It

will break.

It

his ship during his

syphilis

will be

and

tried to rid

two months

at least.

has purged himself off his Legs. Has exhausted
himself by Purges." (Adams took
as evidence that "[ilnnocence

is

He

this

not Proof against the Arts of Paris.")89

Conversely, a malady might travel from an external part into the
core, a very

dangerous eventuality. "As long as the EHstemper is situated
Parts," wrote
in

no

Samuel

great Danger,

if

Tissot, "the Patient,

he be properly treated: but

internal Part or Organ, his

relations of morbidity

Drawing upon

however Painful

Case

is

if...the

body

politic

Spensen "Inconveniences are more hard
governed; as a malady in a

vital part is

champion of the colonies William

^^issot, Advice

may

prove,

is

Pitt

in his

Commonplace Book a quote from

to be redressed in the governor than the

more incurable than

in

an exteraal."^! British

argued in 1770 that American protests "ought to

Briggs,

to the People.

^^Commonplace Book of Josiah Quincy,

political usefulness.

metaphor, and probably thinking about England

A Social History of England (New
^^Diary of John Adams, May 22, 1779.
Asa

external

Disease be repelled upon an

be treated with tenderness," for they were "ebullitions of

in

his Situation

between core and periphery had obvious

the imperial

more

extremely dangerous."90 These ideas about the

and the colonies, Josiah Quincy recorded

^Quoted

in the

Jr.
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liberty,

which broke out upon

York, 1983), 166.

the skin, and

were a

must not be driven

sign, if not of perfect health,
at least of vigorous constitution,

and

in too suddenly, lest they should
strike to the heart."y2

Preventive or therapeutic evacuations were
necessary even for more mild
complaints, because

if

allowed to fester they could turn systemic
or

causes as emotional preoccupation, too
like heat

much

studious, or nervous people,

Even such

intense thinking, or climatic conditions

waves or exhalations from swamps could

required intervention. For instance,

fatal.

result in

Buchan maintained

that

dangerous stoppages that

among

overly passionate,

whose evacuations were frequently stopped

resulting inflammations of the lungs, intestines,
or throat could

end up

up, the

in "a translation

of the morbific matter from these parts to the brain,
[which] generally proves fatal."

The

unsurprising moral? "Hence

Even simple

Humours of the Body

lest "all the

Buchan, malaria could,

if

humours be

work

vitiated,

in this tainting

is

most

taking that turn,

make

&c." Malaria needed

patient's life

The

that diarrhea be cured early,

it

difficult to cure."

According

to

be "radically cured, before
to

manner. Buchan championed surgery when an "imposthume"
itself into the

cavity of the breast" because "this operation,

others, is generally delayed until too late.

tainted, the

taint

and the constitution spoiled." Cancers were also believed

(tumor) had "dischargeldj
like

Tennent recommended

would not

not dealt with thoroughly, "degenerate into chronical

diseases; as the dropsy, jaundice,

the

learn the necessity of proper evacuations. "93

diseases needed to be rooted out early so that they

parts of the body. For instance,

all

to

we

body wasted, and

When

the strength decayed,

it

the

is in

whole mass of humours

vain to attempt to save the

by an operation. "^4

idea that maladies must be purged early, before they had had a chance to

corrupt the body and taint

^Earl of Chatham (William

its

Pilt),

humors, supported resistance to even mildly oppressive

Speech

in the

House of Lords, January

The Debate on the American Revolution. 176 J 1783:
^^Buchan, Domestic Medicine, 176.
106, 130.
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A

9, 1770, in

Max

Beloff, ed..

Sourcebook (New York, 1960), 130.

British acts. "fN]o beginnings of
things,

however

small, are to be neglected, because

continuance makes them great," Josiah
Quincy recorded into his Commonplace
Book

from Plutarch's

life

of Caesar.

The Romans had found out

plain tendency to the ruin of the
Constitution."95

would be unsusceptible of remedy. Urging
Dickinson, in his ninth Letter from a
''Venienti occurrite

to

resistance to the

Farmer

morbo. Oppose a disease

The preoccupation with

Allowed

too late that Caesar had "a

remain too long, morbidity

Townshend Acts, John

in Pennsylvania, repeated the
aphorism:
at its beginning."96

purging, with encouraging maladies to "go off,"
and

with diverting disorders from one part of the body to the
other, prompts the question of

why,

if

most people did not believe

that maladies

could redirect and expel them. The answer

may

were "things," they also believed they

be that distempers were understood

less

as independently existing entities than as collections
of morbific substance generated by

the individual constitution, whether prompted by internal
or extemal causes, that must

be dislodged from the body.

As

stated previously, historians of medicine have generally held that the

constitutional

paradigm remained dominant

in individual health care in the eighteenth

century, and the copious purgings and bloodlettings of the period have been advanced

as evidence of this fact.

A reading of letters and diaries from Massachusetts, however,

encourages the conclusion

employed not

that, at least

among

the elite, purges were

most often

in efforts to restore balance, but in desperate attempts to dislodge

maladies or morbific substances of one kind or another. In

same methods once aimed

at regulating

short,

humors now were meant

appears that the

it

as

means of

expulsion. While not quite defining an ontological understanding of disease, these

tendencies

may

be seen as leaning toward such a conception.

^^Commonplace Book of Josiah Quincy, Jr.
^John Dickinson, Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania,
(Boston, 1768; repnnt

New

York, 1903).
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to tfie Inhabitants

of the British Colonies

Corporeal ideas about the absolute need to purge
contaminants and morbific
substances supported professions of dread about
the subtle and overt poisons of the

mother country, giving credence

to exhortations for vigilance

and the rooting out of

political poisons. Initially expressive of solely
protective goals, the

psychology and

rhetoric of purging eventually supported the
fantasy of a purified and perfected
politic

by proposing

body

that morbific elements could be decisively
expelled.

Vulnerability and protection

As we saw

in

chapter 3, people

conditioned to employ the body and

in

its

eighteenth-century Massachusetts were

state

of health symbolically to express a range

of points and sentiments, including political ones. This tendency,
combined with the
traditional understanding of the

human, made

it

body

politic as systemically

analogous to the body

possible for the crises of the revolutionary decades to be imagined and

described in corporeal terms. People lived within a milieu

which the body and

in

its

diseases were potent experiential and symbolic forces. Particular understandings of

how

the

body worked, and of the nature and processes of disease, were employed

support of particular political objectives.
justify resistance

human and

Among

these, corporeal

in

imagery helped to

and rebellion on the grounds of self-protection of vulnerable bodies

politic

during a period of optimism

in

regard to the control of disease, and

during which healthfulness had begun to assume greater value as a marker of
enlightened individuals and communities.
Overall, the conception of the body and

its

health that

was dominant on

the eve

of the Revolution was of a "fabrick" highly vulnerable on multiple levels. While the

humors had always been thought somewhat
emphasis during

this period

difficult to

keep

in balance, the greater

on external dangers, including those of infectious

pathogens and insalubrious environmental conditions, made health seem even more
precarious. "Nothing

is

so small as not to be able to conceal Disease and Death under
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it,"

warned Grosvenor. "Diseases and death are

secretly lurking every where"; they

resided "in our Bosoms, in our Bowels, in
every Thing
enjoy.

taste, in

at

God's

Health lamented
"a secret

venom

that

Command

to give the fatal Blow."*^7

'The all-surrounding heaven, the

oft/Corrupts the

vital air^ls

purging of unassimilated superfluities,

The emphasis on

made food and

drink

seem

that "the Mixtures, or Contrariety

support and maintain." Even apparently sound food might
take in a Distemper with a Morsel from the Animal

noxious Vapour shut up

in the

Herb

from grace, once

concoction, and on the

I

potentially even

itself

what

it

is

intended to

conceal disease, for "I

whose Flesh

feed on" or from "the

Worms,

1

eat;

from a

or Animals, the

Seeds, the Eggs, the Sands, that go into us along with our plentiful Meal." Even
itself

did not carry a distemper,

its

improper digestion could be

Humours produced by our Food, one
out of

its

Place, or predominant

of them

above the

let

rest,

loose,

more

of Qualities in Lfood and

drink], an Error in the Season, Kind, lor] Quantity. ..may destroy

may

fall

become poisonous; men and women now must

order to properly assimilate them/^'^

Grosvenor warned

big with death," for

the water, and the land."98 in his Primitive

air,

paradisiacal food, drink, and air had

perilous.

Fields,

of Preserving

Physick, John Wesley reiterated the old idea that after mankind's

in

we

with us in our Beds, and wrapp'd about us in our
very Cloaths; always at

Hand, ready

work

every Thing

We have Death dwelling with us in our Houses, walking with us in the

down

lying

we

fatal, for

if

food

"one of those

one of them overflowing and

overturns the Balance, in the equipoise

of which Health consists."^^^
Hydraulic tone was

now

felt to

be necessary

assimilation and expulsion. However, the body

in order to

was always

maintain proper

liable to systemic

malfunctions; like most machines, bodies were difficult to keep in repair. Grosvenor

^Grcwvcnor, Health: An Essay on

Its

Nature, 79.

^Armstrong, The Art of Preserving Health,

46.

*^John Wesley, Primitive Physick.
'^^Grasvenor, Health:

An Essay on

Its

Nature, 64-65.
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portrayed processes such as digestion,
breathing and sweating as fantastically
delicate

and error-ridden, musing, "[wjhat
innumerable Passages must be kept open for
this?"

How

easy "for such small Passages to be
stopp'd...or

Itol

all

be infected by some

malignant Vapour that's drawn in." Even "the
smallest interruption" of the circulation
of the fluids or nervous system might cause
sickness and death. Strong emotions, for
instance,

were dangerous, for "a sudden

Fright, or a Piece of

ill

News,

are able to

produce Sickness and Deatii."'^i
While, as

we have

seen, the idea of external infectious agents
had gained

credence, the conception of these agents
bacterial

and

viral entities. Instead,

still

was not

overall sense of lurking external dangers.

"[W]e are

of Distempers," wrote Grosvenor, "and they

Dish of green

Fruit,

most part one of discrete

distempers arrived in a daunting multitude of ways

far exceeding our current understandings of infection

Beams of a warm Sun,

for the

may

and contagion, exacerbating the
every Particle liable to the Attack

in

enter at every Pore."

or the Breath of a cold Air, too

much

Even

"the

or too litUe Exercise, a

an infectious Vapour drawn into the Lungs, and so mixing with the

Blood, and circulating through Corruption into every Part" could directly cause
disease

and death. Given these exigencies, health was highly provisional. Grosvenor
considered that "the ordinary

any considerable Time,

is

& common Health of our Body, and its Continuance for

indeed a wonderful Thing," given "the Accidents to which

these fine Compositions are expos'd from without, and from the Diseases which they
are liable to from within."

Perhaps because surgery often led to infections, and wounds were encouraged
to suppurate with "laudable pus" (as

antiseptic agents), the
[that]

little

opposed

to today's prevalence of antibiotics

and

body was also imperiled by the many "remote small Accidents

have proved mortal," such as "[t]he pairing of a

nail, cutting

Skin, from the Side of the Finger, putting a Patch upon a

64, 69. 77.
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little

a com, the Rent of a

Pimple, the

Plucking off of a single Hair," which
had "sometimes done the Business as
effectually
as

Gun

or Pistol."i02

numerous examples
individuals dying

wounds

that

Though

this assertion

in letters, diaries,

from causes equally

seems almost

fantastical, there are

funeml sermons, and newspaper accounts
of
difficult to

comprehend-in

particular, of

never healed and lingered for years, becoming,
as William

Pitt

had in

January 1775 called the looming British
violence in the colonies, 'Hrritabile vulnusr

One such

case

is

that of

Samuel Sewall's daughter Hannah, who died

in

1724 after

laboring for five years under "the pain and
danger and fear of an extraordinary sore

Legg, which came

at first

The heightened
hope

that, in

by a

fall."i03

sense of bodily perils in the period coexisted,
however, with the

understanding

all

these dangers,

humankind might be able

the affliction of disease under greater social and
individual control.

finally to bring

Good health was a

sign of progress, and enlightened political and medical
physicians hoped that the people

might be taught how to achieve and maintain
causes of maladies, and

it

was

it.

This effort required a knowledge of the

partly for this reason that so

many medical

texts played

up perceived dangers.

Optimism meant a

greater perception of danger, but also a greater imperative to

seek self-protection and good health. Indeed, the willful neglect of health was seen
as

an

insult to

God's holy tabernacle. The

responsibility for maintaining

so compelling to Cheyne that he termed individuals

who

good habits was

''wantonly transgresseth the

self-evident Rules of Health... guWiy of a Degree of Self-Murder." These rules were

nothing less than ''moral Duties

commanded

to inoculation, writing that "I should think

us."'04 John

Adams felt the same

applied

my self, a deliberate self Murderer....if I

should only stay in [Boston] and run the Chance of having [the smallpox] in the natural

^^-Ihid., 11, 59.

Letter-Book of Samuel Sewall, Massachusetts Historical Society Collections 52 (Cambridge,
Mass., 1888), 180.
^^"^Cheyne,

An Essay of Health and Long Life,

5.
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Way." He saw

his

own

inoculation experience as a courageous
bid to be free from the

preoccupation with possible infection that
had for so long subjected so

and

his willingness to

undergo

marked him as an enlightened

it

many people,
The

individual.

inoculation regimen had required "Abstinence
from every Thing in Nature that has any

Taste,

Two heavy Vomits, one heavy Cathartick, four and twenty

Antimonial

Pills,

"who would

and Three Weeks close Confmement." And

yet,

Mercurial and

he wrote to Abigail,

not chearfully submit to them rather than pass
his whole Life in continual

Fears, in subjection, under Bondage."i05

"a Distemper of it

self....

What

Buchan considered excessive

a Bondage," he mused, "does this keep

fear of illness

some people

ill7"106

In the 1760s, inoculation
effective

as

means of self-protection,

we saw

and

was embraced by

the dangers finally outweighing the risks (provided,

in chapter 2, certain controls

isolation regulations

were maintained). Massachusetts' s quarantine

had also proved

particular infectious distempers.

the majority in Boston as an

effective

means of limiting

But how was the individual best

the impact of

to protect

him- or

herself against the multitude of other threats outlined by health manuals?
Because one

never knew when or from where maladies would

arise,

intemal strengthening was the

best defense. After laying out a daunting catalogue of external dangers stretching over

many

pages.

The Art of Preserving Health counseled

this

approach; for instance, in

regard to climate, "plagues in heat, or coldyOr drought, or moisture" would not hurt
the person "Skill'd to correct the vices of the sky."i07 if one were alert enough about
the dangers, and lived virtuously, protection
to hazardous environmental conditions in

was

possible. Despite the attention he gave

The English Malady, Cheyne maintained that

they were only "occasional causes" of sickness. The greatest causes

Adams

to Abigail Smith, April 26, 1764,

^^Grosvenor, Health: An Essay on

Its

Adams Family Correspondence,

Nature, 163,

^^^Armstrong, The Art of Preserving Health, 45.
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still

must be

I:

40.

intemperance or error."i08

if that

were

true,

much

still

lay within the individual's

control.

The

attention given to internal strengthening

was

reflected in health manuals'

general recommendations that health could
best be cultivated through the ancient
principles of

good regimen, which many claimed had been forgotten

in

an age of

excessive medication, indolence, and increased
consumption of luxury foods.

Reemphasizing the so-called "non-naturals"

(air, diet, sleep,

exercise, evacuations,

and

the passions; the "naturals" were the innate constitutional
qualities), popular health
texts, as

mentioned previously, recommended

self-help, "cool"

food and drink,

hygienic prophylaxis, and the hardening of the body on a
"low"

Buchan, Tennent, Tissot, and other medical authors popular

diet.

Cheyne, Wesley,

in the colonies all

subscribed in varying degrees to this approach. In Primitive
Physick, for instance,

Wesley

railed against the complicated

common among

Medicinelsl" so
plain

and easy

"Chymical, or Exotick, or

Compound

"learned" doctors, offering instead to his readers "a

Way of curing most Diseases"

through regimen and

home purges and

bleedings. While in England these were reformist texts that rhetorically opposed

themselves to a powerful medical establishment, in Massachusetts they spoke to
majority sentiment

Business of America," wrote Samuel

"It is the

Adams to

Stephen Sayre in

1770, "to take Care of herself —her salvation as you justly observe depends upon her

own

Virtue."' 'O

The

idea

was

that, if the

people were sufficiently virtuous, they would

be impervious even to the overwhelming might of the British army and navy.

"If

own countrymen

deserve to be free, they will be free," wrote Josiah Quincy,

Jr.

wife in 1775.'

This notion was repeated by whigs so often as to constitute a truism

'
'

my
to his

lO^Cheyne, The English Malady, 40-41.
^^^^Wesley, Primitive Physick.
1

^^Samuel Adams

to Stephen Sayre,

of Samuel Adams, 4
' '
'

vols.

(New York:

November

23, 1770, Harry

Alonzo Gushing,

ed.,

The Writings

1968). 2: 68.

Josiah Quincy to Abigail Quincy, January 7, 1775,
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Memoir of the

Life

of Josiah Quincy,

Jr.

of the Revolution. While usually
seen by historians as an expression
of the republican
principle that the integrity of
citizens is the crucial foundation
of the free state, the shield

of virtue was also defined by
particular understandings of health
and the body. The

body required for freedom was very
similar

to that required for optimal
health,

and the

preventive measures were similar. Virtue,
though of course not limited to the body,

was

often expressed in terms of regulation
of the body and

its

habits, especially those

of consumption, and the principles of
good regimen became marks of the patriotic and
virtuous citizen.

The key

to a virtuous

and healthful body was self-government In

susceptibility to accidents, disease,

necessity.

"God has

Constitution of our

by the general Constitution of

told us,

own Bodies,"

Worid was not designed

and death, the body was

wrote John

for a lasting

Adams

and happy

its

own

tthe]

its

proof of this

Worid...and by

tiie

in his diary in 1756, "tiiat This

State, but rather for

a State of moral

Discipline" and for "Habits of Virtue, Self Government,
and Piety."i 12 Self-disciplined

bodies were a necessity

if

the colonies

The most important
moderation of

all

rules of

the appetites.

were

to

throw off the yoke of British tyranny.

regimen to be observed were temperance and

They were so

crucial because excesses

and

surfeits,

not only of food and drink but also of emotions, sickened body, mind,
and soul. In
his

Almanac

for 1754, Natiianiel

contained "in embrio the

first

Ames

wrote that the excesses of "false Appetites"

Seeds of those rebellious Distempers" that "cut down

Millions." "[I]t will be eternally tine...," wrote Cheyne,

"tiiat

only Temperance and

Abstinence, Air, Exercise, Diet, and proper Evacuations can preserve Life [and]
Health." J

13

Moderation not only obviated disease-causing

steal the strength

from distempers. John Adams wrote

^^^Diary of John Adams, August
^

14, 1756.

^3 Cheyne, The English Malady.
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surfeits,

but might even

to Abigail about her mother's

sickness that he hoped the elder

"deprived the Distemper of

its

most dangerous food and Fuel."i 14

Emotional management,
"[t]he passions

dangerous

to

woman's "long Course of exact Temperance"
had

too,

was necessary, because

as

Buchan put it,

have great influence both in the care and cure
of diseases";

"tamper" with them,

was

it

they be "thrown into such disorder as
never

lest

again to act with regularity." All forms of
self-regulation worked in tandem;

according to Tennent, moderation would "place
you above the Influence of the
Stars;

and make you able

to

subdue your Passions, to the Empire of a cool, and

unclouded Understanding."'

«5

body become. Wesley wrote

that the love of

all

disorders because

it

When

the

mind was

irregular, so too

God was

would

the "sovereign

the

Remedy" for

regulated the passions, and thereby prevented "all the
bodily

Disorders the Passions introduce."i

16

Both passion and disease were

disorder; an

optimally functioning body was the epitome of economical order.
'The Muscles [of
the healthy

man]

are

all elastick,

preached Mather Byles. "All the

and every

Vessfel performs

its

and the Courarge

[sic]

Man appears in full

holds out unshaken,"

Beauty, Health and Vigour:

Functions in perfect Order and OEconomy."! 17

Calls to self-denial, which were often issued in support of boycotts of
British imports, reflected these beliefs about excess

vain, wrote Josiah

about patriotism

Quincy

until

in response to the

and moderation.

Townshend

he had "vanquished luxury."

Still

It

would be

Acts, for anyone to talk

too

many were

"drinking

the poisonous draught, and rolling the sweet morsel" under their tongues.

who could
spirit

of our ancestors."'

Adams

fhis charge echoed Cheyne's assertion that those

to Abigail

Sweet Tooth, or a

^%uchan. Domestic Medicine Temient, Every Man
Primitive Physick,

l^Mather Byles,

brutal Itch"

Adams, October 7, 1775, Adams Family Correspondence,
\

1

Those

not "deny the delicacy of a debauched palate" no longer possessed "the

"live miserably for the sake of gratifying a

^

in

GOD the Strength and Portion.

^^^Boston Gazette, Octobers, 1768.
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his

Own Doctor.

who

were

1:

295.

"beneath the dignity of human
Nature^^ 19 Indulgence in luxuries
would
eventually wreck the constitution
and defeat the capacity for self-defense.
This
principle applied both to

body and

impemtive as a frightening

Us

to

to

conflict

body

politic,

and became particulariy

loomed with the mother country.

subdue our Passions of every Kind,"
wrote John Adams

October 1775.

"We

"It is

to Abigail in

have few Hopes, excepting that of
preserving our Honour and

our Conscience untainted and a free
Constitution to our Country. Let
these,

and amidst

all

my Weaknesses,

I

me be sure of

cannot be overcome." 120

Subduing the passions conferred moral,
physiological, and
protections.

Time for

'The Government of Appetite and

spiritual

Inclination, as to the Pleasures of

Sense," wrote Grosvenor, "has at once the
Nature oi 2^ Christian Grace, a moral
Virtue,

and a medicinal Prescription:' The shoring up
of one's

defenses worked pretty

much

the

same way whether the

threat

constitutional

were

to one's spirit

or one's body, and the causes and effects of
sickness in each were analogous,
reciprocal and interactive.

"Avoid whasoever would endanger the Safety, Peace or

Purity of thy Soul, as thou dost avoid what thou knowest
prejudicial to thy bodily

Health," wrote Grosvenor. 'The
discerned, in the

Symptoms of an

same manner of Allusion

healthful Soul are to be

to the Signs of a healthful

Body." In

Grosvenor' s mind, "[t]hat Self-denial and Government of Passions,
that Calmness

and Composure of Spirit,

that Restraint

and Moderation of bodily Appetites, which

maintains a good Conscience, does at the same

Time

maintain a good Habit of

Body."i2i Self-denial also prepared the citizen to defend his
or her freedoms.

As we have

seen, the healthful

Sinews brace firm, and

his

Animal

body was vigorous and well "braced." "[H]is

Spirits dart thro' his

Nerves," Mather Byles said of

An Essay of Health and Long Ufe, 4-5.
120john Adams to Abigail Adams, October 13, 1775, Adams Family Correspondence,
12lGrosvenor, Health: An Essay on Its Nature, 198, 1 12-1 13, 168-169.
1

^^Cheyne,

161
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301

.he pcrfecUy heal.hy „,a„ .2.

been obliged .o
••your

Hcanng of .he

"load of business" ,ha, John

a,,e„<I ,„ i„ Phiiadelp.na
in ,776, Abigail

wro,c him of her eertain.y ,ha.

Nerves mus. be now Braced, and
your Co„s,i,„,io„ new moulded"
,o continue

such inlense applicalionJ" Vigor
and a braced lone enabled ,he b.Kly
pul

it,

Adams had

"expel every noxious and extraneous
Body."

To

,o,

as

in

Cheyne

be avoided were relaxation and

••unstrung" humors, nerves, and
fibers. In such cases of lassitude,
"foreign and

noxious Mixtures'- would remain
within, putrefying and causing disease.i24
Thus the
increasing availability of ham.ful foreign
and luxury foods and the increased
attention
to infectious distempers thai
might lodge themselves inside the

body made tone

particularly im,K=rati ve. "Relaxation" of
the

be avoided

full

of external

body was a

state to

in

a world

perils.

"Hardening" was as important a protective quality
as "bracing." John

Adams counseled

Abigail that their children's "bodies must be
hardened, as well as

their .souls exalted," for "| wjilhout
strength

and activity and vigor of body, the

brightest mental excellencies will be eclipsed

vigor were protective qualities
that being "hardy, active,

and obscured." That hardness and

indicated by an eariier letter in which he warned

is

and industrious" would be

"Resource and i:)ependance."

In

October 1776

their children's only

Adams

counseled an American

colonel that his soldiers should exercise and keep clean and
neat,

all

of which

"preserves their health and hardens their Bodies against diseases."'25

Bracing and toning were described as essential not just for the individual's
health, but for the very survival of the free polity.

and effeminacy would

forfeit his

F3ylc.s,

lo

John Adams. August

'^^chcync, Essay of Health and l/)ng

Adams

to Abigail

Correspondence,

rise to

defend

it.self.

On

A

polity

2:

life, 131

Adams. October

3 18, 13

1

;

John

5. 1776,

Adams

.

Adams Family Correspondence,

29, 1775 and July 7, 1774,
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78.

102.

to Colonel

made

the other hand, a toned and

(lOI) the Strength and Portion.

'^Abigail Adams

'25john

person lost to relaxation, languor

or her defensive and reactive capacities.

up of such individuals would never
'22Malhcr

A

Adams Family

HitchaKk. Papers of John Adams.

virtuous

body

politic

would be

invincible. "

'A bmve and free people who are
not

thro'

luxuiy/" wrote John Adams, "
'enervated and sunk to that degree
of effeminate
indolence, which renders them
insensible to the difference, between
freedom and
slavery, can never fail to perceive
the approaches of arbitrary power.' "126

Revolutionaries often repeated the claim
that the mother country was
attempting
to "enslave" free

Americans. "fO]ne

Stephen Hopkins in his 1766
he

may have a good

colonists into chattel

tract against the

master, as

than in natural ones."i27

if

Stamp Act,

he had a bad one; and

The idea

seems

who is bound to obey

that Britain actually

the will of another." wrote

"is as really a slave,

though

this is stronger in politic

wanted

bodies

to turn free white

far-fetched, an instance of the hyperbolic
quaUty of

revolutionary rhetoric. But in regard to the
body, what this rhetoric referred to was the
loss of will to resist oppression.
quality, but so too did
to her that Britons

colonies, Abigail

To

any people

would

Adams

be sure, to

many minds

who had forfeited

fail to rise

actual slaves exhibited this

their virtue.

As

it

became apparent

to the defense of their fellow subjects

m the

wrote scornfully that they were "already slaves," with
"neither

virtue or spirit to help themselves."i28

A people who voluntarily submitted to servility lost both bodily integrity and
political liberty,

which went hand

in hand. This lesson

Ass: or, the Serpent, a 1712 British
to before that time,
servility like a

tract reprinted in

which compared the

woeful ass ''couch 'd

was

vividly portrayed in

Boston

in

1767 but often referred

Biblical tribe of Issachar,

down between two

Dan, which refused to bear them and thus maintained

The

which submitted

to

Burdens,'' with the tribe of

its liberty.

The worst

thing

was

not the fact of the burdens themselves, but the willingness of the tribe of Issachar to
carry them. ' 29

Xhe

will to

^'^Papers of John Adams,

1:

freedom was the

real definition of liberty. "If

bom free,

199.

^

-^Stephen Hopkins, The Grievances of the American Colonies Candidly Examined (1766;
New York, 1970), 33-34.
l^^Abigail

Adams

^^^homas

Bradbury, TTie Ass:

to

John Adams, October 21, 1775, Adams Family Correspondence,
or, the Serpent...
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November

12,

1712 (Boston, 1767).

1:

reprint

306.

[Americans] are contented to be slaves,
e'en

let

them bear their burdens," wrote Josiah

Quincy.130 Indeed, one of the worst things,
both politically and physiologically,
was to

become

relaxed, unbraced, and unreactive,
incapable of self-defense or so
habituated to

"couching down" that one didn't know the
difference between
his

pamphlet against the Boston Port Act, Quincy
wrote

oppressors" and

"we

are slaves," the case

that

liberty

and slavery. In

though "Britons are our

was "not desperate

till

the

yoke has been so

long borne" that the people were "sunk
into ignorance and barbarism,
supineness and
perfect inactivity."'3i

No

doubt Quincy was thinking of

Bolingbroke, which he had copied into his

this

passage from

Commonplace Book: "[Tlhe

terrors

of

Despotism....|arel to be preferred to the deadly tranquility
which broods over a nation

of Slaves."»32

As we saw
fears of infection

in chapter 2,

Massachusetts patriots exploited deeply entrenched

and contagion with

their claims that

enemies plotted

to

contaminate the province. But equally explosive were claims that
the mother
country intended, through repressive measures, to degrade and
reduce to

dependency and

inferiority the toned, vigorous,

and self-regulated bodies

that

were

considered the best overall protection against diseases moral and physiological.

According

would be

to

whig

fatal

rhetoric, giving in to

even the smallest oppressive measure

because, like any morbific matter, a speck of corruption would

gradually suffuse the entire system. Only "slaves" with enfeebled bodies would

permit such a violation to go undefended; free citizens with virtuous bodies would

immediately purge such seeds of decay. Their

immune

virtue, in essence,

made them

to violation.

^^^Josiah Quincy to Abigail Quincy, January 7, 1775,

Uosiah Quincy,

Memoir of the

IJfe

of Josiah Quincy.

Jr.

Observations on the Act of Parliament commonly called the Boston Port-Bill;
with Thoughts on Civil Society and Standing Armies (Boston, 1774), in Memoir of the IJfe of Josiah
Quincy, Jr., 364.

^•^^Commonplace

Jr.,

B(.x)k

of Josiah Quincy,

Jr.
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If loyalists often

charged that American opposition to British
policies arose out

of selfish desires for material gain, patriots
countered
that their resistance

this

accusation by demonstrating

was primarily defensive, made necessary only by
harmful

acts of

the mother country, and corporeal imagery
helped to illustrate this point. Britain

accused both of a plan to infect from without, and
of a plan

to corrupt

and degrade from

within, the Massachusetts constitution, and the
portrayal of these plots

imbued with

particular conceptions of

to repel them,

was deeply

what sickened and degraded human bodies, and

what protected and purified them. Both harmful
measures needed

was

British acts,

were represented

in

and the defensive

terms of bodily health, as whigs

demonstrated the pathogenic quality of British persons, actions, and
goods, and also
exhorted Americans to arm themselves with a virtue that was in part
that of the
healthful body.
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PART THREE:

POUTICAL ECONOMY AND THE BODY

CHAPTER 5

THE LIFEBLOOD OF THE PROVINCE: COMMERCE

In 1773, the

town of Brookfield, Massachusetts declared

nonconsumption of British goods

would be "a poison more

that tea accepted

rhetoric

fatal in its effects to the natural

2.

luxuries and foreign

commerce, often expressed

provincial political

political rights

would be

and

to the natural body."'

But a general and longstanding ambivalence regarding
imported
in

terms of their health effects upon the

economy, also prepared the way

imports, such as tea, wine, rum, and

Hne

fabrics,

for the boycott

movements. Many

had long been described as

insalubrious, or at least unhealthfully superfluous.
political

and

evoked the provincial preoccupation with the control of
infecUous disease

described in chapter

and

in its resolves for

under the current oppressive terms

privileges of the people of this Country than
ratsbane

Such

AND CURRENCY

Ju.st

as important, the commercial

terms on which these imports were received, and the large quantities

imported, were also controversial.
Massachusetts' particular experiences with overseas trade and

economy

in the half-century prior to

1764 provided the foundation

for

its

provincial

much

of the later

revolutionary rhetoric directed against British imports. In these years Massachusetts,

and especially Boston, was plagued by periodic economic woes precipitated or
exacerbated by wars and their aftermath, loss of trade to other colonies, disease
epidemics, currency shortages, and ever increasing trade imbalances with the mother
country. Despite the complex reasons behind the province's economic problems,

however, the primary cause was usually identified as being excessive importation of

'Quoted

John

The Heart of the Commonwealth: Society and Political Culture in
Worcester County. Massachusetts 1713 1861 (Cambndgc, 1989), 143.
in

L. Brcx)kc,
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foreign

goods-a term

that included

inadequate to balance these imports.

goods from Britain-and a provincial output

The

luxurious consumption implied by the
former,

and the idleness and lack of industry indicated
by the
terms of their

comprised

ill

health effects

upon the body

politic

latter,

were both described

in

and upon the individual bodies

that

it.

The

province's commercial problems coincided with
a consumer revolution

fueled primarily by goods imported from the
mother country, the value of which tripled

between 1700 and 1750. By 1772, the American colonies
purchased 37 percent of all
British exports.2 This increase began in the second
decade of the century and

marked

especially

after 1745, driven

by population bursts and accelerated demand for

colonial food staples in Britain, Southern Europe, and the

West

generally improving standard of living, a decline in the price of
the participation of
colonists,

even

more people

additional spending
that

in the

Indies.

With a

many commodities, and

market economy, increasing numbers of

now had

in inland regions,

was

access to imported goods.3

was on consumables such

Much of this

as tea, sugar, coffee, wine, and spirits,

once only the well-to-do could have afforded, and on English

textiles

and other

manufactured goods. Though now much more affordable, many of these products were
still

usually termed luxuries or superfluities potentially insalubrious for bodies

and

politic,

and

the provincial

their

consumption sparked debates over the

role of foreign

commerce

money was

the primary precipitant

of such debates. Debates over currency sharpened political divisions, resulting
heated pamphlet wars that treated

money and commerce

conducive to meditations on the body

T'dylor,

•^However,

il

politic

and

American Colonies (New York, 2001),

is

in

economy.

Until 1750, the issuance of provincial paper

2a Ian

human

health and sickness.'^

terms

To

13.

and ammcxiitias pnxluced in the
went for domestic trade or home a)nsumption. Ibid., 311.

estimated thai only 10 percent of the

colonies were exchanged abroad; the rest

its

in highly moralistic

in

total g(xxls

^Joseph Ernst notes that "jflrom the outset matters of currency, finance, credit, and prices were
addressed in the broad ideological language of 'Puntanism,' 'interest,' and Virtue.'" "Shays' s Rebellion
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proponents, an ample supply of
paper

economic

potential.

bills

But opponents argued

would enable the province
that

to

develop

its

paper currency bred debt and

encouraged a prodigal consumption
of luxury goods

that tended to surfeit

and enervate

the body, discouraging industry
and defeating frugality. In invoking
this idea that

luxury goods were the province's
primary economic problem, colonists
drew from a
mercantilist-inspired and largely British
di.scourse, stretching back at least
a century,
that decried both luxury

consumption and foreign goods generally
as

health of the British body and body
politic.

As we

threats to the

will see, particular ideas

about what

constituted a healthful body were enlisted
in these various statements
about foreign
trade in regard to the British body
politic.
In Massachusetts, though, the
conclusion that foreign luxuries

must be

retrenched was complicated by the fact that
most of these goods were imported from the

mother country, not from "foreign"

encumber them with excise

lands,

and

that the

duties or sumptuary taxes.

a healthful provincial political

economy

some reasons why

terms. Then, chapter

6

money and

Still,

in relation to foreign

empire. I'his chapter explores the background to
currency, and offers

province was powcriess to
writers attempted to define

commerce

this discourse

within the

about commerce and

these issues were often expressed in corporeal

takes up the story of specific political struggles over paper

excise taxes that, until the 1750s, became focal points for
these

larger issues.

Boston and foreign commerce
Throughout the century,

the inadequacy of currency supplies within the

province caused problems not just for merchants, but for people
In Boston, people often

in

Long

Perspective:

had

difficulty

The Merchants and

the

at all levels

of society.

paying their taxes and debts, and were

"Money Question,'"

in

Robert A. Gross,

cd.. In I)ebl lo

The liUentennial of an Af>rarian Rebellion (Charlottesville, Va., 1993), 5K-59.
also how oltcn this broad ideological language employed politico-a)rporeal rhetoric.
S/iay.s:
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We

might note

sometimes forced to

sell their

payment

shop goods.

their

for

work

in

household goods. Laborers often had
to take part of their
In the countryside,

mortgages and taxes, and people

in

farme,^

someUmes could

not pay

both city and country lacked capital
for

investment 5
People were divided about

how

best to solve the currency problems,
and their

various banking and other proposals
became hotly divisive issues, both within
Boston

and between Boston and the country towns.
Despite

its

image within the province as

the locus of wealth and conspicuous
consumption, Boston
sufferer in bad

was often

economic times because of its dependence upon

be self-sufficient.

Its

trade

the greatest

and

its

inability to

depressions were exacerbated by the relative
ferocity of

infectious disease epidemics,

its

its

role as provincial caretaker of the sick,
poor,

refugee, and the high proportion of provincial taxes

it

was forced

to pay.

and

The

intermittently desperate conditions that prevailed in
Boston coexisted uneasily with the

increasingly conspicuous wealth of

its elite

class of merchants

and government

officials.

A city often in crisis as
in trade,

it

gradually lost

its

provincial and regional preeminence

Boston was nevertheless frequently the object of scorn among people

country towns

who

in the

resented the city's genteel culture, concentration of political and

economic power, and

role as incubator of epidemics. Within the city itself, the divide

between the so-called court (or prerogative) party and country (or popular) party
factions

widened over the decades as

its

merchant and royal-government

elites

accused of engrossment, selfishness, and conspiracies to drain wealth, and
people were charged with idleness and luxury not befitting their

station.

its

From

were

common
at least

the second decade of the eighteenth century, imported luxuries and the conditions of
transatlantic

and among

commerce expressed and exacerbated

tensions between city and country,

political factions in the province.

^Richard L. Bushman, King and People in Provincial Massachusetts (Chapel
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Hill,

N.C., 1985), 144.

Boston was

own moral

in the rather curious
position

of being a city with a high view
of its

character that also utterly depended
upon a foreign

morally questionable.

Commerce

commerce

often thought

potentially conflicted with
Massachusetts' original

Puritan ideals of unworidliness,
mutuality, and piety by threatening
to inculcate a polity

based on self-interest and material
consumption .6 Despite any moral misgivings,

however, eariy

in its history

Boston

in fact

quickly became dependent upon
commerce.

Perched on a rocky peninsula and comiected
to the mainland only by a narrow
land called the Neck, Boston never could
aspire to self-sufflciency, and from

beginnings was provisioned by ports overseas
and, as

Massachusetts towns.

It is

probably

fair to say,

it

lost its farmland,

however,

power of the merchant
Although

all

it

its

by inland

would eventually

consumption of luxury goods, nor the expanding

class.

the North

especially exports, Boston's

1660

of

that the colony's Puritan

forefathers and foremothers did not foresee
the wealth that trade
create, nor the troubling increased

spit

American seaports were conduits for imports and

economy was commercialized

in a special sense,

and by

had become the main North American entrepot for imported
goods and the

colonies' most cosmopolitan city. This commercialization

was driven by

the fact that

Massachusetts, unlike most other British colonies, lacked a staple
crop, such as tobacco
or sugar, that could

and

command

a signiflcant market in England. In order to raise the cash

credits necessary for the importation of British goods,

derived their greatest

profits,

earnings from the carrying trade.^

as

many

sale of

which they

Massachusetts' s merchants developed instead a complex

pattern of circuitous trade routes relying

^Of course,

from the

upon a diversity of commodities and on

The complexity of the system underiay New England

scholars have demonstrated, in

its emphasis on the calling Puritan ideology also
commercial development, in a sense inviting its own demise. Stephen Innes descrit)es this
"Protestant dilemma" as "piety produces industry which produces wealth which produces status
conflicts and worldliness." Innes. Creating the Commonwealth: Vie Economic Culture
of Puritan New
England (New York, 1995), 26.

facilitated

'John Tyler, Smugglers and Patriots: Boston Merchants and the Advent of the American Revolution
(Boston, 1986).
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merchants' famed commercial
acumen.

was

"[bjuilt

more on human

As Alan Taylor puts it,

frugality, labor,

the region's

economy

and ingenuity than upon material

abundance."8 Massachusetts 's economic
system paralleled her inhabitants'
view of a
healthy body and body politic
being a laboring one that did not
consume to excess.
least in the abstract,

To the West

exchange was more

At

healthful than consumption.

Indies, Massachusetts

merchants exported lumber, low-quality

dried fish destined for slave consumption,
and a small and varied agricultuml suiplus.
In exchange, they received bills of

exchange on British merchants, which they
used

to

acquire imports reshipped throughout the
colonies, and also molasses, rum, and
sugar,
the bulk of
distilled

which were reshipped

much

of

its

own,

to other markets.9 (Massachusetts
gradually also

lesser-quality rum,

consumption; by 1770 there were 36

most of it destined for domestic

distilleries in

Boston alone, and roughly 60

percent of the 8.5 million gallons of

rum consumed annually

distilled in the northern colonies.iO)

Southern Europe and the

important markets for higher-quality dried
supplied credits, wine,

fruit,

and

fish,

salt in return.

in the

mainland was also

Wine

Islands also were

lumber, and other provisions, and

Boston's commerce supported

important shipbuilding trade-in which, by the early eighteenth
century,
the British empire, behind

and many related

London and Bristol— and

its

fisheries,

rum

was

third in

distillmg,

trades.

Despite the absence of a staple crop,

were gradually integrated
to

also

it

its

many of Massachusetts'

into the transatlantic

rural areas also

market economy, as more farmers strove

produce surpluses to support their purchase of increasingly affordable imported

goods, and as merchants exhorted them to do so in order that they might have

commodities

to trade for imports.

Though some

historians have argued for the ongoing

^Alan Taylor, American Colonies (New York, 2001), 177.
^Ibid., 176.

lOjohn

J.

McCusker and

Hill, N.C., 1985).

Russell

R Menard, The Economy of British America, 1607-1789 (Chapel

290-291.
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isolation of the province's
rural areas,

McCusker and Menard maintain

that

Massachusetts early on developed "a
diverse and tightly integrated
commercial

economy"
in

in

which "[fjarming,

fishing,

and tmde employed the bulk of the
population

an interdependent and profitable
round of economic

activity."!

i

Massachusetts's manufacturing sector remained
relatively undeveloped

throughout the period, as did that of all the
colonies. Colonial manufacturing
that might

compete with protected

British production

was prohibited by

the

mother country,

though the abundance and relaUve cheapness
of English and European goods was
probably a more decisive factor overall in
inhibiting colonial production. Broadly
speaking, the cost of labor was high in the
colonies, and of land cheap, though this

began

change

to

in

Massachusetts as available

tracts

were swallowed up by

settlers

and

speculators around mid-century.

The mother country's Navigation and Trade Acts
virtually defined the colonies as producers of

controlling colonial

commerce

raw commodities for export and receivers

of English manufactures. The acts reflected mercantilist
principles

in that they

aimed

to

preserve the colonies as a market for British goods while
preventing a drain of wealth,
especially silver and gold, from the mother country.

mandated

that

no goods could be imported

The most important

into or exported

port except in British vessels (including those

provisions

from any British colonial

from the colonies);

that certain important

"enumerated" colonial commodities, such as tobacco, sugar, indigo, hemp, molasses,

and

rice,

could be shipped only to British ports (some of these products were given a

monopoly

in Britain,

and the growth of some was encouraged by bounties); and

that all

ships carrying European or Asian goods destined for the colonies, with a few

exceptions, had to unload and pay customs duties

'

first at

'McCusker and Menard, The Economy of British America.

1

10.

a port in Britain, though that

McCusker and Menard

discuss the

historiography of the debate over the degree of rural areas' integration into the transatlantic market
104-1 1 1. Alan Taylor writes that "because New Englanders generated many small

cainomy on pages

surplus crops, each of modest value, rather than a single especially valuable staple, the region became
the most pervasively commercialized within the empire." Taylor, American Colonies, 176.
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2

duty was "drawn back" upon
reexport. Thus not only Brifsh
manufactures, but also

European products, arrived
In part because of

in the

its

focus upon shipping rather than
the supply of a major raw

commodity, Massachusetts never
customs duties

that

colonies via England.

really

fit

the mercantilist model, and
to avoid the

accompanied the canning

trade,

the smuggling of foreign goods,
especially tea.
extent of illegal trade, there

seems

little

non-secret of the empire. Enforcement
officials colluded in

doubt

was

many

While

that

its

merchants engaged

smuggling was a kind of d.rty

poor, and at any rate
trade.

was

ideologically supported by the conception
of the empire as one body politic

working

made up of

to support the health of the

whole, the entire system requiring balanced
regulaUon as did a
instance, British political economist Charies

little

many customs

British empire's trade regulations

discrete parts with differentiated functions,
each

in

historians disagree about the

and profited from the underground

The supposed mutuality of the

of

Davenant argued

human

that the

body. For

mother country

should not be afraid to permit her colonies to prosper,
for "strength thus added to one

member

will

make

the

body

politic

much

stronger...as all the blood with a swift

motion

passes frequently through the heart, whatever wealth
our countries acquire, circulates
about,

coming

into the chief seat of empire,

from whence

it is

dispersed into

all its

parts."'

While

the

body

politic

metaphor justified the regulation of commerce, the

necessity for the bodily fluids to circulate helped to dispell connotations
of foreign
trade's immorality

by proposing

Its

mutual nutritive goodness. Since the

seventeenth century, such mutuality had been
theorists arguing for the benefits of trade as

1

9

*^Sir Charles Whilworlh, ed.. The Political

Charles

D 'Avenant,

5

commonly

opposed

late

asserted by British mercantile

to a static agricultural

economy.'^

and Commercial WorLs of that celebrated Writer

(London; 1771; rcprinl Farnborough, England: 1967),
(Hereinafter. Davenant, Works.)
vols.

2:

237.

'^Cathy D. MaLson and Peter S. Onuf. A Union of Interests: Political and Economic Though!
Revolutionary America (Lawrence, Kan., 1990), 16.
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in

This theory was backed up by the
body, as
has conveyed

spirits

in

Davenant's claim

that

"Foreign Traffic

and nourishment into each vein of the
body poHtic" of Britain.>4

Massachusetts trade advocates such as
"Amicus Reipublicae" agreed, as
statement that

Vcjommerce

is

in his

necessary to a suitable distribution and
digesture" of the

goods produced by "ft]he various constitutions
and circumstances" of different
countries.15 in Massachusetts, the principle

was used primarily

to attack local

enemies

perceived to endanger the well-being of the
body politic by causing dangerous
stoppages, for instance by engrossing
commodities, or by depleting

its

nutritive

substance by shipping off scarce hard currency.
Issues of political

As Roy

economy

generally invoked analogies with the

human body.

Porter has noted, in eighteenth-century England
"models of society and

economy

traded upon key images of system, balance, cycles
and circulation. Thinking

about the

human body

likewise predicated notions of exchange, transformation,

process, getting and spending,

work and

waste."if' In Massachusetts, this corporeal

and systemic way of thinking prompted endless assessments of the
perceived balance
of forces within the provincial body

politic,

and was a driving force behind

politico-

corporeal language.

Another reason

that the province's

economic troubles were often described

in

terms of health and disease was that most people continued to perceive their community
in principle as

an interdependent, covenanted body politic (see discussion in chapter

The wealth and
resources,

1).

health of the polity were perceived in terms of a finite system of shared

much

like the

human body and

aggregate wealth of atomized individuals.

its

organs, rather than as a product of the

The flow of goods and money was described

in a distributive sense analogous to that of nutriment within the

^'^Davenant, Works.

1:

human body, and

thus

356.

^^"Amicus Reipublicae," Trade and Commerce Inculcated;
a Well-governed Trade... (Boston, 1731).

in

a Discourse Shewing the Necessity of

^^Roy Porter, "Consumption: Disease of the Consumer Society?" in John Brewer and Roy
eds.. Consumption and the World ofCroods (London and New York, 1993), 70.
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Porter,

the application of corporeal
metaphors to

commerce seemed

appropriate.

Such

discussions also evoked the
interdependent aspect of the body
politic metaphor in that

they involved exchange.

was dependent upon

By

this conception, the

that of the

well-being of an individual

body as a whole, and vice

versa,

member

and thus the concern

should always be for the proper functioning
of the entire system rather than the
gain of
a part.

The

notion of the body politic backed up that
of the moral

emphasizing

this ethical

economy by

dimension. In particular, both metal and paper

explicitly related to issues of personal

consumption and

virtue. In the

money were

minds of

contemporaries, individual acts of purchase and
consumption were never morally
neutral, but affected the entire

well encourage those

same

Though people

in

body

politic.

states in the

One

body

person's idleness or excess might very

politic.

Massachusetts accepted basic mercantilist premises,

attempting to accumulate specie and to export more than
they imported, there were
inherent contradictions in their situation. '7 First, within
the larger imperial system they

were

inferior dependents, unable politically to exert the
kinds of controls, such as

protective tariffs, necessary for the accumulation of wealth
in the mercantilist sense; and

second,

if

from the English point of view the American colonies were the source
from

which wealth would be derived, from the American "provincial mercantilist"
point of
view Mother Britannia was a purveyor of "foreign" goods, whether or not those
goods

were of British make or

origin.

To

people in Massachusetts, the abundant English

imports that fulfilled English mercantilist goals were not necessarily a good thing when
not matched by their

own

exports.

While

Britain,

from which the bulk of

Crowley has noted

that "Amcncans adopted mercantilist principles even though they were
themselves incorporated in the mercantile system of Britain and therefore had a conflicting interest in
the balance of trade. Americans sought io make their economies meet mercantilist standards: they tried

J.E.

accumulate specie by expc^rting a greater value of native prcxiuction than they spent in importing
foreign gcxxls, especially luxuries; they wanted full employment... and they encouraged technological
developments in manufacturing." Crowley, This Sheha, Self: The Conceptualization of Economic Life
in Eighteenth-Century America (Baltimore, 1974), 49.
to

'^Crowley writes

that "(b]ecause Britain

was

the chief source of the a)lonisLs' imports, there was a
tendency for expressions of provincial mercantilism to treat the mother country as a foreign nation in
matters of economic policy." Ibid., 90. See also Matson and Onuf, A Union of Interests, 21-23.
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Massachusetts' imports arrived, was
not foreign to the province

in a political sense, in

economic terms k was considered as such.
Both economically and

own manufactured

products shared

much of the

taint that attached to the

foreign derivation, such as tea,
coffee, and spirits, that

Many

culturally,

it

politic,

and

commodities of

exported.

writers expressed the fear that such
excessive importation

and bleed dry the body

that the libeml terms of credit

would weaken

on which

British

imports were received would destroy the
balance necessary to economic and
health, seducing people into luxurious

development. This excess

ill-fitted

England's

consumption and defeating

moml

initiatives for local

bodies natural and politic for labor,
undermining the

vaunted industry, frugality, and autonomy that
were thought to underpin the moral

economy and

also to provide the best foundation for
physiological health.

In their

assessments of the health effects of commerce

New

Englanders were

guided by lingering Puritan influences and also by
English opposition writers and
politicians in the late-seventeenth

Whig

traditions.

and a virtuous

and eariy-eighteenth century republican and Real

These so-called "country" writers

citizenry, as

opposed

to a "court"

stressed the importance of public life

presumably corrupted by greed.

Corruption of the individual was the paramount fear and obsessive
theme because

would lead

downfall of the

to the

state, especially

of polities based in

civil liberty

it

such

as Britain. In this political discourse, health stood for virtue,
and disease for the

corruption that threatened

it.

For instance, Davenant wrote

not ruin a tyrannical state, "but

it is

and people compose one body;

since, if the inferior

that

not so with lawful governments, where the prince

members

are there infected, the

disease will produce such unwholesome fumes and vapours, as

head

depraved manners might

may

reach and hurt the

at last."''^

To
period was

writers in the republican tradition, the expanding foreign conmierce of the

among

'^Davcnanl, Works.

the chief possible sources of corruption because

1:

297-298.
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it

encouraged

immoral speculation and
luxury goods,

many

debt, bred a spirit of self-interest,

of them from tyrannical
governments.

and also supplied enervating

One polemic warned

that

expanding commerce would produce
an empire with "limbs rotted of
interest,"

weakening the body
financial system that

politic 20

There were also questions about the

accompanied commercial expansion

The analogy between
works of Davenant, who

healthful

commerce and

effects of the

new

21

healthful bodies is vivid in the

in effect subjected England's

commercial and financial

systems to an extended medical examination.
In seeking to discover the principles
of

commerce
with

many

that

would make

Britain stronger, healthier,

and wealthier, Davenant shared

other economic writers of his time the
sense

nutritive possibilities (wealth

that,

while containing great

and abundance), foreign commerce could also
bring

poisonous luxuries, depletion, and ruin of the body

politic.

This way of thinking

is

evident in his conclusion that on balance
England's foreign trade had been beneficial
rather than destructive, for the continuing

symptom,

good prices for manufactures were a "good

for the present, of remaining health and vigour
in the

truest sign of

our

vitals not

possibility of tainting

florid

^^Quoted

that, in the final analysis,

though "the woolen manufacture

politic,"

in

analogous

to

Matson and Onuf,

^^Matson and Onuf wnte

that

we had a

is truly

of Interests,

"many sp>okesmen

nation "a

better health inwardly."

England's wealth had derived from foreign

bread as the staff of

A Union

latter

complexion"; by contrast, Britain's

"distempers broke out into sores and blains, but

body

and "the

by commerce.) In comparing the commercial and military debts of

consumptive man, with a fresh and

trade, for

politic"

being tainted." (These very assertions indicated the contrary

England favorably with those of France, Davenant termed the

Davenant argued

body

the principal nourishment of our

life,

"yet to enjoy a

more

florid health,

13.

for the republican position, in Britain and in

America, were well situated to reap the benefits of the new economic order. Their concern was with
speculative bubbles, luxury consumption, political factionalism, and corruption. But by invoking an
idealized traditional political

economy, oppositionists helped throw

interests into bold relief." Ibid., 15.
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the

new regime of commercial

to be rich, powerf,.!

argued

in sup.x.rt

and strong,

we must have

a niorc extended tnifnc."22
Davenant

of foreign commerce, but also

check-ups for the bcxly

Even more

}X)htic in

in effect

order to screen for possible

influential in the colonies than

Thomas Gordon, whose

Real

recommended

Whig

ill

regular health

effects.

Davenant were John Trenchard and

opposition essays from the early 172()s,
Cato's

Letters, were repeatedly reprinted in
Boston newspapers up to and throughout
the

revolutionary period, and were also issued
in book fonn

in the colonies.

Trenchard and

(Jordon particularly attacked the "stockjobbers"
behind the South Sea Bubble of 1720,
a collapsed share scheme

in

overseas trade that had cast

many

families into bankruptcy

overnight and vividly illustrated the potential
dangen> of commercial expansion, and
they liberally applied corporeal mid biomedical
analogies
corruption and p<Msoning of the Ix^dy politic by
the

Commerce,

they wrote,

and delicate,

that she

was

"a coy and

cannot breathe

new

in their

discussion of the

financial

and

powers.

political

humorous Dame" whose "Contexture

in a tyrannical air."

is

so nice

But the South Sea stcKk

jobbers, "a sort of Vermin that are bred and nourished

in the

had turned "the Stock and Wealth of the Nation out of

its

Cormption of the

State,"

proper (^hannels, and, instead

of nourishing the Body-Politick, produced] only Ulcers, Eruptions,
and often
|

Epidemical Plague Sores." This corrupted, false commerce starved the
manufactures.2^ In

New

selectively adopted Real
politic

England, both court and country factions

Whig concerns

at

pcx)r

and mined

various times

with and language about comiption in the body

and the effects of foreign commerce.

22Davcnant. Work\.

1:

265, KK.

^Cato's letters; or. Essays on Uhcrty, Civil and Religious, and other ImfforUwl
3rd cd. (New York. 1733; rcpnnt New York. 19^i9). 2: 267; 1: 17.
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Subjects,

4

vols.,

Money: The blood

body

in the

In 1690. Massachusetts
issue the paper

money

that

to

its

bills

be redeemed,

Paper money was

initially

the first polity in the

Western hemisphere

controversial.

chronic shortage of coin and by

expenses, most notably and urgently

its

Province notes, also called

were intended

became

would soon become so

forced into this experiment by
taxes sufficient to meet

politic

to

The province was
its

its

inability to collect

war campaigns.

of credit, were issued as a kind of
public lOU, and

at specified future dates, in coin
collected at tax time.

considered a temporary wartime expedient
rather than a

permanent monetary device. However, the province's
insufficiency of specie and
continuing financial problems necessitated the
periodic emission of province notes even
after

peace came in 1713. Tax collections generally
failed to provide the funds

necessary to

retire the bills

extended beyond their

initial

generally followed up by
Unfortunately, as
rapidly,

on

their

predetermined date, and they were frequently

period.

new
lOUs

Any

retirements that actually took place were

emissions.24
lacking security the province

sometimes devastatingly. This

first

came

to light

bills

when

always depreciated

soldiers

who had

received notes as payment for their participation in the 1690
siege of Quebec found

them severely discounted, often by
salaried ministers

depreciated

and government

bills for their crops,

Declining confidence in the

On

paper

(New York,

money

bills

as

much

as

50

percent.

and creditors took a

made

effects multiplied as

de facto pay

officials received

only

The

loss

on

cuts,

farmers received

their debtors' payments.

matters worse.

in Massachusetts, see Leslie V.

1975); George Athan Billias,

1959); Joseph Albert Ernst,

Brock, The Currency of the American Colonies
The Massachusetts Land Bankers of 1740 (Orono, Me.,

Money and Politics

America, 1755-1775 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1973) and
"Shays' s Rebellion in Long Perspective: The Merchants and the 'Money Question,'" in Robert A.
Gross, ed., In Debt to Shays: The Bicentennial of an Agrarian Rebellion (Charlottesville, Va., 1993);
Andrew McFarland Davis, Currency and Banking in the Province of the Massachusetts-Bay (New
York, 1901). Paper money is also extensively discussed in William Pencak, War. Politics, and
in

Revolution in Provincial Massachusetts (Boston, 1981); and Richard L. Bushman, King and People
in Provincial Massachusetts (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1985).
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The mother country, spurred on by English
and some Massachusetts merchants

who feared

they would be forced to accept
depreciated notes in payment for their

wares, repeatedly restrained, or at
least attempted to restrain, their
issuance and

continuance beyond retirement dates.

As

with so

many

imperial mandates, provincials

found ways around, or often simply ignored,
these regulations. Province notes,
along
with much-resented paper currency from
other colonies, remained the primary

of exchange in Massachusetts

until the

mother country, egged on by Thomas

Hutchinson and other hard-money men,

redemption

in silver

medium

finally forced their

complete "sinking" and

by 1750.

In addition to depreciation, the other

major problem with the province notes was

that they

were generally

medium

of exchange, inadequately compensating for the
lack of coin. Probably

insufficient in quantity to

meet people's daily needs for a

following the lead of eighteenth-century assessments,
most historians have blamed
Massachusetts' chronic hard-money shortages on colonists'
appetite for foreign
luxuries.

Because province notes could not

circulate in the

mother country -they were

not given the status of legal tender— imports from England had
to be paid for in coin.

As Cotton Mather put

it,

"they cannot

Trade continues.... Silver
always coming, and as

fast

in

Keep

Silver in the Country. ..while the

New-England \s

like the

European

water of a 5w//r Running River,

going away."25

But the shortage probably would have occurred even without luxury imports.
is difficult

to see

how

purposes, short of the

the available coin could ever have been adequate to provincial

economy remaining

at a barter level, for

prohibited colonial minting of coins and would not allow her

England generally

own

steriing to leave the

realm.26 Colonists thus relied upon a variety of foreign coins, particularly Spanish

25[Cotton Mather], Some Considerations on the
(Boston: 1691), in

Andrew

1682-1720 {Boslon and

Money and

F.

New

of Credit Now passing in New-England...
Davis, Tracts Relating to the Currency of the Massachusetts-Bay,
Bills

York, 1902). (Hereinafter, Davis, Tracts.)

Politics in America, 23.
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It

pieces of eight, which merchants
endeavoured to obtain by tiding with
what Benjamin

Franklin referred to as "foreign
money-countries," such as the West
Indies and the

Spanish American colonies. But the
quantities available were never

great, the coins

themselves were often clipped or otherwise
debased, and their supply tightened
up

when

further

trade with these colonies

merchants remained

was

restricted at

in constant debt to their English
counterparts, relying for their

orders on what Robert

Zemsky

refers to as a "doomed... [and]
frantic scramble for

what the eighteenth century called

bills

of exchange" -essentially, lOUs to
British

merchants received in exchange for goods
sold
notes, bills of

mid-centuiy 27 Most Boston

to the

West

Indies (unlike province

exchange circulated outside the province).28

Massachusetts's paper money, not yet stabilized
and
perceived by

many

still

a relative novelty-

as a representation of promised payment
rather than payment

itself-evoked questions about appropriate relations
of exchange between individuals,

and about the nature and health of the new economy
of circulating goods,
debt.

The

credit,

and

rapid depreciation of paper bills only heightened
the moral ambivalence that

had increasingly attached

to

money

since the English commercial revolution of the

seventeenth century began to transform the old, more
the Glorious Revolution England adopted a
the Dutch,29 chartering the

static agrarian social order.

new financial system modeled upon

Bank of England

in 1688,

and

further questions regarding the general nature of money.
tangible, a tradeable

commodity or wealth

that of

development prompted

this

Was

After

it

representational or

itself?

Mercantilism encouraged the view of coin as intrinsic wealth, but more
progressive thinkers recognized the fact that

97
^ 'Glyn Davies,

A

History of Money:

money created wealth

From Ancient Times

to the Present

Day

principally

by

its

(Cardiff, 1994), 459.

^^Robert Zemsky, Merchants, Farmers, and River Gods: An Essay on Eighteenth-Century American
Politics (Boston, 1971), 192. West Indies planters maintained a surplus of credit with British
merchants.

^^Gordon Wood, "Debt and Democracy," The New York Review of Books, June 12, 2003, 58-61.
Wood also remarks that "[b]y the eighteenth century Britain had become the strongest nation in the
world with a remarkable

ability to extract wealth
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from

its

subjects without impoverishing them."

power as a medium of exchange. John
U)cke,

for one, argued that silver
and gold were

commodities and functioned as money only
because people agreed to

their value 30

This commodity view of money
was asserted upon a corporeal model
focussing on
circulation

and digestion. For instance, Thomas
Hobbes wrote

the "blood of the
circulated in the

commonwealth."

No doubt inspired

human body, he went on

to describe

in 1651 that

by the recent discovery

how money

commonwealth;

much

as this concoction,

for natural blood is in like

circulating, nourisheth

is

as

it

it

in

circulation

manner made of the fruits of the

in the

body

politic

was

used,

an exchange, so the reasoning went, only putting

from which

all

defense of taxes that "the
regular, circular motion,
it."32

would

Money

benefit.

For instance,

in

try to get

among

and

other ways, in

it

money up or

into a salutary

of the Kingdom, like the Blood in the Veins has

and every Member

in the

Body

is

its

warm'd and refreshed by
politic reasoning in the early

people to honor the face value of depreciating bUls. "All the

inhabitants of the Land," he wrote, "taken as one
Benefits,

earth;

1690 Daniel Defoe wrote in

Cotton Mather employed a similarly mutualistic body

1690s to

passeth, eveiy

were the sanguification of the

attempts to get people to pay their taxes. They
weren't really giving their
it

man to

by the way every member of the body of man.'^i

This idea of circulation

losing

that blood

"passeth from

man, within the commonwealth; and goes
round about, nourishing, as
part thereof; in so

money was

Body

who Reap the

are the Principals

and must bear the Burdens, and are the Security of their Publick Bonds."33

This emphasis on vigorous circulation ran counter to more purely mercantilist
definitions of wealth as the retention of silver and gold, and thus

became a frequent

on
See Joyce Appleby's discussion in Liberalism and Republicanism
(Cambridge, Mass., 1992), 58-88.

in the Historical

Imagination

3 ^Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, quoted in J.S. Peters, 'The Bank, the Press, and the 'Return of Nature'
On Currency, Credit, and Literary Property in the 1690s," in John Brewer and Susan Staves, eds..
Early Modern Conceptions of Property (London and New York, 1995), 378.
•^-Defoe, Taxes no charge, quoted in Joyce Appleby,

Economic Thought and Ideology

in Seventeenth

Century England (Pnnceton, N.J., 1978), 210.

^^Quoted

in Perry Miller,

The

New England Mind: From Colony to Province (Cambridge,

1953), 162.
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Mass.,

theme of writers seeking

to

promote more vigorous commerce.

It

also reflected the

contemporao^ medical preoccupations with
concoction and evacuation described
chapter 4.

To trade

in

supporters money, like blood or any
other bodily fluid, should not

be allowed to stop circulating.
Davenant maintained that "gold and silver
are often a
surfeiting diet to a nation"

when

[they are] suffered to stagnate."
in

they "tflow] so fast as to choke
industry, or where

He

asserted that such a stagnation had
indeed occurred

backwardly mercantilist Spain, where
affluence had led

manufactures, and "the

common

people being the stomach of the body

stomach being thus weakened, and not performing
been plentifully thrown
"the only

made, as

in,

was not

mediums by which such
will

Roy

in

Appleby,

at all

its

politic,

due functions, the food

and

that

that

had

digested." Trade and manufactures were
thus

a digestion and distribution of gold and
silver can be

be nutritive to the body

politic.'^-*

Porter claims that by the eighteenth century
mercantilist "buUionism"

rejected in England, in favor of the

money

to the neglect of

"more refined view

that true

was

wealth sprang from

motion, stimulating labour, industry and exchange."35
According to Joyce
this

commerce

more dynamic conception of money was supported by a new view
of

as a natural system, similar to other such systems in
the universe.36

Appleby does not say

so, the

Though

newer view of commerce was supported by the newer

view of the human body. For both, health consisted

in a

balanced inflow and outflow,

without significant obstructions and with an adequate purging of superfluities.

This idea that a healthy supply and circulation of money or blood was as
important to the body politic as to the body

human

resonated loudly in Boston during

the periodic currency crises.

'The Blood

Cotton Mather

over currency leaving the province, "and has too Hectick a

in frustration

^'^Davenant, Works.

1:

in the

Body

Politic is depauperated,"

382-383.

^^Porter, "Consumption: Disease of the

36joyce Appleby, Capitalism and a

Consumer Society?"

New Social Order (New
184

58.

York, 1984).

wrote

Circulation"; Massachusetts
should find a

New Ne^.s from

satire,

(ministers

the

and government

Medium

stop "that Hemorrhage. '^7

Robinson Cruso's Island, asserted
officials)

produce of the Island^ since

mean

way to

might have

"[tjhe blood

of Exchange)

is

and

that the

to take their

vital Spirits

pay

A

1720

"Salaiy-Men"

that year "in the

of the Body-politick,

so near exhausted as portends a
Certain,

(I

& Speedy

dissolution. "38

The

idea of

money

as blood implicitly encapsulated
the ethos of the body politic

as an interdependent entity requiring
nourishment in all parts.

When money stopped

circulating throughout the province,
people looked for the sources of
Eariier,

Davenant had

distant parts of the

criticized

kingdom"

monetary policies

into

that

its

stoppage.

had "drawn the species from the

London (presumably

to the

merchants

not seem plain, that the blood which should
circulate in the veins,

is

now

there):

"does

gathered

it

all

about the heart?"39 !„ Massachusetts, speculator
and merchants, especially those in

Boston, were often blamed for similar obstructions
and evacuations of substance, and

were accused of buying up both the paper and the metal
money supply, only

to ship

it

abroad. "As to Silver and Gold," wrote a "Country-man,"
(Edward Wigglesworth),
"...you in Boston, especially the Merchants, should be Silent
as to that matter, for you

have shipp'd

Many

it

off. "40

people believed that the more Massachusetts imported the less

produce for export, as the people

became

less frugal

fell

and industrious.

into debt,

consumed enervating

in Miller,

The

New England Mind,

substances, and

Weeds choke our growing

311.

^^New News from Robinson Cruso 's Island (1720),
Currency Reprints 1682-1751. A

would

A "Country Gentleman" described this as a process

of strangulation: "the Glut of English Goods, like

^ 'Quoted

it

\o\s. (Boston,

in

Andrew McFarland

1910-1911),

2: 128.

Davis, ed.. Colonial

(Hereinafter,

CCR.)

^^avenant, Works.
"^[Edward Wigglesworth], 'The Country-man's Answer, to a Letter
the Town of Boston Considered" (Boston, 1720), CCR 1: 410.
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Intituled,

The Distressed State of

Manufactures, and our Import from
thencc.vastly exceeds our Hxport."4i
This
""balanced situation was almost always
seen in moral terms, and
lan.ents were often

accompanied by nostalgic remembrances
of a ,norc virtuous

past, as in a

1750 piece

evoking "a Time, when the People of
Ne^-Fn,lanJ were sober, frugal, and honest
...when the Produce, the Trade and

Commerce

Imports from foreign parts." Unfortunately,
last, for "in

if

of this Country were equal to

the

all

predictably, this golden age could
not

Proportion as any grew R.ch, they gix^w
A.nbitious, and as Persons in a

Dropsy, the more they drink, the greater
their Thirst...|and

bad Hxamples...were

their)

very Infectious."42

The

lesson that importation siphoned off hard

Massachusetts because
gold required for

more

its

money

fell

particularly hard

dependence upon trade made the search

commerce

for the silver

on

and

particularly desperate. Britain could always
gather or mint

coin, but colonists appeared

doomed

to

watch

it

fly

away.

A

letter writer in

1734

called the "prtxJigious increase of Trade" a
"Monster, that can't be supported u,H)n
jourj natural

Produce

&

lndustry...but

must be fed with Silver and Gold:

It

devours

every Year what might serve for the subsistence of
many Families." The province's
silver

had been "extravagantly squander'd...away

"Mylo Freeman" wrote
and

that

in

purchasing foreign (\)mmodities."

merchants "reward the Sweat of |our| Brows, with

rrifles

Vanities."**^

The

great merchants were often accused not only of hoarding currency
and

depressing paj^er issues, but of doing so as part of a conspiracy to force their
unwanted
luxuries upon a virtuous people,

money,

in

payment

who had no

choice but to accept them,

for their worthy labor and gcx)ds.

Utter from a County Gentleman at Boston,

A

in lieu

1720 pamphlet complained of

to his Friends in the

Country (Boston. 1740)

4: 33.

^-^"Vinccnl Ccntincl." Massachusetts in Af>ony: or, Important Hints to the Inhabitants
of the
Province... (Boston. 17.'^)). CCR A. 440.

^-^'To Uic l^iblishci ol Uic Weekly Ncws-Lxllcr." Miirch
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7,

1734,

of

CCR 3:

80.

CCR

"men who
and

in

turn poor laborers

and tradesmen off with one half or
two

1735 the town of Boston complained

thirds goods,"44

in a petition to the governor
that the

abundance of European goods "exposes
the Inhabitants

Who would gladly avoid the same, were they to receive

to appear in extravagant
Garbs,

Money

in lieu

of their Ubor,

Manufacture and Trades. "45

Some
it

individuals opposed paper

seemed an extension of debt, which was decried

erosion of individual and
in

money because

Debt for these

for

its

superfluities!" cried

over your Liberty...."46To be

in

ownership of the

it

be to run

Benjamin Franklin (who, however, supported
in

Debt;

You

give to another

extended debt to another was, in
self.

payment

enslaving properties and

community autonomy. "But what Madness must

paper money). "[TJhink what you do when you
run

society, to lack

as a promise of future

"[W]hen Peoples Ambition

Purses, they soon get into Debt," wrote "Vincent
Centinel," "and

this

is

Power

face-toface

greater than their

when

in Debt, they

are actually Servants to their Creditors, being
then under their Power"47 in 1750, one
writer called the retirement of the depreciated bills
that he felt had further entrenched the

province's debt a "[sjlavery

paper

money saw

we

are

redeemed from."

On

the other hand, supporters of

the great merchants' restriction of the supply as a

scheme

to turn the

people into debtor-slaves.

Though

credit

and debt were

built into the provincial

economy,

in principle all

debt was frowned upon, and foreign debt in particular was often imagined to
have a
draining, weakening, and

consuming

effect.

Davenant wrote

that foreign debt

an issue of blood, that by degrees will waste and emaciate the body

was "as

politic." In other

essays he termed such debt a diversion of "that nourishment, which should support the

body

politic"

and "a canker,

that in process of time will eat into the

body

politic."

Many

'''Quoted in Davis, Currency and Banking, 94.
"^^William H. Whitmore and William S. Appleton, Boston Record Commissioners' Reports (Boston,
1880-1902), 12: 121.

46j.A. Leo Lemay, ed., Benjamin Franklin: Writings

^'^Massachusetts in Agony, 440.
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(New York,

1987), 1298-1299.

people feared
creditors

that, unlike

would never be

most debts to neighboi^, those owed
paid, encouraging profligacy

to distant

and faceless

and funher involving debtors

in

shameful corruption.'*^

The

increasingly liberal terms of credit
extended by British and colonial

merchants over the decades were seen by
some

in

Massachusetts as a method of

gradual enslavement that further
exacerbated the intrinsic will-eroding properties
of

luxury goods.

To conservatives,

the

common

people could not be trusted to

resist the

temptations of abundant credit. For instance,
Edward Wigglesworth argued for a
provincial "shortening" of credit so as to "put
a stop to the practice" of "Extravagant

Trusting

[that]

hath

made way

for the practice of these Evils" of "Extravagant
Importing

and spending upon Foreign Commodities."49 other
writer were more concerned about
great merchants

who

Credit," claimed

New News from

outstanding,

is

engrossed the supply of

fallen into the

greatest part of the paper

Robinson Cruso 's Island, "which

money

were infected with covetousness, which

virulent

'The

hands of a few wretched Misers''

prevent further emissions of paper

poysonous Heat, consumes

credit.

is

yet

who now

sought to

so as to consolidate their gains. Such people

" ['t]is a

Gangrene

in the Soul, that

the Natural Affections, to supply their

with a

room with

the

most

Humours. "'^^

Despite support for the newer view of

money

as a sanguinary digestive fluid

that should circulate, rather than as the essence of wealth itself that should be hoarded,

fear remained about the moral and economic consequences of a paper

exchange.

As Jack Weatherford

1:

of

has pointed out, "[t]he use of coins and other

commodities involved tremendous

''^Davenant, Works.

medium

abstraction, but the use of paper

made money even

443, 168-169, 256.

'*^[Edward Wigglesworth],

A

Vindication oj the

Remarks of One

CCR 2: 40.
^CCRl: 131.
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in the Country... (Boston, 1720),

more

abs.r.ct."5l

An avowedly

reprcsenU,.io„al

any inlrinsw value, paper might
ensnare people

medium
in

that

„„ one could argue had

imaginary bubbles of credi. and

debt, enabling their prcxiigality,
luxury, and frauduience, and bree<li„g
idleness along

with diseases moral and physical.

Fundamental disagreement over the nature
of money
point dividing defenders and challengers
of paper

bills in

intrinsick value is there in Silver,
or Gold...but only the

men

m Trade|?j" inquired John Colman

issues.

But on one surviving copy of

in a

this

with the writer penned

this

Bank

in value, therefore

bills are

Value

intrinsick

here."

He

mutable

is in all

marginalia

itself

was

Massachusetts.

common

want of so much European goods
implicated

in acis

paper Bills whether province or

delusive and injurious....

by Trade and so

its

it

was only

ought to be

bills

"|tlhe

with what they

meer Imaginary

has brought them here."« p^pcr

money was

politic.

in

Massachusetts expressed ambivalence about foreign

large they

acknowledged

only provided necessary goods

backbone of

that

it

British luxuries

Though people
commerce, by and

commenting

A Medium of

of consumption and, depending on the point of view, was
salutary or

poisonous to the body

The paradox of

by

pamphlet someone who clearly disagreed

in response: "All

|that|

it

1720 pamphlet supporting further paper

parts of the world...gained

to import,

"What

acceptation of

or she also tacitly connected the delusory nature
of paper

had enabled merchants

often the clearest

that the

economy. Of course,

the necessity of foreign trade because

it

not

province did not produce but was also the

the conditions of trade

were of much more

/he History of Money (New York, 1997). Wcalhcrf ord also explains lhat
"jmjoncy began as a spccilic. Uingiblc commodity.
In iLs second stage, it came in the form of paper
which retamed its tangibility but lost its value as a aimmodity. f'apcr money a)uld not be eaten, as
could salt blocks or cacao beans, nor could it be melted and formed into metal Ux)ls or ornaments ...
Paper money lacked usci ulncss except as money. The u.sc of a)ins and other a)mmodities involved
tremendous abstraction, but the use of paper made money even more abstract" ( I4()).
-^'Jack Wcalhcrford.

..

-''-John (.'olman, I he Distressed Stale

of the I'own of Boston Once more Considered... (BosU)n,

1720), Davis. Iracls.
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concern .o H.,s,„„.,„.
co„,le,„„ „n,n,h,
l..w„.s

,„ r.nn.rs;

c<,„,„,crcc

i,

was part.cul.Hy

„„ which ,hey

could .survive wi,h.,u, ...rc^n
trade,

considered

1

irade

,„™

commerce

s,i,l

unl.kely .„a, „.cy w..,„d

Wh„c .he ,nore

<,e,.„<,e.,.

.s«.a,e.l „,..,

n.os, ,.,.p,e i„ ,he
province probahly

necessjiry lo provincial jirosperily.

l"wever, even had Mas,sachusel(.s
wanle.l to wi.hdraw fron, Ihe
oveoeas

-an

unlikely pros.K-.:,

,he ,n„,her coun.ry elfecively
de.na.Kle.l Us pa«icipa,i„n

as partners, alhei, lesser ones,

l

or Mas.sachuse„s could no.,
as ,na„y no.ed w,.h

chagrin, legally prohihi. or encumln.r
through du.ics .he entry ol gocKls
merchanls ,„

Kngland chose

lo se

"iollier coun.ry.

lo,

hen,, because

As one

any

reslric.ions

in pari

"owing

.„

.|,c

Nal.ue

If the

foreign

.Soil"

New York

Trading People."

fact lha. "|w|e

have no

and Pennsylvamal have to rani. .„

problcrti in Massachusetts, then, could
not

itself,

then

how

could

il

be defined?

on, most people in the province concluded
that

and "superlluities"

and .he

to be a

wanl.'"^'

ccononuc

commerce

onr

ol

.S.aple as the other I'lau.atious
|snch as

hngland f or whal wc

nega.ive.l in .he

wriler no.ed in 17)4, •Considering
our necessary ,Snbjec.i„n

and Dcpendance on our Mo.her Coun.ry,
we arc.obliged

This was

this

were usually

il

As noted

allowed to be

earlier,

must be the trade

that tipped the scales of the trade
imbalance.

l)c

f

rotn (he 1720s

in foreign "luxuries"

But defining Just what

meant, when most such luxuries were imported not
from foreign countries, but

instead from Ihe molher country, proved

F:mbedded
hope

in the

more problematic.

discussions of luxury imports was i)erhaps the underlying

that the larger ethical

dilemmas presented by commerce and consumption might be

resolved by the elimination or diminution of particular problematical
gwds.

'['he

concept of the luxury good helped to elide the more intractable moral
problem of

Boston's reliance upon commerce

S3
-

"A MchJcsI

1734).

(•( 7^

A|H)l()gy loi Paper
I:

Mom y.

itself,

focussing the discussion instead on "g(K)d"

In a Lcllcr

07.

I9()

U)a

l

iicnd"

(///<-
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versus "bad" .mports.

community momlity,

It

also kep. the debate wiU,i„
the familiar realm of
individual and

for at

its

most basic

level the disease

of the t,.de imbalance was

usually imagined as one caused
by the aggregate of individual acts
of consumption.

Because the economic good was
trouble

was

not attributed to

still

more

thought of in pei^nal and corporate
tetms, the

abstract market fot^es, as

might have been

it

in

a

later

century.

As mentioned

earlier, the

merchants and government
glutting

it

common

most

officials

schemed

with luxury goods and dampening

accusations were either that wealthy

to drain the wealth of the province

home development,

or that the people

themselves had become prodigal and must
retrench. Those arguing the
usually also proposed that

if

the people

by

would not willingly cut back

latter point

their

consumption,

or lacked the resolve to do so, they
should be curbed through the restriction of
credit

and currency or through excise taxes and sumptuary
laws,

all

of which were solutions

designed to regulate individual behavior.

Luxury, which could be defined as excess consumption
of various kinds, was
traditionally thought

dangerous

to society

because

it

defied the principles of necessity

and hierarchy dictated by the constraints of material

scarcity.

principles, in accordance with one's social position,

was imperative

Obedience

to these

for the maintenance

of a harmonious, well-balanced society. The classic example
from the Old Testament
that

of original

sin: in

plucking the apple. Eve reached for a food she did not need and

which would afford her only temporary

pleasure, and she violated her place in the

ordained hierarchy. Luxury was contagious (Eve infected Adam), and
invitation to social anarchy.
their appetites. Persons

and would not

is

To

it

God-

was an

maintain the social order, individuals had to suppress

and societies given over to luxury were by definition diseased,

last long. "(I)f

you wish

to see a State at fever-heat," declared Plato

about a society that supported useless professions and indulged
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in needless

consumer

goods.

have no

•'.

objection....

And

living in .his

way we

shall

have much greater need

of physicians than ever before."54

While luxuo. was not good for anybody,

traditionally

it

was considered most

dangerous to society when the mass
of common people indulged
themselves,

consuming scarce resources,

ill-fitting the.r

bodies for necessary labor, and
upsetting

the social order by displays
beyond their station.
socially dangerous because

it

eventually, as an article in the
at last to the very

The

was

The luxury of the

infectious, passing

individual

was

also

"from one to another";

Boston Gazette warned, "the baneful
contagion spreads

dregs of the people." At

this point,

hope would be

lost.55

eighteenth-century British and American
manifestations of the concept of

contagious and enervating luxury have been
treated

in the historical literature as

primarily political and ideological, as
arising out of republican and Real

with social corruption and the fragility of

states.

Whig concerns

But the principle was a corporeal one

as well, in that the positing of a threat to
the body politic required an understanding
that

luxury and excess harmed the body human. Luxury,
claimed social

Fawconer, "unnerves the whole system of the human

fabric,

critic

Samuel

and breaks the force of

our several powers, both of body and mind; enfeebling
the strength and hardiness of
the one,

and enervating the vigour and

politico-corporeal constructions,
its

harm

to the

body human or

Fawconer writes

its

its

human and

^Quoted

in

the

dangers to the body politic-might

very foundation,

total dissolution," there is little

body

politic.-^^

ominous

till

the tottering fabric sinks at once into

^ate, the relatively

in

is that

of both the body

porous boundaries between

Western Thought, Eden to Smollett (Baltimore

1977), 30-31.
18, 1773.

^Samuel Fawconer, An Essay on Modern Luxury (London,
192

come first. When

to the constitution:

question that this constitution

John Sekora, Luxury: The Concept

^^Boston Gazette, January

many

impossible to determine which aspect of luxury-

that the prevalence of luxury "is

imperceptibly undermining

a

it is

activity of the other." In this as in so

1765).

individual and society

our

own

made

these distinctions less relevant
than they putportedly are
in

day.

The danger, of luxuries

to the state

from

that

silks

and elaborate carriages as well as

were almost always described
as insepamblc

of their insalubrity to individuals.
This applied to nonperishable
goods like
to

food and drink, though the most
direct

physiological effects were attributed
to comestibles.
social level expressed in political
texts

The concern with luxu^^ on

was matched and perhaps exceeded
on

the

the

individual level in popular health
tracts and other texts, which
by the 1750s often gave

the impression that

Essay on

Its

most

illness resulted

from excess. For instance,

Nature, Benjamin Grosvenor asserted

that the

persons were also those most "given to
Surfeits, Debauches,

in his

Health:

An

most disease-prone

& Lewdness, whereby

they do so far inflame their Blood, and
waste their Spirits."57 Benjamin Franklin
declared in his 1742

Poor Richard's Almanac

that

"most Distempers have

their

Original from Repletion. "^8

Luxury foods were defined not just by type or

Those preparations,
of

artificial fiavor,

particularly if they

were French

quantity, but also

in origin, that

by preparation.

produced an excess

forced spiciness, or other qualities might render
foods potentially

unassimilable to undebauched constitutions. British
physician George Cheyne decried

modem

cookery's "Inventions of Luxury," quoting Addison's
vivid and oft-repeated

statement: "

Tor my

magnificence,

I

part,

fancy that

when
I

I

behold a fashionable table

set

out in

all its

see gouts and dropsies, fevers and lethargies, with other

innumerable distempers, lying

in

ambuscade among the

dishes.' "59

Luxury inhered

not just in the consumption of unhealthful, unnecessary, or
overiy stimulating foods,

which were by nature excess, but also
neutral foods.

in the excessive

The 1754 Ames Almanack declared

^Benjamin Grosvenor, Health: An Essay on Its Nature,

consumption of otherwise

that "the

3ixi ed.

monstrous and extream

(Boston. 1761).

^Franklin, Writings, 1226.

^^George Cheyne, An Essay of Health and Long
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Life (1724; reprint

New

York, 1979).

Tortures which

many

labour under, are the growth
of their

own Madness and

Folly,

who...cram their poor, passive
Machines with more Meats and
Drinlcs, than they can
easily digest."

As we saw

in

chapter 4, any kind of excess
threatened the body's

always precarious inner tone and
balance as

Benjamin Franklin inquired,
(1780),

"Many

"What have 1 done
things;

in his

sought to "concoct the overload."

"Dialogue Between the Gout and
Mr. Franklin"

to merit these cruel sufferings?"

you have ate and drank too

yours in their indolence."

it

What

freely,

To which the Gout

and too much indulged those legs of

else could be expected, asked
the Gout,

course of living but a body replete with
stagnant humours, ready to
kinds of dangerous maladies|?|"60
luxurious; others

Some

fall

in a

a prey to

all

foods were by their nature excessive
and

and repletion with stagnant humors, luxury

also addictive, eroding the will through
a subtle process. "Luxury

Appearance

"from such a

became so when overindulged.

In addition to causing enervation

was

replied

Manner so engaging, so

Politeness and Generosity, that

we

makes her

easily she deceives us under the

are not aware of Danger,

'till

we

show of

feel the fatal

Poison," warned one writer in the Boston
Gazette in 1747.61 Luxury was tantamount
to addiction because,

once the infection took

root,

it

could never be

satisfied. It

operated as a kind of virus continuously disabling the body
and mind, making them
vulnerable to diseases of

body

politic. Especially

all

kinds,

once the

would become poweriess

and the same could be said for

its

common people had been infected,

to defend itself, having lost

its

effect

the

upon the

body

crucial vigor, tone,

politic

and

reactivity.

Luxury was thought of corporeally
the Puritan jeremiad,

^rankJin,

it

had

by

been represented as a disease susceptible of

Writings, 943-944.

Boston Gazette, November

Consumer Economy
World of Goods. 255.

the

traditionally

in part because, like other sins attacked

m

quoted

T.H. Breen, 'The Meanings of Things: Interpreting
the Eighteenth Century," in Brewer and Porter, eds.. Consumption and the
17, 1747,

in
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cure.

Peny

Miller describes the causal
sequence this way: "the sins exist,
the disease

breaks out; the sins are reformed,
the disease

is

cured."62 if

hopefully the people could be
brought to repent of

propose their remedies. In Puritan
as

consumption was

body human and
in 1714, "that

weU

it,

and

^ ^.^^^^^^

political physicians

as in other traditions, the sin
of luxuo^

traditionally equally harmful to
the individual

the

body

Luxury

is

politic. "It is

and to society,

to the

a receiv'd Notion," wrote Bernard
Mandeville

as destructive to the wealth of the

to that of every individual
Person...that

could also

it

which the Nations become an easy Prey

whole Body

Politic, as it is

effeminates and enervates the People,
by

to the first Invaders."63 in regard
to luxury,

the personal and the political were
analytically inseparable.

The conception of society

as a body politic bounded and finite
in

its

resources

is

consonant with the classical view of luxury.
However, by offering a hopeful end of
scarcity, the

expanding eighteenth-cenUiry commercial economy
began to erode both

paradigms. For instance, Mandeville famously
argued that private vices could be public
virtues-i.e., within limits the trade in luxury
goods could be beneficial, leading to the
greatest happiness for the greatest

number (though

it is

true that he

was often

reviled for

this position).

However,

the idea of luxury

consumption as an unhealthful distribution of

resources within the body politic, rather than as a force for
growtii that could lead to
greater health and prosperity for

economy) remained powerful,
proscription of luxuries

all

(the

modem idea of a constantiy expanding

especially at times of economic crisis. Obviously, the

fell in line witii still

interpretations of Uie provincial

strong Puritan dictates. According to

economy along

these finite lines, Massachusetts

would

not have been in economic trouble had her people remained virtuous, impervious to the
temptations proffered by

^^Miller, The

new consumer goods and freer credit

New England Mind,

27.

® Mandeville, The Fable of the Bees, quoted

in Sekora,
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Luxury.

"[0]ur decay in

Wealthr wrote one pamphleteer in
1719,
especially our Extravagance.,..

Our

Fashions has almost ruin'd us."64
laws and an increase
to the

"is chiefly

owing

foolish

to

in the excise tax,

Mismanagements

of Forreign Commodities

^50, another proposed

i„

our

which would provide

the revival of sumptuary

"sufficient

Consumption of ^XX foreign unnecessary
Commodities,

&

Discoumgement

that serve only for the

feeding Luxury and gratifying
Extravagance. "(*^

Though some
their

in

Massachusetts might have liked to restrain
British luxuries,

ambivalence about foreign imports actually
followed the precedent of British

writers similarly concerned about
imports into the British Isles. Initially
these criticisms

of imports were fueled by mercantilist

ways by which England could keep
''vicious

wealthier were
all

others."

it

1664 Thomas

to the far

more abstemious and

England's natural advantages,

all

Mun enumerated the

the balance of trade in her favor,

and excessive" Englishmen

wealthier Dutch. With

fears. In

it

comparing
therefore

would be incomparably

not for the "unnecessary wants" of "Silks,
Sugars, Spices, Fruits, and

While the Dutch exploited new opportunities and
placed high excises on

luxuries, the English

went about "besotting [themselves] with pipe and

manner...until death stares

many

in the face." In

pot, in a beastly

sum, "the general leprosie of our

Piping, Potting, Feasting, Fashions, and mis-spending
of our time in Idleness and
Pleasure...hath

made

us effeminate in our bodies,

our Treasure, declined

in

weak

in

our knowleg

[sic],

poor in

our Valour."66 Weakness in the individual led to weakness
in

the state.

A

1680

tract,

Britannia Languens, or

A Discourse of Trade...

purported to

show

''the fatal

^The

Present Melancholy Circumstances of the Province Consider'd... (Boston
1719)

Consequences and Symptoms of a Consumptive Trade"

CCR V

351.

^^Some Observations Relating
Bay... (Boston, 1750).

CCR 4:

to the Present

Circumstances of the Province of the Massachusetts-

420.

^^Thomas Mun, England's Treasure by Forraign

Trade, or. The Ballance of our Forraign Trade is
the Rule of our Treasure (London, 1664), in J.R. McCulloch, ed.. Early English Tracts
on Commerce
(Cambridge, 1954), 192-193.
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luxury had,

in Ihe pasl
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we saw

in
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Jonathan Swill's

hundred years, "unhraced Ihe Nerves,
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(^arcass to their Sons, so lhal with the World's Decay, vicious
Souls and putrified
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in this

our Age. arrived

to their highest

and

niost exalted Degrxies."

luxury had increased, "the NuiiiIrm and Degrees of our Diseases have increased

(I*hilan^liis|.
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would

lirown ou.l.ned (Ins long accep.ed
lonnula.K>n.
"niu.ual Necessities"; in

and sciences; hnl

,.s

second

in i.s .hird

i.

..

provided

In ,.s (Irsl s.a^>es

"C

.n

na.urally hr.ng

disease. In his 1757 essay on Uri.ish
manners, reprin.ed in hos.<,n in I75H.

I

^^^^

.|(,hn

conutuTce supplied

onvenienc.es" and support lo .he

arts

hrough. a superllui.y of gcunls along w,.h
avarice, "gross

-nxury" and "eflen.ina.e Ref.ne.nen.s."
Wn.ers oi.en a.le.np.ed .o discern which phase

I'ngland had achieved.

To Brown

i.

was

.he Ihird. which, he

Slren^lhr bringing "Disease and Disabili.y."
villages

abounded wi.h

I)isease."^2

II

111

is|^,

heal.h. in .he .hird.

j,^.

^.^^ thinking of

lingland .he l)ad

s.iilf

was

coun.ry for bringing

small quantity of specie

^*\'lu yiie.

An

livuiy

still left

of Hrdllfi and

.ha.

I

come from

I

empire blamed

U>.h Hri.ish and foreign.

'ligland herself

\

commerce,

niiice or the Indies,

s.ales wi.hin .he Hri.ish

amongst us

Ixntf- IJ/c. 2

.he second s.age of

London.

in luxuries

Sco.sman Tobias Smolle.. claimed

"impaired our /vW//y

"commercial Cities |alK>unded| with

repii.ed to

midcentury some members of de|)enden.

own mo.her

If in

lell.

|in

l

that .he

AiiUNlioii^.

I

he

An oj I'rewrvifiK

I

Health:

A Poem (Hoslon.

I7.S7)

'-John Hiowii, llslimaie of the Manners and rrituiples of the Times (HosJon,

draining.. .the

Seven Years'

^''William Muduin. Donn'Mir Medicinf (riiihuldphia. 1772).
'J4>hii

.heir

or ins.ancc,

was "conlinually

Scotlandl" and

by

I7.SK).

War had

"drained our country of so

many of its most

useful inhabitants." In return,

England's colonies yielded "nothing
but a few baneful

England's

restrictions,

iron, cattle,

and

fish)

Scotland would be

rich, for

articles

of luxuiy."

WUhout

her natural products (coal,
lead,

and her people's industiy and
sobriety would "force a demand

every where. and...never leave
the country which produces
them destitute of species

and commodities."

when

Smollett's

No doubt

work was

these charges resonated loudly
for

American readers

reprinted in Philadelphia in 1769.73

In an Atlantic world

dominated by European

rivalries, the

concern that foreign

substances enervated bodies politic was
also bound up with the fear of
invasion and
defeat by rival powers.

It

was feared

that luxuries

would

both extemal depredations and internal
insurrections.

attempted to assess the fiber of the national
body

economy of labor and consumption

that

its

And

politic,

fit

a nation to withstand

so reformers and alarmists

viewing

it

as a systemic

must maintain proper tone and balance.
"|Tlhe

exorbitant Trade and Wealth of

Effeminacy r

ill

sufficiently account for

it's [sic]

present

lack of vigor and tone, declared Brown.
Such had 'Veakened the

small Remainder of publick Capacity and Defence;
and thus seems to have

fitted

us for

a Prey to the Insults and Invasions of our most
powerful Enemy."^-*

Luxurious consumpUon also created moral diseases, for
that, in the

is

was widely accepted

words of the author of New-England's Misery, The Procuring
Cause, and

Remedy Proposed,
Excess

it

a

poem

published during the Seven Years' War, "[wjhatever

Sin." Excess, the author intimated, had brought

the scourge of war. Chief

among

the culprits

down upon Massachusetts

in a footnote that "ft]he

Use., .of these Articles, especially those of the former,

is

North Briton Extraordinary..., 3rd

excessive

very displeasing to

The "Remedy Proposed" presumably was retrenchment of these
A

GOD."75

luxuries. Their

ed. (Philadelphia, 1769).

^"^Brown, Estimate of the Manners, 81, 91.

'^New England's Misery, The Procuring Cause, and Remedy Proposed (Boston,
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to

were the ''Wine, Rum, and

r^ayexcessively in Fashion." The poet explained

"^Tobias Smollett,

is

1758).

consumption threatened not just
the individual, but also the
safety of the

community, enervating the bodies
needed

One

wrath.

individual,

part of the appeal of this
focus

to fight the

entire

war and bringing down divine

on excess and luxury was

that

it

offered the

and by extension the community,
the hope of a degree of control
over health

through the prophylactics of moderation
and abstinence. "Against Diseases
here/the
strongest Fence,"

expounded Poor Richard

1742 Almanac.

in his

"Is the defensive

Virtue, Abstinence."76
British critiques of foreign imports
played in the colonies in a complicated

While

colonists absorbed their ingrained
xenophobia and apprehension about

potentially corrupt bases of wealth, they

for

it

way.

was English merchants and

same goods, which
In England,

colonists

many

furniture, ornate tea

domestically. But

must also have been aware of a dissonance,

their colonial factors

who flooded America

were forbidden by the mother country from

this,

restraining.

items considered extravagant -expensive fabrics,
elegant

and coffee services, ostentatious carriages-were
produced

still

there

was a tendency

in

England

to conflate foreign imports

(including those from British colonies) with the
luxurious. There were a

reasons for

with these

among them

that

many

number of

of the most popular imported comestibles, such

as coffee, tea, wine, tobacco, and sugar, were
stimulants or intoxicants.
In a sense, in

much

New

England the case against foreign imports as luxuries was

stronger. Massachusetts

produced few goods

therefore almost everything seemingly superfluous
at the

same time much of what

luxuries.

So

tracts often

in fingering the

that could

be termed luxurious, and

came from

outside the province. But

the province imported

from Britain were

necessities, not

bad stuff that had been brought into the province,

political

focussed on the more obvious items of luxury and moral opprobrium—

those goods claimed to be morally and physiologically unhealthful, especially
stimulants and intoxicants not easily assimilable to

'^^FrankJin. Writings, 1224.
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New

England

constitutions.

The

major culprim were wine, rum
and other "spiriruous"

(distilled) liquors, tea,
coffee,

lemons, sugar, chocolate, and
tobacco. Fine fabrics were also
a popular

target.

To

some extent,

these goods stood in for the
entire trade imbalance,
which in reality also

had much

do with the importation of nume,.,us

to

necessities not manufactut^d
in

Massachusetts.
It

was thought

to

be crucial

to distinguish, as did the
"country

gentleman-

author of the 1719 The Present
Melancholy Circumstances of the Province

Consider 'd, between "the Imported
Commodities, which are
for us"

and those

that

really

needjul and usejul

"have been Imported and Spent in
greater Quantities, than has

been for our good, Such as Wine,
Rum, Brandy, (not to mention Tea, Cojfee,
Chacolet, which People here formerly
did very well without)."77
particular

case of

were almost always on the moral

rum

certainly

consumed

in

blacklist -easy targets perhaps,

Rhum

and Wine

|isl

in the

that "the excessive

Consumption

one of the greatest Sources and Causes of the
present

Distress."78 !„ ^is tract against paper
prodigality,

and

copious quantities. Referring to the province's

economic woes, Attorney General Paul Dudley wrote
of

Rum and wine in

money, which he

felt

enabled the people's

Boston physician William Douglass recommended

"abandoning the plentiful use of Rum,

that execrable

in

1738 the

Bane of all our

Plantations. '"79

Writing from Philadelphia, temperance advocate Anthony
Benezet expressed a
sentiment probably shared by

had "induced our traders
diseases

"^CCR

1:

and death

in Massachusetts: "the desire

to bring us plenty of distilled spirits,

in return for

of gain," he wrote,

and together with them

our flour, and other useful produce. "«o Denunciations

344-345,

[Paul Dudley], Objections to the
1:

many

Bank of Credit iMtely Projected at

Boston... (Boston

1714)

CCR

255.

fWilliam Douglass],

An

Essay, Concerning Silver

and Paper

Currencies... (Boston, 1738)

249.

^[Anthony

Benezet], 77?^ Potent Enemies of Afnerica Laid Open,,. (Philadelphia, 1774).
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of particular foreign i„,po,,s
were ofcen

™ade

via invidious comparison
with healthful

domestic products.

Even whHe

the domestic production of
rum,

imported from the West Indies,
increased

in

most of which had previously
been

Massachusetts

in the

1720s and 1730s,

it

continued to be refe.ed to as a
product pernicious in a foreign
way, probably because

was

distilled

from West Indies molasses.

the province's

rum

distilleries in the

the denunciations of
killed

when made

the

Wars and

into Rip."8i

however, after the decline of

m,d- 1730s following passage of
the Molasses Act,

rum became even more

more Indians than

especially

Interestingly,

it

shrill.

Rum, miled Douglass

their Sicknesses,

One

it

in 1749, "has

does not spare white People,

author aimed for shock value in
1750

when he

estimated that Massachusetts consumed
"annually nigh one million eight
hundreds

thousands Pounds Old Tenor ImoneyJ

in spirituous Liquors." If this

consumption

could not be retrenched, liquors should
be laid with an additional excise tax,
"since
ftheirl large

Consumption...tends to ruin our Constitutions...and
at the same Time

produces an Habit of Idleness, which has already
impoverished many Families."82 As
liquors afflicted the province with debt,
they also surfeited and enervated the
consumer,
unfitting

body and mind

Coffee,

tea,

for useful labor.

chocolate, and sugar, other

commonly disapproved

imports, were

often described as either unnecessary or
unhealthful, and sometimes both. In a 1725

argument against printing more provincial paper money,
Warham Mather asserted
"were the people lead
costly clothing

to a greater neglect of foreign

that

Commodities, such as the gay and

from abroad; imported inebriating Drinks; Chocolate, and so

plentifull

eating of Flesh, into the plain and simple diet of the
Country... ftjhere would be no

occasion for creating more Bills."83 William Douglass fulminated
against sugar which,
°' Douglass,

A Summary,

Historical

^'^Some Observations Relating to

Bay (Boston,

1750),

CCR 4:

and

tlie

Political,

1:

540.

Present Circumstances of the Province of the Massachusetts-

420-421.

A Speech

without -doors toucfung the Morality of Emitting more Paper Bills, January
14, 1725, in
Letter-Book of Samuel Sewall, Massachusetts Historical Society Collections. 52: 238.
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he wrote, -fouls our animal
Juices, and produces
Scrophulas. Scurfs, and other
pu^rUi Disorder.; by relaxing
.he Solids, i. occasions
.a,ery Swellings and ca^arrHous
A,ls,

i,

induces Hys.erick and other
nervous Disorders." Though
once imported

in

small quantities and used only
medicinally, sugar had now. he
claimed, become a

common

vice.^

In

there

addiUon

to the

presumably innately unhealthful
properties of many imports,

was also a suspicion

that they carried with them,
through a process of osmosis

perhaps, the diseases of their
countries of origin.

absorbed

Every

idea that the body

the qualities of the foods
consumed.) For instance, John Tennent
wrote in

all

Man

(Remember the

his

because very

Own

Doctor

common

in

thence, by too liberal a

that the "dry gripes"

those Islands:

might be called "the Caribbee colick,

And I wish we may

not have deriv'd

it

from

Use of their Commodities."85

Unnecessary nonconsumable imports without
direct

ill

health effects were

associated with the banefulness of rum,
wine, and tea through their status as

-impoverishing Commodities"

that drained the province's wealth

and as

carriers

of

moral disease. "Mylo Freeman" included among
these items "Velvets, Laces, Silks of
all

Kinds, the finest Linnens, Cambricks, and
Tea, and Lemons:'^^ In defending

himself, "Richard

Rum"

maintained that

"silks,

bonelace, silver

and gold lace,

velvet,

exceeding fine holland, muslins, ribbons, silk-stockings.
..hsi^^ had as deep a hand
procuring their poverty as I."87

As

excess,

all

in

these items were baneful luxuries.

Against these imports was arrayed the "plain and simple
diet" of the

Massachusetts countryside, so celebrated during the boycott
movements of the 1760s
^Douglass, A Summary, Historical and Political, 1: 1 16.
^5john Tenncnl. Every Man his Own Doctor (Williamsburg and Annapolis.
1734). 20. Notonously,
venereal diseases also were assumed to be of foreign denvation,
as m the "French pox" (syphilis). To'
avoid the pox. Tennent recommended his readers "eat seldom of
fresh Pork, which breeds very gross
Humours; live not Ux) near a Swamp; nor ever venture upon strange Women, especially
upon

Ethiopians."

'Mylo Freeman,"
(Boston. 1748),

A Word in

CCR 4:

Season

to all

True Lovers of Their Uberty and Their Country

364.

^ISir Richard Rum], The Indictment and

Trial of Sir Richard Rum... 20th ed. (Warren, R.I., 1794).
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»n<l I77().s. Tl,c „K.ral
.ai„.

probably be„i„..
all do,ne.s.ic

W

,..c fac, ,ha,,

The most

while

i„

.s,.,ri,s

as opposed ,o <l„,„„s,ic
beverages

1715 .he province levied a

reiail

is

excise

upon

foreign wines, li„u„rs, and
ales, including beer, cider,
and per,^, in

1721 a,Kl .hereafter
spirils.

forcig.,

<,(

i.

levied ,he du,y only upon
wine, nm.. bran.ly and o.her
i„,,.,r,ed

i„,,H,rtan.

exe,„p,i„n was cider, Ihe alcoholic
beverage in Ihe

countryside. In I7.n, .he prov.nce
added ,he duly u, lemons and limes,
which were

used to

make

No
British

flip,

a

rum based punch .««

meaningful distinction appears to have
been made between imports of

and non British origin

economy.

In part this resulted

in

regard to their es.senlial "foreignness"
to the provincial

from the

fact that,

under the tenuis of the trade

Asian and Huropean goo<ls imported into
the colonies had
Hngland, where a duty was paid, most
to (he colonies.

Thus

of

virtually all Briti.sh,

first

acts, all

to be shipped through

which was "drawn back" upon reexportation
Huropean, and Asian gocxls imported into
the

colonies were shipped from Hngland.
(There were a few exemptions from this
provision, notably wine from the A/ores
and the Madeira Islands, an im|H,rtant

commodity

in

Boston.) This provision collapsed

"British" and the "foreign" g(K>d, which could

economic meaning
H:uropean

|X)rts

in the colonies.

any

rate

distinction l^etween the

have had

little

practical

The smuggling of Huropean and Asian goods from

probably did not fundamentally alter these meanings,
though

possible that smuggling
It IS

at

some of the

f

it

is

also

urther tainted these g<K)ds.

certainly tnie that the worst excoriations were reserved
for Huropean and

Asian prcKlucts such as wine, brandy,
molasses imported

frotii

the

West

tea,

Indies.

and coffee, and for the

More of these

latter three

imported from the foreign, than from the British, West Indies, and

runj, sugar,

and

commodities were
this fact

increased their stain of foreign ncss. However, becau.se the identities and

may have

life

cxf)eriences of most people in Mas.sachusetts were bound up in the province
(frequently
y /i^

A<

(BosUm.

i,\

ami

Resolves, Ptihlir

and

Private,

of ihe Provinre of Massachusetts

IH<'// I<>22). 2.
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liay...,

5 vols.

refe^ed to as their "native country"),
anything not grown or produced
locally could be
felt as foreign, in

a physiological and cultural
sense, whatever

Also because of the .dea

that identities

assimilate.

more

These

it

consumers, especially

as a matter of degree, depending
on

and products.

to the

goods manufactured

consumer thus had much
in Britain,

were decidedly foreign

to

do with

original

by far the bulk of manufactures
imported in

in terms of the provincial

probably perceived as foreign by the consumer

who

difficult to

goods were no doubt much more
important to

was probably perceived

While foreignness

the colonies,

from which a commodity

in relation to health properties,
than their status in regard to

similarity to native climate

derivation,

soil

might be deemed inflaming, enervating,
or otherwise

qualities of imported

trade. Foreignness

political affiliation.

and bodily constitutions were
influenced by

climate and environment, the
more alien the air or
derived, the

its

in

economy. They were

varying respects depending upon

purchased them, whether they were seen as
necessities or luxuries, their level of

fineness,

and other considerations. Whether they were
perceived as genuine luxuries

probably also varied.

Though imports from England were

not in a political sense foreign, in economic

terms they were so in part because of imperial trade
regulations. Though mother
country and colonies comprised one body politic
assumed to have conjoined economic
interests,

by the terms of mercantilism they were also separate and
sometimes

competing bodies, each with

its

own

benefits of abundant British imports
staple

interest in exporting as

were not mutual

commodity, such as tobacco or wheat,

also one of the reasons

why

to

much

as possible.

The

in a province that possessed

exchange for imports. This

the great merchants in the overseas trade

no

reality is

were so

frequently criticized by others in the province. Their interest appeared to

lie

with

importation, as did the mother country's with exportation, and not with the

development of the provincial economy, for a savvy merchant adept

205

at the carrying

trade could acquire
conunodities and hard currency
for exchange

province; he did no. need to
promote development.

I,

from outeide U>e

might even, to some observers,

have defeated his purposes.

The

conflicting and

politically not so, culturally

many in

ambiguous

status of British

somewhat so- was borne out

the province initially

deemed

all

indicated by the fact that the
1715 impost

exempted

was

"all

tariff

in the

realm of taxation. That

imports as foreign and subject to
bill

pounds of "English merchandise."
However,
disallowed this

imports-economically foreign,

tariff is

included a tax of 20 shillings per
100
in

England the Privy Council soon

as prejudicial to Britain's interests,
and by 1719 the impost

goods from Great Britain."89 Between
1719 and 1750 Massachusetts

effectively barred

placing a tariff on

Unable

by the mother country, despite a number
of attempts, from

any goods imported from Great

to tax British imports, the

Britain.

province instead taxed other goods. In

addition to the excise on liquors, the province
levied impost duties throughout the

period on wine, rum, sugar, molasses, and
tobacco-the
Islands, the last

first

imported from the Wine

from Southern colonies, the remainder from the
West

addition to the fact that they were not imported
from Great Britain,

were probably considered valid

to tax because they

the consumer, despite their compelling

commerce. Impost

all

Indies. In

these products

were insalubrious or unnecessary to

economic importance

to the province's

duties also applied to any other imports not expressly
excepted, but

the exemptions included, in addition of course to

all

goods from

Britain, salt, cotton-

wool, and "provisions and other produce of New England"—
leaving very
tax.^o

The major

tariff

As mentioned

to

items were cleariy imports considered luxurious or insalubrious.

previously, provincials

who wanted people

lamented the mother country's negativing of laws meant

^Acts and Resolves,

little left

2: 11,

138.
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to curb

to retrench frequently

consumption of luxury

imports. For instance, in
1720

Edward Wigglesworth argued

which he thought enabled people

"we who

we may

to

paper

money

purchase superfluities should be
abolished, since

are a poor dependent Province,

may

think injurious to us, by
incumbering

presumably, England had done

that the

in regard to

not discourage

some Importations which

them with heavy Duties"-such

as,

French imports.^' But domestic

development and paper money enthusiast
John Wise drew an opposite conclusion:
there
was no use talking of retrenchment while
"we are a Dependent Merchandize on
[England J; neither as to our Trade can
we be other wayes till we are come to a
greater
perfection in our Manufactures."<^2
A^^^her wdter argued reluctantly for paper
to help

pay off the provincial debt on the
grounds

Plantation, on their

The negative
political

dependant

Mother Country, can't make sumptuary Laws,
or such

them of their present

extricate

that "this Prx)vince, is a

Difficulties,

effects of English imports

and economic dependence

money

as

may

nor use Spunges to wipe away old Debts."

were exacerbated,

in

many

minds, by the

that derailed provincial efforts to repair
the trade

imbalance. Dependence meant that the province
had no choice but to accept British

luxuries-unless,

many

writers asserted, people simply refused to buy
them.

Then

merchants would cease shipping them! The unlikelihood
of this remedy did not

many

stop

In

writers

from advocating

none of these

tracts

decade after decade.

it,

were economic and

political

country presented as beneficial, as one might have thought
Instead, they

were presented as

at all

realities to

dependence upon the mother
political

decorum

dictated.

be accommodated or superseded, through

retrenchment or development. Over time the grievance of the mother
country's vetoes

was transformed

into the charge that

England had forced colonists into extravagance.

For instance, Benjamin Franklin wrote

in

^' [Edward Wigglcsworth|,

in the

CCK

1

:

2:

Country

to his

Friend in Boston... (Boston 1720)

420.

"Amicus

CCR

A Utter from One

1768 that Americans had been so foolishly

Patriae" [John Wisel,

A Word of Comfort

201.
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to

a Melancholy Country... (Boston 1721)

fond of England's "superfluous
modes and manufactures" as to enable
her
"impoverishing our country, carrying
off all our cash, and loadmg
us with debt."

England would not "suffer us
their

to restrain the luxuiy of
our inhabitants as they

own, by laws; they can make laws

if

we make

would gradually come

to

and sicken the colonies,
their attempts at

independence.

4 Oration of

was

French

it."93

refusal to allow the prohibition
of luxuries

be seen by patriots as one part of a
concerted plan to weaken

surf^eiting

them with poisonous luxury goods and
disabling

moral reformation, and

"It

to us as the

laws of that kind, they immediately
repeal

The mother country's apparent

that of

to d.scourage or prohibit
the importation of

French superfluities; but though
those of England are as ruinous
ones are to them;

do

this

view became an important justification
for

the interest of Great-Britain," declared

David Ramsay

in his July

1778, "to encourage our dissipation and
extravagance, for the two-fold

purpose of increasing the sale of her
manufactures, and oi perpetuating our
subordination. In vain

we

sought to check the growth of luxury, by
sumptuary laws;

every wholesome restraint of

this

kind was sure to meet with the royal negative."94

These negatives were construed as not only

damaging

to both

body

politic

politically, but also physiologically

and body human.

^Franklin, Writings. 614-615.

^David Ramsay,
part

4 (1965),

Oraiion of 1778. in Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, vol. 55

183.
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CHAPTER 6
'T)ISTEMPERS IN THE STATE":
THE POLITICS OF PAPER MONEY AND
EXCISE, 1714-1754

As we saw

in

chapter 5, most people

who wrote on

the subject in eighteenth-

century Massachusetts agreed about
the unhealthfulness of luxury
goods and the
undesirabiiity of excessive importation.

argued passionately about

which remedy

common

to

who was

to

However, as

this

chapter will show, they

blame for the shameful

state

of affairs and about

apply to economic distempers of state.
While some claimed that the

people, intoxicated by easy credit and
enticing goods, lived beyond their

means and above
elites or to

their station, others pointed to the

merchants

Beginning

in

who overimported

with

little

conspicuous consumption of urban

concern for the consequences.

1714 and continuing through the 1720s and 1730s,
and then with

greater fury in the 1740s and 1750s, pamphlets
discussing currency and various excise

and stamp tax proposals burned with charges against
the pathogenic actions of political
enemies, lamentations over the wholesome "blood"
(money and goods) draining from
the province, and

schemes

for the restoration of provincial health

chapter explores the politico-coiporeal language employed
in

this

and

virtue.

This

long contest in

Massachusetts, from 1714 to the outbreak of the Seven Years'
War, over paper money,
foreign commerce, and the future of the province's political
economy.^

iQn paper money in Massachusetts, see Leslie V. Brock,
The Currency of the American Colonies
(New York, 1975); George Athan Biliias, The Massachusetts Land Bankers
1740
of

1959); Joseph Albert Ernst,

Money and Politics

in

America.

1

(Orono, Me.,

755-1 775 (Chapel

Hill, N.C., 1973) and
"Shays' s Rebellion in Long Perspective: The Merchants and the 'Money Question,'"
in Robert A.
Gross, ed.. In Debt to Shays: The Bicentennial of an Agrarian Rebellion (Charlottesville,
Va, 1993);
Andrew McFariand Davis, Currency and Banking in the Province of the Massachusetts-Bay (New

York, 1901). Paper money is also extensively discussed in William Pencak. War, Politics, and
Revolution in Provincial Massaclmsetts (Boston, 1981); and Richard L. Bushman, King and People
in Provincial

Massachusetts (Chapel

Hill, N.C., 1985).
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In these debates, paper

money and

the

consumpUon of imports became

entangled i„ issues of social
class and urban-rural conflict,
in par, because Boston,
the
phncipal p„n,eyor of imports, was
perceived as the London of
Massachusetts. Both
ciUes were considered to be
powerful centers of wealth and
refinement, but also of
immontlity and disease, and the
commerce and luxury goods that flowed
through them

were believed

to play

an important part

in the cultivation

of these

ills

and splendors.

Resentment against seaport merchants,
whose wealth became more conspicuous
over
the decades,

whose

political

power became

solidified,

and who were often seen as

having become too English, also
complicated the view of imports. While
people in the

towns expressed the fear

that the

"Boston distemper" of luxury and

strife

might infect

them. Bostonians worried about the
integrity of the city's civic culture
as the class
divide widened and

economic and

unemployment and penuty

increased, and about

political position within the
province

declining

its

and vis-a-vis other seaports

and colonies.

1714-1722: The "Boston distemper" and rural
retrenchment

As

early as 1691

,

a year after paper bills

were

unsound and disappearing currency were expressed

first

issued, the problems of

in corporeal terms. In his tract

published that year encouraging the consensual
upholding of paper money's face value,

John Blackwell wrote

that "[a]ll

Equivalent to Coyn, that

may Run amongst

Affayrs, and yet not Bleed
parts,

we

shall

men must own,

away

in vast

that

till

to

summ's by every Vessel

keep up the value of the

promo[t]e the Cure of this Distemper

[John BlackwellJ,

Hutchinson, Esq...

light

us in such a quantity as

always have a Consumption upon us."

husbandman would agree

we can

among

If

on something

may agree

that

goes to forreign

both merchant and

bills,

"doubtless

it

would much

us. "2

Some Additional Considerations Addressed unto the Worshipful Elisa
(Boston, 1691). Andrew F. Davis, Tracts Relating to the Currency
of the

Massachusetts-Bay, 1682- J 720 (Boston and

New

York, 1902). (Hereinafter, Davis, Tracts.)
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with our

But the controversy over paper
money

Queen Anne's War

.n

fix.t truly

1713 removed the .tionale for the
further issuance of province

notes, threatening a contraction
of the

money

supply. Massachusetts'

declined due to the vast resources
of manpower and

1714 the province was

exploded when the end of

in

money

commerce had

diverted to the war, and by

poor economic health. The supplies
of incoming specie were

reduced, and the province faced
severe postwar inflation and
scarcity as faltering tax
receipts proved inadequate for
redemption of the wartime bills.3

But peace and the expansion of the
empire

that

opportunities for commercial development,
which

followed also promised

some

factions

new

saw as impossible

without an abundant currency supply.
In 1714 several Boston
merchant-entrepreneurs,

along with leaders of the city's
popular party, proposed as a solution a
private land

bank

that

province

would

issue bills

on the security of land mortgages, an idea

Having received the

in 1686.

first

floated in the

borrowers would then pass them into

bills,

circulation.

Though

the private land

merchants, 180 of

whom

bank was endorsed by many, mostly middling,
Boston

petitioned for

it,^ it

received

was opposed by members of Boston's prerogative
merchants, government
instead supported

governmental

officials,

much more

initiative

and others

little

party,

support outside the city and

made up of many prominent

allied with the royal Governor.

limited emissions by a public land bank, which as
a

would presumably be under

their control.5

The

established

merchants among them had reserves of capital and could rely
on British
therefore had

little

These men

need for paper money. The court faction prevailed

Representatives, which by dint of greater numbers

was dominated by

credit,

in the

and

House of

the country

towns, and in the traditionally conservative Governor's Council, the
upper house of the

^William Pencak, War,
"^Ibid..

Politics,

and Revolution. 62-63.

64.

^he jxerogative and popular, and generally equivalent court and country, factions were not parties in
the

modem

sense, but instead interest alliances.
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General

(the

name used

a limited emis.sion of bills,

loaned to individuals

for the province's assembly).

which were distributed

in those

towns

who

The pubhc

to counties

land bank

made

and towns and then

put up land for secunty.^>

These notes added

to the supply of bills of credit
already circulating.

The

total

of existing province notes, however,
proved insufficient, and the

planned retirement of the bank notes
further

economic decline

which brought a

in

Boston,

1720 coincided with a financial

in

compounded by

total halt to business. In

limitations on debts to

two

crisis

and

the small,K)x epidemic of
1721.

1720 the (Jeneral C^ourt reduced the

statute of

years, causing a tightening of
credit throughout the colony

(previously merchants had customarily
accepted long-term promissory notes),^
and the

mother country demanded
approved

that all future i.ssucs

of province

bills

be suspended until

hngland. (However, a clause permitting
immediate issues during

in

emergencies provided a constantly exploited
UH,phole.«) Abundant but unsecured
currency from other

New

Rngland colonies, where the paper money idea
had caught on

with a vengeance, also Hooded Massachusetts,
creating confusion and com,x,unding
depreciation. Widespread dissatisfaction with the
currency
principal supporter of the

first

embolded John (\)lman.

a

land bank and a "merchant in con.stant legal
and financial

trouble,"'^ to fioat the proposal again in 1720,

though

it

never came up for a vote

House. The private land bank idea languished, probably
epidemic interfered with the transacUon of

in part

all affair?j. until

in the

because the small|X)x

the late I73()s,

when

its

renascence ignited a political storm.
In

1715 Boston town meeting had joined the House

bank, probably out of distrust of

^Billia.s,

its

in rejecting the private land

projectors' profit motives.'"

The Massachusetts I miuI Bankers of 1740,

By 1720

the |X)pular

3.

'^IbicL. 5.

^Bushman.

Kinff

and People

in Provincial Massachusetts, 146.

^Pcncak, War, Politics, and Revolution, 74.
'^^Williain H.

1880-1902).

8:

Whilmorc and William
1

13. (Hcrcinallcr.

S.

Applclon. Boston Record Commissioners' Ref)orts (Boston,

PRC Reixyrts.)
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party, realizing the limited
support for private bank., thr^w

behind libeml public paper issues,
which

it

hoped

its

to control.

overt support instead

Members of the newly

formed Boston Caucus, which usually
dominated town meeting and advocated
popular
party causes, probably secretly
backed
his allies,

who had

hostile, as

was

the

initially

up these

efforts.

>

Meanwhile the govemor and

supported a limited and public
paper supply, became

mother countty, to what they considered

inflationary, debtor-led

emissions.
In the struggle of 1714-1715, the
rival private and public land
bank supporters

both tried to enlist public senUment,
especially in the country towns, to
their side.

1720 the debate had shifted
private land

to

one about paper money in general, and though
the

bank did not succeed, prevailing sentiment

emission of province

bills.

By

in the province favored frequent

While the prerogative party was able

to defeat the private

land bank proposal in 1715, the province's
emission of public notes appears thereafter
to

have fallen somewhat out of

arguments. The General Court

and

bills

its

control as the

made

House was swayed by popular party

repeated issues, in the form of both bank loans

of credit against future collection of taxes, that the
prerogative party

considered inflationary, and most of which failed to be
redeemed on schedule because

of delinquencies in and nonenforcement of the collection
of taxes. 1 2 Nevertheless,

many throughout

the province continued to lament

their depreciation,

tiie bills'

though these would appear to be contrary

While people did not necessarily see
did not necessarily always

fall into

Uie

their

insufficiency as well as
effects.

own financial

camp those

situations

situations clearly,

would seem

and

to dictate,

we

Historians dispute the actual beginnings of the Boston Caucus, which does not
appear under that
name in the historical record until the 1740s. G.B. Warden, however, asserts that "it seems

likely that

1719 marked the beginning, if not of the Caucus, then of a remarkable organization
which became known as the Caucus." Warden, Boston 1689-1776 (Boston, 1970), 94.
the elections in

^^Brock, The Currency of the American Colonies, 32-33. Brock notes that "[b]y 1730 it appears that
there were no less than L164,755 in bills outstanding beyond their periods. When this sum is added to
the L31 1.300 outstanding within their periods, the total sum is seen to be L476.055. During the next
decade retirements lagged even farther behind statutory requirements, and by 1741 the bills outstanding

beyond

their periods

had increased

to

L390,864"

(32).
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may

hazard some general conclusions
about the differential effects of
cun-ency upon

classes of individuals.

upon

We may assume that depreciation had a greater

creditors, including great
merchants,

negative effect

and upon those who lived on

salaries,

such

as ministers and government
officials. These individuals thus
had an interest in
restricting the paper supply.

Farmers selling

their surpluses also suffered

consequences of a dearth

them

if

it

in the

from depreciation, but the

money supply would have been

meant they could not pay

having their assets seized. Given

their

that

greater to

mortgages and taxes and might even end
up

many

also had long-term debts, depreciation

caused by an abundant supply also partly
favored them.

A

hampered the purchase of new land or other investments.

lack of

money

were negatively affected by the lack of bills when
they had

artisans

payment
debts.

in

goods which had

little

Thus

after

1720 the

fault lines

interest in securing

were

fairly clear:

merchants

debts. Laborers

to receive

exchange value and could not be used

These individuals thus had some

also

In the city, lesser

and shopkeepers also desired money for investment
and often had large
and

many of

to

pay taxes or

an adequate supply.

Boston town meeting and the

city's popular party, along with the country-dominated
House, supported liberal issues

of province notes, while the Governor and prerogative party sought
to restrain them.13

(Some more

radical

members of the Court

faction even sought to eliminate paper bills

altogether and to return to an exclusively metal currency.)

with the legislature to have

bills retired

The Governor also fought

on time. The House

resisted,

probably because

such retirements would have necessitated uncomfortably stringent tax collections
and

because the bank loans were made to entire towns which, recognizing a collective
interest in delay, exerted their

power of votes

in the

House.

'^The General Court made banks in 1715. 1716, 1721. and 1728. in addition to annual emissions to
meet governmental expenses. By 1730. about L270.(XX) was in circulation, and Governor Shirley
claimed in 1741 that L427.932 was overdue. Bushman, King and People in Provincial Massachusetts,
145.
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The fault Hne on currency

reiterated

what was the controUing

political divide in

the province until the 1740s-that
between a royal governor and officers with
interests
in

canying out the mother country's

will

and securing

their

own good

salaries;

and a

people determined to hold on to their
prerogatives, including that of paying the
governor's salary, and wary of officials encroaching
upon their autonomy and draining
their wealth

and resources. Richard Bushman, for one, has
characterized

this fear

of

prerogative party officials plundering provincial
wealth as the driving force of

eighteenth-century Massachusetts politics. In his view,
the purpose of the popular party

was

the containment of royal officials

country,

fell

in check.

outside the

who, since they were appointed by

webs of interdependence thought

in

mother

to hold othere in the province

A majority of free white men in Massachusetts owned property and could

vote, a factor that limited deferential behavior

system

tiie

and

politics.

By

contrast, the political

England, and to an extent the prerogative party in the colonies,
operated

through chains of patronage and dependency that Massachusetts freeholders
found
objectionable. In the provincial view, royal officials would always be
tempted to seek

enrichment

at their

expense, and these appointees even considered such corrupt

dealings one of the preferments of office.

It

was

thus the people's responsibility to

maintain restraints upon the governor and other officeholders, for instance by retaining
the right to pay his salary and to appoint his Council. 14

The most

well-established import merchants usually objected to abundant paper

money, probably because they paid
physician William Douglass put

Money in which

it,

silver for foreign

"at a long Credit,

goods but sold them

at

home, as

while the Denominations of the

they are to be paid, continues depreciating."'^

applied to long-term mortgages paid to creditors in depreciated

A similar dynamic
bills.

However, many

passim.

A

Discourse Concerning the Currencies of the British Plantations in
America.., (Boston, 1740), Andrew McFarland Davis, ed.. Colonial Currency Reprints 1682-1751, 4
lliam Douglass,

vols. (Boston,

1910-1911),3: 329. (Hereinafter, CCR.)
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7

wealthy

men

also supported the private
land banks and paper

histonans to reject the older thesis
that paper
debtors, and

hard-money men

all

money

bills,

leading most

supporters were

all

inflaUon-happy

angry put-upon creditors.

From 1714 on, almost everyone who wrote
on

the subject of currency believed,

or professed to believe, regardless
of their political position, that
excessive importation
that drained specie lay at the
root of Massachusetts' s fiscal

and economic problems.

Attorney General Paul Dudley, son of
the governor and an opponent of
private banks,
stated simply in

1714 what was

Abroad, more than
others with our

we

can Pay

felt to

for,

be a self-evident

by what we Produce our

own Commodities, we

showed remarkable

shall

letter-writer to the

we Import from

selves, or Purchase

from

unavoidably grow poor."i6 This idea

persistence over the years.

Commodities," stated a

truth: "[IJf

"We may Traffick for no more foreign

Boston Weekly News-Letter

what the natural Produce of our Country, our
Fisheries and Industry

will

in 1734, "than

pay

for."»

This dictum about the balance of trade was so
generally believed as to be

beyond dispute. But the agreement stopped
to shift the balance in the province's favor;

there.

The disputed

and second,

points were,

whom to hold

first,

how

responsible for

the province's shameful and unhealthful indebtedness
and lack of industry.

Economic malaise was imagined
cure,

as an illness of the body politic susceptible of

and medical analogies were readily applied

to

an analysis of

its

causes and

remedies. For instance, in 1749 William Douglass stated that economically

Massachusetts had "the Symptoms of a galloping...Consumption, not so desperate but

by the Administration of a
Health."'^

As

skilful Physician,

pointed out in chapter

^^fPauI Dudley], Objections to the
1:

1,

it

may

recover an Athletick State of

the authority of medical and scientific

Bank of Credit Lately Projected at

Boston... (Boston, 1714)

254.

^'^The Boston

Weekly News-Letter, March

l^William Douglass,

A Summary.

7, 1734,

Historical

CCR 3:

81.

and Political, Of the first

Planting, progressive

Improvements, and present State of the British Settlements in North America, 2 vols. (Boston,
1749/1751 reprint New York, 1972), 1: 539.
;
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knowledge

revivified

employed by doctors

and backed up politico-corporeal
imageiy, especially when
like

Douglass or by any educated person,
in

of medical knowledge would have
been presumed.

economic and

political writer

commerce by analogy with

improved the

body

"skill

and

A half-centuiy earlier, British

Charles Davenant had justified his
extended analysis of

the latest scientific discoveries
about the

knowledge of the sinews, muscles,
circulation of the blood

all

of physic."

arteries,

and veins, with the

into...its

late

human body. 'The
discovery of the

the parts of the anatomy," he
pointed out, had greatly

By

the

same

token, "such as

politic, its true constitution, its state
of health, its

and look narrowly

whom some degree

would understand

the

growth or decay...must study

Trade, the current money, (which

is its

flowing blood)."i9

In the controversies of 1714 and 1720-21,
conservative opponents of private

banks and/or paper money relied for their arguments
upon the moral connotations

embedded

in received analyses of the trade imbalance.
In their view, the

people's retum to frugality and industry would level
the scales of

commerce and

prompt the retum of virtuous coin; thus there was no need for
additional

would only encourage

was no need

further extravagance.

Governor Shute asserted

for further emissions, as the solution "seems to be very

compass of every man's

capacity,

I

mean

to

common

bills,

which

in 1721 that there

much

within the

be frugal and industrious."20 Paul Dudley

did not hesitate to particularly blame "the Ordinary sort" for
spending "far beyond their

circumstances" on clothing and buildings, but "above

of

Rhum and Wine" Were

"especially those
into fashion, the

all,

"the Importation of Foreign

the excessive

Consumption

Commodities" lessened,

two Branches," and "Frugality and good Husbandry" brought back

clamor for paper money would cease.^i

^^Sir Charles Whitworth, ed.. The Political

Charles D'Avenant, 5

vols.

and Commercial Works of that celebrated Writer

(London: 1771; reprint Famborough, England: 1967),

^OQuoted

in Andrew McFiaiiand Davis, Currency and Banking, 62-63.
2 [Paul Dudley], Objections
1
to the Bank of Credit.
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Thomas

Paine (not the later author of

Common Sense) conceded that pe,.ons of

high estate might be allowed the
use of fine broadcloth and other
luxuries, but "the

Miseo. and Iniquity of it

is,

the inferiour sort of People will
be clad in as costly Attire

as the Rich and Honourable." Paine

embedded

in his critique the familiar
formulation

about the ransacking of foreign lands:
"[Tlhe most distant Indies
greatest cost and peril, for the finest
Sattins, Silks or at least

up thousands of Women, who

really are not

worthy

to

searched with the

larel

Chences and Calicoes

to

fit

be advanced one Ace above the

Dunghill."22 Presumably, Paine believed
that the consumption of luxuries
by those

more "worthy" would not be threatened by
wealthy had

much

the contraction of paper

greater access to credit and coin.

A

money,

lessening of bills

for the

would

therefore

help to preserve social distinctions.

Paper money opponents used the moral opprobrium
against liquor as a key part
of their arguments, claiming that abundant

When men

bills

encouraged the people's drunkenness.

drank the extravagant amounts of rum enabled by
paper money, wrote one,

"they drink the blood of their Wives and Children."23
the products of worthy labor were

consumed by

And

not only this blood, but also

liquor. "If out of

our

own

Produce,"'

declared another pamphlet, "a Cargo o{ Staves, Hoops, Horses
&c, has for

Cargo of Wine or

/?m/w. ..(besides the

needless Expence."^"^

It

was

Sin of Intemperance)

we

are

much

folly to think the province bills actually

its

return, a

by the

hurt

were money, for

they were merely a perpetually unkept promise of payment, an enabler
of the people's
prodigality and debt accumulation.

Probably in an effort to exploit

Wigglesworth (then minister

^^"Philopatria" [Thomas Paine],
Difficulties

rural

at Barnstable,

antagonism toward Boston, Edward

though

A Discourse shewing

of this Province of the Massachusetts Bay,

(Boston, 1721),

CCR2:

in

at

Cause of the Straits and
Extravagance, & not Paper Money...

thai the real first
is it's

284.

^An Addition to the Present Melancholy Circumstances..,
^The

1722 he became a professor

(Boston, 1719),

CCR

1:

208.

Present Melancholy Circumstances of the Province Considered... (Boston, 1719),

355.
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Harvard) accused Boston merchants
of enticing the people into the
extravagance
necessitated paper

money. These

that

traders had imported "a vast
quantity of needless

foreign Commoddit.es," for wh.ch
they had "catch'd eagerly at every
thing

f.t

to be

exported." including silver, gold, and
"the whole Produce of the Country."
Such

merchants offered gullible buyers credit

hopes

in

that they

could eventually seize their

lands for book debt.2'>

Wigglcsworth's condemnation of merchants
extended to the worthless or
harmful goods they imported. In one pamphlet
he acknowledged the need for some
"Credit...among Traders," but proposed that

it

should be "forbidden... to the

Consumers of Foreign Commodities."26 Wigglcsworth's
xenophobia
another pamphlet

in

which he conceded

that the

evident in

is

province might profit from

foreign goods, but only "provided |thcy| be Exported
again, and not too
I

traffic in

much

of

them consumed amongst us."27
I

Another pamphlet further attacked merchants with the familiar charge

were

"really Idlers'

engaged

Province or Pub lick

"the

is

in a

not enrich' d

with this assessment: "lAl Trade

which

yet

may prove ruinous

wealth was

finite

''meer handling of goods one to

may

to their

another

that they

for which

one Farthin}>."^^ Wigglesworth concurred

be gainful

(at least for

a time) to Merchants,

Country. "2'^ This was a very old argument:

and merchants, producing nothing, took something away from the

province when there was a trade imbalance.
In attacking the merchants, the anti -paper faction also

Ihc rural

towns

to their side,

25fEdward Wigglcsworthl,

CCR

1:

A

and

to

lifter from

engage

One

in their

in the

2:

^The
^^A

sway people

in

Country

to his

Friend

in Boston... (Boston, 1720),

250-253.
in the Country... (Boston, 1720),

35.

^^jl^dwiird Wigglesworth).
Hills, in

to

favor the "country" side of the "city

2^|Edward Wigglesworth |, A Vindication of f/w Remarks of One

CCR

hoped

A

Project for the Emission of an

such a Manner as to keep their Credit up Equal to

Present Melancholy Circumstances, 356.

I^'tter from

One

in the Country, 430.
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Hundred Thousand Pounds of Province
Silver...

(Boston, 1720),

CCR

2:

154.

'

versus-counto-

trope, in

which the country represented healthy

rural virtue

and

self-

sufficiency, and the city debauche^-,
conspicuous consumption, and dependency.
This

discourse, which

assumed

hostility

between

with the former, probably appealed to

many

city

and country and

identif.ed

in the city as well, as

it

merchants

was no doubt

intended to do.
In

condemning

supply, even though

the

many

merchants-the putative proponents of a
of the wealthiest

liberal

paper

among them opposed it- Wigglesworth,

Dudley, and others painted them and their Boston
stronghold as corrupters of
virtue

by means of luxuries and debt. "fWle simple Country
People," wrote

Wigglesworth, "being mightily pleas'd with fine things

far fetcht

bought...made no scruple...to take up

trust,

pay for."^o *The Boston distemper

Melancholy author,

"that

is,

We

much more upon

is

in the

than

we eamt money

a long

list

of imported items

that,

he claimed,

Country" thought the province had spent too much on, including

fine," he sneered,

"we

in the

and expensive

Country are smattering

debasing Silver Money, then by sending

it

furniture.

at

it.

First

"You

in

lace,

Boston go very

by clipping and

away, and the coming of Paper Money

in

room of it."-^
This pamphlet went even further in attacks against the city to claim that

become

a hotbed of idleness and drunkenness.

number of taverns
in

to

and our Families are fond of many needless

velvet, silk, satin, perriwiggs, china,

the

and dear

got into the Country," lamented the Present

Imported Commodities." He provided

"We

rural

in the city to

had

The author recommended reducing

prevent the cost and time "needlessly spent

Drink" and cultivating ''Industry,

it

among you

& Manufacture among you. ..to prevent your

421.

^ * The Present Melancholy Circumstances, 360.
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the

Poor being so numerousr^2 Wigglesworth
wrote

Though

the tradition of ministers like

intoxicants, idleness,

the currency debates

and urban vices

was an

healthful, incorporating the

is

Wigglesworth fulminating against

a long one, what emerged for the

implicit valuing of

time in

virtuous and

their labor

and enervated

their bodies.

to

Thus

1719 the author of the Present Melancholy pamphlets
proposed an almost

romantic rural retrenchment

commodities,

"let us not

If the

merchants continued to import needless

buy or use them," he exhorted; "Let us grow more

Let us be diligent and laborious, to

raise,

produce,

support. "34 in this call to self-sufficiency

merchants

home products as

first

worthy labor of their producers, in invidious
comparison

imported goods and foods, which drained

own

"would

own Interest if more of them would remove into
the Country."33

consult their

as early as

that the city's laborers

who had

make

as

much as we can

was an implied

Frugal....

for our

threat against the

overseen and profited from the growth of the market economy,
and

the land bank proponents

who wished to further commercial development understood it

as such.

Land bank proponents engaged
on each point, arguing
For the most

would dare

part, they

the "rural" retrenchment moralists head-to-head

that the currency shortage

harmed

city

and country dweller

alike.

argued not that the quantity of imports was a good thing— few

to contradict received morality in such a

way —but instead

that

an abundant

paper supply would encourage the development of home manufactures (a term
understood to include agriculture) that would reduce or balance imports. Thus they
also, like their opponents, celebrated virtuous

known Ipswich

radical

Schemes" and help

home

to populate the province,

which

One

"is

in the Country,

^^The Present Melancholy Circumstances,
221

bills,

wrote well-

[the farmer's] Rurall

capable of a Self-Subsistence,

The province's

Addition to the Present Melancholy Circumstances,
Letter from

More

John Wise, would "brighten and inliven

as fully as most Countries in the World."

^^A

products.

trees

would

"yield a Generous

Sugar" and "our Bees can do great

Feats...in

producing a Generous Nectar, equal
with

the best of wines in strength
and healthfulness."35

Projections of agrarian abundance
probably were meant in part to evoke
ruml

resentment over the necessity of cash
transactions for the payment of taxes
and
debts,

when much

many

of their wealth was in land and
produce. In 1720, the House had

replied to the governor's plea that they
not once again postpone the retirement
of bills

with a perhaps

satirical request that their taxes

should then be payable in produce and

not just in cash.-^^
In response to aspersions cast against
the morals of Boston's

land bank supporters blamed the dearth of
paper money, not

its

working people,

excess, for their

apparent extravagance. Because of the shortage they
were forced to accept payment in
''English
to

Goods,

to the hurt of their Families;

and by

that

means bring us more

in

Debt

W"37 »[T[his wretched Trade of Half Money and Half Goods," wrote Oliver

Noyes, a prominent physician, paper money supporter, and
member of the Caucus,
"hath insensibly run People into this Extravagancy. "38
Wigglesworth, however,

maintained that payment in goods was necessary only because
merchants hoarded
province

bills to trade for specie.

Paper money advocates claimed
people in the country did want more
their lands.

Noyes warned

that "the

that,

bills

contrary to Wigglesworth' s assertions,

so as to pay their debts and taxes and improve

Country

will

by and by

feel as great, if not greater

mischiefs from this want of a Medium," since farmers would have nowhere to
surplus produce.

He

drawn of Boston's
Idleness....

35"Amicus

CCR2:

sell their

painted a picture of their future enfeeblement similar to portraits

"What then

idle poor:

will

be the Consequences but Sloth and

Their Children will be viciated for want of Business, and in another

Patriae" [John Wise],

A Word of Comfort to

a Melancholy Country... (Boston, 1721).

190-191.

^^Davis, Currency and Banking, 62.
3^i4 Letter from

One

^^[Oliver Noyes],

in the Country... (1714), Davis, Tracts, 139.

A Letter from a

Gentleman... (Boston, 1720), Davis, Tracts.
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Generation will loose

all that Spirit

They would become

Slaves."

Ass under his Burthen

and

like the

at the sight

Life,

poor

in Ireland,

of one of there

spectre of couching like the tribe of
Issachar

people

in

which distinguishes Free

both city and country, in that

it

Men from

"where the Poor couch

[sic]

like

Land-Lords."39 while

was frequently employed

an

this

to frighten

projected a future of peasantry

it

was probably

particularly potent for people in the country.

Eventually, a few paper

money

supporters dared to satirize the entire moral

premise of retrenchment advocates, accusing them
of promoting a foolishly outmoded
asceticism. Wise, a daringly unequivocal
supporter of

of expenses might be accomplished

if

"we

and Cloath our Backs with the Exuviae, or
meeting

later repeated this

of taxes, but then deleted

conceded

that

will

commerce, wrote

Uve upon Ground-Nuts and Clams,

Pelts of

Wild Beasts."40 (Boston town

passage in the draft of a plea to the House to lower

it

before sending the petition.)

"we have been

condition. 'This which
in

to solicit the pity of country

was within

America..." he wrote

these

but Eat

many more

He claimed that

money

the lack of

Ten

years,

people for the city's

one of the most

The Distressed State of the Town of

in

Boston..., "will in less than half so

therein."

we Work for,

will afford."^!

John Colman was not ashamed

Towns

share

too Extravagant" but also asserted that people should
not

and Drink as our Circumstances

Flourishing

its

Noyes more moderately

be "sordidly covetous" and "deny our selves the Comfort of what

weakened

that a lowering

years be the most miserable

left

Town

people in the city unable to pay their

debts and taxes, and would soon render them unable even to buy bread. Workers had
to accept

payment

in goods,

and yet

their creditors

would accept nothing but money.

Lawsuits multiplied, and "Lawyers, and Officers of the Courts" grew rich while many
families were thrown into poverty.

^^A Word of Comfort to a Melancholy
^^A Letter from a Gentleman,

Colman

Country,
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contrasted this urban dependence upon the

ready penny" to an imagined rural
self-sufficiency:

Countrey,

who have Milk and Honey

Penny from day
sympathy

that

Boston, tho'

I

to day."42

"How happy are you in

of your own, while

we depend on

gut Wigglesworth would have none of it,
replying

must needs

say,

it

is

no more than

many

the townspeople's

I

Town

use,

Colman

interdependence of the provincial body

like

manner, as

economic woes always

note,

spoiled, the

is

that

he was "for

in the

hit

Body

Natural; so

this

More

it

is

the

Head say to

shall the

of the

Body

will

also with the

threateningly, John

soon Languish."

image of the provincial body to

Body

assert that

full

to the

Politick in this

Wise noted
that

that

"when

On a more

referred to as the "sinews" of war, could also be the sinews of the

peace, and "if a People have a

the

Members say

Boston before the countryside, but warned

Members

Wise extended

shall

to refer country representatives to the

politic. ''/SJhall

Respect, our Interests are inseparable. "44

Head

of

extravagancies43

"we have no need of thee, or

queried,

in

& as for us we may go naked and starve." The spectre of a

kind of rural secession prompted

Head in

mock

and Country independent of each other; for he don't
pretend they

more than they

Members;' he

in

have for some time been afraid

Wigglesworth' s attitude prompted accusations from Noyes

raise

the ready

he was "truly sony" for the "distressing and
threatning Circumstances

when witnessing

having the

the

the

positive

money, frequently

body

politick in

Supply of it, then they are strong, have good

Sinews, Ligaments, Bones. "45

Noyes may have been drawing upon
a Biblical vein, "where

is

his medical authority

the charitable Samaritan that Binds

when he

inquired in

up our Wounds[?]" His

opponents, he said, repressed paper issues but offered no other solutions— however.

^^[John Colman], The Distressed State of the Town of Boston, &c. Considered... (Boston, 1720),
CCR 1 Colman was imprisoned for the intemperance of his attacks upon the court party in this
.

pamphlet.
'^^'The Country-Man's Answer, to a Letter Intituled, The Distressed State of the

Considered" Boston News-Letter, April

18, 1720,

^The Distressed State of the Town of Boston.
^^A Word of Comfort

to

a Melancholy Country.
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Town of Boston

"[w]e are Bare and must be Fed.
and

if

one Project

and then another, as the Physician
doth with
until

will not do.

we must try

his Languishing Patient;

another,

and not neglect

Death sei^e us and we be past Remedy."46
Only an immoral physician would so

neglect his patient.
It

was

the Boston paper

interdependent body

politic,

money

supporters

who made

their plea

based on the

while the "rural" retrenchment
moralists, in their plea for

rural self-sufficiency, focussed

on avoidance of the Boston "distemper,"

in an

evocation of the reality of Boston as the
usual vector of infectious disease. In
this
debate, Boston

comes

foreign, for

economy, and domestic, for subsistence goods
-expressed as a

its

vulnerability. This vulnerability
relied

on foreign

more dependent

off as the

trade, the city

party, its reliance

was only exacerbated by

was

upon trade-both

the fact that, as long as

it

subject to moral critiques that were difficult
entirely

to rebut.

Land bank supporters became

positively flowery

moral entreaties of the interdependent body
bills as

politic to

when

they

moved beyond

the

argue more cosmically for paper

nourishing and healing forces of nature. Wise referred to
paper

money

as a

"Great Fountain" that would "Cure of all diseases Relating to
Trade and Commerce."

Money was

like the ocean,

living Thing."

ordained for satisfying the

The proposed paper

bills

thirst

and nourishment "of every

were of "a very impregnating Nature, they

will

beget and bring forth whatsoever you shall please to fancy." Prior paper
issues had

brought forth only dead embryos or abortions, and

if

the

medium were

the "Dear Mother's" (presumably the province's) strength

again crushed,

would be abated, her

and noble Conception" suppressed once again.47 Images of growth and nurture
countered those of disease and death.

Letter from a Gentleman.

A Word of Comfort to a Melancholy

^'^

Country.
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"fertile,

Wise claimed

If

that

paper

money could

heal, both sides in the debate
also

averred that each other's proposed
remedies would in reaUty sicken the
provincial body
politic. In 1714,

Dudley attacked the land bankers as
proposing

Independent Government, which
the whole Body."

Colman claimed
on

Such a "Remedy," he

that the

Bowels,

said, will be

"Remedy" of the 1720

was "worse than

credit

like a Fire in the

the disease";4«> and

will

to "set

up an absolute

Burn up and Consume

much worse

than the Disease."48

tightening of the statute of limitations

Thomas

Paine asserted that printing more

paper money would "be no more than a
Cordial to us languishmg under a mortal
disease" (which was the "extravufiant
consumption of imported Commoclities").^^

The most abundant
end of

this period

disease and depiction imagery appeared in
pamphlets

at the

of the currency struggle. The shortening of
credit, the mother

country's restraint of paper issues, John Colman's
arrest, and continuing shortages of
bills

combined

to feed a

claim that wealthy merchants had nearly succeeded

attempted monopoly. 'The blood and
exhausted," claimed
Certain,

throats"

"gaping

<fi

Speedy

who had
to

Gangrene

devour

vital Spirits

New News from Robinson

dissolution."

like

of the Body-politick

muckworms ''monopolizd vast Hoards

in the Soul, that

so near

Cruso's Island, "as portends a

The "few wretched Misers" and

their Indigent but honest

is

in their

''luxuriant Cut-

of Bills"

now

stood

Neighbours." Their covetousness was "a

with a poysonous Heat, consumes the Natural Affections, to

supply their room with the most virulent

Humours ."^^

Following up on these allusions to devouring, John Colman claimed

his

opponents longed "to be glutting themselves with the blood of the Victim" and, quoting
Francis Bacon, accused them of usury that depressed "Industrious Improvements" and

^Olyjections to the Bank of Credit.

^^The Distressed

State of the

Town of Hoston.

Discourse shewing that the real first Cause.

^^CCR

The

News from Robinson Cruso's

island was written by Cotton Mather in
defense of Governor Shutc and against Elisha C(x)kc and the popular party (Pcncak, War. Politics, and
Revolution, 73.) This anonymous New News from Robinson Cruso's Island. In a Inter to a
2: 131.

original

Gentlemen at Portsmouth, was

written partly in defense ol Ccxike.
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was

"(he

Canker and Ruin, of many Men's
RsUUes," breeding "a publick
Poveny."52

(This pan.phlel

sc,

angered (he (lovemcr's (^>uncil

general (o prosecute

by

publisher,

its

(hat (hey

ordered (he a((omey

Benjanun Gray, who was however

later

discharged

a jury.)

In a satire,

John Wise claimed

that his agilaLons against the

had "Cast our Gentlemen hoarders
into miserable Paroxisms
they are in hazard of falling into
Old King

James 'v

Pickle;

in the

which

hoarding of

bills

Lower Bowels,

that

will be a great

Misfortune to their Indies. &c."-^3 The
attacks against enemies had become
more
scurrilous and virulent,
this case apparently to

more packed with negative bodily and disease

references, in

impotence.

The language employed

in these attacks

shows,

in its scurrility, invective,

and

disease references, the innuence of Hnglish
opjx)sitional rhetoric, most exemplified in

America by

the short-lived

brother of Benjamin,
for libel in 1722),
satirical attacks,

who

New Fn^lanJ Courunt

took over management

published by James Franklin (elder

(^f

the paper af(er his brother's arrest

which reprinted the essays of Trenchard and Gordon and
also

ii]

the Hnglish

Augustan

them moralizing retrenchment-minded

style, against its

own

favorite targets,

bitin«

among

ministers. The Courant's affectation of Hnglish

wit did not go over well, however, in an atmosphere of
backlash against and "amazing

antagonism

to

any fads or manners imported from Hngland'"^'^ and of

hostility

between

the popular and prerogative parties, the Iat(er associated of
course with the mother

country. In 1723 the
rhetoric itself

House closed down

the Courant,'^^ but Hnglish Real

remained a force, especially since

it

Whig

opposed the corruption of the Hnglish

Court.

•'^fJohn Colman].

Pcncak

A

idcnlilics ihc

an Eminent (lergy man. Boston Gazette, Fcbruaiy 27, 1721. CCR 2.
author ol this pamphlcl as John Colnian in War, Politics, and Revolution, 74-75.

I^etter to

^IJohn Wise), A Friendly Check, from a Kind
dTilcn Jioston

16H9 1776,

Relation... (Boston. 1720).

9().

^^^Bushman. Kin^ and People in Provincial Massachtisetts, 238.
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The Anglophobic atmosphere was
exacerbated by
smallpox inoculation during an
epidemic

in 1721.

Arriving v.a the West Indies in
April

of that year, smallpox encountered
a population that had
thus had relatively
1

little

acquired immunity.

1,000 residents, prompted widespread

any hopes for economic recovery.56

It

last

been exposed

in

1702 and

claimed the lives of 844 of Boston's

flight,

When

the introduction to Boston
of

severely disrupting trade, and
dashing

physician Zabdiel Boylston, along with

Cotton Mather and with the support of
many of the city's other prominent ministers,
introduced inoculation, an as yet controversial
procedure, rage and panic spread

through a populace concerned that
discussion in chapter

1

.)

it

Inoculation

would only serve

was seen by many

dangerous English import, associated with
opponents,

who on

to spread the disease. (See
in

Boston and elsewhere as a

and Anglophile paper money

elitist

both fronts would serve their

own

interests, heedless

of the public

good.

The Privy Council's disallowance of the

provincial tariff on English products as

well as of a tunnage duty upon upon English-built
ships57 were also sources of anti-

English grievance, as were England's attempts to scale
back paper

money and

its

prohibition, in 1721, of most private commercial corporations
in the colonies.58

It

appeared that the mother country was increasingly unwilling to allow
provincials to
solve their

own problems

with importation.

to that effect, for instance prohibiting in

The House continued

to

make some

efforts

1723 the use of imported scarves and rings in

funerals.
In historical hindsight the provincial situation appears paradoxical, for
people

unquestionably believed that excessive English imports lay
financial troubles.
their entry or in

As we have

most cases

^Blake, Public Health

in the

to

^Warden, Boston J 689- 1776,

seen, however, Massachusetts

burden them with

Town of Boston. 61

^Davis, Currency and Banking,

at the root

63.

83.
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tariffs

of the province's

was powerless

or excise taxes, and

to restrict

was

left

instead with efforts to achieve
balance through retrenchment or
development, both of

which were

in

some ways

also inimical to stated British
colonial policy.

impost and excise taxes were also inimical
to the

were

some

to

claimed

this

Of course,

interests of the great merchants,
as

extent both retrenchment and development
-or at least their opponents

was

the case.

Given the circumstances,

it is

not surprising that the trade

imbalance became one of the precipitating
causes of the Revolution, and

that

it

was

associated with Loyalist and English merchants.
Wealthy Patriot merchants like John

Hancock escaped

this

opprobrium through

their support of nonimportation

and other

patriotic acts.

Apprehension of English corruption and luxury imports was
also exacerbated
by the collapse of the South Sea Bubble, which coincided
with an outbreak of the
plague

in the port

of Marseilles. Trenchard and Gordon, not missing the
opportunity

for a potent analogy, treated the plague and the
Bubble as parallel maladies. Since "in

Countries where the Plague rages, the Preservation of the

and "the Infected are for the most part

who had

left to

Whole

is

the principal care"

take care of themselves," they wrote, those

been bankrupted by the Bubble's collapse should not be bailed out by the

government, for "Nine Millions of People ought

Contagion of that Distemper,
British ports

to preserve a

[not] to

be exposed to the mortal

few Individuals."59

were placed on quarantine because of the plague, and many

Britons concluded that the epidemic must be God's just punishment for wicked

commercial dealings, especially since France's experimental royal paper-money system
had also recently collapsed.^o These events may also have helped
discredit paper
calls in

money banks

(1733; reprint

^^alcolm

or.

New

some minds to

as similar forms of speculation, and did

Massachusetts for a return to a

^^Cato 's Letters;

in

strict

prompt renewed

metal currency. Boston also instituted a 40-

Essays on Liberty, Civil and Religious, and other important Subjects, 4 vols.

York, 1969),

1:

30.

Balen, Hie Secret History oftlie South Sea Bubble: The World's First Financial Scandal

(London and

New

York, 2003).
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day quarantine on vessels from
the Mediten^nean. To
Bostonians who read about these
events in their newspapers, and
were soon after assaulted by
smallpox brought from
abroad, the possible associations
between foreign commerce, disease,
and

comipt

credit bubbles

must have seemed compelling.

1722-1739: Boston's "exposed Inhabitants"

The popular

party in Boston and the majority
of ruml representatives in the

House were united by
and

their

common

in restraining the prerogative

representatives, creator of the

interest in securing

a iibeml paper

money supply

power. For instance, Hisha Cooke, one
of Boston's

Caucus and a paper money advocate, was
elected a leader

of the House for 18 out of the 22 years
between 1715 and 1737.61 Though

might have been in some sympathy with
conservatives'
merchants and poisonous foreign luxuries,

their

common

party superseded those leanings. In addition,
paper
explicitly appealed to rural

development

porti-ait

interests,

rural voters

of scheming Boston

interests with the popular

money

and also

supporters in Boston
tiied to offset claims

of

Bostonians' luxury by asserting that wealthy schemers
had forced them into such
extravagance.

But

in the 1730s, the urban-rural alliance

suffered commercial losses that

seemed only

began

to isolate

to

it

come

apart as Boston

from the

rest

of the province,

while rural areas grew in population, number of towns,
numerical strength in the

House, and overall prosperity. Moreover, fishing villages

like

Marblehead began

to

encroach on Boston's shipbuilding and foreign trade. "Several Maritime
Towns within
this Province,"

Boston town meeting complained

representatives, "are continually Rivalling of Us,

in its

And

1738 instructions

to its

have actually Stripped Us of

several Branches of Trade."62 Despite Boston's pleas to the General Court for relief.

"^^Pencak, War, Politics,

^^BRC Reports.

and Revolution. 251

12: 198.
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the legislature

seemed detenmned

that the city should continue
to

pay a disproportionate

share of the provincial tax, and
Boston's luxurious image and
dependence upon foreign
trade

seem

to

have played a part in justifying

this inequality.

The decade began with a smallpox epidemic
4,000 (including 400

who were

inoculated) and killed about

population of 13,500.63

By Boston

the last

this fact

one of 1721, and

stated in chapter 2,

in 1730,

which infected about

500 out of Boston's

standards this epidemic was dismayingly
close to

may have had a lasting negative effect upon
trade. As

Warden claims

that

Boston never

really recovered

epidemics, as the city was avoided by farmers
and ship captains,
to other

its

from these

trade siphoned off

nearby ports like Salem, Portsmouth, and
Newport.64 !„ 1735-1736, the

province was besieged by a horrifying epidemic
of "sore-throat distemper,"65 and

neighboring colonies placed a trade embargo
on imports from Boston.66

The
that

it

city's population did

could not support

particulariy with

expand

this increase,

to 16,800

and

that

by 1740, but there are indications

growth only exacerbated

unemployment and indigence. By 1748

remained under 16,000

until the

it

had declined

its

problems,

to 15,950

and

outbreak of the Revolution, while the overall trend in

other colonies cities was substantial growth.67 Other
towns in Massachusetts also grew
as incoming immigrants regarded
fled the high taxes or

1730s

New York and

them

as better prospects,

were lured west by

relative

Philadelphia, possessed of

and as residents of Boston

peace on the

more

frontier. Also,

fertile hinteriands,

by the mid

began

to

eclipse the city as suppliers of British imports and provisioners
of staple grains to the

West

Indies, Southern Europe,

and England.^s

^^Blake, Public Health in the Town of Boston, T7.

^Warden, Boston 1689-1776,
to infectious epidemics, they

103.

Warden does not explain why,

would have been preferable

since other seaports also were prone

to Boston.

The claim may be

valid but

requires further investigation.

^^his

distemper was probably either scarlet fever or diphtheria

^Blake, Public Health
^''ibid.,

in the

Town of Boston,

49.

247-249.

"^Gary Nash, The Urban Crucible: The Northern Seaports and the Origins of the American
Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1986), 71-72, 247-249.
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In Bostonians' minds,

Act passed by Parliament

in

by

far the biggest

problems stemmed from the
Molasses

,733, which in an attempt to aid

BnUsh

.sland colonies

placed a prohibitive duty upon
n.m, molasses, and sugar in.ported
into British colonies

from the foreign West

Indies.

These foreign commodities were,
of course,

of Boston's co„„„erce-some
were consumed

in the

a

backbone

province, but most were

reexported-and as Boslonians compell.ngly
argued, the Bntish West Indies
simply
did not produce enough of then
(o meet either need. Trade
with the foreign West Indies
also provided

concluded

much

that

of the province's scaree hard
currency. Wh.le

some h.stonans have

smuggling obviated the potentially
devastating consequences of the

Molasses Act, others describe a cascade
of effects as not only shipbuilding
and n.m
distilling, but also the multiplicity

Whatever
the act, in

the real effects, there

is

of related trades suffered a precipitous

no doubt

for extravagance.

city's loss of trade, faltering currency,

Boston town meeting appealed repeatedly

towns not only for tax

relief but also for aid in

articulating grievances against almost

it

all

it

trade and

money

laid

on the

h;uJ

and lelalcd trades declined by

Sec also

Na.sh.

the process

city did business.

city's trade;

it

it

take care

with imports and yet

supply. For instance, in a January 1735 petition town

Wiirdcn claims lhal orders tor new ships
177(>, 103.

in

and yet demanded

Town" and

the lack of a circulating

declared that the charges of poor relief should be

fishing, dislilling

governor and the

with invasive and inflationary paper currency; General
Court

meeting protested the "heavy Tax

medium and

to the

and colonies siphoned off the

to bear an luifair proportion of the provincial
tax

its

and undeserved reputation

which the

of the poor and refugee; and the mother country flooded

cramped

bitterly alK>ut

maintaining the indigent,

parties with

to these complaints, other ports

Rluxic Island Hooded
forced

Bostonians complained

town meeting and elsewhere.

Decrying the

According

that

decline.^'*>

bome by

the entire

declined by half by I74(). and thai "shipbuilding,
(»6 percent in total business." Warden. HosIoh lf>H9

Urban Crucible, lO-lA.
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province. According to the
petition, the Molasses Act
and French underselling had
so

damaged business

that

merchants were unable to pay

Townspeople had become acutely awai^
reduction they

now

petition declared

Contribute All in

And

yet,

their debts to

England.

that the very foreign

commerce whose

suffered from also led to discrimination
against them.

on one hand

that in regard to "[tjhe

Our Power toward

on the other hand, "what

the

The 1735

Tmde to London...it's Our Duty

to

Wealth and Grandeur of Our Mother
Country."

We receive cheifly fsic] from thence serves in a

greater measure to expose our Inhabitants
to censure and extraordinary
Taxes, for the

abundance of European Goods sent over
the Inhabitants to appear

gladly receive
In an

money

odd

bit

hither,

from the Nature of Our Trade exposes

m extravagant Garbs." The town's virtuous inhabitants would

instead of shop goods, claimed the
petition, were bills available.

of reasoning, the petition also noted that
these "very great

quantities of extravagant, unnecessary
European

Goods" contributed "nothing toward

the Support of the Publick Charges," as
most of their profit devolved

merchants and

owned by

their factors.

And

yet the town

was 'Taxed

upon foreign

as tho' said

Goods were

the immediate Possessors. "70 Boston taxpayers
thus received a double

misfortune: a flood of impoverishing English imports
instead of money, for which the
rest

of the province then taxed and censured them. In the bigger
picture, the question

was whether

the province

would be supported most by taxes on

land and other "real" property actually

owned by

its

trade, or

by taxes on

"immediate Possessors."

Individuals seem, however, to have been reluctant to define the
contest as such, for to

have done so would have baldly displayed the

when

the province

BRC Reports,

was

still

supposed

to be

self-interest of both city

one body

and country

politic.

BRC Reports, 12: 76, 198-199, 207, and
312-313. Such conclusions followed those of Benjamin Franklin, who had written in 1729 that the
"[wjant of Money in such a Country as ours occasions a greater Consumption of English and European
Goods.. .than there would [be] otherwise be." Such consumption might benefit a few men, "but the
country in general grows poorer." A "plentiful currency" would "occasion a less consumption."
12:

1

19-121. For other entreaties, see also

Franklin, Works. 122-123.
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That Bostonians
contrasting their

of almost

own

felt isolated

come

Advantages of Husbandmen."7
that they too

their misfortunes is

"visible Declension of Trade"

the Poor that

all

by

and

demonstrated by their

status of being "the Receptable

into this Province" with that
of the

,„,ther petition the city reminded
country people

1

would be affected by the decay of trade,
noting

so great importance to the Landed
as well as the

veiy pressing difficulties that seem
to threaten
persecution, the city

was

"growing

Tmding

its

its

Town that is of

Interest of the province is in

gut while often lamenting

ruin.'^2

also careful to demonstrate

that "this

ultimate

concem

for the welfare

of the entire province. In a 1742 response
to another tax increase upon the

meeting paid obeisance

to the idea of the province as

one body

politic

city,

Respect

They

is

a Loss to Us in the

Town

is

a gain to

town

when it claimed

to submit "with greater Chearfulness"
to the high price of provisions,
"because
this

its

what in

Our Brethren of the Country."73

did not, however, cheerfully submit to the
higher taxes.

Nor did Boston submit
or to efforts by districts within
petition

to efforts to separate

it

to

Member" of "the Body

residents for having

grown

rich

from the

secede and form their

by some residents of Rumney Marsh

area as "a valuable

it

own

to that effect,

of the

Town

by proximity to the

city

rest

of Suffolk County,

towns. In answer to a

town meeting

referred to the

of Boston," and chastized

its

and yet being unwilling "to

help Us, under Our present difficulties."74
Rural alienation from Boston was perhaps exacerbated in the 1730s
and early

1740s by the religious revivals of the Great Awakening, which
earliest

and with greatest force and seemed

rural life.

wrote

in

Faithful Narrative" that

'^^BRC Reports,
'^'^Ibid.,

countryside

to reinforce the idea of the greater virtue of

For instance, Jonathan Edwards, pre-eminent

"A

hit the

revivalist in

Hampshire County's "being so

12: 207.

178.

"7%/^.. 312-313.
^^iV/., 207.
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Northampton,

far within the land.

at

a distance from seaports, and
in a

reason

why we have

Accordmg

to

County from

not been so

comer of the

much

country, has doubtless been
one

corrupted with vice, as most
other parts."75

Gregory H. Nobles, Edwards argued
for the
the liberal

Armmian

isolation of

Hampshire

"diseased theology" of Boston,
believing that

should be "a separate, organic
entity...secure in

The province's money problems

its spiritual

health."76

also worsened in the 1730s.

The mother

country, determined to reform the
currency, limited annual issues of
province

L30,000; prohibited new bank loan notes
and required

by 1741 mandated
;

that all types

and exempted private debts owed

of paper
in

hard

money

that all existing

bills to

ones be retired

issued prior to 1727 be sunk by
1741;

money from payment

petitioned the Privy Council for relief
from

it

some of these

in

paper 77 The House

restrictions,

and Governor

Belcher's attempt to carry out his instructions
resulted in repeated battles with the
legislature 7H British merchants also
tightened

American debtors

to six to nine

colonial merchants
inflationary paper

when

months

up

in fixed

their

payment schedule

for their

sums of steriing,79 a hardship

for

the paper they received for goods depreciated;
and a tide of

from Rhode

Island,

where there were few controls on the currency,

flooded Massachusetts.
In response to these

banded together
bill

in 1733,

backed up by

their

problems a group of mostly prerogative party merchants

with the support of Governor Belcher, to issue a

own

security

and redeemable

in the future in silver.

a secure investment, these Merchants Notes were ruined by their

Jonathan Edwards.

A

Faithful Narrative of the

Settlements to Society: 1584- 1 763

Surprmng Work of God,

(New York, 1966),

in

own

Jack

new

Hoarded as

viability,

P.

type of

Greene,

and the

ed..

320.

Gregory H. Nobles, Division ITiroughout the Whole: Politics and Society in Hampshire County,
Massachusetts, 1740 J 775 (Cambndgc, 1983). 42^3. Warxlcn wntes that "amntry people supporting
the revival tended to look

on impious Boston with increased disfavor, complicating the already
disintegrating political a)nncctions between the seaboard and hinterland." Warden Boston 1689
1776
134.

^Emst.

"Shays's Rebellion

in

Long Perspective," 63-65.

^Davis, Currency and Banking,
^^rnst, Money and Politics

in

1

12-120.

America, 34.
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General Court halted their
issuance so

As

an alten^ative the

Thomas Hutchinsons,

father and son, arguing for
"putting a stop to our present
Currency, that has only an

imaginao. value,'^i convinced the
General Court in 1737 to issue
a new type of
the. devising, backed in silver
and gold and called "new tenor,"
but

bill

of

these notes also

were hoarded and disappeared «2
(After 1742, these notes were
renamed "middle
tenor" to distinguish them from
yet another

While not exactly a return

new

to hard cuirency, the

type of bill

now

called

"new

tenor.")

Merchants and new tenor notes were
in

the eyes of their supporters
the next best thing.

As might be

expected, this financial chaos and
the various remedies attempted

brought forth a new round of letters and
pamphlets. Those

in support

of paper

money

are notable for their dispensing
with retrenchment moralism in favor
of celebrating the
virtues of unfettered

commerce, and for an unequivocal valuing of
polite

culture.

Such

sentiments show the decline of nods to
Puritan piety as well as detachment from
purportedly "rural" retrenchment moralism.
While paper

money

supporters

still

believed that an abundant currency would
help farmers, they apparently no longer

felt

the need to express such sentiments in
terms of a proscription of foreign luxuries
and
gentility.

To some

extent, the

House's now solid support of province notes rendered

these terms less necessary. But the decline
of such expressions

may

also indicate the

gulf that had opened up between city and country.

Trade and Commerce Inculcated,
Merchants Notes

in 173

1,

bold tract written before the advent of the

th

argued that the current "distempers in the State" could be

healed only by commerce and paper

money

sufficient for "digesting our

Advantage," which otherwise would become

commerce

like "stagnant waters."

the "replenishing and strengthening of the Country by the

80Nash, Urban Crucible, 85-86; Warden, Boston 1689-1776,
Perspective," 64-65; Pencak, War, Politics,

^^"A

Letter to a

attributes this letter to Hutchinson.

Politics,

and Revolution,

102.
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Without a healthy

coming of

13; Ernst. "Shays' s Rebellion in Lx)ng

103.

Member of the Honourable House of Representatives"

McFarland Davis

^Pencak, War,

and Revolution,

1

Produce to

(1736).

CCR 2. Andrew

labouring, and handy-cnrfu
(the!

Men" would falter, and

poverty would "spoil and com.pt

Manners" of the people. This author
derided those who declared

must "lessen our British Trade, .^trench
our Expences. &c.
and

upon foreign labour, condemning our
Hneiy,

less

the province

more upon our own

living

Prodigality,

&c.- Retrenchment

of English goods would only "lessen
our Business in providing the Ballance,
lessening
the

Demand

for our Produce."83

Other writers went so far as

noncommercial economy
letter to the

in

to paint a rather ugly picture
of a primitive

which people consumed one another's
substance.

Weekly Rehearsal mocked

the retrenchment moralists

A

1734

who had hoped to

"bring us back to our pristine Simplicity,
Frugality, Sincerity, and other Virtues
which

always thrive

of Trade

(the

in the poorest, thinest
title

and

least polite Countries."84

Money

the Sinews

played upon the trope of money as the sinews
of war) warned that

the province threatened to devolve into
barter, in

which case "we'll eat each other like

animals." Already the province had "given the Bread
out of our mouths" to Rhode
Islanders.^5
In an unequivocal celebration of the finer living
that bills had brought,

Modest Apology

for Paper

Money" glowingly

"A

described "our Expence in Tea, Cloths,

Velvets, Silks, Lace, Jewels, Plate and Chaises, the Country
Seats, and

many

other

Things.-.increasing Daily." Despite the constant laments about decline,
the people's

appearance, habit,

diet, buildings,

and furniture had improved markedly

in

30 years.

Paper money was not responsible for the merchants' losses as they claimed;

problem was
It

was

that they

their

had overstocked the "Country with the English Manufactures."

ridiculous to be "reproached with the Fall of

Our

Bills or

our Luxury, by such as

[Amicus Reipublicae], Trade and Commerce Inculcated; in a Discourse Shewing the Necessity
of a
Well-governed Trade... (Boston, 1731). This pamphlet followed m the path of and used the same
pseudonym as John Wise, who had died in 1725.

^'A

Modest Apology

CCR 3:

for Paper

Money,

In a Letter to a Friend,"

98.

^^Money

the Sinews of Trade (Boston, 1731).

CCR
237

2:

442.

Weekly Rehearsal, March

18,

1734

were the inimediate Instruments
and greatest Gainers by both.'^6
This
to conspicuously wealthy

hard-money merchants

1736 argument for a return to specie wrote

like

latter

was a

taunt

Thomas Hutchinson, who in a

that without the "imaginary

Wealth" of

paper money, "we should never have
had a supply for so much Luxury
and

Extravagance as there

is

among

us.'*^

While the Merchants Notes were a form of
paper money and supported by some
on

that basis, they

were also redeemable

in silver,

prompting some hard-money

men to

endorse them, usually in terms of the
familiar outcries against the people's
paper-driven
extravagance. Every emission of the old tenor
province notes, claimed one

letter,

had

brought only more of "that Bane of the Country,
the excessive Importation of

European Goods." Paper money had enabled
"in purchasing foreign

Commodities, which

the province to squander

we ought

away

its

either industriously to

silver

have

produc'd and manufacture our selves; or...frugally
to have liv'd without *em." Only a
return to silver could "banish this Dishonest
Trash, this Imaginary Wealth, and real

Poverty from

among

us." In the

meantime

the Merchants Notes,

which had

''sterling

Properties'' in them, would have to do.^s

Another

"more fixed and

letter

claimed

that the Notes,

certain Value,"

by reducing the currency supply

judged

will be

fishing,

a

would eliminate the province's extraneous and harmful

commerce. Then those people who were now employed
and Shipping, and

to

&c. must

more Advantageous

set

in

'Trade and Shop-keeping,

themselves to improve the Land, which

to us. "89 This claim

echoed the

exhortation that the province's silver should not be squandered
circulated "within our selves in the

is

earlier letter's

away

abroad, but

Improvement of Agriculture and Manufactures," the

very improvements that paper had prevented while simultaneously introducing

^'A Modest Apology for Paper Money."
^"A Letter to a Member of the Honourable House of Representatives."
^'To the

Publisher of the

Weekly News-Letter," March

7, 1734,

^"A few Remarks on the Present Situation of Affairs," April
129.
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1,

CCR 2:

82-85.

1734, Weekly Rehearsal,

CCR 2:

"Extravagance, Vanity and Luxury
into our private FamiIies.'^o
These assertions were
probably an appeal to the real or
imagined rural sentiment that if
Boston's commerce

and related trades were indeed
suffering,
best.

A contraction would

i,

was unfortunate but

in the

end

all

for the

bring a return to virtuous
husbando- and a decline of foreign

luxuries.
If the

new

money advocates,
all

the

notes had temporarily forged a
detente between paper and hard
their disappearance, along with
that of the

bogeymen out of the

attacked the

new

bills

closet as entrenched suspicions

new

tenor

bills,

brought

were aroused. Both sides

and placed the blame for contraction upon
schemers out

and enslave the province. One

to drain

silver supporter stated that every
emission of province

notes had brought "a greater Import
of superfluous Foreign

Goods"

that

seduced the

"unthinking part of the People" into "Mortgaging
their Lands," rendering them
"Miserable, or at best Tenants instead of
Freeholders."

same Malignity,

The Merchants Notes had

but to a greater Degree."9i Another asserted
that the "prodigious

Increase of Trade" supported by paper bills of

all

kinds had been "a Monster," that

"devours every Year what might serve for the Subsistence
of

From

many

Families."92

the other side, a pro-paper pamphlet maintained that
"if

remedy" were not found
*Tew lucky

"the

to prevent the

Men amongst

us

some speedy

complete hoarding of the remaining notes by the

who have had

the

good Fortune

to raise considerable

Estates from nothing within these twenty or thirty years," then
these "few Usurers will

soon eat up the Substance which many industrious People have been years
scraping
together." This writer

seaports

both

would

Town and

warned the country people they would not be immune. The

feel the pain first, but

once poverty had "overspread the whole Land,

Country," the Rhode Islanders,

Trade...will soon eat us out of all."

already "eaten up half our

Those who had already made

^To the Publisher of the Weekly News-Letter."
Boston Gazette, February 24/25, 1734.

^'To the Publisher of the

who had

CCR

2: 57.

Weekly News-Letter."
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their fortunes

claimed

the government could

do nothing, but "despen.te Diseases

Ren,edies...when the State

emission of province

The

is

call for

extraordinary

disordered." Presumably the
remedy would be another

bills 93

accelerating references to the
province's substance being eaten
up and to the

spectre of tenantiy are an indication
of a growing sense that speculato,^
and great

merchants had made inroads in

their

monopolizing of the province's wealth
and the

products of its sweat. Pamphleteers
considered these fears promising ones
to exploit-

though they identified different culprits
-because of the growing inequality
and, in the countryside, the prevalence
of indebtedness.

exacerbated by rampant land speculation
available tracts and resold
for in cash, and

when

them

there

was

in

city,

with the poverty of the families of workers

Act and the mother country's

Apology

for Paper

irrational,

Money" argued

post- 1763 taxes

restraints

more we consume and pay

are to the

and trade regulations,

on the currency were addressed

and against England's own

self-interest.

that given "our necessary Subjection to,

staple

commodity, "we

be a Trading People." England should therefore encourage

"the

yet the recent acts

would force

more meanly and purchase fewer imports, perhaps even

in

"A Modest
and

are...obliged

this trade, especially since

for of the english Manufactures, the

Mother Country." And

to be paid

received their pay in shop goods.94

Dependance on the Mother Country" and lack of a
to

Mortgages and taxes had

conspicuous wealth coexisted uneasily

who

Foreshadowing complaints against the

pamphlets as unjust and

The fear of tenantry was

circulating farmers could easily lose their

investments as creditors foreclosed. In the

the Molasses

Boston

thel730s, as the wealthy bought up

in smaller parcels.

little

in

more

beneficial

we

the province to live

to raise their

own

(forbidden)

wool. For the sake of both England and her colony, Massachusetts should have
"equal

^The Melancholy State

of this Province... (Boston, 1736),

^Bushman, King and People

CCR

2.

in Provincial Massachusetts, 199-202.
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Liberty with other Governments,
of supplying our selves with
a proper

Medium of

Exchange. "95

But the mother country chose another
route.

Partly at the behest of the
great

merchants, in 1739 the Board of
Tmde shockingly mandated that

province

bills

be retired by 1741.

If carried out, this retirement

percent reduction in the province's

objected both to the Hutchinsons'

paper money, declaring

new

in its

money

new

May

18,

all

outstanding

would

result in a

90

supply.96 Boston town meeting
strenuously

silver-based tenor bills and to the
sinking of all

1739 instructions to

its

representatives that the

tenor bills had created the "Utmost
Perplexity" and should be eliminated and

replaced by renewed emissions of the
trusty old tenor, and that the sinking
of all

would be

"terrible, if not fatal to this Province."

Without reUef the

city

bills

would "Sink

under the Burthen and Weight of Our
Misfortunes" of "notoriously Decaying" trade
and
"excessive Taxes,"

compounded by

imports "Foreign and Domestick."

Rhode
and

the invasion of

It

Rhode

Island's currency

must have been insulting

to

Bostonians to see that

Island's bills circulated freely, without the
intervention of the

that that province

now brought

to the city the foreign

Boston also complained about having

to

goods

it

pay impost taxes

and

mother country,

had once supplied.97
that

Rhode

Islanders

did not. In fact, in this period Bostonians began to
protest generally against taxes on
trade, for

which

instituted to

it

again

felt

singled out.

The

impost, the city claimed, had only been

pay for Queen Anne's War, and yet had continued

duties had been "principally paid by the

Town

in times

of Boston, and [had] been a very heavy

Burthen upon the Trade thereof. "98 Moreover, there was no drawback,

^^'A Modest Apology

for Paper

^Bushman, King and People

of peace. These

like there

was

Money."

in Provincial Massachusetts, 145- 146. Estimates for the

amount of
range from L250,000 to L427,000. Bushman wntes that the actual amount is
impossible to determine because of "discrepancies between scheduled and actual recalls and between
outstanding

bills

official records

and informal estimates" (145

^BRC Reports.

n. 17).

12:225-229.

^Ibid.. 233.
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in

England, on goods that were
reexported.'^ Boston also
protested when, beginning
in 1737. Genen,! Court
demanded that the impost be paid in
sUver and gold. apparenUy
in an effort to raise money
to retire paper bills.ioo and
when in that year the province
voted a new excise tax on lemons
and limes, as well as one to be paid
by the owners of
'•coaches, chariots, chaises,
calashes,

only
city

its

in the city, this

still

excise

and chairs." Since these conveyances
were nsed

was obviously

discriminatory.ioi Its trade declining,
the

paid dearly in the rest of the province
for

its

dependence upon commerce and

perceived luxury and idleness.

1739-1753: The land bank, redemption,
and the idle poor

The Merchants Notes and new
merchant hoarders, exacerbated the

tenor

rift

bills,

between

perceived as tools of hard-money

city

and country even though many

Boston also abhorred them. However, the
approaching sinking of the province

in

bills

offered renewed possibilities for an alliance
between the country towns and Boston's

popular party.

As

the retirement date approached,

two new bank proposals were

response to the General Court's

call for solutions.

Manufactory" proposal, similar

to the

bills,

and

hemp,

in that

flax,

and

it

allowed those

who

the private

did not

earlier plan in that, in a likely appeal to

own

land to put up other security for the

borrowers could make payment in enumerated
iron.

"Land Bank and

1714 land bank proposal and also put forth by

John Colman. This proposal differed from the
urban tradesmen,

One was

floated in

home products

This proposal was thus more explicitly a scheme for

development and provincial

such as

rural

self-sufficiency, its appeal specifically tailored to attract

both landowners and landless urban workers. In

its articles

of association, the bank

'^Ibid., 122.

^^The

Acts and Resolves. Public and Private, of the Province of the Massachusetts Bay..., 5 vols.
(Boston, 1869-1922) 2: 887.
Acts and Resolves.)
^^Ubid.,

2:

853.
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was refeaed

,o as

'"of Produce,

The
including

"The Maoufactcy Company," and
William Douglass

it

a bank

and Manufacturer

rival proposal,

put forth by

some of Massachusetts' s

Edward Hutchinson, Andrew

Oliver,

House's inflationary

policies),

was for a

wealthiest men,

Samuel Sewall, and Edmund Quincy,

as a kind of tactical ploy against
the land bank (which they
private silver

saw as a continuation of the

bank

that

would

limited supply of paper notes
redeemable in silver, but not for 15 years.
also pledged, in a

move

that

em^ged opponents,

The bank proposals were
in

called

1740 and 1741,

far

more

The backers

not to accept any land bank bills.102

and away the

fiercely dividing factions

issue a

hottest political issue in the province

and engendering a prolonged struggle

between the pro-land bank House and
Governor Belcher, who opposed private banks
and had also sought repeatedly

mother country's

that the

ferment

in this

The

to limit public province notes.

efforts "to destroy the...Land

John Adams

Bank scheme

later

wrote

raised a greater

province, than the Stamp-Act did,"i03

land bank

was passionately supported

in

most

rural areas,

with the

exception of traditionally conservative Hampshire
County in the west. Worcester

County had

the highest percentage of land

subscribers there were

Though

men of ordinary

bank supporters, and the bulk of the

circumstances,

many of them in

debt.i05

the 1714 plan had been largely a Boston affair, in
1740 and 1741 subscribers

in nearly

every town in the province backed the land bank, offering their
land as

^^Billias, The Massachusetts

Quoted
(Chapel

in

Hill,

John

J.

Land Bankers of 1740, 10-11.
McCusker and Russell R. Menard, The Economy of British America 1607-1789

N.C., 1985), 37.

l^Robert Zemsky

describes rural voters as often apathetic about participating in government
until

galvanized by issues that appeared to affect them personally. One such issue was
the land bank, in
which rural voters turned out in droves to vote out of office anti-land bank representatives.
Zemsky,
Merchants. Farmers, and River Gods, 39-41.

^05john

Brooke, The Heart of the Commonwealth: Society and Political Culture in Worcester
County, Massachusetts, 1713-1861 (New York, 1989), 55-65. Brooke writes that in Worcester
County the land bank "was a broad political movement, not simply an uprising of ambitious, poor-tomiddling yeomen and husbandmen," a "coalition between a broad popular base and elements of the
county gentry class" ( 103- 104). He also notes that "[t]he Land Bank persuasion did bear broad affinities
with the commonwealth assumptions of a moral economy," though it was also "based on an odd
L.

compound of liberal and

traditional

assumptions" (63-64).
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security 106 In the 1741 elections,

most towns turned out any representatives
found

have opposed the land bank, and
many fonneriy
inspired to send representatives to
General

Though

the principal

officers included

politically apathetic

towns were

Court

spokesmen for the land bank came from
Boston, and

Samuel Adams and other town

were comparatively few subscribers

to

in the

officials

city-only 22

While only 12 Boston merchants signed on

to the plan,

from Cooke's
in 1740,

its

faction, there

and 56

in 1741.

106 merchants, mostly from

Boston, supported the rival silver plan,i07
and there was no interest in the silver plan
outside the city, probably because silver

was hard

to

come by

there. In addition,

145

Boston businessmen pledged not to accept land
bank notes.

The land bank had an ambiguous

effect

upon Boston's

relationship with the

towns. While the popular party and the House
were generally allied by the cause of
securing an adequate paper supply, Boston merchants'
overwhelming support for the
rival silver

bank alienated

the

towns

to

some

extent. Since

town meeting unfortunately

(and oddly) recorded no discussions about the bank
proposals in 1740 and 1741,

have no way of knowing popular thoughts on the

issue.

Most

likely,

we

both banks were

supported as ways to increase the currency supply, with greater
favor given to the land
bank.

We do know that various groups of tradesmen in Boston issued notices in the

papers that they would accept the land bank's
notes.

Boston merchants' support for the

between them and the

bills

silver

and would refuse

to take

shop

bank may have opened up a

rift

city's laborers.

'^Billias, The Massachusetts

Land Bankers of 1740, 49-53.

^^^Pencak, War, Politics, and Revolution, 103.
lOSeillias,

The Massachusetts Land Bankers of 1740, 9, n. 9. Pencak concludes that initially
"tajlignment on the Land Bank and various other monetary schemes" throughout the province
"displayed a flexibility that indicates a groping for a solution within a wide framework...." Later,
Governor Belcher's actions polarized the province. Pencak, War, Politics and Revolution, 107. Warden
describes the situation in Boston as confusing, writing of the 1740s that "Id]espite angry feelings and
economic chaos, the hard-money party seems to have had some support in the town." Warden, Boston

1689-1776, 133.
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The
Douglass,

chief protagonist in print of
the pro-silver position

who did not pull punches in calling
Massachusetts

Idleness and Indolence prevails."i09

Retuming to

supported the people's extravagance,
he

was the irascible William

"a Country where

the old argument that paper

made sure

to indict the luxurious in
both

and country, including young
gentlemen who whiled away

their time "Drinking

Gaming," shopkeepers who had become
"Drones," tradesmen who
of their Time," and "Husbandmen
in the Country"
little

"loiter

and

away much

who spent "many idle Days in

Rum Taverns."! lo It was only because the majority

town

their

of people had become lazy

debtors that they supported paper
currencies.

Douglass employed his medical authority
"political Constitutions

admit of a Cure."

It

have

at

Times been

in his arguments, pointing out
that

subject to Maladies

which require and do

required a good political physician, though,
to prevent those

are not conversant in such Matters" being
"blindly led

away by

evil

emissions of province money, wrote Douglass,
"did naturally make

poisoned industry. Through
great

this drug, "[e]xtravagancies are

Men." The frequent
it

a Drug" that had

encouraged in favour of a

Consumption of British Goods." The purchase of these goods
was only a show

of false wealth, for "a Country or
be

"who

in a

Town may

look well to outward Appearance, and yet

Galloping Consumption." This "inordinate Desire of more,

may be compared to

Thirst in a Dropsy, which by endeavouring to satisfy
with Drink, increases the

Distemper." The idea that printing more paper

problems could only be compared to

money could

"[a] certain

Quack

solve the province's

in the

Cure of a sick Person,

being told that by his Management, the Patient did grow worse and
worse: So

l^^^illiam Douglass,

A

much

the

Discourse Concerning the Currencies of the British Plantations in

America... (Boston, 1740), CC/?3: 351.
^

^Owilliam Douglass,

An

Essay. Concerning Silver

233.

245

and Paper

Currency... (Boston, 1738),

CCR 3:

better,

answered the Quack, because when
things are come

to U,e wo,.,, then they will

mend."iii
After the House refused to forbid
the operation of the land bank
as Governor

Belcher had demanded -instead, the
bank went ahead and issued

bank-its opponents appealed
House's
"f tjhe

refusal,

Members

to the

Douglass averred,

mother country

in a

supposed

as did the silver

to inteivene. In response to
the

letter to a

London merchant,

that

of all Bodies Politick, as well as
Natural, are subject to slight

Indispositions, without

any Danger

to the Constitution." If such easy

allowed, the people would "become Idlers
and Extravagant, that

our Imports."!

bills,

>2

is,

money were

they will increase

a sympathetic response to Douglass printed in London claimed

since "Itjhe Sore was, and

is still

too

much

that

ulcerated for the Skill of any particular

Physician," there was "none but the Supreme
Legislature, the Parliament of G-B, can
prescribe a proper and adequate
"that Pestilence to

Judgment as much
according to
the

Cure

this

Remedy." He compared

Trade Paper-Money" to a "Jaundice
as that Distemper in the

the love of gain exemplied

lofj the

body perverts

hard-money supporter, was abolishing

Mind,

the Sight."

all

by

that corrupts the

The only

solution,

paper money; "without

it

will not be compleat."! '3

If

Douglass asserted his medical authority, an opponent used

it

against him.

Playing upon a popular complaint that doctors overbled and overpurged
their patients,

he wrote that Douglass "prescribed

PURGING

but in "drawing out of the Province,
the room."'

'"^

Paper

money

bills as killing doctors.

all this

the Province of

who

Paper Currency,"

corrupted Blood...does not inject better in

supporters painted those

Richard Fry,

all

who wished

submitted his

own

simply to sink the

proposal for a paper

William Douglass, Postscript, to a Discourse concerning the Currencies... (Boston, 1740), CCR
4; An Essay. Concerning Silver and Paper Currency; A Discourse Concerning the Currencies.
' ^ ^

*

^^william Douglass, "A Second Letter to a Merchant

in

London"

^^Observations Occasion'd by reading a Pamphlet, intitled

of the British Plantations
•

in

A

4: 34.

246

CCR 4:

1

15.

Discourse Concerning the Currencies

America (Boston and London, 1741),

^^A Letter from a Country Gentleman at Boston,

(1741),

CCR 4:

to his Friends in the

136-137.

Country (Boston, 1740),

CCR

currency l.x„n .he f^os.on

jail,

where he was doing

dcspenite 0.sease nu.s. have a
despenUe Cur., hu.

found on,,

will be vas.ly n.ore pleasing
,o (h.s

i,

tin.e lV>r del>,,

nu>n. pacillck

,f

Ro<ly l>oli,ick"-presu,„ably by
adopting his plan.

The

development of the province was justiHed,
asserted

Massachusetts

among

the

f

that as the "|| lands|

suffered

much by

a softer tone

toward

I

ry,

lalx>rer.

which feed the Belly of the

receiving therr pay

the legislator,

were

sound Cure of

a

this

.ssu.ng ol rrrore pa.K. currency

English colonies, "both for Health

At one point adopting
argued

"make

thai "|a|

Measu.s can be

Body PoliUck." As

"the proper Physicians." Fry
d.d no. doubt that they would

for

agreed

by the supenonty of

and

to

be improved.""

.

and tradesmen, Douglass

Common

Wealth," they had

devalued pajH^T currrency and "in (;oods
which

in

generally are of no necessary use." especially
since useful "Provisions and West Ind.a

Time" no

C.(H)ds at this

opponent. Hugh Vans
agreed

longer were included as pay.
like (\>lman, a

that these .same

Douglass's principal

'

merchant plagued with money problems' '7_

"Hands which feed

the Belly" had been oppres.sed, but for

"Want of honest and punctual Mi)ney Pay." The worst
money, half goods, now included no money

liall

but

part

was

half Finglish (kukJs. half Provisions." luiglish
goods had
Ihe place of

"been paid

money.

Shop

in

In the end,

against neighbor.
current

Money
Once

work

in

\

'^'Douglass,

instead "construed to signify

come almost wholly

to lake

I

into a self seeking

Hxlravagance and Idleness"

and "vile Tmcking Trade"

The shopkee|XTS, wrote Vans, were now

pitting neighlK)r

"virtually possessed of the

of the Province."'

again, the

vy,

|K)int

A Scheme for a

A Discourse

"^IViu ak. War.
lugli

pay specified as

was made

that colonial

dependency kept

this

dynamic

at

MassachusclLs. Another opponent of Dtniglass wrote that printing more paper

"'^Ricliaid
'

that

wrote Vans, "the chief abour of the Province" had

(khuIs... which has introduc'd great

and forced individuals

was

Vans],

rolilics.

Pafyer

Currcm

C'oti(rrnitif> the

and

An Inquin

\ {\ioH\on,

I7»). CCIi V 277.

Currencies.

lievolutum, 103.

inio (he Nature

ami Uses of Money (Hoslon,
lAl

1740),

CCR ^.

money was
Plantation,

the only solution to the

on

their

goods, "or such as

pmblem

Mother County" and

may

extricate

of course, thought the return to

•'can',

make sumptuary laws" against
English

them out of their present DifficulUes."'

silver,

wonhless goods, was the only way

consumer finally, not

while the pt^vince was "a
dependant

>9

Douglass,

which would deprive people of the
means

to cut

consumption of British imports.
"Hit

the Venders or Merchants,

who

to

is

buy

the

increase our Imposts," he

asserted. '20

While retrenchment moralists
ability to satisfy their

scarcity that

Douglass focussed on cutting the people's

like

unhealthy appetites, their opponents
focussed on the planned

had led the innocent people

to

behave badly and go into debt.

A defender

of rural virtue replied to a Londoner's
question about ^the nature of our landed

interesr

that the country people

were "orderly,

virtuous,

and industrious, but the want

of money...has brought them to the pass
the author speaks of." The ultimate
reason

was

that "the import too

much encouraged,

much neglected and

or export too

discouraged, has built up a few on the ruins of
many." Merchants had done nothing to
help development of exports, while continuing
to flood the countryside with
imports.*2i

Land bank supporters painted wealthy merchants and shopkeepers

as usurers

and monopolists who exacerbated the problems of colonial
dependency and
underdevelopment. They overimported and forced

their worthless

goods on a helpless populace, refusing them the currency they
for their goods and labor. But Douglass held these

really

same wealthy

representatives of the industry and frugality he denied

and insalubrious
needed

in

payment

individuals up as

husbandmen and

laborers,

whom

he accused of dishonestly seeking a way out of their debts and, moreover, harboring
leveling designs.

^

'^A Letter from a Country Gentleman at Boston {MAO),

CCR 4:

34..

^20[)ouglass,

A

^^^Quoted

Zemsky, Merchants. Farmers, and River Gods. 274.

in

Second Letter

to

a Merchant

in

London (Boston,

248

1741),

CCR 4:

122.

The

land bank was Hnally suppressed
by the machinations of the
hard-money

men, who succeeded

in April

1741

in

persuading the mother count,^
to apply the 1720

South Sea Bubble Act to the
colonies, effectively outlawing

all

unchanered private

banks, including the silver bank. 122
These acts aroused such anger
that

rumors spread of a planned march of
rural residents into the

to accept the illegal land

in the

countryside

city to force

met^hants

bank notes, though such an action
never materialised. The land

bank's sponsors were ordered to

call in their

cunency and repay

the bank's debts at full

value,i2< and the resolution of
these debts proved a vexed and
complicated affair that

bankrupted Samuel Adams,
the Courts until 1767.124

Sr.,

among others, and

The memory of the

continued wending

its

way through

land bank's collapse had by no

means

died out on the eve of the Revolution.

Anger

in the

province over his handling of the land bank
was one of the reasons

for the mother country's replacement of
Governor Belcher with the
politically adept

William Shirley

in 1741.

Though he enforced

much more

the dissolution of the

bank, Shirley defused the situation by allowing
the notes to be called
shielding the bank's officers from the

full

force of the

farmers by pennitting them to pay their taxes

The currency

in

new

gradually and

in

law. Shirley also placated

commodities.i25

circulating in Massachusetts might have reached a

new low were

it

not for the Cartagena military expedition of 1741 and the
outbreak of another war with

France

in 1744,

which together provided the rationale for the renewed emission
of

province notes— over 19 emissions by the end of the war

announced

that

England planned

Thomas Hutchinson proposed

^^^Ernsl.

Money and

in 1748.>26

to reimburse the colony in silver for

when
its

it

was

war expenses,

that this silver be used as a fund to retire the old bills

Politics in America, 35.

^'^Ibid., 35.

'24pcncak, War, Politics, and Revolution, 107.

'^^rnsky. Merchants, Farmers, and River Gods, 275.
^26Bushman, King and People in Provincial Massachusetts,
249

148-149.

by

1750.

The Board of Trade approved

the plan, as did ,he

GenenU Court,

aftera

Struggle. '27

Though

the

GenemI Court had narrowly approved

off a storm of protest in city
and country, especially
supporters,

who dreaded

When

Bostonians held

mock

currency's passing.

New

The

silver

it

off to pay their

One such

England,"

was met by

Thomas Hutchinson's

ballad personified the currency
as "Mr.

who had

plan's popularity

The war had

destroyed

it

house.

funerals and distributed broadside
verse mourning the

raising of Boston's tax burden

'

and once again ship

fire that

Old Tenor, a

received a "deep and mortal wound."i28

was not helped by postwar depression and

feeling, nor by the fact that the
redemption

tax.

among former land bank

the silver arrived in 1749
(carried by Shirley's son-in-law)

angry mobs, along with a suspicious

native of

the redemption plan set

the sinking of the old tenor
bills and feared that
wealthy

merchants would monopolize the new
debts.

it,

was supplemented by

from 17 percent

to

anti-English

the General Court's

25 percent of the

total provincial

acted as a kind of safety valve against the
economic pressures

building up in the province by providing a
market for farm goods and military jobs for
its idle

men from

wartime
its

effect

both city and country, while conspicuously
enriching a number of

profiteers.

Though

the

war proved an economic boon

on Boston was negative as

city residents suffered

for the countryside, ^30

from provision shortages,

high prices and taxes, a severe trade contraction, and
British impressment of

According

to

Warden, while Boston town meeting instructed its representatives not to vote
for the
were split on it. Thomas Hutchinson, then a representative, was

plan, the representatives themselves

voted out of office for his part in the redemption plan. James Allen,
another of Boston's
representatives, was expelled by the House for his virulent opposition
to it and not reinstated
later

until

he

had apologi/cd. Warden, Boston 1689-1776, 139-140.
^^^Davis, Currency and Banking, 250,

n.

1.

129warden. Boston 1689 1776, 139. Warden writes that, judged proportionately by Boston's
population and taxable property holdings, the city should only have paid 10 percent of the
provincial
tax, whereas it typically paid at least 15 percent (141).

'•^^msky. Merchants, Farmers, and River Gods,
250

144.

mariners

.3

The
•

battle

effects of the postwar

and disease, particularly

join the refugees for

whom

sin.p were compounded by
heavy

Boston, that

in

the city

was

losses fro.

behind n.any widows and
orphans to

left

also responsible.

Provincials were also embittered by
the peace treaty's return to
France of the
fortress of L.>uisbourg

on Cape Breton, which they had
proudly captured, against the

odds, in a bloody and sickly siege
this!"

in

1745.

commented one antiwar pamphlet

in

"What

a marvelous, political Specifick

1751 about the return. (A
"specifick" was a

medicine meant to cure a particular malady.)
"Yea,
Politick as a thriving

Before
that their

it

Consumption

ended the war

com,nitment and

it

herself.

sacrifice did not bring, as they

The war,

Massachusetts, and yet there was

it

to the

Body

saw

whom

it,

respect or

good

they fought or from the

seemed, was fought for England and not for

little

gratitude for the province's great loss of
"blood

and treasure." Anger raged against the wartime
increased, but as the

wholesome

as

had become unpopular as provincials
discerned

treatment from the seemingly alien
Bntons alongside

mother country

is

to the natural Body."i32

is

itself

is

Common-Weallh

profiteers

whose "Fortunes and

IWcr

has been ruin'd and impoverish'd." These

"despicable Creatures" had prepared the province "insensibly
for Slavery. "'^3

Bostonians' anger was vented in several anti-impressment
1747, and in print in a

new

The Independent Advertiser,

Jr.,

Daniel Fowle, and others.

as had the

reprinted Colo's Letters and other Real

Whig

financial comiption and called for reform.

ol

in

anti-administration newspaper, the Independent

Advertiser, founded by Samuel Adams,

-

most notorious

riots, the

New England Courant

tracts that criticized

While the

eariier

before

it,

England's moral and

New England Courant

had

Warden wntcs that "|b|clwccn 1741 and 1746 the townspeople lost over I2(K).(X)() in trade Ixxausc
the war and a)ntinumg depression" and that the number of taxpayers dropped
rom 3.39.'S m I73H lo
f

2.4(X) in 175(), while the town's taxes increased

Irom LH.WX)

to L36,(XK).

Warden. Boston 1689 1776

12H.

'•'M/i Appendix to Massachusetts in Agony,., (Boslon, 1751).

251

CCK 4;

481.

been seen as objectionably
EngHsh in

style, the

Independent Ad.ertiser^,

critiques of

English corruption and of currency
reform and the Shirley administmtion
appeared to

more

closely

now became

f.t

the

mood

in

Boston, and the British categories
of "court" and "country

the preferred terms for discussing
the political factionsJ34

popularity of Real

Whig

The new

rhetoric is probably in part
responsible for the overflowing

medical metaphors and outright
invective of the anti-redemption

tracts.

resentment that had simmered since
the closing of the land bank

now broke out

wholesale assault upon anti-paper

money merchants and

approving their children's request for a
"Poison"

eternal, as well as temporal Ruin."i35

the poison had been not paper, but

class
in a

the war.

A supporier of the redemption plan compared any future
to parents

The

that

issues of paper

money

would "hasten on

But "Mylo Freeman" asserted

in

their

response that

war and conniving merchants. Only now, with

peace, had Massachusetts been "favoured
with a Medicine that has reached the

Cause." The Louisbourg expedition had
"drained...our robust and able-bodied
Labourers." Prosperity would return

if

"impoverishing commodities" and

employers would agree

if

the merchants

good Silver Money of their own importing."
import here amongst us,

all

Commodities, on Purpose

wary among

The

fly

in a

Sweat of

Paper, very few People, and

all

4:

Articles and

less prudent

and

Brows, with Trifles and Vanities[?]"

hands of the merchants;

if

they got hold of

it it

''neither Silver, nor

undone Beggars, or Slaves." The supposed good

medicine of silver was not "such an

^^^To

four]

and cajole the

few years the province would have

^^'^Bushman, King and People

"pay off all Wages in

Instead, didn't the merchants "perpetually

to delude, beguile, intice

us...and reward the

away, and

to

Manner of unnecessary and extravagant

silver should be kept out of the

would

would cease importing

infallible

in Provincial

Remedy and

Specifick,

when

in the

good

Massachusetts, 253-267.

the Publishers of the Independent Advertiser,"

375
252

Independent Advertiser, March 28, 1748,

CCR

M__ [Merchants1

sent

it

Ha„ds...as ,hey ha.e fore.er
been industrious to

cpori and

always out of the Country! "136
In this

and other

tracts, the

war and redemption were

explicitly conjoined as

draining forces peT)etrated by
merchants and the British, both of

whom

had

in effect

imported the foreign diseases of war
and luxury into the province. Seducing
an
innocent people, they had defeated
along the

worthy home production. In

"Vmcent Centinel" found

the

merchant

that Massachusetts'

amongst Us"; these men

own

who had

sell

Sea as

us,

Goods

They had gobbled up

Importing prodigious Quantities of English
usurious rates once

schemers' great

it

naturally brought

Weavers away;

upon

this

the old

their

currency-

Goods"-

he

Money

We can't make our

to get us into their Debts, then

Work upon

and

Agony,

by Cunning, and by Power." For

our Lands to pay them; then go, and
their Slaves."

in

^contrived a Scheme, to have no

Sorts of

all

Masmchusetts

woes "are not

"frighten our Spinners and

Cloths, and they Import

must
to

upon

elites,

their efforts at self-sufficiency

his profusely emotional

ourselves, but absolutely

blamed

way

we

Farms, or Starve, or go
"this they Effected,

only to then loan

it

by

out at

had become scarce. The siege of Louisbourg had
been these

moment of glory. During

that

campaign they had commanded

astronomical prices for the provisions they had monopolized,
and fattened themselves

on war contracts. After
Blood

in the

all,

wrote Centinel wryly,

Body of Trade,

the

"Money

is

the

Sinews of War; the

Merchants Tools." Centinel added an insidious

dimension with his equation of war and commerce through the shared
metaphor of

money

as blood.

He meant

not blood as a salutary fiuid in the veins, but the blood shed

through war and profiteering— a very different connotation.

According
"that the

to Centinel, Massachusetts

Hand cannot feed

^^^*Mylo Freeman, A Word
(Boston, 1748),

"merchants"

CCR 4.

in

the

was

Mouth, and what

Season

to All

Davis comments

that

is

in

such poor economic condition

so Rebellious as the Belly!" Having

True Lovers of their Liberty and their Country,..
Mylo Freeman's refusal to spell out the word

"imcomprehensible." But it is likely that by this device Mylo Freeman reinforced the
idea that merchants had become so evil as to be literally unspeakable.
is

253

invoked

.his t.di.ional

body poHdc image, CenUnel
en,ba.ked upon an

intentionally

threatening exploration of the
presenting disease:

a

-

ar.Vro?i::lS^^lr;^

Po.i.c^ Body, .here

-He

.ay

be

Centinel did not hesitate to spell
out the violent implications of
his surgical metaphor:

and our

R^^^rSySflS'rr/ntcra c1™St^^^^^^

,s=r.rr

r ^rs^^xc - rot;f5^ - - EVERY one must know

in

a political Sense, what
in a figurative Sense

and nght Eye. and what they denote

Anyone acquainted with
and

this

is

-

the perilousness

here meant bv the neht H;,nH
'

^

^

and violence of eighteenth-century surgery-

would include most readers of Massachusetts

the nature of this warning. Centinel's
language

in

amounted

Agony-could

understand

to a bodily threat against

those self-interested individuals he saw as
responsible for Massachusetts' crises, and
his medical

theme supported the excising of these malignant

Centinel insisted that the people

parts

"know our Distemper;

from the body

We know

Causes of it; And we now immediately want some able
Physicians,

the dreadful

faithfully to

prescribe and administer the only proper and effectual
MEDICINES, so that

healed, and recover our usual State of Health again before

could be gotten

rid

of because

it

kind of Plague of a Distemper,

and Instruments

that

was

is

have brought

alien

we go

and did not belong

in

hence."

amongst

us, are Political

we may

The

disease

us, the

Causes,

and Commercial."i37

"Vincent Centinel," Massac fiusetfs in Agony: Or, Important Hints to the Inhabitants
of the
Province,.. (Boston, 1750), CCR 4: 437-455.
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be

Massachusetts: "This

Imported here, and spread amongst
it

politic.

"Vincent Centinel" proposed a
surgical excise of selfish
merchants, "Mylo
Freeman" exhorted his reade. to
^^Spue them
If

out, as detestable

Commonwealth"
Kanker

at the next election.

in the Constitution,

whole Body be

For "[ejvery such

Member is as

to backtrack,

of the

a Speck of a

and the greater number of such
Spots, the sooner

will the

ripe for Destruction. "138
In a later pamphlet, Vincent
Centinel exhorted

his readers to stop "the
infectious Progress of such
pestilental

Though

Members

Sons of Mammon!"i39

the General Court had
approved the redemption plan,

abandon the new medium, and issue
more province

outmaneuvered by hard-money

it

soon attempted

notes, though

forces. Popular opposition to
redemption

it

was

sufficiently strong that people
defiantly continued to circulate the
old tenor notes,

complete retirement was delayed for
several year..

Still,

insidious

As

Rhode

left

the province.'^i

solve paper
the

New

now were

in.

Massachusetts

sent back in to be

h had become obvious

money woes, and

England colonies from issuing more

American colonies

in the

bills in the

redeemed

bills,»'*2

and others were

in

money had

was

in

hands of people

gold and

silver,

which

Currency Act prohibiting

all

though the old issues continued

later applied to the other

Currency Act of 1764 which, though

North

initially relatively

unopposed, became a grievance after passage of the Stamp
Act
In the

silver

that only regional regulations could

in 1751 Parliament passed a

to circulate. (These restrictions

much

of the coin was hoarded or siphoned
off, while the

Island paper flooded

outside the province

then

much

feared,

and

redemption caused a severe

contraction in trade, as the bills had been
mostly retired before
circulation.'4()

was

in 1765.)

1730s and eariy 1740s, efforts to secure an adequate fund of
paper

allied popular forces in

Boston with

rural representatives in the

House, even

'38"Mylo Freeman," A Word in Season.
Appendix

to

Massachusetts

'"^encak. War.

Politics,

and

in

Agony.

Revolution, 131-132.

^"^IStewart Mitchell, Intrcxiuclion to Journals oftlw House
of Representatives of his Majesty's
Province of the Massachusetts Hay in New-England {Boston, 1951), 26: viii.
(HeremafteT, Journals
the
House.)
of
,

Money and Politics

in Atnerica, 39-41.

while wealthy Boston
merchants' opposition to the
land bank and
urban-rural tensions.

The redemption scheme of the

late

its bills

heightened

1740s exacerbated class

tensions in Boston, especially
arousing anti-merchant anger,
and yet only solidified the
divide between city and country.
With the wounding and final death
of "Mr. Old

Tenor," Boston became even
more identified as the

monopolizing merchants, and war
less to

profiteers.

have elicited sympathy than to
have

The

home

city's

of luxury, idleness, disease,

worsening condition seems

fulfilled this negative

image.

Throughout the 1740s, Boston town
meeting had continued

complain about

to

the counto' towns' profiting
at their expense and turning
an apparently deaf ear to their

burdens of decaying trade, poor

and high taxes. In

relief,

were only exacerbated by the war, from
which
beginning, town meeting's resentment
for
instructed

its

its

it

its

view,

suffered the

all

these conditions

most At

condition emerged

when

the war's
in a draft

representatives to argue for a defeiral of
tax payments, declaring

refusal to "have

Our Bread

it

its

& Water measured out to Us by those Who Riot in Luxury

& Wantonness on Our Sweat & Toil and be told periiaps by them, that We are too
happy, because

We are not reduced to Eat Grass with the Cattle." Probably fearing

the

tone was too divisive, however, town meeting
later deleted the passage.i43

The
1746

city attempted to use the

that as a result of being the

body

main

politic

analogy in

its

favor

port of the war, "Io]ur Trade

has...gone to other Maritime places in this province"
where there
sail

and Return as

their Interest requires."

result in a tax decrease, for "if the

greater

Number of the

parts

Town

The

when

argued

was "more Liberty

resulting decline in population should

be considered as an aggregate Body and a

which constitute

this

Case. "144

14: 59.

^^Ibid., 99.
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in

& Commerce

Body, be taken away and the same

weight of Taxes continued as before, the Remainder must Suffer
more

^"^^BRC Reports,

it

in

such

to

While Boston complained about
continued to charge the c.ty

whh

Town

whilst the Countrey

Two Years past,

editor of the

Towns

"abommable

in general

have ra.sed

their

men" had

the city less

if

own

^.^^

to term the lack of rainfall
merely "an

real

problem was

in "the

the

excuse and

To which

the rural

that in Boston, "healthy able-

turned idle and lazy, "a dead weight
upon the public"

lodged

Provisions and

^^^^

extortion" of the country people 4r>

defender "Rusticus" replied that the

bodied

country

compounding Boston's postwar depression
and prompting

Bosion Evenin, Post

cloak^^ to cover the

in the

has exceedingly Impoverished

been free from such a Calamity.".45
,„ ,749 , ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^
provisions even higher,

some

idleness and luxu^. ,„ 1742
Boston complained that

"the excessive price of
Prov.s.ons for
this

scarcity and high prices,

houses provided for the reception of poor,

who would

cost

idle, sickly

or

aged persons"-where, however, they might
not Jare so sumptuously every dayr^^i
In truth,

and

politic,

set

many Bostonians

also feared for the health and integrity
of their body

about trying to renew

problems was what

to

its

vigor, industry,

and

frugality.

Chief among the

do with the dependent poor (many of them widows
and

their

children) and refugees, estimated at about
1,000 persons out of a total population of a
little

under 16,000.

double

(if

Town

meeting claimed

not more) to what

whole Earth."

In

many

it

is,

in

any

1753 that "the Poor's Tax

in

Town

of it's

|sicj bigness,

in

Boston,

is

upon the face of the

minds, these dependents had taken the place of the worthy

artisans

and laborers, "the Flower of the People," who had been drained
off by war,

disease,

unemployment, impressment, and

distilleries,

and the butchery trade

taxes.

in particular

Industrious, frugal and provident Inhabitants,

thoughtless, Idle and Sottish Persons."

^^^RRC Reports,
•

drastic decline of shipbuilding,

had "carried from us many of Our most

who have

left

us a

number of

What was worse, while "Boston

has most

14: 13.

'•Thomas Fled in the
and River (lo(b, 256.
^'^^ Boston

The

lioston Fvening Post,

24 July 1749. quoted

Evening Post. 14 August 1749. quoted

in ibid.,
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in

Zcmsky, Merchants. Farmers,

ce«ai„,y Su„k..,he Cher part,
of .he P.vi„ce are mos.
certainly
nourishing...,heir Trade, especially
.ha.

than

it

which

is

Foreign,

risen,

more .han

become n,o.

ten .imes greater

was a very few Years ago."i48

The

city

had experimented

in the

1740s with workhouses

in imitation

of the

English model, but these efforts
had failed, due perhaps to the
insufficient tr^ctability of
the Boston poor. In 1751
private subscribers backed a

manufactory

was

that

new

plan for a linen

some ways reminiscent of the 1741
"Land Bank and

in

Manufactoo." scheme. Linen was chosen
because

it

was an important import but not a

product of Great Britain, mstead brought
there chiefly from Germany and
Holland and
then shipped to the colonies.

Its

production in Massachusetts "would
enable us to apply

our Exports to pay for Woollen and
other fEnglishJ Goods."i49

Opened

in

1751 and employing

women and

children, the linen manufactory

was

forced to close in 1752 by another
smallpox epidemic, brought on board a ship
from

London. The

first to hit

population of

whom

the city in over

20

years, this outbreak encountered a

only about one-third were immune. Fully
one-half of the entire

population contracted the disease, but since
inoculation, the death

temporary end to

all

was

toll

many of these

infections

relatively limited, at 569.»50 stiH, the

of Boston's trade, exacerbating

its

were by

epidemic put a

continuing postwar depression.

The

linen manufactory reopened in 1753, after the
epidemic had subsided, but yielded

few

profits

and was shuttered for good

Despite the

many

in 1758. '^i

other obvious reasons for the city's hard

times— smallpox,

wartime depletions, postwar depression, commercial decline—
supporters of the
manufactory pinned

their

arguments on the people's extravagance and idleness,

contrasting these vices with the industry and frugality that the
manufactory would

^^BRC Reports,

14:

239-240.

^'^^cKiety for Encouraging Industry, Whereas

^^lake.

Public Health in the

it is

Town of Boston,

87.

^^'Nash, The Urban Crucible, 118-119.
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Found by

Experience... (Boston, 1754).

inculcate.

Not only would

the idle poor be given work,
declared Charles

Chauncy

in

sermon The Mle-Poor secluded
from the Bread of Charity (1752), but the
money
once dmined by imported linen
would now be kept, tending "to deliver
us from that
Poverty to which we are reduced
by our Idleness and Extravagance. "132
Industry
his

arui

Frugality Proposed... (1753)
demanded that "we ought to retrench our
Fineiy before

we complain of our Poverty." The pamphlet
noted
the appearance of riches, this

that

was merely Ulusion, for

though the people's fmeiy gave

"[o]ur ornaments have increased

with our Poverty." The people's beds,
tables, and bodies were covered
with fine linen

"brought to us from foreign Countries."
This was but a covering of outward
riches,

inward poverty, with a foundation
"(tlhe

in idleness. If the people

Bread we fetch from abroad, we may find

at

would work hard enough,

home, and the vast Sums of Silver

and Gold.. .may be kept among us."
Industry

and Frugality Proposed made

it

clear that the province's poverty

not for lack of natural riches, but was
instead the result "of our Sloth."

rhapsodized about the province as a

we want" and abounding

"fertile Region...capable

was

The author

of producing every Thing

with waterways, pastures, woodlands, ports, and
fisheries.

However, "we must plough and sow before we can hope

to reap." Instead,

with folded Arms, expecting the Earth spontaneously
to heap

its

"we

will sit

Fruits in our Lap."

By

implication, other, foreign fruits had been heaped in from
distant shores, at

impoverishing expense. '33
If

labor

developed

was

health, idleness

this point at length.

sickness,

and linen manufactory pamphlets

"Both our Souls and Bodies," declared Chauncy

sermon (apparently delivered as
after the

was

in his

part of an effort to get the manufactory going again

smallpox epidemic), "are so constituted, as that Exercise

is

a great and

l^^charles Chauncy, D.D., The Idle-Poor secluded from the Bread
of Charity by the Christian
Law... (Boston, 1752).
^^^Industry and Frugality Proposed As the surest

and

Means

to

make us A Rich and Flourishing People

the Linen Manufacture Recommended... (Boston, 1753).
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'

necessao.

Means

to

keep them

in

an healthful and vigorous State."
Without

it,

people

"soon contract a strange Hebetude
flassitudel of Mind, as well as
Inability of Body to
all the Functions of
Life." In Chauncy's mind, the
equation of idleness
with

imposed sickness justified cutting off
from
Idleness and

aid the poor

who

self-

refused to work.i54

unemployment were diseases simultaneously
economic, moral,

and physiological. That these diseases
threatened the health of the entire
community

was made

clear in

Cooper repeated
it

Samuel Cooper's 1753 sermon

the familiar formulation: idleness
"enfeebles the Body, and tends to

with Disease." But more than

depend

in a

in support of the manufactory.

this, "[t ihe

Strength and Prosperity of a Country,

good Measure upon the Industry and

Cooper warned against

Hit behoves us to

fill

full

Employment of it's

Inhabitants."

the effects of overpopulation and
underemployment:

taJcc

Care, that the

Community be

some sickly Bodies which swell
and the nobler Organs of Life faL'^
and Foigality must promote and accompany our
Growth; they must
draS".^
Tu'"^
drain
off the .11 Humors of the Stale; and give
the.r Strength and Compactedness to
the Parts
which a>nstitutes the true Health and Vigour of the
whole.
and enlarge

As

the.r bulk, tho' the

Hab.t

.s

not like

relaxt,

industry and frugality were cures for sickly bodies,
so too might they restore the

province's strength. Imported linen signified extravagance,
inward poverty, idleness,

and "hebetude," while domestic linen signified industry,
genuine wealth, and true
health and vigour.

Not only did idleness produce
incubators of disease.

disease, but the idle poor

were themselves

The author of Industry and Frugality Proposed, perhaps

bearing the recent smallpox epidemic in mind, imagined casting an eye
into the houses

of the poor and witnessing "(n lumbers of Wretches hungry and naked, shivering
with

Cold and, perhaps, languishing with Disease." Collectively, the poor were a malady
bearing

down

hard on the body

'^^hauncy. The

politic.

Idle- Poor secluded from the

'^^amuel Cooper. A Sermon Preached in

'This Burthen...seems to be increasing on

Bread of Charity.

Boston...August 1753 (Boston, 1753).
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IBostonians, wh,.c their S.^ngth
.nay lor a

T„ne

stagger under

either to alleviate the.r

,t,

is

declining," the pan.phlet
warned, "and .ho' they

they must sink

Burden or

to recru.t the.r

at last,

unless

some Way

l>e

found

Strength.-.. ("Sinking" was
a tenn

often used to descril>e
declining health.)

Manufactoo.

su,nK>rters adopted the ,H,sture
of political physicians offering

cures, their rhetonc pa.bably

and by the

One

fact that so

many

made

of the poor rec,uired .nedical
assistance pa.d for by the city

pro,K>sed the .nedicine of forcibly
binding out the children of the
pcx>r to labor. "I

have long wonder'd," he wrote of
so ,K-nncious an Hvil, and which,

The

particularly potent by U.e recent
snu.llfx>x ep.denuc

this proposal, "that

at

the

same Time,

no Ren.edy has

will so easily

Ix-en applied to

admit of a Cun^.'M ST

subscribers to the linen .nanidactory
asserted that their scheme, instead of
being a

rempomry mode of relief "of the Nature of
fashioned out relief charity
If the

-would

-such

as offered by old-

instead "reach the Root of this Malady."''^«

claimed healthfulness of labor served the

control the idle pcH>r and restore the body
the essential

Palhat.ves only'

interests of those seeking to

^x)litic's health,

goodness of Boston's merchants and

it

also

was

enlisted to assert

to dispel the notion

of them as

nonproductive parasites. Hnglishman Richard I.ucas's
Rules relating to Success in
Trade, &c., reprinted in Boston in

I7(>i

.

declared that merchants should not go into

tnide as "a support and fund for sloth and luxury,"
but instead a business of sober
labor, for "|w|c... subsist
dull

and sluggish, our

life

by a continual motion; and should our blood and
must needs expire with

their activity."

Lucas

let

spirits

grow

merchants

off the hook for their insalubrious gcxxls. insisting that they
did not "communicate in

those abuses to which the lusts and vanities of others prostitute
them.
not unlawful, because abused by intemperance....
trade." If

I'l'lhe sin

may

merchants were industnous and obeyed certain moral

^^Industry and Fruf>ality Proffoscd.
^^'^Ihid.

'-'^SiKicty for Fjicouraging Industry,

Whereas

it is
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Found by KxiH'hence

Thus taverns

aa*

be separated from the

dictates, "|b|usiness, as

it

was

io the time of innocence,

would

be. not the cu,.e, but the
blessing of mankind.'

The hope was for a commerce
conducted
and

frugality,

upon

healthful and moral principles
of labor

and in which merchants were
freed from the

taint

given off by foreign

imports. 159

The excise monster, 1748-1754
Merchants and

their imports did not,

however, achieve moral

liberation.

Faced

with an economic downturn in
the late 1740s and a province
nearly bankrupted by war,
the General Court

was only too willing

to penalize Boston, the rising
smaller seaports,

and the merchants with which they were

identified.

The images of Bostonians

indulging themselves in luxurious
consumption and wasting their days in
idleness

helped to justify the actions of the
town-dominated General Court, which from
1748 to

1754 voted a
culture,

series of tax

and especially

mark a new

measures highly prejudicial against Bostonians,

their

commerce. The prolonged

political batUes

their genteel

over these taxes

height in the celebration of rural virtue and
healthful domestic products and

the derogation of harmful imports. In these
struggles Bostonians collectively fought

what they discerned
no faction in

tiie

to

be unwarranted depredations on

city supported the

House

their already languishing city;

in its taxation efforts. i^o

These measures may be seen as a form of retaliation against
dissolution of the
land bank and redemption of the currency, which were
associated with the prerogative
party in Boston.

Of course,

the towns also had practical motives; they probably

to retain their currency as the feared shortage

would do

that.

What was

hoped

loomed, and cutting their share of taxes

envisioned here was a displacement of the tax burden onto

Bostonians and other seaport residents, the bulk of whose collective assets
were tied up
in trade.

Some

l^^chard

excise supporters went so far as to forecast the complete repeal of

Lucas, D.D., Rules relating to Success in Trade, &c... (Boston, 1761).

l^Owarden, for one, sees the period as one in which merchants and people
hostilities. Warden, Boston 1689-1776. 141.
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in

Boston overcame

their old

pro,K..rty

and

,axcs. clai,„i„s .he

,k,II

'"^'^

new measure could "pay

"«f '<"

would have

fann produce. Co<,per warned

r vetoed

Governor

affected therehyr^..
retail

,he,r

Cou.Ury has grown nch and .Ulluen.
by

an excise upon "sundry articles"

Sh.rley, call.ng the

on the ground

„y .axes on

it."'<»2

In 1748, the (Jeneral (\>ur1
passed

Nature

„,,^^^^.^

inhabi,a,„s had Red, a,ul

.o suppor. ,he prov.uce

,ha, "l.nlany a

no Country without

fron, lingland that

ils

„„„„„

u,„„a„„cd lor lack of ,„o„cy. ,he
couulry people would be sorry

for .heir ncion., for .hen

I'radc alone,

Clu.rges of

publick Taxes.-,, ,„

Sa,nuel C„o,«^r wan.ed .ha,
o„ce ,hc cily's ,rade had d,cd,
fro„,ier fort, re.nained

all .l.c

In 17.S0, the

unusual and extraordinary

h.ll

Trade of Gr.M

that

General C:ourt

i,n,x>r1ed

Britain

tried aga.n,

^ould he considerably

passing an entirely

new

excise tax on tea, coffee, arrack, snuff,
carriages, and chinaware"- that was

permitted to pass, perhaps because Shirley
was on business

remained

having

until 1753,

left

in

ft.gland,

where he

provincial matters in the hands of his
relatively

ineffectual Lieutenant (k)vemor. Spencer
Phips.'<''>

Boston town meeting joined with the newly
formed Merchants Club
this excise. In a

May

town meeting argued
likely,

and then

it

I75() .nemorial to the Lieutenant
that the excise

would make

would never be able

to

pay

its

(Jovemor requesting

in

its

the collapse of the city's trade

repeal,

more

already unfair proi)ortion of Uie

provincial tax. Moreover, "the Business of retailing
Tea, Coffee &c.

on by Widows and persons

to protest

is

mainly carried

low Circumstances" who might now be forced into

public charity, especially once townspeople naturally started
buying undutied goods

outside the province. '^^

^^'home Observations

Relatin}> to the Present

Circumstances of the Province of the Massachusetts-

CCR4.

Bay... (Boston, 1730),

'^^Samuci Cix)pcr. The Crisis (Boston. 1754).
Journals of the House, 25: 76.

^^^Acts and Resolves.

495-498.

3:

'^-'^Mitchcll, InUixiuclion.

^^liRC Reports.

14:

Journals of the House. 26:

18().
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viii-ix.

After the outbreak of the
smallpox epidemic in 1752, town
meeting's petitions

became

particularly rending. Its

fiscal relief

May 27,

and complaining about the excise
noted

losses by Death and Desertion,
there

Commerce,

1752 petition

the only

is

almost a

to the General

that "with this

total

Court imploring

Raging Sickness and

decay and Extirpation ofTn.de

means of the Town's Subsistence."

&

In the midst of the city's

further decline in shipbuilding,
distilling, butchering, tamnng,
and shoemaking, and

almost complete loss of ti.de to
Connecticut and Rhode Island,
deal with the insult of "the
Excise on Tea, Coffee &c." which

lying on them, where almost the
whole of the Publick
easiest, readiest,

now

the

was "a charge

Revenue

is raised,

distilling to other colonies

situation

had become so severe

provincial seaports
factor

and other

many

New

and European goods, especially

that

Boston now imported from

many goods of which

was probably behind

granted to

out of the

it

to

otiier

in a

and to

provincial ports such as Chariestown,
Plymouth, Nantucket, and Salem,
loss of the trade in English

to

peculiariy

and cheapest refreshment, the Inhabitants
of Boston, can take

Morning." The petition noted the loss of
rum

and the

town had

among othe,^,

Marblehead. The
colonies and

had once been the chief supplier. 67 (This
1

the province's elimination in 1749 of the
impost exemption

goods, including

tea,

imported into the province from the West Indies

England colonies. 168)

In 1750,

town meeting went

to the extraordinary length of appointing an
agent,

Christopher Kilby, to argue against the excise in the
mother country.' 69 The duty was
finally disallowed

by the Board of Trade

in

1752 because

it

conflicted with the

governor's instructions that "no Duty shall be laid upon British
Shipping or upon the

Products or Manufactures of Great Britain."i70

^^'^Ibid.. 14:

221.

^^Acts and Resolves,

^^^BRC Reports.
^'^^Acts

2.

14: 184.

and Resolves.

3; 509.
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In 1754, the

new

House fought back against

series of measures.

proposed rates

in

measure-was

the mother country's negative
with a

A new excise on tea, coffee, and chinaware
that

half- apparently as

for reasons

same year an impost was

a

way of inducing a

unknown allowed

permitted, for the

to stand

reluctant Council to pass the

by the mother country. In

originating in Britain but imported
through the mother country.

and excise

At

Thus

the

would now be subject

same

to both

the

end of 1754, the General Court also passed
a new stamp tax on

obviously be paid primarily in Boston.'72
That
is

this tax presented a real

indicated in a January 1755 petition to the

from Thomas

Fleet, publisher of the

permitted to expire in 1757,

its

House

Boston Evening Post.

was immediately dismissed.i73 There can be

In addition to the

new

citrus fruits,

The

impost

little

doubt

for a

new

this different

would

hardship to

newspaper exemption

Fleet's petition, however,

that,

though

this

stamp tax was

pointedly discriminatory character was reasonably
fresh
1765.

duties on tea, coffee, and chinaware, in 1754 the

excise on the consumption of wine,

and

legal

that

m the minds of Bostonians when a new stamp duty was laid by Pariiament in

devised a

tea,

duties.' "7'

documents, newspapers, and other items
printed on vellum and parchment

printers

that

time since 1719, upon goods not

first

coffee, and chinaware formeriy
free of taxation

cut the earlier

rum and other

House

distilled spirits,

kind of excise tax proved the most controversial of

and
all.

existing liquor retail excise had long been widely avoided by
the well-to-do

because

applied only to drink sold through licensed inns and taverns in quantities of

it

fewer than 30 gallons. Merchants importing
local distillers of

rum who

their

sold directly to the

own

large quantities of liquor and

consumer

in large quantities

could avoid

these taxes. In addition, smuggling eliminated a fair part of the impost duties on wine

and

spirits.

The new

3:

750.

^'^^Ibid., 3:

792.

tax

would apply

to all

consumption, and families were required

Journals of the House, 31: 235.
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to

give an annual accounting,
under oath

if

necessary, of what they had

consumed.n4

Since people in the countty
consumed far more cider than they
did these beverages, the
tax

would

affect

them

far less.

The House's purpose was
the loophole, for

concurring the

consumed

it

bill,

wrote

in part to catch the luxurious
elites

message

in a

to the Governor's Council,

that they considered

it

which

resisted

"a salutary Excise-Bill, whereby

spirituous Liquors, the Rich as
well as the Poor; those

for Luxuo^, as well as those

who had exploited

who consumed

the

same

all

that

who consumed them

for Necessity, might pay an

Excise therefor." The tax would also
"prevent Polls and Estates being
overburthen'd."i75

The

the middling to the rich and

Governor

was

excise

from

cleariy

meant

rural areas to

to shift

more of the tax burden from

Boston.

Shirley, initially reluctant to alienate

Boston-and

already approved "the Act for extending
the Duty of Impost to

all

noting that he had

Goods imported from

Great-Britain (those only of the Produce or
Manufacture of it excepted)"i76_ refused
at first to sign the bill,

Nevertheless,

sending

when back

it

instead to the towns for further
consideration.

in session the

General Court passed the

Boston once again appointed a representative

bill

again.

Though

to argue against the excise in the

mother

country, this time both the excise and stamp
taxes were approved. 77
^

In these

measures the non-seaport towns took obvious advantage
of their

numerical superiority in the legislature to offset their

But the excises were also meant

cramped

local

own

share of the provincial tax.

to restrict foreign luxuries that,

development. That the two were joined

in

many

clear in the House's discussion of the matter. For instance,
the

'"''^Stephen Boyer,

and Mary

it

was

believed,

provincial

move

minds

(

made

for the 1750

"Borrowed Rhetonc; The Massachusetts Excise Controversy of 1754,"

Quarterly, 3rd. Sen: 21

is

in

William

1964): 328-351.

Journals of the House, 3 1: 43.
^''^Ibid.. 46.

I'^Warden, Boston 1689-1776. 144-145.

BRC Reports,

14:

Town

meeting's sentiments about the excise can be found in

260-263, 265, 277.
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excise on tea, coffee, arrack,
snuff, carriages, and china
began with .he House's
appointment, in June 1749, of a
committee to consider means for
"some proper

Encouragement

for improving the natun.1

better improving the Fishery,

Advantages of the Soil and Climate,
and

and employing the Inhabitants of
this Province

to the best

Advantage, and for laying a proper
Duty upon Conrmodities imported,
unnecessary to
the Inhabitants of the Province."n8

.hem also as an attack

a,,„

„a,ure of the taxes,

it

is

ha„i not to see

against, or at the least an insult
upon, Boston's polite and

mercantile culture.

While the other excise and impost duties
aroused complaints and

was

petitions,

it

the liquor consumption exc.se
that began a pamphlet war. Perhaps
because the

odds were on

from the

their side,

other,

few excise proponents joined

more embattled

side.

the fray; the vitriol

There was also no group

in

was hurled

Boston, where most

pamphleteers resided, arguing in favor of the
excise.

The
revealed in

thrust of the

its

Utie,

most important pamphlet arguing

in

favor of the excise

The Good of the Community impartially considered.

Its

is

author.

"Rusticus," admitted no distinction between
individual acts of consumption and the

welfare of the collective. Excises were detrimental

which are necessary

for our Support." but salutary

when

when

laid

upon "those Articles

upon

laid

"all

Articles of

Luxury" because "the Consumption of them, especially
when purchased Abroad,
lessens the Stock of the

Community."

to his neighbor, but if the latter's

"wherein then

is

the Stock of the

A

merchant might make money by selling wine

worth were reduced by

this

unnecessary expense,

Community inhaunced?" The

only really significant

wealth was that of the community, not the individual, and certainly
not the merchant.
"Rusticus" called Samuel Cooper's argument that the consumption of wine
and
liquors

was justified because

fish a "Strange Doctrine,"

^^^Journals of the House.

it

was paid

for by the province's exports of

lumber and

an exchange of good substance for bad. Even worse, their

16: 11.
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consu,np.ion p.cvcn.cd .ho
..np.ovc.nn..
rii-na..

capable

is

of:

n.can

,

(

>,c.

o. "o... o, .he ,.ea.cs,

wh.ch

n..,h.

l>c

.nadc

MannlaCurvs

nn.ch n.o.e usel

.his

and

ul

^...vcahle .o .he ...a.e" .han
wine. Rns.icns also p.op<.secl
a l,on..,y lo. n..sin, .nal,
.o

•Hake k'c, which

,.n^.h. I,c

*

n(>nrishi.,f: to lahou.i.ig

Tl.oHKh Hos.o.na..s ohjcc.e<l

iVople."

.ha. .he excise wot.UI Ih«
prejnclicial .o

Rns.icns dechnvd .he cxc.se saln.a.^
p.cisely l.canse
i'npo,1 .ax. (uHHis

en.cnng .he p,ov...ce conid

are consn.ned wi.hin

i.."

The

An

oppo.,en. ol

hann

i..

a co..sn.np,io.. and

he

...ai...ained, "..niess

exc.se wonid help .o "dnve .he.n

disco,.ra^inp idleness a.,d p,o,no.ing
indus..y.

replace pen.icious wine and

..o.

was

it

li.jnors.

o... a,ai..."

Wo,.hy ho.ne c.der

was no

real d.l lerence

were .axed, .hey

all

...

should be.

heahhl ulncss be.wee.. cider
"11

a..d beer co,.ld

lilK'r.a.ian gron,.ds .ha.

in

.nodera.e IV^rees, n.ay be as Saln.a,y as

C o..s.i.u.io„,lc.(

a,.d

wine or

W...e. a..d ku.n. are Arbcles ol

mnin.ained,"soalsoOI.n.ded(ie,..le...en!is('YI)i:k.||

R.nn

(

yder.

I

n.n.

C o.,.s...u..o.,s

if

as

was c.der

Lives

i.t

a..d malt,

.leopauly lor

I

convincingly, .ha. .he excise

t

I

he

Wine and

op|H)..e...

un.ber Men's

a.id ...all.

.o co.nfor. .her.,

Work and

Men who

venture .heir

con.en.ion .hal .he excise reduced unhealthlul

Hood of (he

(

i..self

cons.i.u.io.jal

.heme

would be unheal.hful,

to argue, no. very

"|s.rikingl a. our

t)mmuni(\ tmimntally nmsuiered,.. (BosU)ii. 1754).

Voice of the People (HixsUm.

l

/

vj).

'A Plea for the Poor and Distressed, Asiainst the Hill for
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i^rantinsi

an

i.i

IVihIucc"

il."'><'

consumption, opponents extended the

**KuslKus."

I

and was i.ioieover ".he Blood o{ .hese

Aware of the |H>weror.he

170*.

ishcrnien and

one

eiU.er a.e p.ej..d.cial .o .he

and fron.ier sclers needed .urn as a cordial

Run. was "as .nuch .he

a..d .ha.

he

vary.

argued .no.c boldly, .hough surely quixo.ically.
for an excise only on cider

their labors.

if

,,.x,.ry."

.hero.isun.p.ion ofei.her be discouia^M.-iHO A.io.her

mai...a.n..ig .ha. laboiers

.hey

.herehy

people should be Tree .o cluH>se .he drink
lor wh.ch .hey exchanged .heir
labor.
>l.ere

a„

i.nproving body Innnan a.ul body
pol..ic.»79

however, nr^ned on ahnos.

Kn.s..c..s.

co.n.ncae.

Exrise... (Boston. 1754).

Constitution" and establishing a
dangerous precedent for the future
taxation of cider,
sugar, molasses,

and beer. Excises, wrote Samuel
Cooper, would become "a Part
of

our Constitution, and like an
inveterate Canker grow into

Another pamphlet warned against
measures
Constitution,

whereby

all

that

the Beasts of the Field

it,

and devour

would "break down

the

its

Vitals."i82

Mounds of the

may come and devour iL"i83

But the themes of depletion and devouring,
familiar from the currency debates,

were most pointedly displayed

in a series of extravagantly
scurrilous

anti-excise pamphlets, the likes of

which Boston had never seen

The Monster of Monsters, which borrowed
creature

from the English

anti-gin excise

its

before.

One

of them.

theme of the excise as a devouring

campaign of 1733,»84 landed

Daniel Fowle (publisher of the Independent
Advertiser), in jail for

House-which

and scatological

also ordered the pamphlet itself burned
by the

its printer,

libel against the

hangman. The pamphlet

portrayed the excise "monster" as seeking
to "cram his merciless and insatiable

Maw

with our very Blood, and Bones, and Vitals."
But were the people "to be kept in bodily
Terror by a Brute ?"i 85

Once Governor

Shiriey had finally approved the excise, the author
of

Monster of Monsters, whose

identity has never

incredible and scatological sequel.

The Cub new

been discovered,
lik'd,

OR,

let

The

loose with an

A new Story of An Old

Monster, which developed over 16 pages the theme of the
poisonous excise monster
and

its

lovesick female suitors

repugnant corporeal disorders,

(members of the House). This pamphlet, a run-down of
treats the excise

"Protea," the monster's chief sponsor,

House

to

House with

"had her Drops and

Pills

'^^Samuel Cooper, The

^^The

[her

is

promoters as toxic medical quacks.

a meddling female doctor

"gossips from

Tongue] tipp'd with Advice for every Complaint" and who

ready upon

all

Occasions."

When

her pet monster had

Crisis.

Voice of the People.
Boyer, "Borrowed Rhetoric.

l^^Thomas Thumb,

who

Esq.," The

Monster of Monsters... (Boston,
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1754).

originally been chained

(i.e.,

sickened brain had produced

when Goven,or

new schemes,

Shirley had refused to sign
the

bill), its

"[fjor stagnated Ju,ces...„aturally
produce

Maggots."
"Protea" had "addicted her self
Heart and Mind" to the chained,

misshapen monster, and when she found
she could not heal him
the advice of a marvelous

new

it

belongs not

at

and

herself, she sought out

doctor. This physician had "long
been conversant in

making Experiments upon Bod.es, but
whether considered
or Military,

ill,

present to determine."

He

as Natural or Political, Civil

healed not by any of the usual

means, but instead by licking: "If the
Body he had to do with was affected with
certain
Nodosities and

Tumors

in the Joints

or Limbs, which prevented the
good humured

Juices from flowing freely, he approach'd

Tone...and lolling out an

uncommon Length

the Gentleness immaginable."

Though

"he would lick thro' thick and

thin,

monster was readied

to

with a fauning Air and whining

it

the monster

no

be sent abroad

of Tongue, he lick'd and whin'd with

Filth

(to

was very

his actions, but to

no

The degree

avail: "the

to

is

that

was

Nauseousness

ejected on

who immediately "went to
him"

in efforts to

the alienation

between Boston

Cub new

upon the 1741 land bank scheme. The licking doctor had, claimed

the

pamphlet, also been "the Principal for manuring the Lands with Paper."
But
"at last an

End was

such a Bank of foul Stuff should breed a Plague

^^The Cub new

lik'd. or,

the identities of Protea

put to
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it,

least the

this effort

amassing

in the country.">86

A new Story of An Old Monster (Boston,

and the other excise-doctor.

conceal

will doubtless remain."

perhaps indicated by a gratuitous attack, in The

had produced "no small Stench" and

the

England for approval), but not before he had

which the excise issue exacerbated

and the country towns
lik'd...,

noisom Matter

pay was good

would stop him." Once well-licked,

ejected a foul effluvia onto the face of his
physician-savior,
licking himself from the

dirty, if the

all

1754). Future research

may

reveal

If excise proponents

human and

used the healthfulness of home
production to bodies

politic in support of the

own grounds of health by

measure, opponents attempted
to argue on their

maintaining that luxuries could
be salutary exchanges for

provincial goods and labor, that
the d.stinctions between
rum, wine, and cider were
false,

and by a comparison of the excise

to

cancer that would eat away

Most important, they introduced

constitution.

scurrility replete with assertions

picked up on and amplified

at the

into political discourse a
strain of

of the enemy's insalubrity and
poisonousness, a stmin

in the

1760s and 1770s.

Conclusion
The

anti-excise efforts

were not successful: the seaport towns,
which were

universally against the measure, were
simply outvoted in a landslide.i87
interest

was undoubtedly determinative

passage was

still

in support for the

measure, underlying

self-

its

the conviction, reiterated tirelessly in
pamphlets and newspaper essays

over the years, that imported luxuries were
bad for the body and body
harmful qualities never neutralized

until the

politic, their

province had "reached a greater Perfection

of Manufactures"-and perhaps not even
then.

was of course

Though

How to achieve this "greater Perfection-

in dispute, but not the fact that until

it

had been achieved, foreign imports

were a problem.
Imported luxuries were a problem not just because of the
trade imbalance, but
because they were perceived, by their very insalubrious

qualities, to actually play a

causal role in that imbalance through their disabling and
draining of bodies natural and
politic.

They harmed Massachusetts

in three interconnected

ways: by causing a negative

balance of trade that drained hard currency; by preempting the development
of local
agriculture

employ

87
*^'The

and manufactures, which would both produce more healthful products and

the people in healthful labor;

and more

directly,

by

ill-fitting

individuals for that

1

roll call

for the initial vote in the

House

is

recorded in Journals of the House, 31; 38.
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->"ly
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.„„y
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,hc„ g<K.ds

"'•""""•-y
llic

pockcis ofUic great inerc

one pa.nphle.

di<l

'"Hi l.-."gnages

in

-

a,,..

cMly

,ho ,.„,y

c„„,„,ercc Hk,, in.cad

l,ad

-excep., ,„.rha„s. for

liatWs.

ThronglK,u. .he decades,
as

ancC econ„,„y.

,„

was considered

i,

all

inM>or.an( .o

draw

a <lis,inc(ion,

1150, between "advantageons" and
"disadvantageous" tn.de.

of health supported

th.s d.st.nction.

W|hat

"|

I

.,ws n)ay burden the

fonner shouhl be repeale<l." declared
the pan.phlet. "and any Snn.ptuar^
ones
clog the

latter

be enacted." The goocls to be
"clogged" were the unheallhlul ones,
for

(he consun.pt.on of
to "ruin

Jordan unnecessary Comnunlitics-

like run.

and wir.e had served

our Constif.tions" and had brought
"Idleness, the Bane and Destn.ction
of

every Society."

1 reach

that n.ay

to
1

If this in.porlatio..

continued, in.poverishn.er.t and cfeeblemenl
would

our Posterity" as "Health and

Instate"

extravagance. This prospect was particularly

were consumed by luxury and

sl.a,..elul in

"such a Province as

this,

blessed with so healthy a Clin.ate. such a
Variety of Soils calculated (or the Produce
of

almost

all

the Necessaries and

By and

large,

and acknowledged

people

its

under what terms, and

Conveniences of

in

I

,ifc-."'««

Massachusetts supported the

necessity. The question

who would

was more

profit Iron. then..

I

a

traffic in foreign g(H)ds

matter of which goods,

hough early

in the

nught have held out for an insular econoniy, even retrenchment
moralists
Viuuc had to acknowledge that "as one
F'erson.

I

amily State or

(

Member of the Body

ountry, say to another,

exchange of one comn.(Hlity

I

century son.e
like

Thomas

cannot, so neither can one

have no need of lhee...Trade, or the

for another.. .is needful to the wellbeing of every

People."'"'' p;stablisl.ed on the right foundation, one of abundant
ex|X)rts and healthful

Sonw Ohu rvalions
Hay (Hoslon.

Relatififi

^h*'

Present Cin uniMam es of the Provifu e of the Massachusetts-

I7.S()).

Discourse she win f{ that the real first

(
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commodities, foreign commerce could
be salutary, and

Boston and

The

merchants were perceived

its

to

it

was just

this

balance that

have obviated.

great seaport merchants and
prerogative party officials, whatever
their

actual individual views

may have

been, were looked upon by

much of the

province as

seeking to flood the land with
luxuries that a virtuous people
either could not

were compelled

to receive in lieu of

resist

or

more worthy remunemtion. Their plan
for

enslavement involved taking away the
people's property through the plamied
obsolescence of debt and seducing and
enfeebling them with luxury goods,

all

the

while criticizing them for their extravagance,
which they then deemed responsible for
the

economic

troubles.

These same engrossers of

the people's worthy sweat, currency,

and produce refused the paper money and
other measures
agriculture and manufactures because such
development

for

it

power and

riches.

They did not want

did the people would

tribe

of

Dan

become too

the province to

that

would help

would

become

too industrious, for

its

much foreign commerce,

its

position.

widows and

As

its

the city's actual situation

piteous pleas about the decline of trade

was

refugees, the fleeing of

if the city

was

upon foreign commerce and

sick,

its

may only

the rest of the province heard about the city's idle poor,

depredations of smallpox, and the

concluded that

the idea that

body had declined -as town meeting endlessly asserted-from
the

sinking of its trade. Ironically,

sickly

own goods

once imported.

the province engaged in too

have worsened

if

strong and healthy for enslavement -more
like the

While Bostonians had long accepted, and many had promulgated,

complicated, for

develop

interfere with their plan

than that of Issachar-and they would raise and
consume their

to replace those

its

to

its

new mansions
perhaps

its

industrious inhabitants, the

of

its

war

ways and

profiteers, they

habits, its very

may have

dependence

addiction to luxurious living, had something to do with
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•t If

Boston was "sinking and infeabled,"
as town meeting declared
in

to the governor,

and many other

parts of the province

their Husbandry...[and] also
in their

Trade

its

1756 petition

& increased...in

had "flourished

& Commerce both foreign &

domestick,".90 perhaps these areas
better represented the lauded
virtues of industry and
frugality,

If

and the hopes for development and
a future of abundance.
before the Seven Yea,.'

War the

perceived enemies of provincial
health were

primarily local, begimung in
1764 the resentments and arguments
articulated in these

decades were redirected outward,
toward the mother country and her
perceived agents

on home

Tensions that had once been expressed
as town versus country,

soil.

prerogative party versus popular party,
and debtor versus creditor, were
reframed as a
struggle between mother country
and colonies in which the health and
integrity of those

colonies were at stake. While the great
merchants were in the 1740s and 1750s the

supposed perpetrators of this plan, by the time
of the Revolution
projected

onto loyalists and especially the merchants

first

same scheme was

this

among them,

like

Thomas

Hutchinson, then onto corrupt ministers, then
onto the British people at large, and
finally

even onto the King himself.
This background sheds light on the revolutionary
period's simultaneously

commercial and free-market tendencies. Conservative
merchants

commerce

revolutionaries

economy, but as

who

autonomy and

the repressors and inhibitors of such.

Thus those

appear to have celebrated a "backward" agrarian economy were

often arguing for the

minds. Not

Hutchinson and

as conducted within the British empire finally were
seen not as engines of a

healthful market

more

like

anti-

home development

that

equality, industry and frugality,

many could argue

that such

would be

the foundation for

and virtuous and healthful bodies and

was possible without a

In part because the provincial political

healthful

economy was perceived

commerce.

in systemic,

corporeal terms, in part for rhetorical reasons, and in part because of traditional

^^BRC Reports

14: 281.
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symbolic employments of health
and the body, struggles over
these issues were often
expressed in politico-corporeal
language. In the 1760s and
1770s, as in the earlier
decades, the plan was thought to
depend upon an addiction, enfeeblement,
and d^ining
of bodies human and politic that
would pave the way for enslavement.
To this plan

imported foreign luxuries were thought
to be

The circumstances

intrinsic.

that created this revolutionary
conjunction of ideas

were

rooted in Massachusetts' particular
comme^^ial experiences, in which the
mother
counto^'s policies appeared to consign
the province to a form of inferiority
that disabled
its

attempts to clear

its

imports, and reclaim
total, the

perception of
in

its

honor and

its

people to work, retrench

among

shame

its

integrity. In this regard the

mother country's regulations helped or harmed

matter of debate

and

debts, put

consumption of

degree to which,

the provincial

in the province's trade imbalance,
in the

economy-a

state.

consumption of luxuries,

These conditions were perceived

to break

enfeeble the provincial body, the Bostonian body,
and the individual

which they were made, which would lose
constitutes the true Health

to the

sum

historians -matters less to the Revolution
than does the

Boston's declining

While the

in

interests

Seven Years' War,

down and

human

bodies of

the "Strength and Compactedness...which

and Vigour of the whole."i9l
of city and country had seemed increasingly to diverge
prior

in the revolutionary

Prominent and wealthy Boston

patriot

decades they would find

common cause.

merchants like John Hancock escaped

disapproval by their support of boycotts and of homespun and
healthful tea substitutes,
their apparent interest in

developing a truly healthful commerce, and their status as

victims of irrational British trade policies. Nonimportation effectively
united Boston

and the towns

in a

^^^Samuel Cooper,

common

proscription of harmful

A Sermon Preached in Boston.
275

commerce, joining

rural interests in

decreasing luxu^. con.s,™p,i„„
wi.h urban in.e^s.. in
ree.U,blishi„g c«m,„erce upon
•he vigorous terms i. had
no, enjoyed sinee Ihe early
pa„ of U,c ccn.u,y. The

proscnplion of foreign luxuries and
ham.ful commerce, prepared for
,n previous
decades, and presented as necessary
tor the maintenance of health,
was crucial to
this alliance.
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c'hai'ii:k7

a)N(

in

'1

.1

:

1767 Ihc kcvcmic Act,

l^"lia.nc,U

(l,al

year, laul

on S AND Tl n: HOOY

THi H()Y(

ISI()N:

(>„c

„cw import

of (he lour

Townshcnd Ads passed by

o„ selected

<lnlies

l^rit.sh

goods. ...eluding tea,

paper, paint, and glass, exported to
the colo.ues. These dut.es were
decried Inxause, as
Ihe nan,e of the act

made plam.

they were enacted for purposes of
reve.u.e, rather than

commercial regulation, and because each of
these goods was

from

(Ireat liritain.

The

colonies.

Hxcept for

dul.es upon

well as political and

tea,

legally ..nportabie only

they were also necessities not manufactured
.n the

them thus epito.ni/ed forced importation

econom.c depe.ulency.

used so effectively against the Stamp Act

In

ol

1

a.id taxation,

as

response, no.nmportation actions earlier

765 were

agai,.

organized

in

Hoston.

from which they spread throughout the colon.es.
fn

Massachusetts newspa|)ers. boycott ihetoric ex|)loded
with claims

Hritish imports, es|K-cially tea, had "l)ecome

unconstitutional lax."'

more nauseous

The "prodigious consu.nption of

that

since loaded w.lh an

foreign teas"

was portrayed

as

"not only impoverishi.ig to our country, but
also...prejudicial to the health of the
mhal)itants."2

A

letter in the

liosfon (iazclle noted that tea "eats up our vitals" while

making customs commissioners

rich; |K'ople should,

implored the corres|K)ndent,

"leave off that pernicious article, and thereby

stai-ve

seeking our destruction, to clothe themselves

in scarlet,

and

|)olitically slay

&c.

that

those

we may

who are

be clothed

in rags."'

Oliver Moil»)n
Iht'

I^ic

kcrson, cd.. Hoston inul<-r Military Rule I76H

Times (New York.

!«)?()),

Journal of Ifir limes, Apiil
^"ANTI

I

C

I.

IX\cfnlx-i H. I76K.

-K." ItosUm (iazette. IXccmlxM 26.

l7f>H.
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17M, as reveaU d

in

A Journal of

Historians have generally seen
such statements as rhetorically
and politically

expedient responses to particular
acts of the mother countiy,
disconnected from any
material fears for health or any
actual ambivalence about

words of J. Worth

Estes, of "toxicology

and

politics.''4

imports-a "confusion,"

m the

But the condemnations of

foreign luxuries exhibit a ferocity
not easy to explain in strictly
political or rhetorical
terms. Boycott agitators presumably
believed that their claims of
insalubrious tea that

could poison and consume

The

would not seem as hyperbolic as they do

vitals

today.

interpretation of such statements
about pathogenic imports inevitably

becomes intertwined with views about

the

consumer revolution which, since

at least the

1740s, had brought an increasing tide of
British goods into Massachusetts.
In

examining the revolution, most historians have
stressed the displacement of Puritan
piety and separatism by an increasingly
English-style gentility defined, especially in
the
seaports, in part by the display

and consumption of imported luxuries.5 T.H.
Breen has

seen the diffusion of British goods as having
for the
together Americans of

all

first

time in their history bound

regions, in both city and country, and

alike," in a shared identity defined

"yeomen and gentry

by the marketplace and the choices made within

it.

This shared consumption, according to Breen, also
made them more British; they

became

"in

provinces."

some important sense English people who happened
Though some

to live in the

small ambivalence about the mother country

may have

remained, "after 1740 Lx)ndon...acted as a powerful magnet pulling
the colonists ever
closer to the defining center of the good life."^

These

interpretations require that the hostility directed against British
imports in

the 1760s and 1770s be seen as a sudden development. Phyllis

Worth

Whitman Hunter

Estes, Hall

Jackson and the Purple Foxglove: Medical Practice and Research in
Revolutionary America, J 760- 1820 (Hanover, N.H., 1979), 42.
"^J.

^Phyllis

Whitman Hunter, Purchasing

1670-1780

^.H.

Identity in the Atlantic World: Massachusetts

Merchants

(Ithaca, N.Y., 2001).

Breen, The Marketplace of Revolution:

Independence (New York, 2004), 329,

How Consumer Politics Shaped American

167.
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explains that in the decade Ix^fore
the RevohUion, gentility
was eclipse, by a "culture of

hornespun"

commercial

,ha. "challenge|d

elite

|

m Salem and

"redeHned the connota.ions

the

meaning

attributed

,<>

gocxls by .he ,K>l.,e and

Bos.on." The boycol.s and other
political actions

of material objects us,.ally
ass<K:iafed with the rK,lite

commercial culture," and "the reu.terpretat.on
of im,>orted
ingredient in forging a

new American

identity."

Many

that

a cn.cial

now suddenly

colonists

recognized luxuries "as debilitating, enervating
substances

became

prcxJucts

and

would deplete individual

vigor, virtue, and inde|)endence;'7
Hreen notes that "|b|y taxing these
g(x>ds...I>arliamcnt

.set

in

motion a process of symbolic redefinition"

in

which familiar

imported items became "symbols of imperial
oppression" and "fK,isons they had to

purge

in the

nan.e of liberty." British consumer goods
had originally helped to spawn a

shared identity;

now

the proscripti(,n of

them helped Americans

to unite against

and

detach themselves from the mother country."

But

at lca,st in

Massachusetts, the meanings attached to British
imports

and I77()s were not really new

\7(i(h

in fact, they

were so old as

even hackneyed. They were deeply ingrained, and easily

to be

in

the

commonplace,

exploite<l for political

purposes. The enervating and poisonous qualities of imports
were

le.ss

the result of

reinterpretation than of rein.scription. Boycott supjx)rters
reinforced the connection

between i.nports and

ill

health articulated for decades prior to the Revolution,

employing understandings of
aided

in this effort

by the

claims were reiterated,
after the

in

the

fact that the

same

ofdi.sea.se in order to

goods as

War

do

so.

They were

cotnplaints that had led to these earlier

much worse form, by

end of the Seven Years'

In describing

body and

the

mother country's actions beginning

in 176.1.

|K)i.sons,

boycott supporters were drawing upon an old

discourse, going back at least to the I72()s, that decried the fhxKl of Ikilish im|H)rts as

'^Uunlct
^Hi(x^n,

,

Tun

fuisirifi

hlcnlily.

147

15'>

/he MarkctpUu e of Kcvolulitm, 329, xv,

2W, and [XLssim.
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hamrful to the Massachusetts
body

politic.

The

rising tide of a trade

British merchants burdened
the colony with debt,
siphoned off

depressed

its

economy. By

its

imbalance with

hard currency, and

British law the colony could
neither punitively tax nor

otherwise restrict British imports,
and was also technically forbidden
to compete with
British manufactures.

The only way

to cut

back on imports, then, had been
to convince

people to buy fewer of them, and
partly for
their sickening effect

this reason, they

upon the body and the body

politic.

luxuries might enervate individual
bodies; but even

were described

in

terms of

Tea, rum, brandy, and other

more than

this,

by depressing home

development the high volume of imports
induced an enfeebling idleness throughout
the
body politic, draining Massachusetts of
vigor and making it susceptible to
economic

and moral diseases. For

this situation the

luxuries, without regard for their effect

merchants

upon

their

who

brought in poisonous

countrymen, had often been blamed.

While other colonies expressed some of these
same concerns about imports and
debt, they

were made much more potent

in Massachusetts,

and especially

in Boston,

frequent depressions, currency shortages,
and the loss of trade to other ports.
long-festering sense that imperial trade laws and
conditions

Massachusetts's desired industry, frugality, and virtue,

all

by

The

worked against

of which were described as

corporeal as well as moral states, gave impetus
to the boycott movements, and helped
to create a climate of resentment

To many

and resistance

in Massachusetts, the

new

in

Boston, seedbed of the Revolution.

duties, taxes,

and trade

restrictions of the

1760s and 1770s seemed a truly perverse restatement of the
problems of economic and
political

dependency highlighted during the debates over currency and the trade

imbalance.

The

opposition to British imports crystallized longstanding grievances
and

concerns regarding foreign commerce, the provincial economy, and public
health, and
boycott rhetoric supporting these actions followed in the tradition of employing
images

of disease and the body to

make

political statements. Crucially,

fears for the physical health of bodies

human and
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politic.

it

also

evoked tangible

Initially

conceived to awaken Britons to
the awesome power of the
colonial

markets, boycott campaigns took
on a

life

of their own, reinvigorating
these old fears

and preoccupations and reawakening
debates over the pros and cons
of commerce
within the empire.

The English goods

quantities during and after the

were now portrayed as

economy and

to poison

that flooded

Seven Years'

part of an insidious

American markets

in

even greater

War than they had earlier in the centuiy

campaign

and weaken American

to

dominate the provincial

hearts, minds,

and bodies,

all

for the

ultimate purpose of subjection.

Arguably the wartime flood of imports
supports the case for a high degree of
identification with both Britain

and her goods. But outcries against the
insalubrity of

imports had always coexisted with and,
indeed, been caused by, their large
volume.

High consumption of any product does not
necessarily mean an absence of
ambivalence, but very often just the reverse.

A perceived vice, after all, is not much of

a problem unless frequently indulged, and
in any case people are generally
capable of

enjoying goods and

at the

same time not

entirely endorsing them.'^

After the end of the Seven Years' War, Bostonians
expressed optimism about

both the control of infectious disease -they had
successfully limited the impact of the

smallpox epidemic of 1764-and about the reinvigoration
of their economy. But the

postwar actions of the mother country seemed to threaten
both

Act of 1764, an extension of the
considered so grievous, imposed

earlier

new

Molasses Act of 1733

possibilities.

that

The Sugar

Bostonians had

or higher duties on imports (the most important

of which was sugar) from non-British regions, added to the

list

of enumerated colonial

Sidney W. Mintz has commented that "fi]t is not difficult to contend that contemporary
American
society, even while ctinsuming material goods at an unprecedented
pace, remains noticeably preoccupied
by the moral arena in which sin and v irtue are inseparable, each finding its reality in the
presence
other.

of the
of us and always, by any means altogether happy about it. The
does not rest easy on the American psyche. The feeling that one

We consume; but we are not, all

desire to consume, powerful as

it is,

must pay for one's excesses is at least as American as the consumption itself. The feeling that in selfdenial lies virtue, and in consumption sin, is still powerf ully present." Mintz, *The Changing
Roles of
Fcxxl in the Study of Consumption," in John Brewer and Roy Porter, eds.. Consumption
and the

World of Goods (New York,

1993), 269.
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«<><uls ,ha,

couK,

ship.H.I only ,o
^,

-u.,.l.n,.

,

,K-

was

->.n"...c c.

S.„„p A., of .7.5. winio
..ar

.K uIarly grievous

,<>

d<K u.ncn.s l.kc ncws,.a,H.,s. lu
n.scs.
IH'

,.„c.au

was

lc>

<l

raise

,hc.v.

U-ss ol.v.ously .n.crlcnug
w..,.

Hos.o„ia„s

In-c

ausc

an<l Ic.al an<l n.sf<>,„s

Hoth acis w.rc ccnsulcvcl

revenue

^^^^

i(

a,,plu

cl

U.

Hos.on

do.ncsUc

papers ,ha. wouUI

dndly

illc,M..na.c l>connsc .heir s.a.cd
p„„H>sc

io <le(ray Ihe cos(s ol .he

war and of

.he hrh.sh .rcH,ps

le(. in

A.nerini .o delend .he (.....er. ra.her
.han .o regnla.e nnpcnal connne.ve.
In

.hey

lae.

were |>ereeivcd as profoundly and perversely
an.ieonunerc.al.
Tlu.u^.h .he early lH)yeo.. eHor.s
have usually been .rea.e<l as a reaC.on
.o .he

Slainp Ael. Ihey he^au

obslrnCon

ol eolon.al

...

Hos.on as

a pro.es. a,.ai,.s. .he

eonune.ve. The .dea

responses .o grievances was unp.eeeden.ed
l>cro,e .his .i„.e

ol ..o..eonsu.np.ion

.here are

a..d ..o do,.l>. a.ose oul ol (he

Rrilish g(Huls p,ecedi..^ (his pe.iod

Su^ar Ae.'s perceived

decades

Whe.eas before

..o

and

known

no.,i.n,K>,.a.ion as

ins.a.,ee.s

anywhea-

ol colo.nal co.npla.n.s aln,,..

.he l7(K)s .he only recourse

trying (o eonviru e people .o buy fewer
in,po,.s. or .o .es.iic. .he supply ol
pa,K
ll>al

lacili(a(ed (he.r

legally

encumber

purchase

as

we saw

in

chap.ers S a.id

.he e....y of Uri.ish imports in any o.her

Seven Years' War opened up

(he |M.ssd).l.(y ol a g.ea.er.

In .he face of violeii. p.D.es.. .he sugar du.y

was

r

was
.no..ey

.he provi.ice could no.

way
more

.he [HMiiHl af.er Ihe
unified. dena..ce.

eve.i.ually lowered, ending

ove.. oppt>si.ion .o .he Sugar Ac.. Hii. .he boycoCls
seemetl such a powerful idea .ha.

they were also enacted
that the act

the

trial

i.i

was repealed

,es|H)..se .o .he

in I7(><>.

Revenue Ac. men.ioned

I

he

'i

S.a.np Ac(. opposK.on lo which was so s.iong

ow..she..d Ac.s of I7(>7

alH)ve es.ablished a

new

cus.o.iis

which

in ailth.ion to

commissio.i

by jury lor Ihose accused of cus.oms viola.ioiis— seemed almos.

round

ol noiimiportation

cities,

towns, and merchants' associations across the colonies.

to

a..d endeil

beg a new

agreements, which in fact were enthnsias.ically en.eretl in.o by

2H2

'

The boycotts were
entire

originally framed as

Anglo-American body

politic

movements

to

promote the health of the

by curing the specific maladies
of the Sugar,

Stamp, and Townshend Acts.
As one

article in the

Boston Gazette put

it,

nonimportation would "progue
IprobeJ to the bottom" the "gangrene
wound" of the

Townshend
status

duties, forcing their repeal

auo of 1763,
But

in the

and a return

to the

commercial and

political

thus "restorfingl the constitution
and maklingj a perfect cure."iO

course of arguing for the boycotts,

many

patriots expressed a

sentiment that would help to transform
a resistance movement into one
for

independence. Mother England and her
exports, they asserted, were
that

now

so diseased

any commercial relations with her
only invited the importation of her
many

maladies along with her goods. Josiah
Quincy,

Jr.

acknowledged

nonimportation had been designed to "bring
about a

However, he wrote,
country....

1

"if those

wish to see

intercourse with those,

avarice

is

insatiable,

As

my

in

1770

that

REPEAL of the revenue laws."

laws are never repealed,

it

will

countrymen break off-OFF

be happy for

my

FOREVER! -all

whose commerce contaminates, whose

social

luxuries poison,

whose

& whose unnatural oppressions are not to be bome."i

eariy as the protests against the

Townshend

Acts, boycott propaganda

implied that a return to eariier commercial relations
would not be the most desirable

outcome, but instead

that the cultivation

of domestic agriculture and manufactures to

take the place of foreign imports, and that abstaining
from unhealthful foreign luxuries,

were long overdue health-saving and health-promoting measures.
"[W]e have no
occasion for British manufactures," declared Boston's yowrna/
of the Times, despite
the province's long

dependence on these goods; "they are rank poison

constitution of the country."

"We

live in a land that flows with

to the

milk and honey,"

declared the paper, "and with suitable culture, will presently yield us the
necessaries

Boston Gazette. October 30, 1769.
Boston Gazette, February

12, 1770.
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5

and conveniences of l.fe

.n rich

abundance."i2

a„ ^ssay in the Massachusetts Spy

expressed the hope that
"fwleaned from the breast of parental
luxuries,
ripen into

hug

to the

manhood." Americans should
"contemplate

the beginning, tea

was not affected by any of the

the

in

target of social reformers

xenophobic British
it

soon

the sources of our sufficiency,

was

a particular focus of the boycotts,
even though

acts untH enumerated for a

Townshend

comment,

the democraUzation of gentility,
tea had often been a

and deemed suspect from a health
point of view. One

tract called

had "no parts

it

duty. Highly

both Britain and America, a symbol
of expanding transatlantic

consumer revolution, and

declared

shall

bosom, and explore the bowels of
our country."i3

From

popular

we

incompatible with "the nature of English
diet" and

it

to be assimilable to our bodies."'4

fit

reiterated this sentiment for poliUcal
purposes.

The

A Journal of the

colonial boycotts

Times declared

"the

prodigious consumption of foreign teas used
amongst us" to be "not only very

impoverishing to our country" but also "prejudicial

to the health

of the inhabitants."!

"Nothing short of the highest degree of infatuation
and madness could have prevailed
with us to introduce [such] unwholesome
Exoticks," declared

"A Tea-Drinker"

pages of the Boston Gazette. 'The voice of reason
crys louder than ever for
perpetual banishment."!^^

Though

tea

grew

in Asia, not Britain,

only through British ports, and since the custom of
drinking
one,

its

bane of

foreignness was

New

now

it

it

England...it ruins the constitution; for

strange disorders as people have

now

their

was by law imported

was seen

associated with the mother country.

in the

It

you never used

as a British

had become "the
to hear so

much

of

a days, tremblings, nervous twitching,

appoplexies, consumptions."''^
^^A Journal of the Times, Apnl

8, 1769.

^^Massachusetts Spy, December

1,

1775.

frDm a Letter lR)m a South-Bntain. on Diet
general...," Boston Gazette, December 12, 1768.

^'^"Extract
in
'

Journal of the Times. December

^^Boston Gazette, November

2.

8, 1768.

1767.

Boston Gazette, August 29, 1768.
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in general,

and the bad Effects of Tea drinking

The

portrayal of tea as a British-exported
poison invited a counter-discourse

proposing American salubrity.
native to

New

An

alternative beverage, Labradore
or Hyperion tea.

hngland, was promoted based on

not "alterative" to the

body-not "opening or

relaxing or tightening" like

presumed

its

the radical language of health and
sickness with their

leaning Boston Evening.Post. not
surprisingly,

felt

As

hrom

his exile in

was

own

usual, tories tried to counter
assertions.

compelled

"noxious" and "cleariy unconstitutional," while
also implying
impotent,

it

bracing, stimulating or sheathing,

imported counterpart.'"

its

healthful qualities:

I^ndon, the embittered

to call

that

loyalist Peter

it

The

loyalist-

domesUc

tea

made men

Oliver later wrote that

I^ibradore tea had brought on "Disorders in
Health" and "a Vertii^o, as fatal as that

which

[the colonists!

Though
consumed

had brought upon theirsclves with Respect

had

tea

in fact

become

less a luxury than a

to Liberty."l9

beverage probably

daily by the majority of adults in Massachusetts,
and also hardly exotic, by

drawing upon time-honored discourses boycott supporters
reinscribed

it

with the taints

of superfluous excess, enervation, and foreignness.
Rhetoric against tea invoked the
spectre of bodily superfluity, obstruction, and enervation
which, as
4,

were particular health preoccupations of the period.

Ramsay compared

In his

1774

we saw

power of digestion. ..laying

life;

the 1770s,

^^Boslon

who claimed

that tea

some time

Tea

also stood in for

all

the debilitations of

Tissot, author of several popular health tracts in

had "so much increased diseases of a languid nature.

December?, 1767.

'^Douglas Adair and John A.
Rebellion:

which

the foundation of every chronic complaint,

Ramsay quoted Samuel

(iazette,

David

the beverage to a "hot-bath, daily applied to |the| very vitals,"

particulariy of visceral obstructions."

modem

chapter

anti-tea tract,

relaxed and unnerved the "whole frame." Such "relaxed
stomachs...after
lose the

in

A Tory View

Schuit/., cds.,

Peter Oliver's Origin and Progress of the American

(1781) (San Manno. CaJif., 1763). 75.
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that

we may

discover by the health of the
inhabitants of any

city,

whether they drink tea

or not. "20

Long before

the organized boycotts against

it,

tea

had been seen by some in

both Britain and America as discouraging
health-giving industry and frugality;
in the

1750s Jonas Hanway termed

it

of a "most pemicious tendency
with regard to domestic

industry and labour; and very injurious
to health.'^i Criticism of tea
borrowed from a

general sense that foreign imports were
"attended," as British colonial champion

William

Pitt said in

1770, "with

many

the regular, natural produce of labor

fatal

consequences," because they had "not been

and industry." Imports

like tea

were suffused with

the qualities of their countries of origin,
bringing "not only Asiatic luxury
buL..Asiatic
principles of

govermnent"22 These views about foreign imports
reinforced colonial

complaints that the mother country's oppressive

them, undermined not only their political

acts,

liberties,

and the tea

that

came

to

symbolize

but also the foundations of their

physical virtue.

The

boycotts continued in the tradition, borrowed from
the earlier discourses

against imports in both Britain and America, of eliding
any boundary between what

harmed

individual bodies and

what harmed

both kinds of bodies, especially after

Townshend duty

after all the others

it

political ones.

Tea was declared

to poison

remained the sole commodity taxed with a

had been repealed

in 1770. This tax

was

left

as a

reminder of the parliamentary sovereignty that colonists denied, and thus
tea had

become "poisonous and odious," according
political diseases

warned

that if people accepted the duty

A Sermon on

21 Jonas Hanway,

An Essay on

in

one

writer, primarily

"on account of the

& death that are connected with every particle of it"23 Another

^OOavid Ramsay,

^^Quoted

to

and continued to drink

tea,

they would be

Tea (Lancaster, Penna., 1774).
Tea, Considered as pernicious to Health... (London, 1757).

Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Rebellion (Cambridge, 1967)

135.

"^Boston Gazette, August

15. 1768.
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"Rum'd

in [their]

health-Rnin^d

in [their]

purse:^4 i„ ^^e 1750s, Hanway
had been

confident that "if any trade can have
a tendency to create a sickness
in the body politic,
or actually to bring on a lingering
consumption," the trade in tea

been true for the British then,
beverage's

new

for the

if this

had

Americans now, with the

"nauseous... [and] unconstitutional
tax."

When combined
the export of tea to

with the remaining

America given

1773 was more offensive than
paying

seemed even moreso

it

was such .25

less for the leaves)

it

Townshend

duty, the virtual

to the British East India

Company by

cast overboard in the

that

it

because

it

Tea Party

had "so contaminated the

explosively reiterated

in

December 1773,

water...that the fish

unlike the nervous complaints of the
in retaliation, Paul

the

Tea Act of

might seem (consumers would actually have
ended up
all

against the colony's being glutted with
poisonous imports.

was

monopoly on

When the tea sent to Boston
Boston Gazette reported

have contracted a disorder not

human body."26

Revere responded with a

the

the eariier diatribes

After the British closed the port

political cartoon entitled

The able Doctor,

or America Swallowing the Bitter Draught. The Prime
Minister, Lord North, forces
tea

down America's

chastized," the

throat, but she

Boston Gazette

vomits

it

back

at

him. 'The Bostonians are to be

reported, "and are to drink tea, though ever so great an

emetic. "27

While these references
literal

depictions of what

to corporeal assaults of various kinds cannot be taken as

was happening, or might happen,

same time they did express

to colonial bodies, at the

a genuine fear of a material depletion, and of a political

debasement, that defined corporeal

inferiority.

Giving into the taxes would mean

enslaved bodies because, as Boston town meeting pointed out in 1772, "unless
[Britain's] Slaves, unless our

Bodys our Persons

'^Boston Gazette, August 29, 1768.

^^Hanway, An Essay on Tea.
'^Boston Gazette, April 25, 1774.
Boston Gazette, April 25, 1774.

'^'^
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we are

are her property she surely cannot

have the

least

claim to dispose of our eami„gs.-^»
Tea. wrote Ramsay, was just
such a

"badge of slaveo.."^' Collectively,
the mother countty's tecent
actions threatened
"slavery" for free colonists because,
in addition to encoding
their political inferiority,

they undennined the possibilities
for domestic development
and for a healthful,

balanced commerce that did not induce
debt and luxury. Without these
conditions,

Massachusetts could never achieve the industry
and frugality that guaranteed the
toned,
virtuous,

and reactive bodies of a free people.

Prior to the Seven Years' War,
complained the

town of Maiden, colonists had

"cheerfully poured the fruits of Itheir]
labours into the lap of our mother
country, and

without reluctance expended our blood and
our treasure. "30 The mother country's
recent actions

seemed so

they exposed

how

blatant an attempt to squeeze substance
out of the colony that

she had long sought, as the Boston Gazette
pointed out, to "deprive

us of the advantages of our Climate" and of
"honest...Labor and Industry."3i Having

made
tax

colonists dependent on British imports,
Pariiament in effect

them on

this

dependency,

to

now

also

wanted

"suck the life-blood of the body politick, while

it

to

is

streaming from the veins."^2
Radical corporeal rhetoric referred in important ways to
the actual physiological
health of persons and communities, and in this lay

power. As

we saw

in

some of its considerable emotional

chapter 3, people in Massachusetts lived within a milieu rich
with

bodily symbolism, and corporeal rhetoric reflected the

many meanings of health and

sickness. In addition, the rhetoric of poisoning, infection, and
contamination reflected

Boston's historical vulnerability to ship-borne contagious diseases, and the rural

^^William H. WhiUnore and William

S.

Appleton, Boston Record Commissioners' Reports (Boston

188()-19()2), 18: 83.

A Sermon on Tea.
^^''Instructions from the Town of Maiden,
^^Ramsay,

1776. in Henry Steele
1973).

2:

Commager.

ed..

Massachusetts, for a Declardtion of Independence."

Documents of American History (Englewood

97.

Boston Gazette, June

7, 1773.

^'^Boston Gazette. June 20. 1768.
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Cliffs

May 27.

NJ

towns' vulnerability as those diseases
spread from Boston, explored in
chapter

Boston's vulnerability to infection,
when combined with

commerce, had compelled the

other protective public health controls
that

became

the

dependence upon

its

city gradually to formulate a

most

system of quarantines and
stringent

British empire. Ironically, though,
while reducing morbidity

these public health initiatives in another
sense
vulnerable, for

it

meant

that

2.

and effective in the

and mortality

made Bostonians more, not

in the city,
less,

many of them lacked acquired immunity, above
all

smallpox. There were long intervals between
smallpox epidemics, but

to

when they broke

out they did so with unusual virulence.

Boston was

in the difficult position of being a city
that lived

that found, in a series of devastating

trade, but a city

smallpox epidemics brought on board ships from

Great Britain, Ireland, and the West Indies, that

made Boston

by

it

could die by

vulnerable to epidemics, epidemics also

it,

too.

As commerce

made Boston commercially

vulnerable, for they brought a halt to the trade on
which the city depended.

smallpox epidemics of 1721 and 1730 had

initiated

The

what became a downward

spiral

of

long-term population loss and economic decline, and the epidemics
of 1752 and 1764,

though

New

less devastating,

produced some of the same

England towns sometimes closed

embargoes on trade goods from the

effects.33

During epidemics other

their borders to fleeing Bostonians

city,

which were feared

and placed

to harbor infection.

They

also refused to provision the city with needed supplies such as firewood
and food.

Physician Silvester Gardiner spoke to these problems when, in 1761, he tried to gain

permission to found a permanent smallpox inoculation hospital
of every Place in America where [smallpox] becomes general

in

is

Boston: "|T]he Trade

much

interrupted and

stopp'd," he wrote, "and consequently thereby the Publick greatly suffers. Particularly
at this

Time should

Illness spread,

it

would

as there has been a very large Importation

^^Gary Nash, The Urban Crucible: The Northern Seaports and the Origins of the American
Revolution (Cambridge, 1986); and G.B. Warden, Boston 7689-7776 (Boston, 1970).
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of Goods into

Town,

.his

certainly prove vastly detrimental
to

of them, and might perhaps throw
the Trade which

RhoJe-hlund

into another Channel; and

how

we

difficult

by preventing the Sale

it,

have with Coruu^aicu, and
is

it

to recover lost

Trade

is

well

known."-^4

As Boston
commerce and

enforced

disease

was

its

public health regulaUons. the interplay
between

in constant view,

and

this

associaUon was not

lost

upon

supporters of boycotts against the
mother country. British imports were termed
potentially pathogenic not just for
reasons of luxury and

economy, but also because

ships on which they arrived always carried
the threat of infectious disease.
di.sease

was

like a

shadow always

underiying ambivalence

economy over which
might have wished

trailing in the

among some

The

the

fear of

wake of commerce, feeding an

colonists about reliance

upon a commercial

they, as dependents within the empire,
never had the control they

for.

Ultimately, this dependency

was seen

as a recipe for the poor

health of the body politic.

The purported poisonousness of tea and
longstanding belief that
physical, diseases.

As

many

other imports

of them harbored not only

was made

credible by the

political, but also literally

eariy as 1699, the Massachusetts General Court noted
that ships

"coming from...places where.. .sicknesses

are prevailing and epidemical, jbringl with

them cotton wool or other such commodities,

in

which the contagion

is

liable to

be

conveyed."^'' Anticipating the arrival of the dutied tea that would later be
destroyed by
the Boston
"less

Tea

alarmed

Party,

at the

one writer played on the quarantine theme,

stating he

landing of the bedding of those unhappy persons

who

would be

died at

Bagdat of the plague than one chest of the slave making TEA."^^ The association

between commerce and disease tainted foreign imports, a

^^To the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the Town of Boston,
March 1761 (Boston. 1761).
^^Quotcd

in

John B. Blake, Public Health

^^Boston Gazette, November

in the

taint that radicals

in

Town Meeting assembled.

Town of Boston (Cambridge.

22, 1773. quoted in

used to

Ma.ss., 1959). 32.

Benjamin Wcxxls Labaree. The Boston Tea Party

(Boston, 1964), 116.
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advantage.

"We clamor against

British ministry

the tea," declared one writer,
"...as a

commodity

have infected with a plague.'^v
while the plague spoken of was

the
in part

a political one, in fact the Bea.er,
one of the three ships canying the tea
later destroyed
in the

Boston Tea Party, was quarantined
offshore for about a week

smallpox.

Plague
'tis

The

ship had arrived, reported the
Boston Gazette, "not only with the

aEA) on

suspected

it

board, but also with the Small-Pox.-As

in chapter 2, in

from a constitutional

to

Boston prior

many

Boston

William Buchan noted
clothes," in

claimed

of a Drawing Quality,

to the Revolution there

was

a subtle

maladies. These changes aided the boycotts

by driving up fear of the foreign. For instance,
in

is

an ontological model of disease, and toward
a greater

belief in the communicability of

work popular

Tea

has suck'd in the Distemper. '^8

As we saw
shift

to be cleansed of

that often

in his

1772 Domestic Medicine,

2i

emphasized protecting oneself from contagion,

that "[ilnfectious diseases are often

which they could lodge for a long time.

communicated by

In a related assertion,

that "|i Infectious disorders are frequently
imported.

Commerce,

he

together

with the riches of foreign climes, brings us also their
diseases." These maladies
"often

more than counterbalance

they are introduced.'^9

all

the advantages of that trade,

by means of which

^ greater emphasis on the communicability of discrete

disease entities, as opposed to constitutional, intemal causes,
helped to verify the

idea that tea, other British imports, and British soldiers
It

was not news

to

anyone

all

likely harbored maladies.

in the eighteenth century that the increased

commerce

of an expanding transatlantic economy bore the price of a greater risk of infectious
disease. In fact the
possibilities.

A

end of the Seven Years'

1764 ad

in the

War opened up commercial,

Boston Gazette promoting inoculation wamed

"America grows every Day more and more populous, as

^'^Boston Gazette.

November

^^Boston Gazette, December

1,

but also viral,

its

that

Trade increases; and the

1773.

13, 1773.

^^illiam Buchan, Domestic Medicine

or. the

Family Physician (Philadelphia, 1772), 61-66.
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Intercourse between the distant Parts
of this Continent, as well as with
distant Nations,

becomes more

frequent; so

Danger of catching
inoculation

it

will

this infectious

was presented

be

much more

difficult for the future to

Distemper than

it

avoid the

has been fonnerly."40

as a cure for Boston's intertwined

As always,

economic and public

health problems.

As

colonists objected to Parliament's

imperial relations,

it

new

did not escape notice that

trade laws, inducing a reappraisal of

commerce with

the

mother country may

have been injurious from the standpoints of
public as well as economic

health.

At the

close of the Revolution, a group of
physicians petitioning Boston yet again for

pennission to build a permanent inoculation hospital
referred to the prior infectious role
of

commerce

within the empire.

"When

the People of this

of the British Nation, and consequently were
connected

Kingdom,
that nearly

their Islands

once

in ten

in this Metropolis....

and Countries," they noted,

"it

in

Commonwealth were

Commerce

happened by

years that distructivc Disorder the small Pox

The

a part

only with that

this intercourse,

made

its

Appearance

Inhabitants fiew from the face of the destroyer and with
them

a very important Part of the

Trade of

this Metropolis,

which has scarcely

at this

day

returned."'*'

The argument, repeated

in

many forms over

the decades, that under the imperial

terms of commerce the mother country simultaneously drained and surleited
the
province, depressing

home development and

yet flooding

it

with luxuries, was

explosively politicized from the 1760s on. In 1770, instructions drawn up for Boston

town meeting by Josiah Quincy and Joseph Warren summarized the complaints
terms that would not have been unfamiliar
time.. .forbid the best

in the 1730s. Britain

improvement of our own produce,

at

had

"at

in

one

another time effectually

force|d| us to purchase foreign merchandize"; she had pursued "every method. ..to

'^Boston

(iazette,

January 30, 1764.

"^'Quoted in Blake. Public Health, 132-133
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.

enervate with forreign luxuries.Jn
order to inslave." Such actions
had
to nonimportation,

at

long

last led

which town meeting described as "a
laudable and voluntary

renunciation of a baneful Commerce."42

Commerce was
country.

Now,

not baneful

per

se, but

had been made so by the mother

in addition to historical
draining

restrictions that radicals described
as unheathful

freely circulating trade

was attacked
the

in the

Dead Palsy"

to transatlantic

commerce;

trade

throughout the empire, for "the Dead Palsy

Body. "43 One pamphlet asserted

that the

that

in

it

chapter 5.

would give "the Cramp

fatal

if

not

and certain as a sudden

to the colonies, but

in a

The Sugar Act

would die not instantaneously, but by

would be "as

Apoplexy." The damage would not be limited

had added new

by referring to the analogies between

Boston Gazette on the grounds

Townshend

surfeiting, she

and a healthful human body noted

a "gradual consumption" which, however,

detested

and

would spread

limb must inevitably affect the whole

Customs Commissioners

sent to collect the

duties "clogged and oppressed" the "veins and
arteries" of

commerce.44
Boston was the seedbed of the Revolution, a

city

whose destruction of tea,

the

"baneful weed," finally brought down, in the Coercive Acts
of 1774, the harsh
penalties of the closing of the port, forced quartering of
British troops in people's

homes, and reorganization of governmental

institutions, including limiting

town

meetings to one per year. That year British troops arrived with the military
governor,

Thomas Gage,

to enforce these laws

and restore order,

These penalties did more than any previous

in effect

acts to elicit the

imposing martial law.

sympathy of other

communities and colonies, which now proclaimed themselves united as one body
politic. Eispecially within

^"^imC Reports.
Boston

1

8:

(iazette,

Massachusetts, solidarity with Boston was

made

possible by

30-3 1

Apnl

I.S,

1765.

44.

'A lew general Observations on American Cuslom-House Olficers...," Boston Gazette, January 9,
1769.
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the fact that whigs there,
including

many who were merchants by

interests in trade-related shipping,
shipbuilding, or
hostility to the imports

by which the

warehousmg, proclaimed

city

made

its living.

nonimportation and nonconsumption did

much

to

merchant

elite

who had been

profession or had
their

Their support for

overcome

hostility against the

associated with a flood of foreign
goods, dangerous

inoculation practices, and the "Boston
distemper" of luxury.
Martial law and the closing

down of organs

of government undermined the self-

regulation and control over boundaries that
were the hallmarks of both Boston's

government and
Boston both

its

at this

public health system.

time and

in the

As we saw

in

chapter 2, British occupation of

1760s threatened the city's intricate protective

system, arousing fears of uncontrolled contamination,
a sister outrage to forced
importation and taxation without representation.

The near dismantling of Boston's town

government, which had traditionally been responsible for
oversight of public health and
the imposition of quarantine and isolation
regulations, represented a genuine danger.

Whig

propagandists responded by charging the British troops not
only with intent to

contaminate, but also with having the same poisonous qualities
as

weed." Defending the Tea Party

in a

had been "sent on the same errand

what they are now attempting by

tea, the "baneful

1775 sermon, Moses Mather claimed

that

Gage and

his troops are; to effect

force." Its destruction

was

that the tea

by

artifice

self-evidently justified, for

[sjhould the Bntish parliament cause cargoes of wine, impregnated with
poison, to be sent to
Amenca, with orders to have them dispersed amongst the inhalMtants; and their servants, the

miscreants of their power, should obstinately insist on doing it, the Americans must
destroy
the wines, which, by their baneful mixture would be justly obnoxious... or be
destroyed by
their poison.

My countrymen, we have every

thing to fear, from the malignity,

power and

cimning of our adversaries."*^

By

this point,

smallpox had already appeared among the British troops,

were accused of attempts

to spread

it

among

the vulnerable provincials trapped in

'^'^Moses Mather, America's

Ellis

Political

1:

Appeal to The Impartial World... (Hartford, 1775), in
Sermons of the American Founding Era, 1730-1805 (Indianapolis, 1998),
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is...weake„ed, or rather

presumed to include,
Isles.

The

muMaled in all

at least to

some

its

Umbs."47 Once,

extent, the British colonies as
well as the British

difference in the 1760s and
1770s

was that people

considered the possibility that they
might become
they

now

worics like this had been

immune

in Massachusetts

to British decay,

now

and that

included British imports decisively
within the category of the Toreign"

products British writers decried. Denial
of Britain's imports stood in for
repudiation of

her poisonous corruption.

•

Separation from Mother Britannia's body
was justified by the portrayal of her

maladies as far too advanced to be susceptible
of cure; her moral decay had manifested
itself in physical decline.

She was possessed, according

"internal convulsions...[and] vital contortions,"

corpulence."4«

As mentioned

as "a rotten prostitute full of

to the

Massachusetts Spy, by

and she displayed "a sickly

previously, Francis Hopkinson shockingly
described her

wounds and

bruises and putrifying sores."49

reconciliation with her had certainly passed, wrote
John

Adams

in 1775, for her

"Cancer" of corruption was "too deeply rooted, and too
far spread
thing short of cutting

it

Massachusetts Spy,

that the colonies

out entire."50 She

The town of Maiden, Massachusetts
Britain

would be

was so

"fatal to the liberties

to

be cured by any

"greatly impaired," according to the

had every "right and

declared in

The time for

May

1776

ability to

that an

renounce" her .51

accommodation with

of America" because colonists would "soon catch

the contagion of venality and dissipation. "^2

These images of health and disease helped
justify an

perilous.

audacious
It

was not

move

a

for independence that

move based on

to ideologically

many

still

and emotionally

found outrageous and

cupidity or treasonous disloyalty, the images

/I '7

^Oohn Brown,

Estimate of the Manners and Principles of the Times (Boston, 1758).

^Massachusetts Spy, Decembers,
"^^''Letler

1775.

by a Foreigner" Pennsylvania Packet, February

^John Adams

to

Moses

Gill,

June

6. 1775. in

10 vols. (Cambridge. Mass., 1977).

3: 21.

^^Massachusetts Spy, December

1775.

^^"Instructions from the

1,

Town of Maiden.

Robert

J.

4, 1777.

Taylor

et. al.

eds..

Papers of John Adams,

Massachusetts, for a Declaration of Independence."
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seemed

IHJave

to say;

it

was

necessitated by natural desires for
health and bodily integrity.

not children a right to complain,"
inquired John

Adams, "when

are attempting to break their limbs,
to administer poison, or to

sell

slaves?"53 However, America's
virtue, both moral and corporeal,

them

their parents
to

enemies for

was insurance

against corruption and dismemberment.
Against the diseased body of Britain

was

arrayed that of America, which the
Massachusetts Spy referred to as a child "sturdy
land] large-boned one, well proportioned in
health."

Such a child had every

right to

all parts, in

the

bloom of vigour and

"renounce an old, stem, encroaching step-

damc.greatly impaired with the refinements of luxury."54
Using a language of health and sickness

upon the

made

traditionally rich

that reflected lived

symbolism of the human body,

experience and drew

radicals in Massachusetts

the case that not only the moral and political
integrity of colonists, but also their

health and bodily integrity, were at stake in the struggle
with the mother country.

Once

free of the

mother who poisoned and weakened them, they could develop the

possibilities for health

and abundance immanent

in Massachusetts. In this

corporeal language provided ideological and emotional support to
the

way,

movement

for independence.

^^John Adams,

A

Dissertation on the

Canon and

21. 1765. Papers of John Adatns,

1:

125.

^Massachusetts Spy, December

1,

1775.

the
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